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Abstract
The film industry in Europe is characterisedby a fragmentedsupply chain. The film market
is historically dominatedby films from the United States,leaving little room for other
national cinemas. In this context, film marketing suffers from the sameillness as the rest of
the industry in that US companiesenjoy dominanceover the market.
This thesisprovides an historical analysisof the film industry and inherentmarketing
practicesin order to explore the interplay betweensupply chain managementand the film
marketing mix. In particular, the thesis draws upon relational conceptsof trust and exchange
relationships,bringing marketing approachesin the field from macro and micro levels to a
multi level analysis involving micro, macro and mesolevel considerations.
Drawing on an empirical casestudy, documentaryanalysis,policy analysisand participant
observation,the thesis revealsthat supply chain managementis necessaryin order to createan
environmentconduciveto the formulation of an appropriatefilm marketing mix. It shows
that there is interdependencybetweenthe market structureand the individual choiceswhich
marketerscan make in formulating the mix. In responseto the constraintsof the current
market structure, supply chain managementoffers independentfilm marketersa methodof
improving the chancesof successfor their films in the market. Integratedsupply chainscan
facilitate a developmentof relationshipsleadingto enhancedtrust. The existenceof such
trust hasbeenshown to increaseunderstandingand the flow of information betweenthe
membersof the supply chain which in turn ensuresconsistencyin the marketing offering.
This thesiscontributesto the current film marketing literature by bridging the gap between
the overtly contextual explanationsof the domination of the film industry by Hollywood with
individualistic explanationsof marketing strategieswhich fail to recognisecontextual
elements. This researchhaspolicy implications at regional, national and supranational
levels. Namely, it would seembeneficial for policy makersto concentrateon building
develop
levels
industry
in
between
film
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of trust and
order
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be
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than
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created
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rather
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mutual understanding.
within the film industry.
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PROLOGUE

The purposeof this thesis is to investigatethe impact of supply chain structureupon
the marketing processin the film industry and evaluatethe role which can be played
by policy makersin improving the film making and marketing environment for film
makersin Europe. This researchwas initially inspired by my work at the European
Commission's MEDIA Programmewhich is responsiblefor supporting and
developingEuropeanAudiovisual Industries. This prologue consistsof an accountof
my first day at the MEDIA Programmeas eventsduring this day, combined with the
early literature review incorporatedinto chapterstwo and three, later influenced my
researchdesign and choice of methodology.

It was thefirst day ofmy stage (placement)at the European Commissions MEDIA
Programmein Brussels. I wasfamiliar with the MEDIA Programme as I had written
my Masters dissertation on audiovisualpolicy in the European Union, but did not
know what would be expectedof me in my role at the MEDIA Programme. After
meetingmy colleagues,I was shown my office by the then Head ofDevelopment at
MEDIA, Gisela Gauggel-Robinso,handeda lengthy reportftom a British consultancy
firm and told to read it andprepare notesfor a meetinglater in the day with the
principal consultant and Gisela. Not quite the gentle induction I had expected. The
report had beencommissionedin order to gain an understandingabout expenditure
onfeaturefilm developmentin all of the memberstatesso that this information could
influencethe developmentofEuropean levelpolicy in the area. Developmenthad
long beenneglectedby Europeanfilmmakers and was gaining increasing interest
ftom policy makers.

As I started reading I was torn - here I was in myfirst day as a "trainee ", feeling very
muchthe new girl with little real knowledgeof thefilm industry - but yet Ifelt there
were real problems with the results of this research. Thedevelopmentfiguresthat
were quotedwere not crediblefor various reasons. Somewere very obviously untrue,
the expenditureon developmentexceededthe total expenditurefor theproject when it
had notproceeded out of development.For others,the developmentcostswerefar
too high a percentageof thefinal budgetand the third group cited almost no
developmentexpendituredespitelong developmentperiods., Thefurther I read, the
more incredulousI becamethat theseresults were beingpresentedasfact. WhileI
had little doubt that the questionnairesusedhadyielded such information,
understandingthe secretivenature offilm production finance, I was surprised at the
researchmethodchosen. In an industry built on precarious piecemealfinance deals,
exploitation of taxation loopholes and complexprofit sharing, sending out intrusive
questionnaireson behalf of the European Commissionto thefilm production
companiesofEurope was bound tojail. In order to solicit this type of information,
there must be assurancesthat the researchis entirely confidential; that the
information will be usedin order to improvesupportfor developmentoffeaturefilms
in Europe and that the research was being undertakenby trustworthy individuals.

I saw the impending meetingas both terrifying and a chanceto prove myseýf,
although not knowing what my new bossthought of the report causedme anxiety
about how honestI could be in my evaluation. Shecalled me to her office shortly
before the meetingand we had afew minutesto discussthe report. Icautiously
sharedmy reservations but decidedto play themdown until I gauged her reaction.
Luckily she had similar views to my own and I was more confident going into the
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meeting. Whenthe consultantarrived, Gisela introduced us and said "Finola has
somecommentsto makeon the report ". I had no option but to expressmy concerns
as to the validity of thefindings and to questiontheir triangulation ofthe results
presented The consultantadmitted that his colleaguewho had originally been
em loyed to carry out this research (and had, apparently, extensivefilm industry
knowledge)had beentaken ill and had to be replaced It was agreed that the
consultancyshould try to salvagethe study and collectively we decidedthat they
should utilise the network ofMEDIA Desksand Antennae,located in each member
state, which were the communicationpoint betweenthe MEDIA Programmeandfilm
makersin each of the memberstates. As a relationship already existedbetweenthe
personnel employedin the Desksand Antennaeand thefilm making communitiesin
their respectivememberstates,a certain degreeof trust could be relied upon. The
MEDIA Desksand Antennaerepresentedthe interestsof their memberstates,and due
to this, could be trusted by thefilm making community.

Theconsultancywould contact a substantialproportion of the original respondents
through the Desksand Antennaeand they would be askedto provide the again. This
procedure would ensureconfidentialityfor the respondentsand it was hopedthat this
morepersonal approach would improve the validity and reliability of thefindings.
Onceeach local representationexplainedthepurpose ofthe research, it wasfelt that
there would be more understandingofthe purpose and a greater willingness to
communicatethe actual nature ofdevelopmentexpenditureboth in terms of time and
money. Theconsultant left and we informed the MEDIA Desksand Antennaeof what
would happen.
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The activities of my first day, and my subsequentinvolvement with salvagingthat
researchat the MEDIA Programmeprovided me with a lot of industry knowledge. I
gainedgreaterunderstandingof the secrecyand reluctanceof people in the film
industry to impart financial information to "outsiders". I also beganto understand
more fully the slipshod enterpriseof the developmentof featurefilms in Europe. Due
to the independentnature of the companiesinvolved, "development" meant
scrabblingaroundtrying to get finance from somewhereto producethe film so that
the producerscould start getting paid for their work. Many legitimate development
expenseswere absorbedby thoseworking in small production companiesor
individuals subsidisingthis project developmentby working elsewhere. Profits from
previous films, if any remainedafter all intermediariestook their percentages,were
not sufficient to provide adequatedevelopmentfunding for new projects. After
months,or more commonly, yearsof slaving over a fresh idea for a feature film, to
have to walk away and sustainthe developmentlossesmay meanthat subsequent
films do not get made either.

Surely theseissueswere marketing concerns,no different from new product
developmentin other industries? The processof getting a film to the market began
right at the outset; from the formation of the idea for the film in the mind of the
creativepersonneland permeatedall of the latter stagesin the creationof a feature
film. This was my starting point. Upon starting the PhD researchprocess,it was
necessaryto draw upon existing film marketing literature and the wider film industry
literature, as discussedin chapterstwo and three, in order to frame this researchand to
tlýengo beyond this with my own study, in order to answerthe researchquestions
outlined in chapterone.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction
The prologue offers an insight into part of the motivation behind my thesis topic.
This chapter synthesises the motivating factors, and sets out the context and
contribution that my research makes to the understanding of the film marketing
process. It also outlines the structure of the thesis, chapter by chapter. The thesis
should answer a number of questions. This chapter will pose some fundamental
questions, such as: Why this subject? Why is this important? How have I
contributed to the body of knowledge in this area? How did I set about tackling the
subject and what were my main findings? These issues will be elaboratedupon
through the course of this thesis. In posing and addressingthesequestions,previous
research in the area will be acknowledged and my thesis set in context of this
research.

1.1 Why this Journey?
One of the questions often posed to PhD studentsthroughout their PhD journey is,
"why are you doing a PhDT I have provided various answers,dependingon who
has asked to the question, "why a PhD on marketing films? " The reason for the
variation in answers is partly due to my mood at the time, partly due to the
appropriatenessof the answer to the questioner,but largely due to the fact that the
reasonsare many. In reality, my path to the door of the PhD has been long and may
have seemeddirectionless, but many events and experienceshave driven me in this
direction.

The motivation towards pursuing my investigation of film marketing began to form
at an early age. The frustration that I felt on my regular visits to my local video
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rental shop was probably one of the earliest factors leading to my decision to
undertakethis research. Shelf after shelf was filled with films, each of which I had
either seen (in the cinema, on television or had previously rented) or had vowed
never to see for whatever reason. In addition to this, joining my University film
society introduced me to the world of non-mainstreamfilm, which, growing up in a
small town in Ireland, had been denied to me. My local cinema fed me on a diet of
blockbusters,which eventually made their way from the west coast of the US to the
west coast of Ireland via almost everywhere else. Even in the pre-internet days,
word of these films would filter through and we would wait in anticipation for them
to make it to us. At this early stage,with a naive understandingof the processof
film distribution, I was awarethat if they were not successfulin other territories, they
might never make it to our screens. I often felt cheatedby this distribution systemas
the tastesof others determinedwhether or not I would have the opportunity to seea
particular film or not.

During the final year of my undergraduatedegreein humanities, I wrote about postmodem film.

Again I became fascinated with the number of high quality

independentfilms from both sidesof the Atlantic that failed to get an audience. Was
this only due to audienceresistanceto subtitles, the emotional investment that many
of these films demanded in order to enjoy them or was it just a matter of bad
marketing and naive segmentation,targeting and positioning strategies9 Or was it a
clash of the titans with the heavily financed Hollywood marketing machineswiping
out low budget competition?

3

The next stage in my life saw me as a constant consumer. Wherever I travelled I
tried to seeas many films as possible,trying to understandthe subtletiesof different
national styles. At this stage I was purely a consumer. When deciding on my
Masters dissertation topic, my fascination with film, both from a cultural and an
industrial perspectiveinformed my decision. I beganto look at Europeanfilm policy
to try to understandwhy we in the West of Ireland did not get to see all those great
films that I knew existed but never travelled outside their national borders. This led
me to work in the EuropeanCommission'sMEDIA programme, where I got to see
European audiovisual policy being created and debated. As I was working in the
developmentsection, I saw how important and neglectedthis stagewas in the whole
process. So many films are made with no audience in mind, rushed through
production without any thought to early publicity and abandonedwithout achieving
substantial,if any, distribution. It was here that I developed my early ideas relating
to "film marketing".

The prologue reported on my first day, and indeed my first task, at the MEDIA
Programme. It was this experiencewhich helped me to clarify some of the problems
involved in investigating the Europeanfilm industry. Firstly, how do you find those
involved in the process? As the majority of Europeanfilms are producedunder very
fragmentedconditions, with small groupsof individuals coming togetheron a project
by project basis to work on the various stagesof the film and then moving on to the
do
individuals
film?
How
hard
find.
Who
they
these
the
to
next project,
are
shapes
managethe various stagesinvolved in the production processunder such conditions?
Also, due to the nature of such fragmentedfilmmaking, where little profit is made,
(and this profit rarely finds its way back to those who developedthe film) accounting
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practicesin the film industry are both complex and secretive. All of theseconditions
make it very difficult for the film marketing researcherto gain accessto this world
and, upon gaining access, to gather reliable data.

My work at the MEDIA

Programme confirmed the importance of two of the elements of my theoretical
framework, supply chain managementand trust. Over the course of my researchI
concludedthat these two constructswere in many ways interdependent. During my
field research,thesetwo factors consistentlyaroseand therefore played a central role
in my analysisof the film marketing terrain.

Up to this point, my personal interest had combined with academic enquiry in
leading me to undertake a PhD in the area of the marketing of feature films. This
thesis focuses upon feature films to the exclusion of other audiovisual products.
Feature films are defined as films of greaterthan forty minutes which are made for
initial

theatrical

distribution,

i.e.

release

in

cinemas

(http://www. answers.com/featureý/ý20film).My initial literature searchrevealedthat
this was a largely neglected area. The main focus of the limited literature that did
exist, was concerned either with audiencestudies (eg. Austin, 1981a, 1981b, 1982;
De Silva, 1998) or predictive economic modelling of box office success(eg. De
Vany and Walls, 1996,1997,1999; Elberse, 1999; Eliashberg and Sawhney, 1994;
Eliashberg and Shugan, 1997), basedon a number of variables such as the previous
box office performanceof similar films, the performanceof the main stars,the genre,
the time of release and so on. In addition to this were the inevitable and useful
"how-to" manuals (Durie 1993; Durie et al. 2000; Goldberg, 1991; Lukk, 1997) as
well as historical accounts of the formation of the early industry (eg. Barr, 1996;
Bowser, 1990; Chanan, 1980; Dyer McCann, 1987; Gomery, 1991; Jacobs, 1968).
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All -of these sources were valuable starting points, but, if it were as simple as
identifying a number of variables which, when combined, would result in box office
success,how come there were still so many failures? My interest lay firmly in
looking at the process of bringing a film to market, which involves gaining an
understandingof the environment within which films are developed,produced and
"marketed" through the various stagesof the film industry supply chain.

Having a background in political science and sociology and having worked at the
EuropeanCommission's MEDIA programme,I could not overlook the role of policy
in shapingthe businessenvironment in which film companiesexist. Although this is
seldom recognised, the audiovisual industries are subject to many policy
developments and the implications of policy changes are felt in the industry.
Hollywood's integrated structure and the ability to cross-subsidiseprojects through
the integrated studio system is seen as one of the reasons for the successof the
studios. In saying this, the various industrial and creativt waves, which took place in
the development of the Hollywood industry, illustrate the negative impact such a
systemmay have on creativity (Blair and Kerrigan, 2002)1. At various stagessince
the birth of the film industry, Hollywood has failed to keep cinema audiencesand has
turned to more maverick independentfilmmakers to rebuild their relationship with
cinemagoers(Biskind, 1998; Blair and Kerrigan, 2002; Scott, 2005).

Although no self-respecting "principles of marketing" textbook would exclude the
marketing environment, all too often marketing literature seems to propagatethe
myth of vacuum within which marketing activities take place. The world is not a

1A copy of this book chaptercan be found in Appendix H.
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static place and one successful campaign repeated will not necessarily result in
success. How can this most usefully be explained? By examining the market for
film in relation to the consumer'sreaction to segmentation,targeting and positioning
strategies employed by film marketers; by examining the policy environment in
which filmmakers operate; in recognisingthat each film must be treated differently;
and that a bland formulaic approachto marketing in the film industry will not result
in long term sustainability.

I
My use of the term "journey" resonates with O'Malley and Patterson (1998) who

interrogatethe mix managementparadigm in an article which comparestheir journey
through marketing theory with a road movie, comparing the American origins of
marketing theory with the origins of the road movie.

It seems that marketing

academicsand the film industry in Europe are under the shadow of the United States
and the process of this doctoral research was indeed like a road movie.

My

experience during this research closely mirrors that described by O'Malley and
Patterson(1998:4 1) when they say that during this j oumey they;
began to challenge our own positions, thoughts, and perspectivesand
...
this was, initially at least, difficult and uncomfortable. Indeed, rather than
'getting somewhere' we seemedto be fast losing our way. As the journey
continued, however, we began to find the terrain liberating: reaching the
end of the road became less of an issue and knowing exactly where we
were going becameless important.
Throughout my researchjourney, there were periods of incomprehension,confusion
and a feeling of not knowing where I was going, but I was determined to continue
myjoumey.
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1.2 The Research Problem
The research problem, which emerged from my early investigation into film
marketing, was why Europeanfilms'did not travel well outside their national borders
and what policy initiatives could be developed in order to improve this situation?
This is, in essence,a marketing problem. Existing film marketing literature has
ignored the crucial role played by policy from the inception of the film industry and
this thesis aims at redressing this shortcoming and providing a more informed
analysis of film marketing in Europe. From this fundamental researchproblem the
aim of the thesis emergedalong with the specific researchquestionswhich drove this
research.

1.3 The Aim of the Thesis
The aim of this researchis
to investigate the environment in which feature film marketing takes place in
I
Europewith specific referenceto the UK;
(2)

to examine the impact of supply chain structure on the marketing campaign
for feature films and

(3)

to evaluate the impact which public policy has upon the film marketing
process.

In summary, this thesis investigates the impact of company structure upon the
process involved in marketing feature films and evaluates the role which can be
played by policy makers in addressingthis. This approachis in line with Bourdieu's

(1977,1998)assertionof the needto examine"the field" in orderto understand
the
impact which this macro level has upon activities at the meso and micro levels. In
adopting this approach, this thesis goes beyond existing studies of film marketing
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such as those discussedin Chapter Three. In order to fulfil these aims, a holistic
view of marketing is adoptedas outlined below. However, it must be acknowledged
that this is an exploratory piece of researchexamining the relevance of marketing
and its application in a highly specific context of the film industry. Therefore,many
concepts emerged during the researchprocessthat merit more detailed analysis in
any future empirical work; theseare specified in the concluding chapterof the thesis.

1.4

Setting the Scene

Markqting as an academic discipline, borrows from more establishedareassuch as
economics (Heeler and Chung, 2000), sociology (Gronhaug, 2000), psychology
(Foxall, 2000) and cultural theory (Lee, 2000). This thesis reflects this parasitic
in
literature
through
to
the
the
of
nature
marketing
referred
eclectic range of
following chapters. In addition, the role of marketing in influencing and being
influenced by the other functional units in an organisation (film companiesbeing no
exception) is portrayed. It is the combined failure to recogniseboth the intrinsic role
of the marketing function within an organisation, in addition to ignoring the role of
public policy in shaping the film making and marketing setting, which is problematic
in optimising the environment in which the marketing of films can take place. The
holistic approachto marketing adopted in this thesis fits with Baker's (2002a: 146)
view of marketing which, in recognition of "the variety and complexity of possible
exchange relationships" leads him to conclude that "no single solution exists and
multiple explanations are to be encouraged". Indeed, this thesis seeks to set the
marketing mix approach, as applied to the film industry, within the context of a
relational approachto marketing, in order to advancefilm marketing scholarship.
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1.5

Remit of Study

The international film industry is dominatedby Hollywood, which, while producing
fewer films than Europeanor Bollywood filmmakers, commandsa greaterproportion
of the world wide box office revenueearned. In order to understandthe natureof the
Europeanfilm industry, it is necessaryto trace the historical developmentof the film
industry from an industrial context. Again, this approachis supportedby Bourdieu's
(1977) recognition of the need to understandthe field within which film marketing
takesplace. Swartz (1997:117) defines fields as;

denoting arenas of production, circulation and appropriation of goods,
services,knowledge or status,and the competitive positions held by actors
in their struggle to accumulate and monopolise these different kinds of
capital.
As this thesis aims at developing existing film marketing scholarship in order to
provide a fuller understanding of the context of film marketing, it is necessaryto
explore the macro environment, or field.

Chapter Two draws on historical and

economic literatures in order to outline the development of the film industry and to
identify the key reasonswhich account for the domination of the global film industry
by Hollywood. The film industry in Europe is reliant on both public and private
sourcesof finance in order to survive. For this reason,the film marketer has various
stakeholdersto satisfy which meansthat films must be packagedin various ways in
order to appealto thesestakeholders.

The European film industry is fragmented and typically consists of very small
companies with few permanent employees working on a project by project basis
(Kerrigan, 2004).

This is in contrast to the fully integrated structure of the

Hollywood studios where activities from the development process through to
10

distribution are carried out by one companyand quite often this companyis not only
vertically integrated, but horizontally integrated as well as part of a media
conglomerate(Wayne, 2002). This thesis recognisesthat the continuity offered by
this integrated structure provides the main explanation for the domination of the
global box office by Hollywood films.

The structural power of the Hollywood

majors has been discussedby Baillieu and Goodchild (2002); Huettig (1944); Scott
(2005); Thompson and Bordwell (2003); Ulff-Moller (2001) and Wayne (2002),
among others. As this structural domination is well documented,this thesis will
build upon this acceptedview in trying to establish how European filmmakers can
operate within this structure. In addition, building on the work of Heuttig (1944),
Ulff-Moller (2001) and others, and through extensivepolicy analysis,this thesiswill
make a case for supporting the retention of public policy measures aimed at
developing the film industry, basedupon analysis of the policy arenawhich provided
the backdrop of the Hollywood film industry.
Merely mimicking the Hollywood structure is not suggestedas the solution for the
European film industry. The European film industry does not have the capital
necessaryin order to compete at this level nor the strong history of diplomatic
lobbying which the majors have profited from (Ulff-Moller,

2001).

What is

suggestedis an alternative, where long term relationships are encouragedto forrn and
public policy supports the formation of a positive filmmaking and marketing enviroment.

In order for the marketing processto be most effective, such continuity is necessary.

This thesisshowshow the existenceof trust,both internal,betweenmembersof the
filmmaking and distribution supply chain, and external, between the film company

and the consumer, is necessaryin order to foster the most suitable film marketing
environment.

1.6

Methodology

This thesis aims to ftirther current film marketing scholarship. As existing film
marketing scholarshipignores the environmentwithin which the marketing of feature
films takes place, there was no existing theoretical framework which could be
adaptedin order to shapethe research. Industry documentationand existing studies
of the film industry-and film marketing provided the starting point and helped to
shapethe theoretical framework used. This also helped the design of the primary
data collection and the primary data was collected in a number of forms. This thesis
uses an interpretive methodology in order to understandthe processof feature film
marketing within its industrial and environmental context. In doing so, a reflexive
approachis incorporated into the research,where the researcheracknowledgedher
role on the research process. An entirely reflexive method was not deemed
Ozbilgin
appropriate, as according to
and Tatl i (2005), and drawing on Bourdieu,
there is a need for two forms of epistemicbreak in social research. The first break is
with one's own perceptionsof reality and the secondwith the perceivedreality of the
participantsin the research. Reflexivity was used in order to first acknowledgeone's
own and others' internally constructedversion of events and interpretationsbefore
stepping away from these interpretationsand considering the wider researchcontext
and other forms of evidence. For this reason, reflexivity gives way to more
traditional methods of qualitative enquiry as the research progresses. Participant
observation and qualitative interviews were undertaken during the Strategics Film
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Marketing Workshop 2
.

Participant Observation was also undertaken during the

related Film Test Screening. My participation in these two events led to my gaining
the access needed in order to undertake a case study of one of the few vertically
integrated film companies in Europe. This case study comprised three embedded
films.
three
the
contrasting
case studies concerned with
making and marketing of
This data was supplemented with attendance at a number of film industry talks and
into
film
industry
insight
the
and the marketing
panel events where additional

processwas gained.

In addition, three interviews were conducted with film industry experts, one an
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Commission
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final
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formally structured companies. Thesevarious sources,which are listed in appendix
A, allowed for multi-angulation to ensure that the research questions were
approachedusing different sources of evidence to increase the reliability of the
conclusions drawn.

Figure 1.1 below, shows the nature of evidence which

findings
to
the
collectively contributed
of this thesis.

2 Strategics is a European organisation which provides business training for film industry
professionals.
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Figure 1.1 Nature of evidence used

1.6.1 The Case Study Company -VcrtiCo
My experience in the MEDIA Programme combined with the industrial and
historical literature on the film industry, indicated that supply chain structure was

centralto the successof the Hollywoodfilm companiesandcould often explainthe
failure of European film companies in sustaining a long term place in the film
market. In studying the nature of the Europeanand Hollywood film industries as
outlined in Chapter Two, it seemedthat merely attempting to mimic the vertically
integratedstructure which exists in Hollywood would not necessarilybe appropriate
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for the European industry. The European industry is diverse in tenns of geography

as well as linguistically, culturally and legally, which all impact on the film making
and marketing process. For this reason,I wanted to undertake a case study in an
integrated European company.

As European film companies are generally

independent,the challengeof finding an integratedcompany with a Europeanprofile
was daunting. Through contactsmadeat the Strategicsworkshops,it was possibleto
securethe co-operation of Working Title Films, the production entity of a formerly
Europeanowned (by Philips) production and distribution company basedin the UK.
One year before the commencement of the field research, this company was
purchasedby Seagram,which also owned Universal, one of the major, integrated
American film companies.

Working Title is a well respectedcompany both nationally and internationally and
has a good track record of successin both mainstreamand non mainstreamfilms.
Carrying out this casestudy has enabledme to unpack the theories of film marketing
that do exist, qualitatively analyse the underlying reasons behind the successof
Working Title as a company and many of the films that they produced;and finally to
make observationson the suitability of current policy in developing a sustainableand
film
industry
in
the UK.
globally competitive

This case study data combined with the data collected during my participant
observation at Strategies, documentary evidence, policy analysis and additional
qualitative interviews, provided me with a good understanding of the nature of
relationships within the film industry and how, if at all, public policy can engage
with the formation of theserelationships.
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As the thesis is concernedwith analysingthe impact of supply chain structureon the
marketing activities, I researchedboth the production company -Working Title
Films- and the distribution company which financed their productions -Universal
Pictures International. For the purposeof this thesis,thesetwo companieswill now
be known collectively as VertiCo.

1.7 Outline of the Thesis
This chapter has highlighted the researchproblem; introduced the researchtopic;
indicated the researchobjectives; and outlined the underlying motivation behind the
film
In
tackling
marketing, there are
area
such
as
research.
an under-researched
in
locating
framework,
finding
the
theoretical
study
challenges:
an appropriate
following
Bourdieu
industry.
In
literature
the
to
appropriate
and gaining access
(1977) and approachingthis researchfrom a macro,meso and micro perspective,this
thesis makes a contribution to the developmentof film marketing scholarship by
in
industry
film
"field"
the
the
the
and
so
of
situating
marketing process within
doing, ensuring a holistic examinationof the film marketing process.
0
Chapter Two, The Development of the Industry, investigates the historical
developmentof the film industry in order to set the scenefor the contemporaryfilm
industry environment. In doing so, historical analysis of the development of the
Hollywood and Europeanfilm industries and memoirs of film industry professionals
formation
full
data
the
to
and
of
picture
provide
a
are combined with empirical
developmentof the film industry. This is in keeping with the theoretical framework
which necessitatesan examination of the historical formation of the field. This
chapter explores the notion of supply chain structure from an historical perspective,
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as well as examining some more recent histories of film making collectives and film
companies. As a result of this analysis, the chapter introduces and explores the
concept of trust as a key explanatory factor in the early film industry as well as the
storiesof more recent successesand failures.

Chapter Three, Film Marketing Literature, introduces and discussesthe existing
literature relating to the marketing of films and introducesthe theoretical framework
which has emergedthrough the processof this research. Although such literature is
limited, Chapter Three frames the contribution of this thesis to the debatethrough
exploring the gaps in the current literature. The chapter also illustrates the range of
disciplines, from economics to sociology and cultural studies within which
academics havd undertaken research into the film market.

In doing so, this

strengthensthe argument in favour of developing researchwhich is groundedin the
marketing literature in order to understandand developthe areaof film marketing.

Chapter Four, Methodology and ResearchDesign, discussesthe various approaches
to researchwhich were consideredbefore outlining the methods and methodology
used and the reasonswhy this methodology was chosen. The chapter details the
nature of the evidence used, the type of data collection employed and the analytical
process undertaken, and embeds this in the relevant literature.

In conducting

research of an entirely qualitative nature, the methods used are often uniquely
tailored to the piece of researchbeing undertaken. For this reasonit is necessaryto
discuss the formation and development of the research methods in order to
understandhow they contribute to the investigation of the problem at hand. This
chapter shows how the combination of empirical data, policy and documentary
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analysis as well as the use of life writings combined in providing insights into the
field of film marketing which aid in the progressionof the film marketing literature.

Chapter Five, The Role of Policy in Supporting the Film Industry, traces the
developmentof public policy in the film industry and evaluatesits impact upon the
natureof film making and the film industry in Europe. In doing so, the chapterlooks
at the various types of policy which impact upon the film industry and, by
implication, on the marketing of films. This chapterillustrates the importancewhich
public policy has and still plays in relation to protecting the US film industry and in
doing so, undenninesthe US in its efforts to pressurisenational governments,suchas
South Korea and trading blocs, such as the EuropeanUnion, into liberalising their
film industries. In exploring the policy environment, both in how it has developed

andin its currentstate,this thesisfills a largegap in film marketingscholarshipin
recognisingthe impact which such policy has upon the field in which film marketing
practice takes place. Such analysis is essentialin order to deepenthe understanding
of the film marketing field in line with Bourdieu's (1977) approach to social
research.

Chapter Six, The Film Industry Supply Chain, moves from the broad policy
environment to focus on one aspect of this environment in analysing how supply
chain structure impacts on the marketing process in the film industry. The policy
environment plays a large role in dictating the nature of the supply chain which
exists in various parts of the world and, in Europe has resulted in very fragmented
supply chains in terms of ownership, and weak supply chain management. Indeed,
an analysis of the supply chain for the majority of European films which are
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successfulin being shown in cinemas, whether nationally, on a European level or
internationally, demonstratesthat the US majors are generally presentat some stage
in this supply chain. This chapter introduces the concept of the supply chain and
supply chain literature in order to develop these concepts in terms of the film
industry and the subsequentimpact on the marketing process. In doing so, it draws
upon the primary data collected during the Strategics events, the VertiCo Case
Studies and film industry memoirs and biographies (life writings). This chapter is
both theoretical and empirical in nature.

Chapter Seven,The Role of Trust in the Film Industry, explores the conceptof trust
in relation to the filmmaking and marketing processes. The importance of trust was
first introduced in Chapter Two in terms of explaining the developmentof the early
film companies and their activities, and trust arose repeatedly during both my
primary data collection and the various film industry biographies, autobiographies
and other memoirs and academicwritings which informed me during the courseof
this research. In order to explore the natureand impact of trust in the Europeanfilm
industry, trust literature is presentedand the empirical data from the primary research
is analysed in relation to this literature. In this way, the importance of trust in
maintaining creative vision will be highlighted. This chapterwill revisit someof the
points raised in ChaptersFive and Six in terms of both analysing the role played by
trust currently and what sorts of policy initiatives could be implementedin order to
aid the development and maintenanceof such trust in the UK and other such film
industries.
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ChapterEight, The Film Marketing Mix, examinesthe various marketing tools used
by the film industry in relation to the casestudy films. This chapter draws upon the
film marketing elements identified in Chapter Three and uses the subsequentfilm
marketing mix in order to analysethe casestudy films. This analysis builds on the
previous three empirical chapters in testing the impact which the supply chain
structureand existenceof trust has had upon the film marketing mix. ChapterEight
identifies a framework which can be used in order to shapethe marketing campaign
at various stagesin the supply chain.

The final chapter, Chapter Nine, ties all of the previous chapters together in a
discussion around the suitability of current policy and future policy strategiesthat
should be employed. This chapter also highlights the contribution which this thesis
makes to the development of film marketing scholarship, generic marketing
scholarship and film industry policy analysis. In addition, this final chapter
summarisesthe main points made during the thesis, the limitations of the study and
suggestsareasfor future exploration which may be researched.

1.8 Summary
This chapter has introduced the thesis in terms of the purpose and aims, the
justification for the study and the motivation behind embarking on this course of
research. In addition, the original contribution of this thesis is indicated in that the
historical developmentof the film industry and an analysis of the policy environment
literature
film
introduced
into
film
takes
within which
marketing
place are
marketing
for the first time. Such acknowledgementof the need to examine the field within
which marketing activities are conductedis in recognition of the holistic natureof the
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film marketing environmentand the impact which external factors have on the ability
to market a film. In adopting this approach,the body of film marketing scholarship
has beenstrengthenedand developed. Such a policy informed approachhas allowed
an exploration of the role of supply chain structureon the marketing of film, and an
exploration of the important role played by trust in explaining the successor failure
of various film marketing endeavours.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE DEVELOPMENT

OF THE

FILM INDUSTRY
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2.0 Introduction
The previous chapter laid out the parametersof this thesis; defining the notion of
marketing as applied to the film industry and introducing some key conceptsto be
discussedin the thesis. In indicating the shortcomingsof existing researchinto the
marketing of feature films, the introduction indicatesthe need for the developmentof
a theoretical framework in order to analysetheseissues. Existing frameworks do not
acknowledge the political and social environment within which the marketing of
films takes place. In order to redress this, it has been necessaryto provide an
framework,
theoretical
adequate
which takes the political and social environments
into account, within which to position this research. Such a need to situate social
researchwithin its historical context was recognised by Bourdieu (1977,1998) as
this allows for the explanation of the market dynamics which impact upon
organisationsand individuals within the field.
I

This chapter examines a variety of literature which will serve as an introduction to
the film industry in generaland the problems that face Europeanfilmmakers in their
quest for market share. The causesof some of those obstaclesare explored in terms
of historical and structural reasonswhich underlie the domination of the worldwide
box office by the Hollywood film studios. As acknowledged by Kindem (2000:2)
"many countries' domestic movie markets have been greatly impacted if not
dominated by Hollywood movies since at least 1917" which necessitatesany
examination of the film industry to engage with an analysis of the role of the
Hollywood majors in that industry. In undertaking this analysis, existing literature
relating to the history and developmentof the film industry and marketing within the
film industry is discussed. In addition, a number of biographiesand autobiographies
23

of filmmakers, academic and other accounts of film collectives and formal film
companieshave been used, in order to understandthe structural issueswhich face
those involved as well as to provide insight to the social and political dimension of
film making and film marketing. The term collectives is introduced here to denote
the informal groups of filmmakers who decide to work together on a number of
projects without the formation of a formal company.

The chapter starts by outlining the nature of Hollywood's domination of the
worldwide film markets and then investigatesthe reasonswhy. Early technical and
industrial developmentsare outlined and analysed, followed by an examination of
the early Europeanfilm industry, the birth of today's majors and finally an analysis
of the reasons underlying today's domination of the worldwide film markets by
Hollywood. The chapter concludesby analysing the
reasonsfor the successand/ or
failure of various non-Hollywood film
companies or collectives of filmmakers.
ChapterThree goes on to examine literature
which focusesspecifically on marketing
issuesin the film industry and concludesby summarising the theoretical framework
which emerged from the review of the relevant literatures in addition to emergent
themesfrom the research.

2.1 Hollywood's Domination of the Global Box Office
The film industry is just over one hundred years old, and, for the majority of its
existence,has been dominated by the Hollywood majors. Despite sporadic success
for Europeanfilms both within their home countries as well as overseas,the United
States still overshadows the European box office.

According to the European

Audiovisual Observatory (EAO), cinema attendancein Europe remained stagnantin
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2002 while in America it continued to grow, surpassingall attendancefigures since
1957(EAO, 2003: 5). In addition,
Europeanmarketsclearly lacked successfullocal films. The
a
number
of
...
European market was, however, above all lacking in European films that
were successfulcontinent-wide" (EAO, 2003:5).
Although the average number of films produced in Europe exceedsthat produced
annually in the United States,Hollywood films continue to have substantiallyhigher
averageproduction budgets and also still dominate in terms of box office revenue
earned.

Figure 2.1 below illustrates the number of feature films produced by the US, the
EuropeanUnion member statesand Japan. Despitethe fact that the population of the
EU is five times that of Japan, Japanproduces less than half the number of films
produced in Europe annually, while the United Statesproduces approximately one
third fewer feature films than the EU member states. With the expansion of the
EuropeanUnion from fifteen to twenty-five member states,the level of film making
in the EuropeanUnion is set to rise, as is the diversity of Europeanfilms in terms of
language.European filmmakers are still producing more films than their American
counterparts,with 625 films producedacrossthe EuropeanUnion in 2002 and 628 in
2001, while in the US, 449 films were producedin 2002 and 462 in 2001.
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Figure 2.1 Number of feature films produced in Europe, the United States and
Japan 1992-2002 (Source: European Audiovisual Observatoi-y, 2003: 7)

Figure 2.2 below shows the extent to which the production costs of I lollywood films
exceed that of European films.
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Figure 2.2 Average cost of production of feature films (S) 1992-2002 (Source:
Fui-opean Audiovisual Observatory, 2003: 7)

While Europe struggles to compete with Hollywood in terms ofbig budget films, a
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quoted in Finney, 1998:292).
Apart from analysing the film market in terms of number of films producedand the
cost of such productions, it is important to look at the earning power of the various
industries in terms of box office. It is in scrutinizing these figures that one of the
difficulties of analysingthe various film marketsbecomesmore apparent. Due to the
natureof film making, it is very difficult to attribute nationality or even regionality to
a film and various formulae are used in identifying what constitutes a film from a
particular country. Generally these classifications are drawn up nationally and may
differ from country to country. For an exampleof the criteria applied to evaluatethe
British nationality of a film, seeappendixB.

Figure 2.3 below shows the admissionsto all films in the EuropeanUnion in 2002.
The top twenty films in terms of box office revenuewere all US productions or co(New
Zealand,
Australia
the
US
between
and
the
other
country
and
one
productions
UK). It is indicative of the poor performanceof non-English languagefilms that the
English
speaking
top
twenty
all
with
status were
co productions which achieved
countries (EAO, 2003:9).
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films to travel. In fact, their performance outside their country of origin is not hugely
out of line with that of their non-English speaking counterparts. This indicates an
additional problem. It is not just language which seems to stop films from travelling;
films may also have appeal only in the country of origin due to their subject matter.
There may also be additional problems related to how these films are marketed or
structural problems within the market.

Figure 2.3 Admission to filins in the European Union
Audiovisual Observatory, 200'1:24)

(Source: OBS in European

Figure 2.4 below indicates market share in 2002. As can be seen from this figure, the
US, with 71% of the market, dominated the European box office while non US or
European tilm accounted for only 1% of the box office, despite the continued
popularity of Bollywood and other Asian films. Although European filins accounted
for 28% of the cinema box office during 2002,20% of this was for national films
while only 8% accounted for filrns which travelled outside their home markets.
Flurope remains united in its appetite for US films while, in general, not acceptino of
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and other world cinema in favour of Hollywood films will be discussed later in this
chapter.
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Figure 2.4 Market Share
Observatory, 2003: 20)

2002

(Source: OBS

in European Audiovisual

Despite the number of films produced annually
in Europe and the popularity of going
to the cinerna, European films are not gaining the sarne success as Hollywood films
outside their national borders. In addition, despite strong filin industries in countries
such as China, South Korea and particularly India, films frorn these markets are
failing to achieve box office success in Europe. This thesis proposes that in order to
understand the current situation, it is necessary to look at the structure of the
Furopean film industry;

examine the role which public policy has played historically

Conning
in
and supporting this structure, and to examine the film industry, supply
chain.

As stated in Chapter One, the ELlropean film industry has, Lintil recently, been
characterised as fragmented, consisting of many independently operating companies
involved in prodLICtion, distribution and exhibition of motion picturcs (Blair and
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Kerrigan, 2002; Kerrigan, 2004). In 1998, the Labour Government's Film Policy
Review Group (FPRG) contrasted this fragmented structure with the Hollywood
model, in which the functional areas are integrated with the emphasis on the
distribution function. Such fragmentationhas beencited as one of the major reasons
for the domination of Hollywood films in Europe (Dale, 1997; Finney, 1996;
Kerrigan and Culkin, 1999; Puttnam, 1997). The FPRG called upon the British
government to put structural support measuresin place in order to support the
integration of all activities in the film industry supply chain in order to "provide
audiences with a consistent supply of commercially successful British movies"
(FPRG, 1998:18). Since then, certain measureshave been put in place to tackle this
structural problem; thesewill be evaluatedin ChapterFive.

Blair and Rainnie (2000) representedthis pattern of instability in
relation to the
British industry as a series of unsuccessful waves
'company
formation, and
of
alliances of small production companieswith large 'studios'. The most recent phase
of mergersand alliances (M&A) in the entertainmentindustries (Blair and Kerrigan,
2002; Minns, 2000; Waters, 2000) is but the latest in a seriesof waves of integration
and subsequentfragmentation, "make-ups"and "break-ups", that has occurred in the
British film industry since its inception. This phasecomes in the aftermath of British
industrial policy during the 1980s,which sought to deregulateindustry and remove
support mechanismsin order to enter into the "free markef.

This general policy

impacted very negatively upon the film industry. It is within the context of this
policy environment that Goldcrest Films, the company that was seenas providing an
environment within which British films could compete with those from Hollywood,
went bankrupt (Eberts and Illott, 1990).
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In line with the view of marketing outlined in Chapter One and which informs the
theoretical basis of this thesis, it is only possibleto engagewith marketing issuesby
understanding the wider environmental context in which marketing takes place.
Although the importancethat marketing plays in ensuring a film's box office success
is often referred to, understandingof the process is not well understood and very
little academic attention has been given to studying the marketing of films from a
holistic perspective. Bourdieu (1977) emphasisesthe need to understand the
historical formation of the field in order to fully understandthe current processesand
how they have beenformed. It is in situating the current processof film marketing in
Europe within this historical and wider industrial context that this thesis pushes
forward current understandingof the nature and practice of film marketing. The
following sectionsbegin to addressthe existing shortcomingsby outlining the rise of
the film industry and developmentswhich contributed to Hollywood's dominanceof
the industry. This is followed by an analysis of the development of researchinto
film marketing after which, a framework of analysis for the marketing of films will
be proposed. Examples will be drawn mainly from the US and Europeanindustries,
although other film industriesare also drawn upon.

The usual starting point for academicsdiscussing any area of the arts is the debate
regarding the commercial versus the artistic nature of the arts, in this case, film
(Kerrigan et al., 2004). Is the commercial only achievable by the sacrifice of the
artistic? One of the foremost debatesthat prevails in the study of the film industry is
concernedwith whether it can, in fact, be viewed as an industry at all. Kerrigan and
Culkin (1999) separatethe notions of industry and art form, differentiating between
"the film industry" and "cinema". The former, by virtue of its phrasing, implies that
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the film industry can be seenin purely industrial terms, while the latter intimatesthat
film is, in essence,an art form and therefore the rules of industry cannot be strictly
into
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the
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matter
applied
two camps. The US (i. e. Hollywood) is seen as approachingfilm making from an
industrial angle, while Europeansbelieve film to be the preserve of artists where
industrial models could not be applied without sacrificing the necessaryartistic
values of true filmmaking. Puttnam (1997:114) sums up this difference using the
words of a 1926 cinema critic,
Film is not merchandise Indeed, precisely because film is not
...
merchandisewe can competewith America... In the cinema, Geist (spirit)
can balancethe monetary supremacyof the competition.

Buscombe(1977) discredits thosetheoriesthat suggestsuch a separationbetweenart
I
and industry can exist in relation to film. Instead,he points out that both elements
are evident, to greaterand lesserdegrees,in eachand every film that is produced. In
order for a film to be realised, it is necessaryto securea budget, irrespectiveof size.
This debasesthe proclamations of those who support the theory that filmmaking is
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Various memoirs

(Eberts and Illott, 1990; Evans, 2003; Kuhn, 2003; Phillips, 1991) of feature
filmmakers document the artistic processesundertakenin making a variety of films
from those viewed as "artistic" to more commercial blockbusterslike Jaws.
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The failure to recognisethis duality has resulted, according to Buscombe(1977), in
the concentrationof studies upon the artistic aspectsof film, to the detriment of an
While
industrial
the
such
art.
produce
mechanisms
which
examination of
underlying
this imbalancehas been addressedby the rise in academicinterest in the commercial
side of film making, and while such research (Elberese, 1999; Eliashberg and
Shugun, 1997; Litman, 1983,1998), doespay lip service to the creative elementsof
the film making process, it fails to examine the role of the personnel involved in
maintaining creative integrity throughout the processof a film's genesisand eventual
launch into the market. In addition, this failure to attach equal importance to these
two elements which constitute the film industry, culture and economics, can be
industry.
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film
failure
Europe
the
to
viewed as partially responsible
of
sustain

The fact that the Europeanfilm industry is not as commercially successfulas its US
counterpart is not surprising if one examines the structures which are in place in
America in terms of production and distribution and the historical context in which
this is founded. This is reinforced by an examination of the motivation behind film
former
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making
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film industry asjust that, an industry, while the latter has traditionally placed cultural
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This
consideration over commercial gain.
spirit of cultural protection evidenced
by the words of Jean-Luc Goddard: "Films are made for one or maybe two people"
(Puttnam, 1997:291).

By understanding the historical development of the film

industries in the US and Europe since their inception, it is possible to explain the
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In the United Statesthe 'Movie Business'was always viewed as a businessthat had
to make a profit in order to survive. After. Thomas Edison's development of the
Kinetoscope, those who took advantageof his advancementswere able to conduct
31g
businesses,
initially
in
"nickelodeons
thriving
the
and subsequently in movie
theatres (Balio, 1985; Gomery, 1991; Thompson and Bordwell, 2003). In fact,
Edison's influence in creating the structured industry that exists today cannot be
underestimated.

2.2 Edison, Technical Developments and their Effect on the Infant
Industry
By August 1897 Edison had securedthree motion picture patents. On achieving this
position, Edison's organisation beganto defend itself by issuing lawsuits against its
competitors and, in certain circumstances,against its own associates(Robinson,
1996:101). In 1889, Edison invented the motion picture camera(Huettig, 1944). He
did not recognisethe potential of his invention and failed to take out patentson his
inventions outside,of the United States. While Edison dominated the market for
equipment and films in the United States,his lack of international foresight resulted
in his inventions being used in England and France free from the threat of litigation
(Huettig, 1944).

The exhibitors, being at the coalfaceof interaction with the consumers,were the first
to recognisethe significant demandthat the general public had for this new form of
entertainment. In so doing, they communicated the need for an increase in both

3 The nickelodeons were entertainment halls where people could insert a nickel into a viewing
machine in order to view images.
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product and projection equipment. Edison's policy was to rent or sell projection
equipmentto the exhibitors and, in addition, to supply them with product, which was
film.
interest
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diminishing
by
the
the
therefore
the
of
any
content
sold
order to safeguardtheir production position, they refused to rent or sell any cameras.
In retaliation, inventors patentedtheir own cameras,which were all basedto a greater
or lesser extent on Edison's invention (Balio, 1985; Litman, 1998; Thompson and
Bordwell, 2003). In this way, the early industry progressedin line with technical
developments. The lucrative nature of the industry was recognised by early
entrepreneurswho were determinedto take advantageof potential earningsthrough
this infant industry.

2.3 The Formation of the Trust
Edison's main competitors; Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph and Essanaywere finding it very
hard to compete by the turn of the century. This was due to the endlessthreat of
litigation posed by Edison's control of the patents to the majority of equipment
which was used in the production and exhibition of motion pictures. The United Film
Services Protection Association was formed in November 1907 in order to protect
collective patent rights but was replaced in February 1908 by the Film Service
Association.

This organisation united Edison, Pathd, Vitagraph, Selig, Lubin,

Kalem, Essanayand GeorgesM61i6s. The only major company that refused to join
the Film ServicesAssociation was the American Mutoscope and Biograph Company.
They objected to Edison's elevatedposition within the organisation and so choseto
remain outside. Upon acquiring the patent for the "Latham Loop", they re-entered
Company
(MPPC),
join
Motion
Picture
Patents
the
to
the
negotiations and agreed
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name adopted by the Film Services Association from I January 1909 (Robinson,
1996).

"The Trust" was the common name given to The Motion Picture PatentsCompany
(MPPC), which beganto operateon the first of January 1909. The formation of The
Trust aroseas a result of the litigation frenzy which had becomea central elementof
the motion picture industry from the latter part of the 1890suntil 1907. Its activity
was restricting the other participants in the Motion Picture Industry. They granted
licensesin return for royalty payments. In a further move to protect their domination
of the market, they signed an agreementwith Eastman prohibiting Eastman from
supplying other producers with its film.

In this way, they sought to control all

aspectsof the industry and to thereforeprevent entry by non-members. However,the
mistake that the Trust members mad--was in excluding prospective new members
from joining, excepting Kinemacolor, which joined in 1913 (for a detailed discussion
of the Trust seeAnderson, 1985;Bowser, 1990;Brownlow, 1979; Robinson, 1996).

2.4 Aims of the Trust and Economic Background
The formation of the Trust was in line with the economics of the time. Jefferson's
model for an American future based on small, independent, mainly agricultural
enterpriseswas being usurped by the Hamiltonianism that was greatly in vogue by

the late I gthCentury. Hamiltonianismembracedfinancecapitalismandindustrialism
as opposed to the cottage industry approach taken by Jefferson (Dyer MacCann,
1987:4).
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One of the main aims of the Trust was to harmonise the activities within the film
industry. They wished to gain exclusive control over production and distribution
channelsto the industry. They did so by renting prints to the exchangesfor a fixed
fee each week and had taken control of the vast majority of exchanges(the agencies
who then rented the films to exhibitors) forbidding them from sourcing product from
the independents.The exchangesin turn rented theseprints out to the nickelodeons.
Such levels of standardisationwere not adopted by the last link in the distribution
chain; with the exchangescharging the nickelodeonsvaried fees in accordancewith
the quality of, or demandfor the prints being hired.

This grouping can be identified as the first monopoly to exist in the film industry and
is characterisedby Anderson (1985) as the definitive force in terms of safeguarding
the developing US film industry against European competition. Anderson (ibid)
characterisesthe developmentsmade by The Trust as overwhelmingly positive for
the film industry.

By this, Anderson means the US, or more specifically, the

Hollywood majors. During that period, such co-operation to protect patent rights
and, in effect, the creation of a monopoly, was commonplace in all of the main
utilities and in manufacturing. In parallel with many fledgling industries,there was a
developed spy system in place by this stage (Dyer McCann, 1987:3-5). Robinson
(1996:102) highlights the aggressivenature of the Trust members in enforcing its
provisos and the penalising measuresof license cancellation as a responseto noncompliancewith the dictatesof the Trust.
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2.5 The Opposition and their Dependence on Europe
The prohibition on new membersled to the opposition forming a coalition of its own
(Robinson, 1996:104). Dyer McCann (1987:40-3) credits John J. Murdock with the
during
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the
the
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the opportunity of sourcing films in Europeand exploited this. When it was obvious
that theseEuropeanfilms were not enoughto satisfy the US audienceshe encouraged
Americans to commencethe manufactureof films under his protection. Due to the
film
becauseof Eastman's allegiance to the Trust, the
on
accessing
restrictions
Alliance (the name applied to the independentswhen they united to resist the
activities of the Trust) turned to Franceto sourcetheir film. Their successfulimport
of raw Lumi6re film stock from France forced the Trust to seek further restrictive
measures. The tactic that the Trust employed was to introduce Eastman's nonflammable film into common usageand to endeavourto get the French nitrate-based
film bannedfor safely reasons.

2.6 The Growth of the Independents
As referred to earlier, the foundation of and evident determination of the Alliance
inspired the creation of many small independents. The independent sector soon
became organised and market leaders emerged. The most noteworthy of these
independentsis Carl Laemmle who was instrumental in bringing down the Trust.
Laemmle, one of the original Trust licensees,abandoned'it after a membershipthat
from
Trust
for
lasted
His
the
three
agreementwas
reason withdrawing
only
months.
that the MPPC had not lived up to its promisesto Trust licensees.
The Motion Picture Patents Company promised to elevate the business,
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promised everything on earth to make things better, and what have they
done? Nothing (Laemmle,quotedin Robinson, 1996:104).
Not only did Laemmle end his associationwith the Trust but also his dissatisfaction
with their actions inspired his subsequentanti-Trust campaign. He enlisted the
assistanceof an advertising agent,Robert Cochrane,and proceededto launch a series
of cartoons in the trade press which were pointedly aimed at the Trust. One year
after the foundation of the MPPC, in retaliation to the establishmentof the General
Film Company by Trust members, Laemmle launched a new cartoon character,
GeneralFilmeo.

The General Film Company was establishedin order to deal with all of the licensed
exchanges and was legally independent from the MPPC.

This autonomy was

compromised by the fact that it was run entirely by members of the MPPC. The
General Film Company proceededto take over all of the licensed film exchanges
with the exception of William Fox's Greater New York Film Company. Fox had
refused to agree with the General Film Company over pricing details, so the GFC
retaliated by cancelling his license and refusing to deliver on contracted shipments.
Fox issueda lawsuit againstthis action, which was instrumental in the demiseof the
Trust.

In competition with this, the Independentsestablished the Sales Company, which
centralised control over the independent film exchanges.

When they were

investigated for violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act, this caused internal
difficulties, resulting in the division of the membersinto three distinct groups. These
groupsreleasedtheir films through Universal, Mutual and other disparatecompanies.
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In recognising that the public wanted a more sophisticatedproduct in advanceof the
Trust members,'the Independentsendeavouredto create features of higher quality
than had previously been in existence(Balio, 1976:107). Adolph Zukor (1954:40-9)
was one of the first to believe in the American audiences' capacity for longer
features. Zukor bought the distribution rights for the French production Les Amours
de la Reine Elisabeth, but felt that in order to achieve successwith features,it was
necessaryto produce them in the US. For this he neededthe permissionof the Trust.
He approachedJeremiahJ. Kennedy,the headof the Trust, who dismissedhis idea of
featureproduction saying; "The time is not ripe for featurepictures, if it ever will be"
(quotedin Zukor, 1954:49).

2.7 The Rising Importance of Market Awareness
In failing to recognise the public's receptivenessto feature films at that time, the
Trust left the independentswith no option but to vertically integrate in order to fulfil
this identified niche. As discussedin ChaptersSix and Seven,modem supply chain
theory places great emphasisupon the role of trust in maximising the positive effect
of an integrated supply chain. Kerrigan (2001,2002,2004)

and Kerrigan and

Ozbilgin (2004) have applied this to the film industry and shown how the existence
of trust can enable those involved in the various integrated operational processesto
sharea common creative vision and producea product (film) with a coherentidentity
and message. This framework is useful in retrospect in order to illustrate how the
vertically integrated model ensured the independents' success. McGuffog (1997),
Director of Planning and Logistics at Nestle UK stated that; "the various chains
The
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Trust was not willing to enter into such voluntary integration and to engagein the
exchangeof information that underpinnedit.

Zukor (1954) recognisedthe importance of audience researchin enabling the film
industry to provide the consumerwith the films they wished to see. His audience
researchtook a very crude form, but it can be seen as beginning a trend (which
remains part of the majors' ethos today) of applying market researchto the film
industry. The Independents' acknowledgementof the importance of data flows
between the various individuals involved in the supply chain has ensured their
market successand is reflected in the information exchangewhich exists in the case
study company VertiCo, and was supported by the interviews undertaken during
Strategics,as discussedin ChaptersSix, Sevenand Eight of the thesis.

In addition, the independentssaw the attraction of introducing a star systemwhile the
Trust members felt that such a move would merely cost them more in actors' fees
without creating the revenuenecessaryto stabilise profits. As Litman (1998) points
out, Zukor understoodthat he could chargehigher rental fees for films featuring stars
such as Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanksand Gloria Swanson. When the adoption
of stars of the stageby the film industry was proven to be profitable, even the Trust
members could not ignore it. As Balio (1976:106) said; "The star craze hit the
industry like a storm and forced even the conservative members of the Trust to
change with the times".

According to Scott (2005:24), it is this increased

concentrationupon market awarenessthat contributed to the "Independents" in their
development of Hollywood as the centre of filmmaking.

This will be discussed

further in section 2.11 below.
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2.8 The Trust and Antitrust
By 1912 the evidence of unfair practice was stacking up against the Trust. This
culminated in the government's decision to bring antitrust proceedingsagainst the
Motion Picture Patents Company under the Sherman Antitrust Act. They issued
th
15
proceedingson the
of August 1912and due to the extensiveevidencethat had to
be presented,the decision was not arrived at until October 1915. The court ruled
that;
The agreementsand acts of the defendantsin the present case went far
beyond what was necessary to protect the use of the patents or the
monopoly which went with them, and that the end result... was the restraint
of trade condemnedby the law (Robinson, 1996:106).
In January 1916, the Motion Picture PatentsCompany was prohibited from retaining
their presentorganisationby decree. Their subsequentappealwas dismissedin 1918
and this ended the matter. Nevertheless,as Robinson (1996) observes,this lawsuit
was not the single influencing factor in the fate of the Trust. Robinson cites five
factors that contributed to the demiseof the Trust the strength of the Independents'
in their organised opposition: the financial drain ensuedby constant litigation; the
failure of the Trust to look to Wall Street for finance; the inflexible nature of the
organisationand finally, the loss of the Europeanmarketswhich resultedfrom World
War One (WWI).

Despite the relatively short term impact of the Trust on the US industry, in the long
run it can be argued that it was instrumental in the creation of a cohesive,structured
This
1985).
international
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today
which remains
and competitive
is in part due to the US successin implementing Hamiltonian strategiescoupled with
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the creation of a united opposition who would go on to form the studio system,
which dominatesthe worldwide film industry today.

2.9 World War I
The United States' limited involvement in World War I had a major impact on the
developmentof its film industry (Ellis, 1995; Trumpbour, 2002). The four main film
producing countries, namely; France, Germany, Italy and Great Britain were
disadvantagedby their involvement in the War from the outset. This had the
combined negative effect of restricting raw materials neededfor film production and
curtailing film distribution for the European film companies, as photographic film
and high explosives require many of the same materials. Thompson and Bordwell
(2003: 56) support this by saying that "without the War, Hollywood might not have
gained a pre-eminent global position". Due to the expansion in the market for US
films, budgets could also afford to rise as they were based,according to Thompson
and Bordwell, on potential earnings. This was an additional factor which ensured
continuing US domination of global and certainly Europeanmarkets. In saying this,
Thompson and Bordwell (ibid) recognisedthe foothold which US films had in the
English speakingworld and Germanyprior to World War 1.

While the interriational markets for films were hugely disrupted as a result of World
War I, there was still a market demandfor films during this period. This resultedin a
rise in domestic production of films in Sweden,Russiaand Germany, which prior to
this period were relatively low producers of films.

Conversely,-the industries in

France,Italy and Denmark reducedin capacity during the War, due to their inability
to trade in the international market (Thompsonand Bordwell, 2003).
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Puttriam (1997) also accordsgreat significance to the impact that the War had upon
the simultaneousfortification of the American film industry and the decimation of
the Europeanindustry. According to Puttnam(1997), the initial aim of the American
Independentswas to develop their domestic market share due to a reduction in
Europeancompetition. It was only after this that they looked to Europe for greater
development possibilities. The US was now in a position of natural advantageas
they had a large receptive audience for their films, combined with a stimulated
wartime economy, talented filmmakers and an acute business sense. Balio
(1976:388) describesthe effect of the war as such that;

American distributors were able to gain control of the foreign field without
competition. And by the time capital was once more available forproduction abroad, American films had obtained almost complete control
of world markets.

2.10 Product Differentiation
Betts (1973:46) arguesthat, in the caseof the UK market,
quality of the films being
produced was also a factor in explaining the dominance that America securedover
domestic product at this time. Betts identifies the years between 1914 and 1927 as
the crucial time in America's domination of the British film market and offers a
simple explanation for their success;"Their films were better than ours". Film
quality has always been a contentious subject, with British films, filmmakers and
funders
being repeatedly admonishedby film critics and commentatorsfor
public
producing films with either limited appealor low quality. Barr (1996) acknowledges
the poor reputation which British cinema held historically and tries to refute this
impression. This returns us to the debateregardingthe classification of film as art or
commerce. Hollywood has the resourcesneeded to make high budget films with
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very high production values and their dominance of the market for these films is
unquestionable. But, the strength of Europeanfilms often lies in the story they tell
I
and the stylistic nature of their direction. This is the case for films which broke
through both in Europe and the US over the past number of years such as Billy Elliot,
Trainspotting, The Full Monty, Amelie, All About My Mother and so on

The opinion that British films were of low quality was challenged in relation to film
production in Britain during World War 11. MacNab (1993:35) draws on various
sourceswho proposedthat British film during this period was of high artistic quality,
although the scale of production was drastically reduced. In doing so, MacNab
(1993) quotesManvell who attributesthis high level of quality to the fact that British
filmmakers possessed"an individuality of style contrasting strongly with the
rubberstamp Hollywood entertainment" (Roger Manvell, quoted in MacNab, 1993:35).
This is still posited as one of the differences between European films
and those
produced by Hollywood. Europeanfilms are often viewed as more creative, artistic
or individual than their Hollywood counterparts,although this is not always the case.

One European company which was early in recognising the US domination of the
film industry and the importanceof appealingto the sizeableAmerican audiencewas
Pathd. French film companieswere successfulin capturing a substantialpart of the
film
global
market between 1896 and 1910, culminating in 1910 when Pathdopened
their first US film studio in Bounds Brook, New Jersey (Spehr, quoted in Dyer

MacCann,1987:39). Path6Fr&esrecognised.
that the tastesof Americanaudiences
were different to those in Europe and began making films specifically for the
American audiencein order to successfully compete. This proved very successful,
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until Pathd sold his production company and moved fully into distribution. This
went against the trend of vertical integration which he is credited with starting, and
resultedin his businessultimately failing.

While the US companieswere vertically integrating in order to reduce costs, Pathd
and Gaumont (Pathd's main domesticrival) were reducing their risk by concentrating
on the revenue earning activities of distribution rather than the high risk, expensive
activity of film production. This left a gap in the market which the US companies
could exploit by providing thesedistributors with their films.

Gomery (1991) stressesthat 'product differentiation came from the independent
sector which had formed in opposition to The Trust, and which later becamethe
Hollywood majors which we know today. By emphasising
popular stories and
developing films as star vehicles, films no longer
were sold by the foot and became
valued on the basis of the popularity of thesestories and the starsof the films. It was
also during this period, according to Gomery (ibid), that widespreadmarketing came
into play in terms of communicating with the film going audience. Such marketing
was used in building the profile of the starsof thesefilms, who were obliged to enter
into contractual relationships with these independentfilm companiesin order to star
in their films.

2.11 The Birth of Hollywood
The Trust has been viewed as one of the contributing factors in the move from New
York to California which began early in the 1900s. The increasingly difficult
operatingenvironment createdby the official, and more so by the unofficial activities
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continue activity in the film industry. As Scott (2005) acknowledges,the shift of
film industry activities from the East to West Coast of the US is well researchedby
film historians. Scott (2005:13) acceptsthat one of the reasonsfor this move was
related to the climate and landscapeof Southern California, which were suited to
year round film production. The need for constant sunshine, which had driven
filmmakers, Independentsand Trust membersalike to destinationsfrom Jacksonville
Florida to Cuba, was also instrumental in inspiring this move to SouthernCalifornia.
SouthernCalifornia offered a combination of easily accessibleand varied locations,
good weather and a haven for non-Trust producers"who wanted to skip acrossthe
Mexican border at a moment's notice" (Zukor, 1954:37) to avoid litigation by the
Trust. But, at the sametime, Scott (2005) is dubious of the explanation supportedby
Litman (1998) when he points to the proximity of the Mexican border as an incentive
for the independentsas they could flee to Mexico if their defiance of The Trust were
discovered.

Another incentive proposed in explanations of this move was the lower wage bill
resulting from a move to Los Angeles, "the country's principal non-unionized city"
(Puttnam, 1997:77). A third factor in this relocation was the ease with which the
independentsand the studios could find premises,for a fraction of the rent that they
were paying in New York and New Jersey(Robinson, 1996:104).

Scott (2005) castsdoubt on the belief that thosewho relocatedto SouthernCalifornia
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firms to locate in this region during the period from 1909 to 1912 were in fact
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this, Scott (2005) draws on theories of industrial agglomeration in order to explain
the development of Hollywood as the centre of the film industry and why it has
dominance.
this
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At this time, another important development was occurring in the American film
industry. The Edison litigation combined with the mushrooming of nickelodeons
combinedto createa shortageof films (products) for film exhibitors in the US. This,
in addition to the superior quality of the European productions, inspired the
exhibitors to look to Europe in order to source product. George Klein secured
distribution rights for the majority of Europeanfilms shown in the US, but many of
the Europeans also set up their own branches in the US at this time. By 1907,
Robinson (1996: 133-137) estimates that two thirds of the films released in the
United Stateswere European. This period has resonancetoday as the film industry
moves towards digital exhibition of films, which should.open up the market and
increasedemandfor product.

Scott (2005) stressesthe need to look beyond the above explanations, which have
dominatedthe literature to date. He proposesa theoretical framework within which
to place the analysis of the developmentof Hollywood as the centre of film activity.
In formulating this theoretical framework, Scott (2005:15) posestwo questions:
(a) when and how a simple accumulation of production units at any place
begins to manifest signs of an endogenousdevelopmentaldynamic, and
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(b) how this place then pulls aheadof actual or latent competitors,and how
it subsequently acquires a dominant position in extended markets,
sometimesover long periods of time.
Scott's investigation is focused not on how and why the companiesthat becamethe
Hollywood majors located there at that time, but why they have remainedthere ever
since.

2.12 United States Conquers Europe.
The US filmmakers began to recognise the importance of the European market
during WWI, and developed this market in the early 1920s. German and Soviet
films were receiving great critical admiration in this period while in the US the
concentrationwas upon industrial issues. It was in the 1920sthat the US began its
domination of the box office, which it retainsto this day.
Between the signing of the Versailles Treaty and the crash of the stock
market, there began in the US forms of economic expansion and cultural
expressionthat signalled a new kind of empire (Ellis, 1995:97).
This was a period of expansion for businessin the US, which began to export its
industrial products throughout the world. There was widespread interest in the arts
as a form of cultural expressionin the US at the time, which was echoedin American
writing in the aftermath of WWII.
But it was American movies, which connected art most firmly with
commerce, that became the pervasive centurions in the new cultural
conquest(Ellis, 1995:97).
This shows that the importance of film as a form of cultural expression was
recognised in the early stages of the industry. The 1920s seemed to signal the
beginning of the industry that remains today. In tfiis period, the relatively new
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competitive market. The recognition of the need to expand into distribution and
exhibition resulted in a greaterdemandfor capital.

2.13 The Majors are Born.
Three companieshad firmly establishedthemselvesin the area of exhibition by the
middle of the 1920s. Paramountgained most control during this period. Between

1919, when it floated a $10 million issue of preferred stock, and 1921, Paramount
had succeeded in building up an empire which had the foremost production,
distribution and exhibition capacity in the US, as well as being in control of the vast
proportion of the acting talent of the period. Paramountfaced competition from First
National, which had been formed by a group of exhibitors who identified the needto
become stakeholdersin film production in order to ensure supply of product. The
final grouping that was in competition with Paramountwas Loews.

By the middle of the decade,practicýlly all of the majors ýnd first run theatresin
North America were being run by one of these three groupings. Heuttig (1944)
discussesthe motivation behind the expansion and integration strategy of these
groupings and also highlights their belief in the power of advertising during their

expansionperiod. Ellis (1995) noted that Universal and Fox also had some theatres
but that these did not pose a threat to the domination of the sector by the big three.
In this way, the majors controlled the market, independent producers could not
accessthe theatres and independentexhibitors could not gain accessto product in
order to exhibit. This was especially the case in the New York area where this
activity was centred. Ellis (1995:99) estimates that approximately four to five
hundredfeature films were producedannually in the latter part of the 1920s. In order
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for the programmesto changeweekly in the theatres,each of the majors had annual
hundred
films.
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exchanges,which were situatedin forty-six of the leading American cities. Average
attendance for each of the twenty thousand or so theatres in the US was
approximatelyfour thousanda week.

The newly formed majors had recognisedthe needto vertically integrate in the areas
of distribution and exhibition, in order to allow their films accessto the market, and
in all aspectsof film production; script development, acting, physical production,
editing and so on (Scott, 2005). From the late 1920suntil the late 1940s,with the
introduction of sound, increasedunionisation and so on which occurred, Hollywood
enjoyed what Scott (2005:32) refers to as its golden age when it operated as a
"mature oligopoly".

2.14 Spiralling Costs.
During this period, expenditure on films increased, as did that on creating and
building lavish theatresfor exhibition.
Extravagancereigned, and the notion of spending money to make money
was unquestioningly accepted. Salaries soared for directors, writers, and
especially stars(Ellis, 1995:100).
However, despite spiralling budgets,the staplesof the studios' production were the
"B-movies".

As the cost involved in production rose, the importance of the
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financial side of production, but also in an increasing way in the creative aspects.
With the advent of sound in the latter part of the twenties, this control becomemore
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manifest due to the increasedcost incurred by the use of sound. At this stagein the
US industry, the businesselementof filmmaking took priority over the artistic.

2.14.1 The Big Budget Feature
The increase in budget size had begun in the mid-teens with Griffith's 1915
production Birth of a Nation. Following this, Americans began to produce the first
big budget features, which have become synonymous with today's Hollywood.
Griffith has been hailed as the American filmmaker who brought the film form into
its own in separatingit from theatre. The sheersize and elaboratenature of this film
earmarkedit as the model for the big budget Hollywood films that have succeededit.
The Birth of a Nation cost five times more than Griffith's Judith of Bethulia which
had up until then beenthe most expensivefilm to be produced in the US.

In addition, The Birth of a Nation also heraldedin a new era for the consumptionof
film. Balio (1985) recalls how the economic potential of film was confirmed when
this film was releasedat Liberty Theatrein New York and played there for forty-four
weeks. This run, according to Balio (1985:113), was to a large extent due to the
"exhibition format, consisting of reservedseats,scheduledperformances,orchestral
accompaniment,souvenir programs,costumingof ushers,intermissionsand the like"
which increasedthe level of luxury experiencedby film goersat that time.

Such a sizeable investment was rewarded by exceptional box office success. The
film was a current day marketers dream. This big budget film, based on a best
selling book and subsequentplay about the American Civil War combined with the
controversial treatmentof African Americans,was ensuredsuccessat that time. Ellis
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(1995:29) sumsup the significanceof Birth of a Nation by saying that it was; "More
than merely a motion picture, it was a cultural phenomenon that everyone felt
obliged to witness".

The difficulty in calculating box office receipts for Birth ofa Nation is causedby the
organisation of American distribution at the time.

Theatrical distribution was

arranged on a state by state basis, which precluded the possibility of collecting
accuratedata relating to nation wide receipts for Birth of a Nation. Although rarely
getting theatrical release outside of film societies today, Variety estimated that it
grossedapproximately $50 million (Ellis, 1995: 29). While Birth ofa Nation was an
undoubtedcommercial and creative success,the first such epic film in the history of
the cinema, it was also controversial as the book it was based upon was The
Clansman, by Thomas Dixon, a well known racist author.

Despite Griffith's

watering down of the racist elements of the book in his adaptation, according to
Thompsonand Bordwell (2003), the film fell foul of the National Association for the
Advancementof Colored People (NAACP). Such a reaction strengthenedthe view
held by early social commentators that film played a role in influencing social
perceptionsand behaviours.

Griffith followed Birth of a Nation with Intolerance, which comprisedof four shorter
films set in various time periods but with an underlying common theme. This fourhour successorto Birth of a Nation, which cost $1.9 million to make and ran to
approximately four hours, was critically acclaimed. Despite the positive reaction
from the critics, the audiencedid not mirror this, confusion and frustration with its
length causing a predominantly negative responseto Intolerance. This, combined
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with the failure of the theme to inspire audience sympathy, resulted in the film's
unmitigated failure at the box office. Thompson and Bordwell (2003) recognised
Griffiths' ability to retain control over his productions in the face of increasing
control over the creative processby the studio producers.

2.15 Why Does American Still Dominate?
The above sections traced the development of the Hollywood industry and the
problems posed by this increasing domination for the European film industry since
the early Twentieth Century. Despite early beliefs that this domination could be
redressed,The European and Hollywood Film Industries are in constant battle.
While the number of films producedin Europe is greaterthan in the US, the number
of films achieving box office successin Europe is well below the US figure. The
reasonsbehind this disparity have long been the source of investigation and many
explanationshave been proposed. This domination is mirrored in other film making
regions. Although, recent years have seen successfor South American and Indian
films outside their own territories, such success is still not comparable to the
financial succesýand notoriety achievedby Hollywood films.

2.15.1 The Commercial Element
European filmmakers are at last acknowledging that they must make money to
survive in all sectors, and that while there is a place for artistic and sensitive films
which do not achieve major box office success, these must be subsidised by
blockbusters. The recent successof non-Hollywood films like Billy Elliot, Monsoon
Weddingand City of God around the world is testamentto the fact that a filmmaker
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can retain his/her creative integrity while achieving commercial success, one,
therefore,doesnot exclude the other.

The problem facing many film industries is a combination of lack of business
acumen, reluctance of many to watch non-Hollywood, non-national films and
Ozbilgin,
(Kerrigan
2003). The basic structuresin place
structural shortcomings
and
in the European industry are disjointed and fail to provide the level of support
offered by the much more cohesiveAmerican structures. It is interesting to note that
the vertical integration, which is now an integral part of the Hollywood film industry,
was a European invention.

Charles Pathd saw the immense potential of the

American market and sought to exploit it. His visionary tactics form the basisof the
film industry in the United States today. Pathd introduced vertical integration,
perceiving that the real money to be made emanatedfrom the distribution of films
rather than from their manufacture.

In recognition of the need to improve the businessside of the film industry, both the
EuropeanCommission and Europeannational governmentsare providing supportfor
the training of producers. In the UK, the UK Film Council will award the statusof
"Film BusinessAcademy" to a UK higher education institution in 2005. In order to
I
apply for this status, higher education institutions were invited to submit proposals,
which would illustrate their ability to provide a film business education to the
industry. This required the cooperationof the film, businessand law faculties of the
institutions, submitting a joint proposal to ensure that these areas would be given
Council's
Film
This
by
the
the
move reflects
prominence
successful applicant.
growing interest in providing courseson the businessside of film.
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This difference in the approach of the Hollywood film industry and European
filmmakers can perhaps be summed up by Zukor (quoted in MacNab, 1993:177)
when he said (about British filmmakers) "They haven't studied the wants of
American marketsas we have donetraditionally, and therefore our films are, and will
continue to be, superior". Although Zukor believed that the successof Hollywood
films was due to their superiority, this superiority seemedto lie with Hollywood
filmmakers' desire to be market focused. This remains as true today as it was in the
1940s when Zukor made this statement, but it does not mean that European
filmmakers needto "give them what they want" in order to achieve a certain level of
Success.

2.15.2 Marketing and Distribution
It is undisputed that the Hollywood industry has more star appeal with more
internationally recognisable stars than the European film industry. In addition, as
outlined above, the majors control the worldwide distribution networks and have a
prevailing foothold in the exhibition sector. Through maintenanceof this control,
they retain their domination of the worldwide film industry. The distribution sector
is undoubtedly the most instrumental element in a film reaching its audience.
Irrespectiveof the talent of the writer, director, technical staff and stars involved, if a
film fails to secure a distribution deal with one of the majors or a respected
independentdistributor, it will not be widely exhibited and will certainly not recoup
its production budget. A good marketing campaign, which is coherently planned
with the production team and distributor from the earliest possible stage,is essential
in order to secure good box office receipts. Durie (1993:13) stresses,"the goal of
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film marketing is to maximise the audiencefor a film and, by extension,its earning
potential".

When accessto the integratedsupply chains of the US majors is denied, the needfor
marketing techniques to be employed is increased. The film marketing expert
interviewed for this thesis stressedthat the smaller the film, the more aggressivelyit
must be marketed. It is through the clever use of marketing that such films can try to
find their audience. This need was recognised in 2000, when an international
symposium was held in Zurich in order to "outline the specific problems small
European countries face in the area of film marketing" (Joeckel, 2003). Film
producersfrom acrossEurope concernedwith the importance of marketing attended
this symposium. Indeed, over the last number of years there has been an increasein
public support for film marketing initiatives, like the Lithuanian Institute for Art's
summer school for young filmmakers which focusesupon marketing, and the Danish
Film Institute's programmes which focus on marketing techniques for film
producers.

2.15.3 European Suspicion of Distributors
In Europe distributors are still viewed with suspicion. Rhetoric surrounding the
industry aboundswith rumours that directors or writers are asked to changecertain
aspects of their project in order to fulfil market demands as determined by the
distributor, or by one of the major studios offering European directors production
finance.

For example, Kirk Jones, the writer/director of Waking Ned sought

production finance from one of the US majors, but turned down the offer as it would
have meant compromising on casting to a greaterextent than he felt desirable(Jones,
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1998). Another example is the Neil Jordanfilm, We're Alo Angels, where Jordanfelt
that the final film had been edited to such an extent that it no longer remained the
film that he shot (Jordan, 1997). There are also accounts of the lengths that
filmmakers have gone to in order to avoid distributors editing a film or making
alterations prior to release(Phillips, 1991). However, such stories have so far been
restrictedto the US majors and not independentdistributors (Biskind, 2003).

As will be illustrated later on in the thesis, recruited audience screenings(RAS) are
primarily used'in order to ascertain if a film has connected sufficiently with the
original target audience and whether cross over potential exists. The European
industries are very heavily production led, as is evidencedby the very low numberof
distribution companies operating in the European Union in addition to the low
by
European
distributors. Despite this, policy initiatives have
market sharecinjoyed
failed to addressthis funding imbalancesufficiently and this has impactednegatively
upon the ability of non-US filmmakers to secure a greater share of the global film
market.

2.15.4 Structural Considerations
This chapter has looked in detail at the formation of the Hollywood film industry up
until the mid 1940swhen the Hollywood majors operatedas a mature oligopoly. At
this stage, according to the analysis of Christophersonand Storper (1986); Storper
(1989); Storper and Christopherson (1987), this strongly vertically integrated
oligopoly was forced to restructureas the ParamountAnti-Trust case of 1948 found
that the fully vertically integrated structure of the majors was unfairly restricting
of
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industry.
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post war
was coupled with
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television in the 1950swhich also impactednegatively upon the film industry. As a
result of the Paramount case, the majors were forced to sell off their exhibition
chains, as it was agreed that ownership of production and distribution as well as
exhibition resulted in an anti-competitive market for film.

Christopherson and

Storper (1986) argued that this resulted in a disintegration of the majors at this time
and a focus on flexible specialisationwhere smaller independentfirms were involved
I
in various film making activities, and the majors' role was restricted to acting as the
coordinatorsof thesenetworks. Scott (2005) depicts this period as one of instability
industry
the
where
restructureditself in the face of thesepressures.

There has been some disagreementwith regard to the degree of control exerted by
the majors over the film production processsince the 1950s. Critics of the views of
Christophersonand Storper such as Aksoy and Robbins (1992), Blair and Rainnie
(2000) and Wasko (1994) and have stressedthat despite the more disintegrated
structurewhich existed during this period, the majors still exerted economic control
over the film production process. Blair and Kerrigan (2002) have emphasisedthe
cyclical nature of film production and consumption throughout the film industry's
existence, and in doing so, acknowledged that these cycles took place under the
control of the majors, despite the periods of integration and fragmentation which

occurred.

Once again, we are witness to the fact of the major players from the American film
world dominating, and in so doing restricting entry by (largely European)
independents,into the market. Although there have been investigationsby the MMC
in the UK, the Antitrust authorities in the United States and the European
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Commission's Directorate Generalfor Competition (DG IV), to date there has been
no proof that this domination is taking place unfairly. It will be interesting to note
how this develops with the continued growth of the multiplex sector and their
specific arrangementswith their parent companies, in addition to the burgeoning
digital distribution sector. It is, however, unlikely that we will again enter into a
situation resembling that which existed during the reign of the Motion Picture
Patents Company. Tackling the historical domination which the US has over its
markets is very difficult, but progress cannot be made until European filmmakers
acknowledgethat, in film, there is no natural separationbetweencommerceand art.

The European film industries are still heavily reliant upon government support for
production but are beginning to recognise the need to improve upon the current,
substantially restricted, level of accessto distribution channels that European film
product suffers from.

Until the late 1990s, there was an imbalance in the

concentration of public subsidy in Europe, with 62% of total public finance for the
film industry being invested in production in 1994 (Minns, 2000). In the UK and
Ireland, 100% of subsidy money was earmarked for production, although this has
changedin recent years as is outlined in ChapterFive.

2.15.5 Lack of a Strong European Film Lobby
Another important and often overlooked explanation of the domination of the global
film industry by Hollywood is the existenceof a strong film industry lobby working
on behalf of Hollywood in opposition to the lack of such a lobby in Europe. The
origins of the Hollywood film lobby are laid out in detail by Ulf-Moller (2001). The
strength and importance of the film industry was recognisedby the US government
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from the early days of trade in film and they used their diplomatic networks in order
to promote their films around the world. Puttnarn (1997) has documentedhow this
strong film lobby, now presided over by Jack Valenti of the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA), mobilised itself during the Uruguay Round of the
GATT negotiationswhich took place betweenSeptember1986 and December 1993.
This will be explored in Chapter Five. It is clear from Puttnam's account that the
European industry could not safeguard itself without forming a collective which
would take on the role of lobbying GATT and safeguardingEurope's protection of
its film industry during this period.

Although the Europeanssucceededin maintaining levels of public support for the
film industry at the end of the Uruguay Round, this was done so with the assurance
that they would start to liberalise the industry. The strengthof the US political lobby
is also apparentwhen observing the negotiationscurrently occurring betweenSouth
Korea and the US. The US has insisted that South Korea lower its current quota on
the percentageof indigenous films which are shown at South Korean cinemasfrom
40% to 20% in order to increase other trade with the US. Since South Korea
introduced their quota system, their industry has seen successboth at home and in
foreign markets such as Japan,Hong Kong and to a lesserextent, in Europe. Again
this will be developedfurther in ChapterFive.

2.16 Common Features of Film Collectives
Having analysedthe developmentof the field of film marketing, it is now important
to examine the impact which this has had upon micro and meso level activities in the
film industry. This final section of the chapter draws upon various biographies,
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autobiographiesand other writings which discuss the formation and operation of
various successful filmmaking collectives.

These sources provide interesting

insights into the filmmaking environment. This additional documentarysourcewas
used both in contextualising and analysing the industrial environment within which
film marketing takesplace.

This material, which is listed in figure 2.5 below, provided the following data:
Firstly, these sources present contextually based insights into the process of
developing, producing and packaging a film taking into account the various
interpersonal relationships which played central roles in these processes. These
accountsalso offer a context through which to evaluatethe relevanceof public policy
initiatives for filmmakers, and, finally, they provide invaluable data about
interactions and events which can be analysedthrough the theoretical lens provided
by this PhD thesis.

Thesedata sourcesor types of documentaryevidencecan be classified, in accordance
with Smith (1994:286-288), as "life writing". Life writing is generally understoodas
biography or autobiography, but in the caseof the documentaryevidencedescribed
in this section here, this definition is extendedto accountsof the life of a particular
company or creative collective within the film industry. Table 2.1 below lists and
classifies the life writings used. Further to my classification of these sourcesas life
writings, Hodder (1994:393) stressesthe importance of such "mute evidence" in
providing historical context for qualitative investigation.
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Author

Title

Year

Type of writing

Biskind, P.

Easy Riders Raging Bulls-

1998

Account of film

How the sex' n' drugs W

making in 1960s and

rock'n'

1970s Hollywood

roll generation

saved Hollywood
Phillips, J.

You'll Never Eat Lunch in

1991

This Town Again
Kuhn, M.

One Hundred Films and a

Memoir of a film
producer

2003

Company history from

Funeral- PolyGram. Films,

the perspective of its

Birth, Betrothal, Betrayal,

British President

Burial
Finney, A.

Evans, R.

The Egos Have Landed:

1998

The rise and fall of Palace

written by film industry

Pictures

journalist

The Kid Stays in the

1994

Picture
Eberts, J. and Ilott,
T.

Company history

My Indecision is Final

Memoir of a film
producer

1990

Company history
written by the company
founder and a film
industry journalist

Figure 2.5 List of life writings used, classified in terms of the nature of the
source

These sourcesof evidencewill be discussedin context in ChaptersFive, Six, Seven
and Eight. In general, these accountsof the working lives of US film professionals
or the company histories of some of the most successful (though now no longer
functioning) companiesin the recent history of the British film industry, contributed
to the formation and the subsequentanalysisof my theoretical framework as outlined
in the following chapter. All of theseaccountssharea common focus on trust. They
illustrate the importance of interpersonal relationships, social capital and shared
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experience,all of which all contributed to the many successesdocumented. The
structures of the collectives in which these accounts are set are similar, with an
emphasisplaced upon working with those who sharea common creative vision and
mutual respect. Theseaccountsalso point to either the erosion of such trust as one of
the main contributing factor of the demiseof the companiesor collectives which are
documented,or to the demise as being a result of having to work with un-trusted
creativepartnersdue to structural pressures.

2.17 Summary
This chapterhas sought to examinethe key drivers behind the dominant position that
Hollywood holds over the global box office. Historically, the structural problems,
which are seento hinder the Europeanfilm industry, emanatefrom the organisation
of the industry itself combined with reluctanceon the part of the Europeansto adopt
industrial and marketing tactics readily embracedby Hollywood. Whilst acceptable
felt
little
have
been
US
in
its
domestic
the
growth could
achieved
market,
majors
needto dilute their effort and develop a foothold in Europe. However, as the home
market became saturated and demand for US product in Europe rose, the majors
found it relatively easy to mobilise their marketing machine and take a significant
shareof the Europeandistribution and exhibition market.

Europe'spolicy makers are belatedly employing some of thesetechniquesin order to
develop the European industry. The majors' domination of the distribution sector
continues to causeproblems for the European,and indeed American, independents.
The additional problems which Europe has in relation to language and culture are
is
It
industrial
to
the
merely asides
question of
organisation and market awareness.
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upon these areas that national policy makers are concentrating their efforts to
increase the commercial success of the global film industry and loosen the
strongholdthat America currently hasover this market.

This abridgedhistorical accountis necessaryin order to acknowledgethe role played
by policy in shaping the existing film industry and also in identifying early
recognition of the tools used in order to differentiate films within the market. In
piecing together this account, a number of documentary sources were used, from
social history, film history, political science,economics and sociology to biography
andjoumalistic sources.

As shown above, European filmmakers are still struggling with the imbalancethat
exists in the film industry. The might, experienceand structure of the Hollywood
majors is difficult to competewith. This chapterhas outlined the macro level issues
which impact upon the market, namely; the overarching structures of the film
industries concerned, primarily that of Hollywood and European cinema; the role
which public policy has played in shaping and sustaining these structuresand the
current issuesfacing Europeanfilmmakers at a macro level. In doing so, emphasis
has been placed upon the impact of the field (Bourdieu, 1977) upon the macro and
meso level activities of film marketing.

Only by understanding the external

pressuresand the power structureof the industry is it possibleto fully understandthe
constraints under which film marketers in Europe operate. In recognising these
constraints, this thesis pushesforward existing explanations of the performanceof
films in the market and contributes constructively to the developmentof a holistic
view of the film marketing process. While, as shown above, there are still areasfor
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disagreementbetween the historical accountsof the developmentof the Hollywood
industry, what is unanimously acceptedis the power which the Hollywood majors
continue to exert over the world wide film industry. It is within the context of this
domination that my analysisof film marketing is set.

ChapterThree examines film marketing from a micro perspectiveby discussingthe
existing film marketing literature in terms of the impact which the various elements
of the marketing mix have upon both the construction and consumption of feature
films. In order to do so, it focusesspecifically on the film marketing literature and
literaturesfrom sociology, psychology,economicsand cultural studies. Thesecan be
drawn upon in formulating an informed picture of the current stateof film marketing
scholarship,before moving on to more empirical forms of analysis.
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CHAPTER THREE

REVIEW

OF FILM MARKETING
LITERATURE
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3.0 Introduction
Having examined the film industry from the macro level, this chapter examinesthe
existing literature which dealswith the subject of marketing within the film industry
and moves on to outline the theoretical framework underpinning this research,
derived from marketing, psychology, sociology, economics,cultural theory and film
studies. Litman (1998) uses the terms "psychological approach" and "economic
approach" to distinguish between the two main strands of researchinto the market
performanceof'films, The psychological approachincorporatesstudies which seek
to explore and explain the motivation for cinema attendance;the latter approachis
more focusedon what Litman (1998:176) terms "the economic factors that influence
collective movie attendancedecisions".

This thesis is concernedwith evaluating the impact of an integrated supply chain
upon marketing decision making and the marketing process and the policy
environment within which this takes place. In this respect, the study differs from
industrial
film
is
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it
the
that
marketing
with
previous
research
concerned
how
factors
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in
behaviour
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than
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feature film consumption.

In examining film marketing from the company

perspective,the theoretical framework has been informed by an evaluation of both
psychological and economic types of researchas indicated below.

Before moving to a discussionof the film marketing literature or literature which can
be used in order to draw conclusionsabout film marketing, it is important to identify
what is meant by marketing in this thesis. This is followed by an initial examination
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of the developmentof the use of market researchwithin the film industry, as this has
identified many of the key marketing characteristics of the industry from its
inception. Although the methodsusedduring this period were crude, they did aid the
pioneer filmmakers in gaining a fuller understandingof their audience. Apart from
literature concernedwith market research,literature pertaining to the marketing of
films generally focusesupon successfactors ranging from the role of the star and the
critics' influence to the release strategy. Each of these marketing tools and
techniques will be discussed below. Finally, some initial policy approachesare
introduced; these will be developed later in the thesis. Some areas are well
researchedwhile others have only beentouchedupon so far; this is evidencedby the
discussionbelow.

3.1 Definitions of Marketing
Marketing as a concept as well as a processhas been much discussed,particularly
since the 1960s. While the majority of this work has emanated from marketing
academics, sociologists, cultural theorists, psychologists and economists often
discussmarketing. It is not surprising then that there is a need to define precisely
what marketing within the boundariesof this thesis means. As whole PhD thesesare
concernedwith the creation of marketing knowledge,it is far beyond the remit of this
study to discussin detail the various theoretical approachesto the study of marketing
which exist, but the following section outlines where this thesis is positioned in
relation to marketing theory.

The starting point for this discussionis exchangetheory. Marketing as exchangewas
written about by Bogozzi (1975) and has provided a useful framework for marketing
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academics. The marketing managementschool mainly emanatesfrom US business
schools and has viewed marketing as the process of planning and executing the
conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods, and services to
create exchangesthat satisfy individual and organizational goals (AMA definition
cited in Gr6nroos, 1994:347). But, the AMA (American Marketing Association)
launched a new definition of marketing at their 2004 Summer Educator's
Conference; "Marketing is an organizational function and a set of processesfor
creating, communicating and delivering value to customers and for managing
customer relationships in ways that benefit the organization and its stakeholders"
(AMA, 2004).

This change in definition reflects the movement of marketing

academicsand practitioners towards a more relational approachto marketing.

The marketing concept, which has dominated marketing since the 1960s has been
defined by Felton (1959:55) as
a corporatestate of mind that insists on the integration and coordination of
all the marketing functions which, in turn, are melted with all other
corporate functions, for the basic purpose of producing maximum long
rangecorporateprofits.
I
(1954)
Drucker
emphasised the need to place customer satisfaction at the centre of

the marketing concept, with profit being achievedas a reward for attaining customer
satisfaction. Min (2000) proposed that the marketing concept is compatible with
theories of supply chain managementas well as that of relationship marketing.
Figure 3.1 below illustrates this compatibility as defined by Min (2000) linking the
marketing concepttheoretically to the philosophical origins of relationship marketing
and to the underlying philosophy of supply chain management.
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PhilosophicalFoundation
of a Marketing
Orientation

The Marketing Concept
(1) customerfocus, (2)
coordinatedmarketing, and
(3) profitability

Philosophical
Foundationof
RelationshipMarketing

Compatible Philosophy
for Supply Chain
Management

Figure 3.1

The Impact of the Marketing Concept Source:Min (2001: 81)

This interdependence,which Min identifies betweenthe acceptanceof the marketing
conceptand the practice of supply chain management,has resonancefor researching
marketing within the film industry. However, much of the rhetoric surroundingthe
marketing focus and the subsequentmarketing orientation which companiesadopt as
a result of this orientation, focuseson the needsand wants of the customer. It is here
that arts marketing researchersencounterproblems. How do the ideas of customer
satisfaction fit compatibly with the creation of artistic works? Are existing theories
of marketing sufficiently broad to deal with marketing in the creative industries? In
answer to these questions, researcherssuch as Fillis (2004) O'Reilly (2004) and
Rentschler(1999; 2004) have tried to redefine marketing theory in order to provide
useful frameworks for the analysis of marketing the arts Or creative industries.
However, it is not necessaryto turn away completely from the marketing conceptin
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order to examine film marketing. If customersatisfaction is seenas the ultimate goal
film
(Kotler,
2002),
be
the
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seen as compatible with
marketing aims. Although, as discussedin Chapter Five, the aims of filmmakers/
marketersrange from socially motivatedthrough to fully commercial, there is a focus
upon the end user in this process. Only if a narrow view of customer satisfactionis
adopted must we reject the marketing orientation as a relevant approach for this
study.

If a broad view is taken, we can statethat companiesor film making collectives can
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question; to target these segments through marketing communications; and to
position the film appropriately by setting expectationsin relation to its genre, style
and so on. The film marketing mix is derived from applying mainstreammarketing
theory to the film marketing literature as discussedin the remainder of this chapter
and is analysedin detail in ChapterEight.

This leads us back to the question of how this marketing orientation can exist in a
firm.

Gurnmesson(1991) introduced the idea of the part-time marketer, where

marketing is integrated within the various operational units of an organisation and
marketing is placed at the core of the organisation. When adopting this perspective,
the role of internal marketing is accepted,where all employees are focused on the
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marketing processand sharea common direction and understandingof this process.
According to Min (2000), the move to such a marketing orientation necessitatesa
move to a restructuring of the organisationalsystem. Such a marketing orientation
has been shown to result in various positive outcomes such as improved firm
performance in terms of increased financial rewards and employee performance
(Jaworski and Kohli, 1993), and increasednew product success(Narver and Slater,
1990; Slater and Narver, 1994,quotedin Min, 2000).

As shown in Min's (2000) model in figure 3.1, firms' adoption of a market
orientation is conducive to an environment where relationship marketing can thrive.
In fact, both supply chain managementand market orientation draw upon concepts
developed by relationship marketing proponents such as Berry (1995); Gr6nroos
(1990,1995,1997);

Gummesson (1994,1997); O'Malley (2003); O'Malley and

Tynan (2000,2001). Key elementsof the relationship marketing discourseare trust,
commitment and cooperation(Gronroos, 1995; Shethand Parvatiyar, 1995).
Berry and Parasuraman (1991) identified relationship marketing as
concerning the relationship between a firm and its customers. Gr6nroos
(1990:236) went on to expand the concept of relationship marketing by
offering the following definition; marketing is to establish, maintain, and
enhancerelationships with customersand other parties, at a profit, so that
the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is achievedby a mutual
exchangeand fulfilment of promises.
It is from this perspective that marketing in the film industry is viewed. No one
theory is applied to the film marketing process, but the various marketing
perspectives shown above contribute towards the theoretical framework of this
thesis. As the film industry operates in a particular context where commercial
perspectives are considered alongside artistic elements and public policy, an
expansionof existing marketing frameworks is necessary.
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This thesis, while using a marketing mix approachin addition to examining the role
of policy, structural issues and company structure, avoids a definitive list of
marketing mix elements that apply to the marketing of film, but in keeping with
Borden's (1964) original article which discussed the marketing mix, provides a
number of elementswhich should be consideredcollectively on a caseby casebasis.
This approach fits with Culliton's view of the marketer as a mixer of ingredients
(Culliton, quoted in Gr6nroos, 1994). Having reviewed the marketing approach
adoptedin this thesis, the following sectionswill proceedwith a review and analysis
of relevant film marketing literature before finalising the theoretical framework used
in this study.

3.2 The Origins of Market Research in the Film Industry
Although the early movie moguls in the US were established businessmen,the
impact of marketing was not immediately apparent. Early signs of the importance
which market research had gained in Hollywood were' evident by the late 1920s
when a crude form of market researchhad begun to take place (Zukor, 1954). Box
office successfactors had beenidentified and studios incorporatedtheseobservations
into their production strategy; Albert Sindlinger began to plant ushersin the cinema
toilets where they would discussa film with audiencememberswho hadjust exited a
performance(Jowett, 1985).

Initial audienceresearchwas socially motivated with psychologists and sociologists
recognising that film could be an effective researchtool. The films themselveswere
not being investigated, they were merely used to draw in members of the public in
order to collect data (Jones and Conrad, 1930). Attempts to ascertain consumer
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demand only really came about with the recognition that using film as an efficient
method of social research necessitated the identification of the interests and
preferencesof the audience. Small-scalestudiesof audiencepreferencesbeganwith
simple observationsof content in the early cinema forms. This proved sufficiently
popular to support the foundation of the Hollywood film industry that flourishes
today (Jowett, 1985).

In the 1930s, industry professionals began to be more scientific in their data
collection and analysis of their customerbase. This was a responseto the Depression
combinedwith the restrictions of the self-censorship,known as "the Code" instigated
by the industry in the face of criticism on the grounds of the negative moral impact
of films. Immediately after World War II, Chambers(1947) identified the need for
Hollywood to introduce sustained research into film production and audience
composition in order to retain its lead in the world markets. He stressedthe adoption
of a global strategy to establisha sufficient understandingof the overseasmarketsin
order to competesuccessfully(Chambers,1947).

The 1930s also heralded the introduction of the "sneak preview" as a means of
determining success and failure factors of a newly produced film.

These early

Recruited Audience Screenings(RAS) did not have the advantageof today's more
sophisticatedtesting systems. Their biggest impediment to accuracywas the lack of
discrimination employed in audienceselection. Those currently running RASs are
careful to attract clearly defined audiencesegmentsin order to determine accurately
a film's potential impact on the target group. They also endeavour to ensurethat
each participant returns a fully completed questionnaire; there was a tendency
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towards self-selection in the early years, whereby only those who enjoyed the film
4.
the
completed
questionnaire In saying this, during the course of this researchI
attended three RAS sessionsand observed differing levels of professionalism in
terms of audiencerecruitment at each. These are discussedin detail in section 8.8
(ChapterEight).

In addition to investigating audiencetasteswhile at the cinema, early researchalso
began to consider the motivation behind cinernagoing as a pastime. Through his
work, which drew upon the methods employed in other communications research,
Paul Lazersfeld highlighted a trend of equivalent consumption of "mediums of mass
entertainment" (Lazersfeld, 1947, p. 164). For example, frequent cinema visitors
were also heavy readersof magazinesand regular listeners to the radio (Lazersfeld,
1947).

Whilst Lazersfeld's study attempted to explain the psychological motivation
underlying why individuals go to the cinema, he was unable to identify any decisive
factors. However, in using a demographicanalysis of film audiencesthat drew upon
researchinto audiencesfor radio, Lazersfeld did conclude that age was a significant
determinant when examining audience profiles and in the older segmentsof the
population, educationallevel was important.

These early forms of market research concerned with evaluating the impact of
cinema on the population, understandingthe motivation to attend the cinema as well
as indicating the factors which result in enjoyment of particular films based on

4 For an exampleof a

1.
audience
recruited
screeningquestionnaire,seeappendix
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demographicor psychographicconsiderationscontinue to date. While impact studies
are located primarily within the remit of cultural studies, psychology and sociology
the latter two types of research are undertaken by those investigating the film
industry from a marketing perspective. The following section will outline the current
situation with regard to the film industry's use of market research,before identifying
the marketing tools identified in the literature as impacting on the selection of films
by audiences. Adapting Borden's (1964) marketing mix philosophy, thesemarketing
tools when combined constitute the substantial value adding activity that new
product development in the film industry demandsand is reflected in the marketing
processesundertakenat the various stagesof a film's life cycle.

3.3 Perception of Market Research in the Film Industry
Certain European filmmakers are scathing of the practice of audience researchas
carried out by the majors in the US, but lack of direction or knowledge of the appeal
of a project from the early stages is likely to restrict the effectiveness of the
marketing campaign. All too often, such researchis left until the latter stagesof
production when it is ineffectual. Puttnam articulates the European situation by
stating that;

"Many film-makers in Europe still regard research with distaste,"

(Puttnam,in Ilott, 1996).

While market researchis widely used in the US film industry, its introduction into
the Europeanindustries has met with some resistance,particularly on the Continent.
Recruited Audience Screenings (RAS) are events where a film is shown to an
audienceconsisting of members of the target audience with the purpose of testing
various aspectsof the film to seeif it does in fact appealto this group. Resistanceto
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such researchis gradually being overcome. An example of this is the interest shown
by the Danish Film Institute in introducing a systemof RAS to the industry, although
it is hamperedby the fact that there are no specialist film researchcompaniesin the
country. The situation is different in the UK, where a number of companies
specialisein RAS. Unsurprisingly, with US films accounting for 86% of box office
revenue in the UK (EAO, 1999), their client lists are mainly composed of US
companiesoperating within the UK.

3.4 Frameworks

to Identify

the Marketing

Tools Involved

in the

Film Industry
The abovesection outlines the developmentof the use of market researchas a tool in
the marketing of films. The next section draws on existing literature in order to
identify other elementsof the marketing mix to be consideredin this thesis. These
elements, referred to as the film marketing mix, have been incorporated into the
theoretical framework of this thesisand are explored in detail in ChapterEight.

Litman (1983) identifies three decision making areasthat he believes are important
in ensuring a film is successfulin the marketplace: the creative sphere, scheduling
and releasepattern and finally the marketing endeavour. The problem with such a
framework is the separation of "the marketing endeavour" as a final and separate
consideration. This thesis proposesa more holistic approachto marketing activities.
As marketing is concerned with developing, packaging and communicating, film
marketing activities range from very early development activities through the
budgeting processesto the exhibition and distribution strategy. This, as indicated in
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ChapterOne, is in keeping with the relational approachto marketing as espousedby
Scandinavianacademicssincethe 1960s.

3.4.1 The Role of the Star- Actor, Director, Producer
To date there has been a lot of attention paid to the role played by the lead actors
(stars) cast in films.

The literature discussed below does not provide a definite

answer as to the marketability of films in relation to "the star", but it is recognised
that the star can often be a point of referencefor consumerswhen choosingparticular
films. In addition to this, many of the other creative roles can prompt a decision to
selectparticular films from the available offerings; this will be discussedlater in this
section.

Jacobs(1968) divided the factors influencing film choice into five loosely defined
areas, with the principal stars seen as the most important factor in attracting an
audience. The importance of a star's earning capacity is recognised by the
Hollywood Reporter with their "Star Power" service. It has a databaseof over 500
actorsand actressesaround the world, with an indication of their box office potential.

The importance of genre, script development, target audience and budget will be
discussed below, but these factors must be. considered in choosing appropriate
creative personnel. The impact that these individuals may have on the ability of a
film to crossover from one audience segment to a wider audience should be
evaluated. The aim of the marketing campaignfor many small films is to precipitate
a film in crossingover from niche market to mainstream.
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ChapterTwo traced the early use of starsas a key method of product differentiation
for the majors, and this appealof "star quality" has not diminished. On occasionthis
appeal is over estimated, as some films do not support big names. This can be
problematic for filmmakers when trying to secure production finance from the
majors who may exert pressure on the filmmakers to cast well known stars in the

lead roles in order to increase the attractivenessof the film at the box office.
Latterly, researchhas shown conflicting results regarding the role of the star in the
ultimate successof individual films. De Silva (1998), Neelarnegharnand Chintagunta
(1999); Sawhney and Eliashberg (1996) and Sochay (1994) found that star
involvement in a film had a positive result on box office performance. Austin
(1989), Litman and Ahn (1998) and Ravid (1999) concluded that the inclusion of a
well-known star in the cast of a film played no significant role in increasingearnings.
Litman and Kohl (1989) identified that the star had a small role in increasingrevenue
but was not the most significant factor. De Vany and Walls (1999) found that those
films which featured a star were more likely to have a longer run on more screens
than those without. However, as they point out, this may be linked to the fact.that
such films are likely to have a greateroverall budget than films without stars,which
may account for this box office longevity. Evaluating the impact of starson the box
office performance of films is problematic as it is often dependent on the star in
question; the image that this star has; and how the intended audience for the film
receivesthem.

The star is not alwaysthe main attraction. For many cinemagoers,the directoror
cinematographer
of the film,maybea majordraw. For example,the films of Quentin
Tarantino have a certain style and following. This is true for many directors, Pedro
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Almodovar, StephenSpielberg, Gus Van Sant, Lars Von Triers, Paulo Pasolini and
so on. In each case,the attachmentof such a director indicates a certain style, genre
or quality which appeals to the intended audience. Nowell-Smith (1981) refers to
this ability of particular directors to inscribe themselveson the film, as seeing the
author's style as inscribing itself in the "text" of the film resulting in the provision of
a coherent enabling device which allows the audience to recognise the film as
"authored discourse" (Nowell-Smith, 1981). A problem arises when this style is
deviated from, as the previous audiencecan be alienated without the new audience
fully accepting the work of such a director. In Europe, unlike in America, writers
and directors control the direction of the film. According to Andrew Macdonald,
producer of cult hits Trainspotting and Shallow Grave;
They (writers/ directors) don't make films for anyone other than
believe
for
themselves. They
them to say their thing and
that it's important
then they give it to the producerand the producer is told to raise the mone)
(MacDonald, quoted in Goodridge, 1995).

3.4.2 The Creative Sphere
Since the end product of the film industry is in itself a creative product, within this it
is difficult to distinguish the "creative sphere" from that which is not creative.
However this thesis is not concernedwith debating and defining the role of creativity
in organisations. Litman (1983:159) defines the creative sPhereas "the total creative
effort expendedin making the film", and within this he stressesthe importanceof the
story. This elevation of the story is echoedby experiencedfilmmakers such as Neil
Jordan (1997) who in a public interview stressedrepeatedly that the quality of the
story was one of the most difficult, yet important, tasks to achieve. Jacobs also
includes the story as a key feature in his (1968) framework. Linked to the appealof
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the story is the genre. It is impossible to consider the role of the story without
discussingthe genreof the film.

3.4.3 Genre
The identification of a film's genre is essential as the tastes of cinema audiences
move with fashion, and one hit in a particular genrecan inspire a revival, as was the
horror
heralded
Les
Craven's
films,
Scream
the
teenage
a revival of
casewith
which
film.

There is an element of chance involved in identifying what will attract

audienceswhen the film is completed.Bowser (1990) and Ellis (1995:102) examined
the trademark genreswhich existed in American film in the 1920sand remain today.
The 'western' typified America and the American film of the time. The 'comedy'
becamevery popular in the 1920swhen the first comedy features were made. This
Keaton
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Laurel and Hardy. Ellis (1995:104-5) highlights the history of 'genre films' in the
following way;
Though the introduction of sound required extreme modifications of style
and introduced a new group of comics, the comedy, along with the western,
the gangster film, and the musical, remains among the most distinctive,
indigenous,and important American contributions to film forms.
Another popular genre of the time was the 'love story'.
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beginning of the film industry, it reachedits popular plinth in the 1920sas, by this
time, women constituted the largest cinema going social group. This is in contrast
with the situation today where the main target audience for films are young males
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life.

This has remained part of the quintessential appeal of the Hollywood

blockbusterto date.

Genrecontinuesto be a key determinantfor financial success(Litman, 1983; Litman
and Kohl, 1989; De Silva, 1998). However, it can be difficult to predict the genres
which will appeal at the time of a film's release - as the lead-time between
development and theatrical release can be two years or more, the result can be
producing in a genre that has run its course or suffered from overkill (Litman
1983:160). Ellis (1995) highlights the popularity of adaptationsof successfulnovels
and plays during the 1920s and 1930s. This enthusiasm for adaptations has not
.
faded, the recent successof films such as Bridget Jones's Diary, Charlotte Gray,
High Fidelity and The End of the Affair are testamentthat the trend towards popular
adaptationshas not ceased. However, the successof the original novel alone does
not ensure success as was seen by the relative commercial failure of Captain
Corelli's Mandolin or Bonfire of the Vanities.

3.4.4 Target Audience
Durie et al. (2000) stressthe needto identify the target audiencefor a particular film
in order to focus the marketing campaign. The target audience and any potential
crossoveraudience may be determinedby studying the successor failure of similar
films at the box office. This can highlight the successfuland unsuccessfulstrategies
employed in the production and marketing of such films in order to determine
potential audiencesize.
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Durie et al. (2000), sharethe belief held by Tim Bevan from Working Title Films that
it is essentialto know a film's target audiencefrom an early stagein its development.
Bevan admits that it has taken him a long time to recognisethis necessity,but urges
the writers whom he producesto imagine the trailers and the target audiencebefore
writing at all. The identification of the target audienceis closely related to the genre
of a film as discussedabove.

3.4.5 Word of Mouth
Many commentators believe that it is impossible to control "word of mouth".
However, identifying the most likely audiencefor a film and focusing on bringing it
to their attention can go some way to ensuringthat word of mouth is positive. Durie
film's
(2000)
look
impact
"word
the
on
a
et al.
also
of mouth" and reviews
at
of
success or failure.
enjoyment.

They differentiate between "want-to-see" and audience

Film marketers can create "want-to-see" through the marketing

campaign. However, the ultimate aim is to achieve audience eni oyment and
therefore "good word of mouth" in order to sustain a film in the market. Accurate
targeting of a film can assistin positive word of mouth.

The experience of Neil Jordan in relation to his film In the Company of Wolves,
provides an example of where the positioning of a film resulted in its failure at the
box office (Jordan, 1997). This adult allegorical fairy tale was distributed in the US

by Miramax, who marketedthe film as a horror movie and targetedthis audience.
Audience expectationsof a horror movie were unfulfilled resulting in the film being
slated by audiences, which ultimately created negative word of mouth and
commercial failure; the film was failed by its marketing campaign. Negative word of
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mouth can undermine the most sophisticated marketing campaign (Katz and
Lazarsfeld, 1955).

3.4.6 Critics and Avids
An essentialrole in creating and sustaininggood "want-to-see" and word of mouth is
played by the critics and what the film industry calls "avids"- the mavensor opinion
leadersfrom among the consumers. Much researchhas been carried out regarding
the role of critics and awards in predicting box office success(Austin, 1983; Austin,
1989; Cameron, 1995; D'Astous and Touil, 1999; Eliashberg and Shugan, 1997,
Holbrook, 1999; D'Astous and Colbert, 2002). Findings here are inconclusive but
there would seem to be an overall acknowledgementthat good critical reviews can
help a film to achieve box office success. The question of the role of award
ceremonies seems more complicated.

Films with Oscar (Academy Award)

nominations are more likely to achieve box office success than nominees and
been
has
festival
There
Venice
Sundance.
Cannes,
winners of
and
prizes such as
from
Austin (1981) to show how the influence of critics and reviewersonly
evidence
impact on the more "esoteric films" and therefore do not heavily affect box office
receiptsin the main.

The use of avids has not yet been researched,but avids are used extensively in film
marketing. The main strategy is by placing features on new films in publications
read by such avids in addition to targeting them for preview screenings. Another
way in which avids have been used to increasepublicity for a film prior to release
was in the marketing of The Blair Witch Project. Here, the internet was used
N
extensively in spreading the word about this film and in building up suspenseand
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creating word of mouth around the film. Although at the time this was heraldedas a
new way to promote low/no budget films through the internet, it subsequently
emergedthat this campaignwas heavily financed by the film's distribution company.
The targeting of early adoptersin the film industry is similar to that used in other
industries. This is another example in support of the argumentthat marketing in the
film industry is similar to marketing within other industries.

3.4.7 Production Values
In the early film industry, production values, such as impressive sets and crowd
scenes involving large numbers of extras were identified by Jacobs (1968) as
influencing the level of audienceappeal. In today's terms, this would translateinto
the appeal of elaborate special effects and the use of digital mastering in order to
impressthe audience. However, De Vany and Walls (1999:308) stressthat, "heavy
for
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strategy
most
risky
spending on special effects or
value"
in
hit".
Litman
"picture
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other words,
sense",
a
making movie a
also mentions
cinematography,as an important creative element in a film's marketability, although
this could also be consideredas a production value.

3.4.8 Development
The above factors are all important considerationswhen packaging a film, but often
considerations pertaining to the marketing of a film occur too late.

In the

developmentstage of a film's life cycle, it is important to identify the genre, target
audience and so on in order to select the correct creative talent and to make
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based on the principle of market success, despite the rise of the independent
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production sector. In Hollywood, films which are not easily classified by target
audience and genre have little chance of surviving the development process. In
Europe, the percentageof projects proceeding from development into production is
extremely high in comparison to the US, and this is despite expenditure on
developmentbeing much lower in Europe. "Hollywood spendsaround 7% of each
film's overall budget on developmentcomparedto Europe's more characteristic I2%" (Finney, 1996:17).

This disparity is mainly attributed to the pay structures existing in Europe, with
production companies reluctant to invest money in projects that need further
development. In a panel discussion as part of the 1998 London Film Festival,
Andrea Calderwood, Head of Production at Path6 Entertainment, confirmed that
production companies are unwilling to become involved in the script development
it.
before
fully
developed
to
to
the
stagepreferring wait and see
committing
project
Therefore, the scriptwriter is likely to hurry along the processof developmentof a
script due to financial necessity. Due to the budgetary constraints which this
imposes, independent filmmakers in Europe rarely carry out cohesive audience
researchat this stage. This failure in the Europeanfilm industry has beenrecognised
and programmes like the European Commission's MEDIA Programme as well as
national level programmeshave been establishedto addressthis problem. This lack
of development finance was also noticed by Jake Eberts who went on to form
Goldcrest Films, which originally provided development finance on a commercial
basis (Eberts and Mot (1990).
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3.4.9 Distribution, Scheduling and Release
A wealth of debatesurroundsthe issueof whether the majors or the independentscan
secure the most successful distribution deal. While it cannot be denied that the
majors are ideally suited to distributing big budget, high profile films, independents
and specialist distributors are often more suited to the distribution of smaller films.
As they invariably have lower P&A5 budgets,they are required to execute a more
exact and focused distribution campaign than the majors and this is often more
successfulfor these films. Goldberg (1991) summed up this question as whether to
aim with a rifle or a shotgun. PACT (1994:55) found that, in relation to UK
productions, films which were independently distributed, recouped a significantly
higher proportion of their budgetsthan those distributed by the majors. The average
in
budgets
by
independent
distributors
from
the
of
proportion
recouped,
all media,
UK and US was 17.75% and 35% respectively. In contrast, the figures for studiodistributed British films in the UK and US were 6.75% and 20.6% respectively.

The power of the majors to securepreferred play dates, length of run and maximum
levels of prints emerged in the PACT submission to the Mergers and Monopolies
Commission in 1994. This was especially true for films that were distributed by the
majors in the US; a phenomenonthat can easily be explained. The majors control
the distribution of the overwhelming majority of films in the international market and
for this reason it is imperative that the exhibition sector co-operateswith them in
order to securea constantflow of product.

5 P&A budget stands for Prints and Advertising budget, this includes the costs incurred for all
publicity materials and activities as well as the cost of making the prints for release. The wider the
release strategy employed (in terms of the number of screens that the film is released on
simultaneously)the more prints that are needed,and therefore,the higher the P&A budget.
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In fact August 1989 heralded a new era in film marketing in the US when Miramax
releasedsex, lies and videotape. According to Perren(2001:30),
sex, lies and videotape helped to set the standard for low-budget, nichebased distribution in the 90s and to lay the groundwork for a bifurcation
within the entertainmentindustry.
This led to each of the major Hollywood studios purchasing a specialist distribution
companyto handle quirky small films.

In addition to the above characteristics,latterly the researchfocus has shifted to look
at the releasestrategy as well as the characteristicsof the film itself. De Vany and
Walls (1996,1997,1999);

Jedidi, Krider and Weinberg (1998); Jones and Ritz

(1991); Litman and Ahn (1998); Neelarnegharn and Chintagunta (1999) and
Zufryden (1996) all look at the impact that the number of screenson which a film
opens, runs and closes on has upon success. In general, the greater the number of
screensa film is releasedon, the more likely the film is to achieve financial success.
But, this explanation is overly simplistic. The number of screensthat a film openson
as well the length of the run that a film achievesis dependenton the budget which
the distributors have for prints and advertising (P&A). The cost of each print is in
excessof flOOO and one print is neededfor each screen showing the film. In this
way smaller films with lower P&A budgetswill be restricted in terms of the number
of screensthe film can be shown on at any one time. In addition, according to
Kerrigan and Culkin (1999), the major film studios, due to the integrated supply
chain at their disposal, can negotiate longer guaranteed runs in cinemas than
independentdistributors.
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3.4.10 Ratings
Litman also emphasisedthe impact that a film's rating can have upon the successof a
film.

Austin (1981), in agreement with Litman, draws upon Brehm's concept of

psychological reactance"which focuseson the specific motivational and behavioural
response of individuals for whom a given freedom has been threatened or
eliminated" (Austin, 1981:384). When a film is rated R or X in the US (18 or X in
Europe) the film has the aura of somethingforbidden. The publicity gained by such
films as The Last Temptation of Christ, Crash and Natural Born Killers when the
censorswanted to outlaw them, was invaluable. This controversy created"must see"
the feeling that one is missing out on an important cultural referenceby not seeinga
particular film-which is somethingthat every film marketer strives for.

Brehm's (1966:9) theory predicts that the individual "will be motivated to attemptto
regain the lost or threatened freedoms by whatever methods are available and
appropriate"- the more a freedom is threatened,the more it is sought. Therefore,
when applied to the ratings systemsof films, the more forbidden it is to see a film,
the greater "want-to-see" (the industry term for very strong word of mouth, which
createsgreat anticipation for a particular film) is created.

To support this belief empirically, Austin draws upon Herman and Leyens (1977)
work (Austin, 1981a). In a study of films transmitted by Belgian based French
language TV station, RTB, they concluded that, "qualifications make the movies
more desirablefor the television viewers ... movies with advisories are watchedmore
than the movies without them" (quoted in Austin, 1981a:390).
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3.5 Theoretical Framework
The majority of the research discussed in this chapter has been undertaken by
economistssuch as De Vany, Litman, Jowett and Ravid. Therefore, their primary
interest is in the economic performanceof films rather than in explanations of the
environment in which such performancetakes place. The "how to" guides such as
those of Durie (1993), Durie et al. (2000), Illot (1996) and Lukk (1997), while
providing useful practical tips for film producers and marketers, do not tackle the
film marketing environment in any detail. Social psychologists such as Austin, are
predominantly concernedwith issuesof choice and decision making (presuming an
elementof freedom in this choice). Finally, those approachingfilm marketing from a
marketing background (as in those emanatingfrom a marketing department)such as
Eliashberg and Elberese, have also adopted an economic methodology for the
analysis of film marketing, looking at the result of such marketing rather than the
environment in which marketing decisionsare taken.

While the literature discussedabove is valuable in understandingfilm marketing, due
to its narrow focus it does not provide insight into the constraints placed upon film
marketersby the environment in which they operate. Therefore, this thesis addresses
the gap in the literature that exists and in doing so, progresses film marketing
scholarshipby adopting an holistic marketing perspective.

As can be seen above, there has been an evolution in terms of looking at or using
film as a means of social commentary to looking at ways of manipulating tastesin
order to sustain and develop the market for film.

As this thesis focuses on the

marketing of films and the specific impact which supply chain structurehas upon the
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framework
fitting
it
is
in
line
theoretical
to
this
processof marketing,
with a
present
which encompassesthe various strandsof this work. As outlined in the following
chapter, my methodological approachaims at building upon existing theory as well
as creating new ways of understandingthe nature of feature film marketing. In this
way, the theoretical approach was initially formulated from the literature outlined
above and was developed and refined during. the process of data collection and
analysis. This is in line with Layder's researchmap (199ý:8) as outlined in Chapter
Four.

What has been absent from previous researchand has major preoccupationwith this
research, is contextualising the decision-making process underpinning marketing
film
historical
in
film
industry.
By
the
the
this
wider
choices
setting
researchwithin
1998)
(1977;
draws
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this
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marketing environment,
study
upon
development
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to
social enquiry, which urges researchers acknowledge
"the field" and, in doing so, to deepenthe understandingof the current sphereof
film
development
historical
the
"habitus".
Chapter
Two
the
the
traced
of
activity,
industry and illustrated the nature of power which exists in today's film industry.
Historically, the film industry has been dominated by the US. The global film
industry is controlled by a very small. number of vertically (and horizontally)
integratedaudiovisual organisations.competing in a very tightly controlled market. It
is within the context of this historical industrial (macro level) analysis that any
develop
be
in
film
to
the
existing
set order
examination of
marketing processmust
film marketing scholarship.
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Bourdieu also urges researchersto examine meso level activities (i. e. those at the
level of the organisation and interaction between organisations). In order to tackle
inquiry at this level, primary data collection was undertaken. The nature of this data
is discussedin the following chapter,but the aim of the primary researchwas to gain
an understanding of the practice of film marketing and how the supply chain
structure impacts upon this practice. In analysing theseconcepts,Bourdieu's (1977)
theory of "habitus", the social environment within which interaction takes place;
provided insights into the processof decision making and marketing strategywhich
was apparent in the case study company chosen as well as in the life writings
analysed.

In trying to make senseof the environment in which marketing activities took place
in my casestudy organisation,as well as my analysis of the life writings discussedin
ChapterTwo, the idea of the habitus as both existing due to the beliefs and working
practices of the company employees and unconsciously shaping these beliefs,
drawn
dynamics
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to the
the
are
provided an understandingof
observed.
working environment due to their sympathy with the habitus and this sympathy
history,
in
becoming
habitus,
hence
"the
this
of
product
results a reinforcement of
[which] produces individual and collective practices, and hence history, in
accordance with the schemes [is] engendered by history" (Bourdieu, 1977:82).
Bourdieu's framework complements my use of relationship marketing and supply
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section
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Historical context
(Macro level)

Meso level

Trust/
Relationships

Micro level

Meso/Micro levels

Supply
chain
Meso/Micro levels

Habitus

Industrial policy
(Macro level)

Figure 3.2 Theoretical framework

Bourdieu (1977:87) also discusseshow our modus operandi are fonned through
imitating the actions of others, rather than by learning them through a formal
educational practice. Employees in the film industry, particularly those involved
specifically in the marketing function, often do not have formal business or
marketing qualifications. Industry experience has much greater value than such
qualifications and, in this way, languageand working practices within film industry
organisationsare formulated through the working practice of the organisation. This
emerged from my field research,where participants seemedto possessa senseof
pride that they did not have formal business qualifications, coming instead from
mainly creative educationalbackgrounds.
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Doxa, as presented by Bourdieu (1977: 164) denote the notion of reality that is
within the acceptedbehavioursand limits of understandingas intrinsically accepted
and unquestionedby that society. The doxic approach accepts the natural world
order as an objective truth which is unquestionedand, in this way, reproducedand
legitimised
not as arbitrary... but as a self-evident and natural order which goes
without saying and therefore goes unquestioned, the agents' aspirations
have the same limits as the objective conditions of which they are the
product (Bourdieu, 1977:166).
There is no room for debatewithin the doxa, debate can onlY occur outside of this
realm, as doxa is defined as "... that which is beyond question and which each agent
tacitly accords by the mere fact of acting in accord with social convention..."
(Bourdieu,1977:169). Habitus is presentedin figure 3.3 below. In an environment
doxa
where
exist and there are subsequenthigh levels of shared, unconscious
meaning, trust is likely to exist and thrive. My early research illustrated how the
independent
in
highly
the
trust
existenceof
valued
and a sharedcreative vision were
film sector.
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Universe of the undiscussed
(undisputed)
Opinion

hetrodoxa

orthodoxy

doxy

Universe of discourse
(or argument)

Figure 3.3 Bourdieu's map of habitus. Source: Bourdieu, 1977: 168
Discoursetakesplace when
the social world loses its characteras a natural phenomenon the question
...
of the natural or conventional character(phusei or nomp) of social facts
can be raised (Bourdieu, 1977: 169).
Once a state of discourseis enteredinto, somerealisation of the nature of the doxa is
arrived at and defended. This is a more consciouslevel, where positions are adopted
and defendedrather than adopted subconsciously,resulting in the orthodox, which,
as shown in figure 3.3 above,by objectifying the doxy, legitimises it, or
aims, without ever entirely succeeding, at restoring the primal state of
innocenceof doxa, exists only in the objective relationship which opposes
it to heterodoxy (Bourdieu, 1977:169).
Hetrodoxy offers the choice of competing possibilities due to the exclusion of the
orthodox view. The greater the level of doxa within a habitus, the less room for
debate. Bourdieu's theory of habitus fits in well with relational interpretations of
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marketing. The process of internal marketing, or the adoption of a marketing
orientation, is facilitated by an environment in which the realm of doxa is greater
than the realm of discourse.

Bourdicu's (1977) "Outline of a Theory of Practice" provides a useful framework for
analysis of the terrain which I have explored in this thesis. Both at company and at
industry level, the realms of doxa, orthodox and heterodox exist and in this way the
habitus can be explored and explained. The literature explored in the previous two
chapters has indicated the need to addressindustry and company structure in the
European film industry within the framework of the supply chain literature. The
existenceof an integrated structurein Hollywood has been identified as a significant.
film
in
film
Hollywood
to
the
the
market.
contributor
successof
studios controlling
This necessitatedthe inclusion of an analysisof the film industry supply chain in the
thesis. When analysing the impact of the structuresin existence, Bourdieu's notion
of habitus provided illumination and insight into understanding those structures
which provide a successfulmarketing environment.

When the macro and meso levels of analysis were undertaken, it was possible to
evaluate the impact the VertiCo habitus had upon the operationalisation of the
marketing campaign and film marketing mix. The film marketing mix proposedin
this thesis emergedfrom existing film marketing literature as outlined in this chapter.
The impact of public policy initiatives upon the marketing of films was evaluated
and in the context of the life writings and fieldwork including the micro level case
study analysis,policy suggestionswere formulated.
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3.6

Summary

Chapter Two indicated the structural environment from which the current film
industry arose. In doing so, my researchhas contributed to the developmentof film
marketing scholarshipby recognisingthe impact which the historical developmentof
the industry has upon film marketing practices in the current environment.
Following on from this, ChapterThree has consideredthe film marketing literature in
order to formulate an initial theoretical framework. Generic marketing literature was
discussedin order to locate this work in the academicfield of marketing. This was
followed by a discussion of literature showing the development of the marketing
function in the film industry since the origins of the industry, and then by discussion
and analysisof literature relating to film marketing.

In analysing existing film marketing literature it was noted that economic studies
predominate. The ma.ority of such studies focus on specific elements of market
performance such as the role of critics, release strategy, the role of the star in
predicting performance and so on.

In this way, they ignore the industrial

environment which impacts upon the ability of film marketers to pursue certain
strategies. In order to contribute to the discussion of film marketing (and to some
extent to reclaim this ground from the field of economics), a holistic view of the
marketing processhas beenadoptedand incorporatedinto the theoretical framework.

The chapter acknowledgesthat, to date, context has been missing from the study of
film marketing. In order to rectify this, the structural and policy environment (macro
environment) within which film marketing takes place will be examined in Chapter
Five and company specific factors emanatingfrom the relationship marketing, supply
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chain managementand trust literatureswill be examined in ChaptersSix and Seven
(meso level), leading to the proposal and analysis of the film marketing mix in
Chapter Eight (micro level).

The company level analysis takes place using

Bourdieu's theory of habitus as a theoreticallens.

This framework merges views of marketing emanating from the relationship
marketing school, which emphasisesrelationships, trust and commitment with the
marketing mix approach. This necessitatesan acknowledgement of the role of
supply chain managementand the role of trust in the marketing of films, and the
needto proposea film marketing mix which can be used in order to analysethe film
marketing process.

In discussing the existing film marketing literature and the gaps that exist in this
literature, an alternative theoretical framework within which to examine film
marketing has been necessarily proposed. The following chapter will outline the
in
framework
in
line
this
theoretical
and
methodological approach adopted
with
doing so, will illustrate further how this thesis develops film marketing scholarship
through the adoption of an holistic approachto marketing.
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CHAPTER FOUR

METHODS AND RIFSEARCH
STRATEGEY
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4.0

Introduction

The previous chapters introduced the study and set it in the context of the existing
literatures. My analysis of this literature combined with my experiential knowledge
formed the basis of the theoretical framework that shapedmy field research. This
thesis adopts an interpretive methodology which aims to understandthe processof
film marketing within its industrial and environmental context. This requires a
multifaceted approach to the research,examining a range of data and looking for
multi-angulation from this data in order to provide an understandingof the research
terrain.

The following sections identify and elaborate upon the research process that I
undertook, providing explanation and justification for the choices made. This
Various
decision
insight
into
the
the
making
stages
and
chapter will give
reader
processeswhich have constituted this thesis. In addition to detailing how my
researchwas carried out, the chapter contains a discussion of possible alternative
methods of data collection and analysis, and provides reasons as to why these
deemed
were
not
suitable.
methods

4.1 Factors Influencing Research Design
The purpose of this researchwas to investigatethe marketing environment in which
film marketing takes place, to evaluatethe impact which public policy has upon the
marketing activities of a film professionaland to examine the impact of supply chain
develops
In
the
thesis
these
the
aims,
addressing
structure on
marketing campaign.
for
literature
by
film
my analysis.
providing a contextual setting
existing
marketing
In addition, in applying establishedmarketing theory to the film marketing process,
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the thesis provides an alternative view of film marketing to existing research,which
is dominatedby an economic view of film marketing issues. Theseaims necessitated
a particular researchapproach,as outlined in the following sections. Thesespanthe
philosophical to the practical considerationsthat resulted in the final methodology
and methodsused.

In undertaking research, there is a need to situate oneself in a particular
methodological school.

The research methodology literature identifies two

distinctive approachesto undertaking research. The researchermust decide whether
their researchis of a deductive or inductive nature. As indicated by Carson et al.
(2001), deductive approachesare associatedwith positivism where a hypothesis is
tested(Cassell and Symon, 1994) through the use of large samples. Such deductive
researchis viewed as providing wide scale generalisablefindings. In opposition to
this is the inductive approach, associatedwith phenomenology (Healey and Perry,
2000), where theory is developed through observing empirical evidence. The
following table indicates the difference between these approacheson the basis of
assumptionsregarding ontology, epistemology,axiology, rhetoric and methodology.
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Assumption
Ontological
assumption

Question
Positivism
What is the nature Reality is objective and
of reality?
singular, apart from the
researcher

Epistemological What is the
assumption
relationship of the
researcherto that
researched?
Axiological
What is the role of
assumption
values?
Rhetorical
What is the
languageof
assumption
research?

Researcheris
independentfrom that
being researched.

Phenomenology
Reality is
subjectiveand
multiple as seenby
participantsin a
study
Researcher
interactswith that
being researched.

Value free and
unbiased
Formal, basedon set
definitions, impersonal
voice, use of accepted
e words
Deductive process,
causeand effect, static
design-categories
isolated before study,
context free,
generalisationsleading
to prediction,
explanationand
understanding,accurate
and reliable through
validity and reliability

Value-ladenand
biased
Informal, evolving
decisions,personal
voice, accepted
qualitative words
Methodological What is the
Inductive process,
processof
assumption
mutual
research?
simultaneous
shapingof factors,
emergingdesigncategories
identified during
researchprocess,
context-bound,
patterns,theories
developedfor
understanding,
accurateand
reliable through
verification.
Table 4.1 Assumptions contrasting positivism and phenomenology (Creswell,
1994:3)

The researchquestions dictate the use of a phenomenological approach where the
is
researcher
an essential research tool.

The following section outlines the

characteristics of qualitative research and illustrates the fit between the research
approachchosenand the researchobjectives.
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4.2 Characteristics of Qualitative Research
According to Rossman and Rallis (1998:8), qualitative research has four key
characteristics:it takes place in the natural world; uses multiple methods that are
interactive and humanistic; is emergent rather than tightly prefigured; and is
fundamentally interpretive. In addition, the qualitative researcherviews the social
phenomenonholistically; systematically reflects on who she is in the inquiry, is
sensitive to her personal biography and how it shapesthe study; and uses complex
reasoning that is multifaceted and iterative.

Rossman and Rallis' (1998)

classification highlights the key elementsof qualitative inquiry as were used in my
research.

As shown in the previous chapters,my researchseeksto overcome the shortcomings
of much of the film industry researchundertaken to date by locating the research
firmly in the "natural world" in which the events take place. Multiple methodswere
necessaryin order to meet the objectives of the research,to understandthe role that
policy can play in facilitating the film marketing processand to evaluatethe impact
of supply chain structure on the marketing process. In order to meet theseobjectives,
interviews were undertaken with policy makers and film industry professionals,
extensivepolicy analysis was undertakenand other relevant documentationwas also
analysed. Due to my experience of working in the area of study prior to
commencing the research,and having carried out an extensive literature review, the
approach taken, while not "Grounded Theory", was emergent in nature. As the
literature did not look at film marketing from an holistic perspective, this was a
necessaryapproach. In addition, my method of data analysis as detailed below was
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interpretive in nature. Some themes emergedfrom the initial literature review and
my own industry experience,but many emergedas the researchtook place.

Wolcott (1990:17) proposed that "the most appropriate place for examining the
literature seemsto me to be in consort with the analysis of the data". In line with
Dexter (2003), 1 have chosen to combine Wolcott's approach with the more
traditional placing of the literature in an early, separateliterature review section.
Literature reviews have an evolving purpose. According to Dexter (2003:26), the
literature review is used in the early stagesto "raise issuesto enable the aims of the
researchproject to be formulated and refined". It is also necessaryto review relevant
literature in light of the data analysis in order to find explanations for what is
emerging. The initial literature review has focused on the historical developmentof
the film industry in order to ground the film marketing environment in its historical
context, in line with Bourdieu's (1977; 1998) approach. This was followed by an
analysis of the existing film marketing literature. This early exploration of the
literature shaped the research process and early enquiry and was added to and
updated as new studies emerged. Once data collection and analysis began, themes
began to emerge necessitatinga further investigation of the literature regarding the
themes of supply chain and trust. In line with Dexter's (2003) approach,which is
embeddedin Wolcott's (1990) view of the use of literature, these literatures are
introduced in the analysis stage,as it is here where their relevancein making senseof
my data becomesapparent.

In terms of my role as researcher,I embracedthe need to "view social phenomenon
holistically". As already mentioned, not doing so has lead to many studies of film
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marketing issues which are limited in use, having been undertaken without
consideringthe social spherewithin which the marketing activities took place.
Adopting a reflexive approachto my study necessitatesthe acknowledgementof the
role of the researcherin the researchprocess. Throughout my researchI questioned
my role and my interpretation of events and in writing up this research,I have at all
times acknowledgedthe inherent bias to which I am subject in looking at the issues
tackled in this research.

Finally, in carrying out the data analysis, complex reasoning was used in tracing
themes through the data and in looking at what was said and not said by
interviewees. It was also necessaryto triangulate all forms of data gathdred,in order
to come to a sensible conclusion; in an attempt to eliminate bias on my part as the
researcher;and also the inevitable degreeof self-editing that my participants would
engagein.

4.3 Scopeof Study
I
As shown in the previous chapters,marketing academicsinterested in investigating
the film industry have historically neglected the environment in which these
marketing activities take place, resulting in the presumption of a vacuum, free from
time and situational factors.which may influence events. One of the main aims of
my research was to show how these environmental factors impact on the film
marketerand, in particular, how national and supranationallevel policy impactsupon
marketing decision making.
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According to Bourdieu's (1977: 159-197) theory of Structures and Habitus as
discussedin the previous chapter, it is necessaryfor researchersto acknowledgethe
social world in which all organisationsand organisationalreality is formed. In this
way, objectivism insinuates that the world exists as a static entity upon which the
individual has no impact. It is this assumption,which seemsto underpin much of the
literature discussedin ChapterThree that presumesa film industry operating outside
of its industrial context. In fact, this industrial context, which has been historically
shaped,plays an indisputable role in curbing the film marketing possibilities, which
the studies of Elberse (1999), Eliashberg and Sawhney (1994), Jedidi et al. (1998)
presume. In order to fully explore the macro environment, it was necessaryto couple
a review of literature relating to the historical formation of the film industry with an
extensiveanalysisof the developmentof existing film policy.

In carrying out my research I followed Bourdieu by situating myself within real
activity. In undertaking social researchthere are various ways in which to "situate
oneself within real activity", from the ethnographic techniques of participant
observation, to action research. In order to situate myself within the film world, I
immersed myself in the world of the film industry as much as is possible for an
during
doing
had
having
film
In
I
the
advantage
outsider.
so,
of
worked with
people
the six months prior to beginning my Phl). In this way, I was familiar with much of
the language, the prevailing issues facing the industry and the structures within
facing
issues
industry
familiar
level
I
the
the
which
operated. was very
macro
with
filmmakers as well as understandingthe day to day pressuresinvolved in making and
bringing a film to market. In order to maintain my film industry knowledge, I read
the trade press and regularly attendedfilm industry events. In addition, I undertook
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two periods of participant observationduring the fieldwork for this dissertation;the
Strategics Film Marketing Workshop and the Recruited Audience Screening as
discussedbelow.

In line with Layder's (1993:27) approach, my research brings "macro and micro
analysescloser together" by analysing the links between the layers of analysis. In
keeping with Layder's (1993:8) researchmap, I have identified the various layers of
analysis within my study, referred to by Layder as; 'self,

'situated activity',

'setting', and 'context'. Layder's 'self constitutes the individual characteristicsof
the film marketersand other participants in my study. 'Situated activity' refers to the
interaction of the various individuals in their working environment. The 'setting' is
their micro environment, the companyin which they work; and the 'context' refersto
the wider industrial, cultural and policy environment in which they exist. Layder
(1993) stressesthe importance of an understanding of the macro environment in
fully
lens,
I also
By
Bourdieu's
to
theoretical
the
understand
order
micro.
adopting
introduced the concept of meso level analysis, and it was at this meso level that
analysisof the supply chain and its influence on marketing could be understood,and
themes such as relationships and trust emerged as key factors within the film
marketing process. This researchemployed mixed methods, mainly of a qualitative
nature. Figure 1.1 (page 13) illustrated the various sourcesof data which were used
in researchingthe researchquestions posed. These data are presentedin table 4.2
and discussedin more detail in section4.8 (ChapterFour).
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4.4 Theoretical Basis
The theoretical basis of this thesis has emerged by drawing on my own working
experience. From my experienceas a consumer;reviewing previous academicwork
in the area as well as an analysis of policy relevant to my area of enquiry. As
outlined in the previous chapters, my experience has been set in the context of
Bourdieu's (1977) theory of Structures, Habitus and Power.

In adopting a

phenomenological approach, as introduced by Schutz's (1967), 1 have openly
acknowledged the role of the researcher in the research process as well as
importance
the
recognising
of the public spherein shapingthe businessenvironment.
This is in line with Schutz (1967) emphasison the need for social scientiststo base
their assumptions on the commonly held assumptions of people in a collective
diverse
drawing
discipline,
be
As
on
society.
marketing can
viewed as a parasitic
by
Burton
(as
acknowledged
such
as
sociology,
psychology
and
economics
areas
(2005) my desire in conducting this research was to incorporate disparate but
film
in
in
literatures,
to
the
which
order
environment
accurately reflect
relevant
marketerswork. This is not a one-way processas latterly, as illustrated in Chapters
Two and Three, disciPlines such as sociology, cultural studies, economics and
geographyhave producedwork relating to the marketing or consumptionof film.

In the processof my researchj ourney, I have had to broadenthe remit of my research
in order to gain a comprehensiveoverview of the subject. With the knowledge
design
from
in
broad
I
to
this
the
overview narrowed
gained
remit once again order
my research,and the final stageshave necessitateda final broadeningof my scopein
order to situate my study in the current academicand policy environment.
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The process of carrying out phenomenological research results in the continuous
renegotiationof the boundariesof the researchas the researchenvironment evolves.
As the film-making environment has changedduring the course of my study, it has
beennecessaryto incorporate this into my investigation and to evaluatethe impact of
thesechanges,as outlined in ChapterTwo, on the film industry in Europe.

4.5 Defining Independence
One question that constantly arose in thinking about my researchmethodology and
the parametersof my researchwas the issueof independence.I wanted to look at the
"independent" film sector, as the European film industries are predominantly
composedof a large number of small companieswhich are involved in one or two
activities, mainly production. In addition to these, there are some pan-European
companies, which

are "vertically

integrated", encompassing development,

looking
films.
In
distribution
at purely
and exhibition of
production, post production,
"independent"companies,I was faced with many problems. Firstly, a PhD takes a
number of years, generally not less than three. In the film industry, small production
basis,
Many
producers operate on a project-by-project
companies come and go.
film.
This
develop/
they
to
time
a
new
start
produce
setting up a new company each
makesit very difficult to draw comparisons,to look at the track record of companies
larger
by
In
taken
the
over
addition,
more successfulcompaniesare either
and so on.
(generally integrated) companies or enter into "first look" deals with the major
European or American companies. In this way, the successful can no longer be
defined as "independent".

In restricting my study to looking at independent

companies, the pool of companies to be investigated became very small and
constantlychanged.
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A final but very significant consideration was the staffing of such independent
companies. As I said above, producers generally set up new companies for each
production. In this way, independentfilm companiesare generally staffed by a very
small number of full time employees. Additional film workers are taken on for each
project on a contract basis. For a discussionon the nature of employment in the film
industry seeBlair, Culkin and Randle, (2001); Blair, Grey and Randle, (2001); Grey,
(1999). Such casual employment practices pose problems in terms of accessfor
researchers.As shown in the studiesof Blair, Culkin and Randle (2001) and Culkin
and Randle (2002), such freelance employees are concemed with finding
employment and therefore gaining access to these workers would have been
extremely difficult.

4.6 New Direction
In the initial period of my research,I becamevery interestedin the small number of
pan-Europeancompaniesthat existed. I began to see the advantageof carrying out
researchin such a company, over trying to gain accessto a number of small, often
inexperiencedproduction companies. In addition to contributing to the development
of film marketing,scholarship, I wanted my work to have value in industry terms.
For this reason,I wanted to look at "successful"companiesin order to find out what
lay behind this success. Previous quantitative studies have sought the holy grail of
box office success by statistically analysing financially successful films and
quantifying the various elements that they felt contributed to the films' success
(Elberse, 1999; Eliashberg and Sawheny, 1994; Eliashberg and Shugan, 1997;
Neelamegharnand Chintagunta, 1999). What these studies miss are the many films
III

which also contain these elements, such as Hollywood star, specific genre, ideal
releasedate,prints and advertising budget and so on, but fail at the box office. Also,
these studies do not recognise the variety of films, which exist and the alchemy
involved in finding the right balancebetweenaudience expectation and the creative
vision of the filmmakers. I set out to explore this; I wanted to seehow this balance
was struck on a project by project basis.

This rejection of what (Sayer, 1992) refers to as "extensive" researchin favour of
"intensive" research allows for the study of the actors involved in their causal
contexts. This study relates back to Bourdieu's (1977) insistenceon consideringthe
"habitus" in which events are shapedand take place. Neglecting the formation and
nature of the filmmaking habitus in offering generalisations on why films are
successfulor not is a major shortcoming. My study seeksto explain the impact of
the habitus on the marketing process and therefore draw inferences regarding the
habitus
films
in
lack
in
the
to
the
successor
of successof various
way which
relation
facilitates the marketing process.

There are many sourcesof motivation underlying the production and distribution of
film, ranging from purely commercially motivated exploitation, to some level of
enlightened self interest or creative expression, to purely altruistic motivations
(Kerrigan and Ozbilgin, 2002).

Purely commercial films are those which are

produced solely for financial reasons, whereas purely altruistic films are usually
producedin order to give voice to a particular cause,the motivation is wholly social,
to get a messageacrossrather than any artistic or commercial motivation. Although
this type of film provides an interesting source of investigation for the marketing
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researcher,this thesis does not consider films produced for purely altruistic reasons.
My concern is for those films which are either wholly or partly commercial. When
are marketing considerations introduced in the filmmaking process, how are
marketing decisionstaken and what impact doesthis have upon the successor failure
of the films in question?

Another practical consideration when designing my researchconcernedthe secrecy
embeddedin the film industry. As with many of the "creative" industries, there is a
certain mystique which surroundssuccessfulfilmmaking. As it is also, in financial
terms, a high-risk industry where the majority of films make a loss, accounting
practices and financing deals are very complex. This means that film industry
professionalsare reluctant to reveal infonnation to outsiders on how they conduct
their businessand on the levels of their success. Many films that earn money for
investors, show a loss on the balance sheet and so financial successcan often be
downplayed. In addition to this, successis not always measuredin terms of financial
gain. Films can sometimesact as "calling cards", to be shown as proof of a young or
inexperiencedfilmmaker's ability when trying to securefunding for future projects.

Filmmakers may also choose to make films which they do not believe will be
financially successful, but have creative qualities which they want to express. In
judging a film's successI have asked those involved what they wanted the film to
achieveand what the film did achieve- in this way, successwas possible to measure.
As referred to in the prologue, the method of using a large-scalesurvey distributed to
independentfilm companiesacrossthe EuropeanUnion resulted in a low response
rate and lack of credibility. In evaluating the researchproject, it emergedthat there
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film
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was a
did not fully understandthe purposeof the research,which was to develop a support
invest
independent
film
help
European
to
adequate
producers
system,which would
resourcesinto the development of films and in this way, increase their chancesof
success. In addition, they did not know the consultancy firm involved, and were
for
fact
being
information
the European
this
the
that
was
collected
wary of
Commission. I was aware that in order to collect credible data, a personal
relationshiphad to be establishedbetweenthe respondentsand myself

4.7 Research Tools Chosen
Nature of evidence

Source

Participantobservation

StrategicsFilm Marketing Workshop

Qualitative interviews

StrategicsFilm Marketing Workshop

Participantobservation

Recruited Audience Screening

Casestudy

VertiCo

Qualitative interview

Film Marketing Expert

Qualitativeinterview

AudienceResearcher

Qualitativeinterview

Film Producer/FormerFilm Journalist

Qualitativeinterviews

MEDIA Plus

Qualitativeinterview

EuropeanCommissionOfficial

I Public interview

Neil Jordan

I Panelinterviews

London Film Festival/ The Production Show

Table 4.2

Nature of primary evidence used
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In order to achievewhat Robson (1993) refers to as "triangulation", various methods
of data collection were used, which allowed an excellent overview of the generaland
specific contexts I was researching. Primary data was collected using semistructured interviews, participant observationand my researchdiary. My secondary
data was drawn from available results from previous researchinto the area,company
documentation, reports from governmentsand other public bodies as well as the
trade press and life writing as outlined in ChapterTwo. Table 4.2 above illustrates
the rangeof primary data sourcesusedduring this study.

4.7.1 Participant Observation
One of the most commonly identified problems associated with observational
researchcentres around the question of objectivity. As the observer becomesmore
immersed in the context and setting of the research,there is a "danger" of their
objectivity being eroded as they gain sympathy with the participants. The term
"going native" (Pelto and Pelto, 1978:69) has been used negatively to denote those
who begin to sympathisewith their participants to such an extent that they have lost
all objectivity. Baker (2002b: 167) echoedthis when he said;
ethnographersare closely involved in the subject matter they are studying
and, as a result, may acquire more information and greaterunderstandingat
the risk of losing someof their objectivity.

The transition in ethnographicresearchfrom objective outsider making observations,
to insider who, through participating in events,gains empathy with their participants
and therefore has a greater understandingof the meaning of events has developed
further in recent years. According to Angrosino and Mays de Pdrez (2000), postmodem views of such social research question the possibility of achieving
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objectivity, focusing attention instead on the inevitable impact which the researcher
hasupon the researchenvironment.

Participant observation is still seenas one of the main tools to used in carrying out
social research. Burgess(1990:78) asserts;
it is the task of the social scientist to interpret the meaning and experiences
of social actors, a task that can only be achievedthrough participation with
the individuals involved.
Bourdieu (1977,1998) stressedthat in order to deepenthe understandingof social
phenomena, it is imperative that such observational research be set within the
historical context of that which is being researched. My review of the industrial
developmentof the film industry and understandingof the current issues affecting
film marketersinformed my observations. My role as a participant observertook a
number of forms; the main form saw me as "participant-as-observet" (Gold, 1958in
Burgess 1990:80) during the Strategics Film Marketing Workshop and the RAS as
detailed below. While at the offices of my casestudy company and while attending
film industry events,I adoptedthe role of "complete observer" (ibid).

4.7.2 Semi-structured Interviews
Due to the exploratory and explanatory nature of my research,interviews were an
appropriateresearchtool to use. As I was concernedwith diminishing the inevitable
bias inherent in my data collection and aware that my interviewees would possess
more knowledge of the area of enquiry than I did, the use of tightly structured
interviews was not deemed appropriate. As Fontana and Frey (2000:651) note,
structured interviews will

often obtain rational responses, but do not deal

satisfactorily with emotional determinants. However, as I was investigating specific
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issues and did have a certain level of knowledge of the areas under investigation,
interviews
unstructured
were also dismissed as tools of enquiry. Semi-structured
interviews, with a combination of defined questionsas well as more generallines of
enquiry were selectedas the most appropriatetype of interview. SeeAppendix C for,
an exampleof my interview schedules.

According to Gubrium and Holstein (1998), the interview can be seen as a fonn of
storytelling, where individuals' versions of events are retold as requestedby the
interviewer. In this way, issues of validity have to be tackled. One method of
addressinginevitable reinterpretationof eventsas they are told is to ask for the same
information in a number of different ways; to ask probing questions; as well as
repeatinga summary of interviewees' answersto them for confirmation. All of these
techniqueswere used in my interviews.

Fontana and Frey (2000:647) highlight the need to recognise the context within
issues.
Having
interview
interpersonal
the
takes
an
which
place as well as social and
awarenessof theseissuesand the subsequentpower which I had as the interviewer to
"shapethe nature of the knowledge generated"(ibid), I could only acknowledgethis
in my write up and analysis of each interview. In eachof the stagesof researchlisted
below, I considered the context in which the interviews were taking place and
acknowledgedthe potential impact which this may have had upon the respondentand
interpretation
my
of the information gatheredfrom them.

In addition to the style of questioning, I was conscious that I needed to use
during
in
language
dress
information
facilitate
the
to
appropriate
and
order
gathering
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interviews. Having been around film industry people during my time at the MEDIA
Programme,while attending the CannesFilm Festival, and at various film industry
eventsattendedin the early days of my study, as well as reading the trade pressand
film industry commentarieswidely, I was familiar with much of the languageof the
industry. I was aware of the labels which would be attachedto me while carrying out
my interviews and the need to overcome any barriers which these labels would
create. I would be seen as an "academic" who was removed from the reality of the
industry and had gained all my knowledge from dusty books. I would also be seenas
a "student", so of lower status to those being interviewed. "'Marketer" was also a
label to be overcome, as many, even those in marketing roles within organisations
and specifically within the film industry, do not understandthe scopeof marketing.

Marketing has many negative connotations;"getting people to buy things they don't
believe
is
Many
that marketers are
the
of
common.
want or need"
one
most
concernedonly with posters,trailers and other promotional activities, and would not
view their role as marketing. At the very least I would be seenas an "outsider" and
thereforeviewed with suspicion.

In order to overcome these labels and the inherent negative connotations and
interviewees.
In
language
I
to
that
the
carrying
spoke
of my
suspicions,needed show
When
I
interviews
there
to
terminology.
was
was
no
need
use
marketing
out my
it
in
framing
film
industry
I
terminology
my questions,
used
aware of particular
otherwise I used everyday language. In this way, I both raised my status as student
and lowered my status from academic. During the various stagesof my researchas
detailed below, I coped with the role of outsider in different ways and therefore
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minimised this as much as possible. I explained my definition of marketing as it
relates to the marketing of films to each participant so that they had a clearer
understandingof the scope of my study. Furthermore I began each interview with
the statement"if I knew all of the questionsthat I should ask, I probably would not
needto be here, so if you think of somethingyou think I should know about but have
not askedabout, pleaselet me know." This statementservedthe obvious purposeof
ensuringthe participants knew that they were free to volunteer seemingly unsolicited
information as well as putting them in the "expert" role.

While it was important to attribute expert statusto my interviewees in order to elicit
information from them, there was also a need to show my own knowledge of the
area. One of my participants agreed to provide me with an introduction to his
businesspartner, as he said that he did not think I would waste his partner's tim.- as I
clearly knew what I was looking for. It is often easier to get information when
people believe that you have a certain level of knowledge and will therefore
understandwhat they are telling you. This was my experienceat all times during my
fieldwork. This process is referred to as the snowballing technique (Biernacki and
Waldorf, 1981).

4.7.3 Policy Analysis

As my research was concerned with proposing policy initiatives which could
empowerEuropeanfilmmakers in accessinga market for their films, it was important
to undertakeextensive analysis of film industry policy. In undertaking this analysis,
policy statements,documentation and evaluation were collected and analysedftom
various EuropeanUnion countries and was set in context by comparing such policies
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and their impact on those employed in the US in the early years of the film industry
as well as to other non-EU countries. According to Deem (1998:16), case study
analysis,
by focusing in depth on what happens in one of more locations, offers
policy makers the opportunity to seewhat consequences,both intendedand
unintended,may flow from particular policies.

4.7.4 Exploratory Research
Traditionally researchers begin the PhD process by conducting a large-scale
literature review in order to understand the area to be researchedand to help in
shapingthe researchquestion. According to Emory and Cooper (1991), the literature
I
searchalone is not sufficient as a fonn of initial exploratory research. This is due to
the fact that "seldom is more than a fraction of the existing knowledge in a field put
into writing" (Emory and Cooper, 1991, ppl45-146). Therefore they recommend
speakingto those knowledgeablein the area in order to obtain an accuratepicture of

the situationunderexamination.

This is particularly pertinent in my chosen area of research as literature relating
directly to the topic of marketing European films is very limited.

What little

literature does exist pertaining to marketing issues in the film industry, generally
focused
industry
it
is
US
Europe
to
than
the
rather
relates
and much of
practically
(Durie et al. 2000; Lukk, 1997), concernedmore with the mechanicsof marketing a
film rather than dealing with the structural impediments that exist. The purposeof
my study is to addressthis gap in the research. More academicattemptsat looking at
the area of marketing films have mainly been concerned with using quantitative
methodsto predict box office performance(Elberse, 1999; Eliashberg, and Sawhney
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1994; Eliashberg and Shugart, 1997; Neelamegham, and Chintagunta, 1999). In
drawing upon my experiences while at the European Commission's MEDIA
Programme, carrying out background interviews and attending industry events, I
extendedthe remit of my exploratory researchbeyond the standardliterature search
in line with the approachfavoured by Emory and Cooper (1991).

4.7.5 Understanding the Terrain - Participant Observation
For this reason,initial fieldwork was carried out with experts from the various fields
involved in film marketing. In order to gain a good understandingof current issues
facing film marketersin Europe,as well as to identify the key stagesin the marketing
process,I attendedthe StrategicsFilm Marketing and Recruited Audience Screening
workshops in Luxembourg and London. These workshops are run for independent
Europeanproducers who bring dedicatedprojects to the workshops in order to get
advice from establishedprofessionalson the various aspectsof marketing their film.
The Film Marketing Workshop was a five-day intensive workshop which took place
in Luxembourg. European Union producersbrought projects to this workshop and
attendedthe various sessionsin an attempt to improve their marketing strategiesfor
these films. There were a series of talks from the experts listed in Appendix A, as
well as a number of generic exercisesintended to improve the marketing skills of
participants. Each participant also had the opportunity to book a sessionwith eachof
the experts in order to work on their particular projects. I took this opportunity to
interview each of the experts regardingtheir views of marketing practices,marketing
timescales and so on. For examples of my interview schedules see Appendix C.
Thesewill be discussedin ChaptersSix, Sevenand Eight.
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The secondstagein the StrategicsFilm Marketing Workshops was a two-day session
in London, which dealt with recruited audiencescreenings(RAS). On the first day,
there was a general briefing regarding the structure of the RAS after which we
attendeda screeningof the film being tested later that evening. We were briefed on
participant recruitment for the RAS, venue selection and all of the planning activities
which were undertaken prior to the screening of the film. After the screeningwe
observed the focus group discussion, and the following day attended the analysis
session and saw the results presented to the distributor of the film.

We were

involved in the discussionregardingthe subsequentmarketing of the film.

Places on these courses are very limited so it was necessary to convince the
organisersof the value of my research. Having done so, I benefited from a rangeof
faced
deeper
the
opportunities; gaining a
understandingof
practical considerations
by film marketers;conducting eight in-depth semi-structuredinterviews spanningthe
whole range of film marketing activities with experts in attendance,as well as
locating a gatekeeperwho would provide accessto the case study company chosen.
The information gathered in these interviews helped to refine my ideas on the
become
by
in
faced
filmmakers
European
terms
to
and
problems
of marketing
familiar with some of the devicesusedin marketing films.

Having been granted participant status put me in the role of participant observerfor
the workshops. While the other participants were required to bring active projects
with them to the workshops, I did not have a project. Most of the exercisescarried
out during the workshop usedgeneric materialsand I participated in eachsessionlike
the other participants. For this reason, I did not feel set apart from them. In this
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in
five
identified
inherent
by
Janes
(1961
in
1990:
84)
Burgess,
the
stages
way,
establishing field roles were hastened. As a group of participants with no previous
relationship to one another, we collectively moved from newcomer, provisional
acceptance, categorical acceptance,personal acceptance and imminent migrant
together. In fact, I had previously worked with one of the other participants while at
the MEDIA Programme in Brussels, so by knowing one of the participants in
advanceof the event, my credentialsas a valid group member were improved. Also,
film
knowledge
disseminate
the
the
to
of
as
whole purpose of
workshop was
marketing practices, my need to gather information was easily facilitated and I did
not face the difficulties encountered by many other researchers when using
from
but
being
technique,
a situation.
apart
observation
as
a
of
participant
part

I was also aided greatly by the form of the workshop. Participantswere drawn from
In
before
did
know
this
European
Union
the
the
event.
and
each other
across
not
in
did
have
break
into
I
to
not
an already existing group order to carry out my
way,
research;I was part of the group's formation. I used the many side conversations,
films.
In
in
forming
ideas
took
the
addition
of
marketing
regarding
which
place
my
to the majority of participants who were film producers,there were participants from
the Danish Film Institute, who were there on behalf of a producer with whom they
were working.

This allowed for much discussion of European and Danish film

for
for
filmmaking
the
the
public policy and
and
need
policy,
role of public support
funding to support marketing activities.
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4.7.6 My Observations from the Events
Each of theseexploratory interviews with the Strategiesexperts lastedapproximately
one hour during which I took extensive notes. Ideally I would have taped these
interviews, but this would have placed me apart from the other participants too
markedly, so I felt that taking notesand writing up my reflections on theseinterviews
after the fact was the best approachto use in this situation. I also wrote up notes
during the workshops relating to the topics under discussion. These interviews
allowed me to explore each of the areasof expertiseof the intervieweesin detail and
in this way to begin to structure the research questions for my remaining data
collection. The information gathered from these interviews was very general and
relatedto the principles involved in putting together the complete marketing package
for a film.

The data collected from the workshopswas in a number of forms, the interview notes
I compiled; documentary evidence provided by the participants of the workshop;
These
fellow
from
my
participants.
and
observations
each
session;
regarding
notes
film
facing
issues
in
to
the
thematically
understand
major
order
were analysed
issues
looking
for
data
in
Europe.
I
the
through
the
main
went
manually
marketers
of importance as identified by the participants, and for any common themes which
be
data
from
interviews
My
the
will
analysis
and observations.
methods of
arose
discussed in more detail later in this chapter. The findings are discussedin the
remaining chapters.
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4.7.7 Further Exploratory

Interviews

In an attempt to test the validity of my early assumptions,the gaps in the literature in
relation to marketing challengesand practicesfacing Europeanfilmmakers, I carried
out three further background interviews. One of these interviews was taped and
transcribed;and the others were not taped as one was a telephone interview and the
in
but
both
background
took
too
were
other
place
a venue with
noise,
much
immediately written up from the extensive notes taken during the interviews. The
questionscovered in these interviews related to general marketing issues;challenges
film
issues
RAS
the
trends;
the
use of
and structural
as well as public policy and
and
industry. I have analysed these interviews in the same manner as the case study
interviews as detailed below. Details of these interviews are also contained in
Appendix A.

My early fieldwork was concernedmainly with what Layder (1993) terms context. It
from
down
test
the
to
to
made
assumptions
was now necessary narrow my research
the combination of my literature review, own industry experience and early
fieldwork. In order to tackle the remaining layers identified by Layder (1993); 'self',
'situated activity' and 'setting' I undertook an in-depth case study of one of the few
film
fully
integrated
Details
companies.
of my case study company
pan-European
are provided in section 1.6.1.

4.7.8 Case Study: VertiCo

VertiCo is an "umbrella"namewhich I havegivento referto the collaborationof the
distribution
Working
Title
Films
(WT)
the
company
and
company
production
Universal Pictures International (UPI), both part of Universal Studios which is
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currently owned by the joint venture NBC/ Vivendi Universal. Working Title films
producesfour to six films a year. VertiCo's distribution company, now called UPI,
incorporatesthe distribution, marketing, salesand publicity functions for thesefilms
as well as films from other associatedcompanies. Working Title is headedup by
two producers who operated independentlyuntil 1991 when they were offered the
chanceto becomepart of VertiCo; then called Polygram, which was owned by Dutch
multimedia conglomeratePhilips who wished to extend its media activities to film.

In 1998 Seagramacquired PolyGram. Seagram'smain interest was in Polygram's
music library, which causedconcern within the European film industry as to what
would happen to Polygram Filmed Entertainment. Although Seagram were not
interested primarily in the film side of the business, according to Ron from UPI
Sales,"the film side was about 70% of the turnover and growing The idea behind it
...
Seagram,
develop
based
European
In
1999,
to
the
studio".
parent company,
was
a
took a strategic decision to move away from the film and music business. VertiCo
was sold to Seagram,which also owned Universal Studios, which was then taken
over by Vivendi and Canal Plus.

The initial sale of VertiCo to Universal was seen as a blow to hopes for a strong
European vertically integrated film company, and pressure was applied to public
bodies such as the European Commission's MEDIA Programme to provide finance
in order to retain European ownership of the company. The remit of the MEDIA
Programmeis discussedin detail in ChapterFive. However, such action is outside of
the remit of the MEDIA Programme.
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In June 2000 Seagramwho, then owned Universal, announceda strategic business
alliance with Vivendi and Canal+, resulting in the creation of Vivendi Universal, a
global media organisation.

Then, early in 2002, Universal Studios and USA

Networks, Inc. combined to form Vivendi UNIVERSAL Entertainment (VUE), an
film,

American

television

and

leisure

division

of

Vivendi

Universal

(http://www. universalstudios.com/homepaRe/html/abouL
usl). In May 2004, Vivendi
Universal concluded a takeover deal with General Electric owned NBC where NBC
would control 80% of shares and the remaining 20% was retained by Vivendi/
Universal.,

During the early period of this study, the VertiCo's distribution division was
informed that it was being closed down and its activities being merged into the
future
Distribution
Company
films would be distributed by UIP
therefore
parent
and
(United International Pictures). UIP is the biggest distribution entity in Europe,
distributing films for both Universal and Paramount. This addedunexpecteddepth to
the research,as it served as an example of the differences in approachto marketing
taken by VertiCo and the majors. The perceived successof this company in its
Europeanform was its reliance on local experts in each of the territories in which it
operated, with promotional and release campaigns tailored to suit individual
territories according to the advice of the local staff. On being taken over, the
company has been forced to revert to the centralised approach favoured by the US
majors.

VertiCo employees stressed the uniqueness of the company as their

marketing capacity. Ron, the VertiCo SalesAgent, stressedthat;
in particular has been one of the strengthsof this company, in
marketing
...
positioning product that may not have performed in the hands of a smaller
independent it would be superior (as) to how it would be handled in a
...
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major studio set up.... films which are not necessarilyobvious box office
did turn into hugehits.
successes
...
The initial decision to distribute future Working Title films through UIP was rejected
by the Working Title producersand an agreementwas reachedwhich resultedin the
retention of a skeleton staff of the former UPI personnelwho would be in chargeof
the marketing, publicity, salesand distribution of Working Title films.

4.7.8.1 Case Study Interviews
As my research is explanatory in nature, focusing on "how" and "why", I decided to
undertake a case study approach in line with YiWs (1994) framework, where each
case and case within a case is taken as an example in its own right, rather than a
statistical generalisation on the basis of frequency of occurrences. Acýording to Yin
(1994), the case study is suitable when there is no prior commitment to a theoretical
model. In addition, as mentioned above, Deem (1998) asserts the suitability of the
is
in
This
concerned
methodology
study
case study
undertaking policy research.
in
integrated
the
methods
company, so a single
marketing
employed
a vertically
with
case design, consisting of further embedded cases, was chosen.

During my participation in the StrategicsFilm Marketing Workshop, I made contact
from
the publicity unit of UPI. This was one of the two vertically
with an employee
integrated companies in existence across Europe at the time or my field research.
Denise, my gatekeeper,helped me to gain accessto VertiCo. Baker (2002b) spoke
of the possible need to enlist the help of a member of the group which you are
interestedin researchingin order to play the role of advocatewho will promote your
researchwithin the organisation. Denise fulfilled this role by asking her colleagues
to speak to me.

VertiCo was the ideal company for me to study as it was
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independent,as defined above, pan-Europeanand had a track record of successin
making and marketing a rangeof films.

In order to add depth to the researchI concentratedon three embeddedcasestudies
based on individual films within VertiCo. The selection process eliminated films
first releasedmore than two yearsbefore the commencementof my study, in order to
ensurethat the interviewees would be able to provide the information required. It
was decided to look at the company'smost successfulfilm to date (in terms of box
office), Notting Hill, and one of its recent films that failed to achieve commercial or
critical success,Plunkett and MacLeane. Finally, in order to provide balance,a third
film, Elizabeth, which had achieved both critical and commercial success,was
selected.

Since Yin (1994) stressesthat multiple methods are used in case study researchin
order to ensureconstruct validity, multiple sourcesof evidencewere used. The semistructured interviews were supplemented with documentation provided by the
company relating to the films being studied as well as secondary material gathered
relating to both the case study company and the specific films. All of this was set
within the wider context of the existing film policy and industrial environment.

Nine semi-structuredinterviews were conducted between December 1999 and June
2002 in the distribution, sales,marketing and publicity divisions of this company,as
well as with the producer of one of the films who works in externally to the
company. Morse (1994) assertedthat in order to fully understand a situation or
experienceat least six participantsmust be interviewed. Each interview concentrated
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infonnation
background
and specific details of each of the case study
on general
films, the interview schedulesare included in Appendix C. I used a snowballing
technique,as outlined in Biernacki and Waldorf (1981), within the company,asking
in
introduce
interviewees
turn
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me
some possible
my gatekeeper
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they
me.
speak
other
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whom
recommended

When commencing my interviews, my interviewees were undergoing a company
restructuringwhich would result in many of them being made redundant. This posed
time pressuresfor me in carrying out my researchand also provided interesting data
As
in
the
that
the
the
undergoing.
early stagesof
company was
cultural change
on
I
in
direct
to
other
participants,
my
a
managementposition
my gatekeeperwas not
did not face accessdifficulties related to hierarchy as experienced by some social
2000).
Although
(Calveley,
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researchers
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in
discernable
did
those
this
reluctance
any
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scrutiny,
film
being
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the
their
to
marketing process.
open
about
approach
me
or
speaking

The first round of interviews included members of the publicity team, distribution,
marketing and sales. These interviews drew to a close when the pool of willing
interviewees was exhausted. This gave me the opportunity to analyse and reflect
upon the results of these interviews.

The following year, I approachedone of the producers/developmentexecutivesfrom
the production arm of VertiCo. She agreed to be interviewed and assistedin my
interviewing another producer/ development executive. Shortly after this, I
I
films
to
the
externally
works
who
of
one
of
my
case
study
producer
approached
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VertiCo, although he has collaborated with them on a number of projects. These
three interviews were all taped, transcribed and analysed and followed a similar
pattern of questioning to the earlier interviews.

These interviews provided

triangulation, which will be explained in further detail in the data analysis sectionof
this study.

In conclusion, interviews were carried out with all those in middle management
positions who were directly in chargeof the casestudy films' movement through the
various marketing stages. Two information-gathering meetings with members of
distribution and publicity were also held in order to add depth to the information
gatheredin the interviews. Where possible these interviews were taped, transcribed
and checked for accuracy. When it was not possible to record the interviews, then
extensive notes were taken and written up immediately upon completion. These
details are shown in Appendix A.

The style of questioning used in the semi-structured interviews allowed the
respondentsto enter into discussionabout their work, how projects were devisedand
run, how they were evaluated and with whom the respondentinteracted. As great
care was taken so as not to "lead" the interviewees, the level of triangulation
achievedcan be accepted. In addition to the interviews carried out, my time visiting
VertiCo's offices allowed me the opportunity of observing, although to a limited
extent, the behaviour of VertiCo employees. These observations were recorded in
my researchj ournal and usedin untangling the data that I gathered.
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4.7.8.2 Case Study Films

In choosing the embeddedcasestudy films, commercial and creative considerations
were taken into account. The first film chosenwas Notting Hill as it was, at the time,
Working Title's most commercially successfulfilm. Notting Hill was the secondin
what has come to be known as the "Four Weddings Franchise" - films madefrom the
collaboration of Duncan Kenworthy, Richard Curtis and producedby Working Title.
The other common factor is the casting. The third film in this loose franchise is
Bridget Jones's Diary and all three films star Hugh Grant as the male lead. They all
also have a Hollywood A list actressin the romantic female lead role. The final
elementthat makesthese films a franchiseis the genre,romantic comedy.

The second of the case study films to be chosen is Elizabeth. This film was
developed internally in Working Title and was a critical success;receiving many
for
full
details
(see
D
Appendix
various
prestigious awards
nominations and winning
is
drama,
film
Financially
this
the
these
not
awards).
was
a
as
genre,
costume
of
risk
director
the
commercially
successful
and
cast
and
were relatively unknown to
very

UK andUS audiencesat the time.

The remaining film selected was Plunkett and MacLeane, a teen focused costume
drama which was given a dark edge and contemporary feel. This film was in
development for a long time and various writing teams made amendmentsto the
film
it
development.
in
This
through
the
moved
changing creative
script as
resulted
direction a number of times before it was completed. Plunkett was not seen as a
success,either critically or commercially.
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Choosingthe above three films allowed for comparability of the various approaches
taken by Working Title and UPI employeesto different projects. This illustrates the
collective decision making relationships that exist in VertiCo and enables an
impact
the
of the vertically integrated structure on the flow of creative
evaluation of
ideas and the ultimate success or failure of the film.

It also allows for the

identification and examination of the film marketing mix that can be used to add
value at the various stagesin the filmmaking process. The following sectionswill
developthesepoints in further detail.

4.7.9 Triangulation with Policy
In order to investigate the policy elementof this researchproject, it was necessaryto
track changesto national and supra national support for the film industry. This was
done by accessingand studying film industry policy documentation, in addition to
Four)
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(Chapter
interviews
indicated
in
further
table
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as
carrying out
in
detail
in
listed
Appendix A.
and

Public policy is a complex areaof investigation. In order to explore this areafully, it
had
documents.
I
to unify the various strands of
to
assess
policy
was necessary
existing policy; regional, national and supranational policy directly applicable to the
film industry, and policy with an indirect impact on the film industry. It was also
in
draw
development
the
to
relation
of
and
conclusions
public
policy
necessary plot
to the impact which this policy had or would have upon the film industry, and the
in
function
particular.
marketing
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In addition to this extensive policy analysis, I undertook five semi-structured
interviews with Europeanlevel policy makers. These interviews were carried out in
July 2002 in order to update my knowledge and understandingof the supra national
policy environment in which European filmmakers work.

Four of these five

interviews were taped, transcribed and analysed. During the fifth interview, which
the interviewee did not wish to be taped, extensive notes were taken during and
immediately after the interview, and thesenotes were analysed.

In terms of gaining accessto these interviewees, one was a former colleague who
agreed to be interviewed. The other interviewees were contacted via e-mail, the
focus of my study explained and asked if they would be willing to be interviewed
and they agreed. The questionsaskedfell into similar broad topics as those askedof
industry professionals,as the purposeof the interviews was to evaluatethe impact of
function
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film
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marketing
public policy
within
Obviously, the emphasishere was not on individual films, but on the advancementof
the industry as a whole. In asking the same open-ended questions of the policy
interviewees as far as this was feasible, it was possible to achieve triangulation in
relation to my questionsof company structureand impediments.

Policy makers were questioned on their vision for future European film policy; the
threats faced by European filmmakers; the impact of company structure on success
and so on. In this way it was possible to analyse this data in relation to the impact
that policy has or can have upon the way European film marketers operate. In
from
this
a macro and micro perspective, I have adopted
approaching
research

Layder's(1993) approach,wherethe researcherconcentrateson the links between
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macro factors (structural considerations) and micro factors (behaviour and
interaction); and developedthis by also addressingmeso level factors as proposedby
Bourdieu (1977; 1998).

4.8 Common

Problems

Faced while Interviewing

The most common problem faced during the interviewing processwas the inherent
desireof the interviewee to relate my questionsto the area of "marketing" within the
film industry. Many had the narrow view commonly held of marketing as what I
would refer to as 'consumer communications', rather than marketing in its entirety.
My concern with internal marketing, company structure, and the personalities
involved and levels of cooperation between individuals and groups of individuals
balance
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A second, but none the less significant, problem was in pitching my level of
knowledge of the film industry, the films or company being studied or the work of
the people being interviewed at the right level. If I appearedtoo knowledgeable,this
could be off putting and I could be viewed with suspicion. If I appearednaYve,this
In
did
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Finally I needed to address the question of research ethics. This researchwas
for
by
University
Hertfordshire
Ethics
Committee.
In
the
of
applying
approved
researchapproval, I had to consider the ethical implications which my researchmight
have. Having read about research ethics and consulted fellow students and more
experiencedresearchers,I was initially determined to protect the identities of my
respondents. However,'I abandonedthis intention early on in my researchas my
respondentstold me that they did not care about anonymity and that they felt that
interesting
be
lost
in
I
be
the
my
of
nature
of
what
would
would
much
researching
efforts to disguise my case study company, its employees and the films studied.
Instead,I only agreedto protect anonymity for a small number of people who agreed
to speak to me on the understanding that their anonymity would be protected.
Appendix A contains a list of my interviewees. Where namesare given, they are the
Where
namesare not giver., thesepeople preferred
names
of
my
respondents.
actual
to remain anonymous.

4.9 Additional Specialist Knowledge Acquired
In addition to the interviews carried out, it was important to keep up to date with
industry developments. In line with this aim, I attended six sessions of The
Production Show 1999 and 2000. This is an industry event where panel discussions
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4.10 Data Analysis
In carrying out qualitative research, many have identified the researcher as
"bricoleur" (Becker, 1998:2; Levi-Strauss, 1966:17; Weinstein and Weinstein, 1991:
161). This term is used to denote one who draws from a variety of sources and
approachesin order to research social phenomena. According to Nelson et al.,
(1992: 2), a researcher's"choice of researchpractices dependsupon the questions
that are asked,and the questionsdependon their context". It is from this perspective
that the analysisof my data took place.

My approachto the data analysiswas what Denzin and Lincoln (2000: 637) call nonempiricist, as I did not seekto quantify, or translatemy findings into numbers;rather,
I have used words in order to explain my findings. In addition, I favoured the
sociological tradition of data interpretation over the linguistic or narrative tradition.
Ryan and Russell Bernard (2000: 769) distinguish between these traditions by
highlighting the role of sociological tradition as treating the text "as a window into
human experience".

There is no standardapproachto the analysis of qualitative data. Researchersnow
havethe choice of using various computer packagesdesignedto aid in the analysisof
qualitative data, such as NUD. IST and ATLAS/ti.

I chose not to use a computer

package,but processedthe data manually. The most commonly agreed approachto
analysing qualitative data is'to disaggregatethe data collected into a number of
for
Saunders
(1997)
According
to
this
allows
et al.
meaningful categories.
information management and comprehension; the amalgamation of data from
interview transcripts and notes; identification of key themes or patterns, the
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development or testing of hypothesesbased on apparent patterns; and allows for
conclusionsto be drawn.

4.10.1 How the Data were Analysed
As the data gatheredthrough my fieldwork were predominantly in the form of "freeflowing text" (Ryan and Russell Bernard, 2000:771), they were analysedby finding
meaning in large segmentsof the texts rather than in isolated words, hence coding
the data; "coding is the heart and soul of whole-text analysis " (Ryan and Russell
Bernard,2000:780).

According to Ryan and Russell Bernard (2000:780-781), various authors have
identified methods for finding themes. Rather than adopting a grounded theory or
schematicapproachto locating relevant themes,my initial themesemergedfrom the
literature (Miles and Huberman, 1994, quoted in Ryan and Russell Bernard,
2000:781), in addition to my own values and prior knowledge (Bulmer, 1979,quoted
in Ryan and Russell Bernard, 2000:781). This framework was built upon during the
researchprocess itself when themes emerged and were incorporated into the later
fieldwork. My initial interviews tested the assumptionsthat I had made regarding
the nature of the industry, the marketing process,the role of public policy initiatives
and the relevanceof corlpany structure. Once these assumptionswere confirmed or
discredited,more themesand questionsemergedas relevant for my study.

My interview schedulesallowed for the exploration of the emerging themesand took
on three main forms. The initial interview schedulesused in my stageone interviews
industry
with
professionalswere very broad in scope,allowing for themesto be both
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tested and to emerge from the conversationsthat ensued. My case study interview
by
this stage some definite themes were emerging
precise,
as
scheduleswere more
and the questionsI askedwere more specific in nature. Despite the more structured
natureof theseinterviews, in my role as interviewer I explored areasand themesthat
aroseduring the interviews and incorporatedthese into my later interviews. Finally,
when interviewing Europeanlevel policy makers, my questions were open endedbut
specific and related to the policy areas in which they were involved. A sample of
these is included in Appendix C. Again, in my role as interviewer I had to identify
additional themeswhile interviewing.

4.10.2 Stagesof Analysis
Due to the nature of qualitative research,the initial -analysistakes place while the
data are being collected. As my researchwas exploratory and explanatory, I had to
be open to the information that I was given during the interviews and make instant
decisionsabout the relevanceof any themeswhich emergedwhile interviewing. As
accessis always a problem, it was necessary,to glean as much relevant information
as possible from a single interview with a participant. Participants' body language,
tone of voice and eye contact were key indicators of their willingness to speakabout
a particular event or decision making process. While interviewing, I had the
complex task of note taking and recording, monitoring the level of comfort of my
participant, maintaining a relaxed and safe interviewing environment; and evaluating
the information imparted, as well as ensuring that I picked up on and fully explored
any new thematic areas.
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As indicated above, themes or categorieswere devised using terms and concepts
which had emerged from the literature, been used by the participants or that I had
devisedindependently. This draws on Straussand Corbin's (1990) GroundedTheory
in a very loose way.

These categories were chosen in line with my research

questions and objectives and therefore centred on the marketing activities and the
industrial and cultural context in which these take place. Once the categorieswere
identified and noted (during the literature review and while interviewing), I went
through the transcripts manually, identifying the units of data relating to each
category. Appendix E shows examplesof how these data were coded. Saunderset
al. (1997:341) refer to this as unitising the data, Ryan and Russell Bernard (2000:
782) call it coding.

I set up an Excel spreadsheetto help me to manage my data. Appendix F shows
extracts from this spreadsheet. The vertical fields contain the name of each
individual interviewee and the horizontal fields contain the data categories. As I
went through the transcripts I numberedthe units of data and these numbers were
into
the individual cells that corresponded to the interviewee and the
entered
category. The original categories were added to as analysis proceeded when
additional categories emerged.

As expected, there were instances of cross-

referencingas more than one data categorycould be attributed to a single sectionof a
transcript.

According to Randle (1999: 87), such a systemof data managementallows "different
topics to be dealt with thematically". From looking down a particular column, it was
individual
issue
in
important
theme
the
an
caseof
evident whether a particular
or
was
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interviewee and allowed me to return to the necessary interviews and parts of
interviews in order to extract the required narrative to support my arguments. While
I avoided quantifying the importance of certain themes by counting the occurrences
in the texts being analysed, looking through my spreadsheethelped me to see the
spreadof certain themes. Somethemesoccurredduring each interview, while others
only appearedonce or on very few occasions. I was concernedwith the emphasis
placedupon the theme as well as how many times it occurred.

Once I had "managed my data" it was necessaryto re-evaluate it in light of the
greater context of the research and the co-thernes that existed.

I identified

relationshipsbetweenthe categoriesof datathat had emergedfrom the initial stageof
coding. According to Saunderset al. (1997:355), the purpose of this stage is to
"explore and explain" the subject of the research. This was done by identifying what
was occurring and why, and set the data within the wider economic, political and
cultural context. This was done manually by reading and rereading the relevant
sections of the transcript in the context of the themes discussed in the following
chapters. The themes emerging from the data analysis were compared to those
identified in the literature and set in the context of public policy. In this way, my
data analysistook a non-linear format.

According to Saunders et al. (1997) the interactive nature of data collection and
analysis allows the recognition of the important emerging themes and patternsas the
data is collected and therefore permits the identification of ultimate categoriesprior
to formal data analysis commencing. He stresses the need for time between
interviews in order to undertakesome informal data analysis in order to inform future
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interviews. This process was adheredto when possible. The interrelation between
the various forms of data collected and analysedin my researchwill be illustrated in
the following chapters.

4.11 Summary
This chapter has outlined the methodological approachand various methodsused in
my study. In order for this thesis to contribute to existing film marketing scholarship
it is important, in line with Layder (1995) and Bourdieu (1977; 1998), to provide
macro level analysis within which to situate the micro and meso levels that are the
main concern of this thesis. This holistic view of the film marketing process
necessitateda phenomenological approach rather than the positivistic approaches
which have dominated this field of enquiry to date. In order to explore the habitus
within which film marketing practices take place, it was necessary to make
epistemological assumptions concerning my role of researcher. It was imperative
that I interact with, those that I was researchingrather than remaining independent
from them.

In starting with some level of knowledge regarding the research

problem, my approach necessitatedan inductive processwhere themes emergedas
the researchprogressedand thesethemesfed back into my methodological approach.

By using Bourdieu's theory of habitus as my theoretical lens, I was able to move
forward from existing film marketing scholarship, by contextualising my study
within a wider industrial and policy enviromnent. In this way, I have been able to
provide a deeper analysis of the film marketing terrain than previous scholarswho,
by ignoring relational issuessuch as trust and control issuessuch as power within the
industry, have provided a somewhatnaYvepicture of film marketing.
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In indicating the shortcomingsof existing literature concernedwith film marketing,I
have justified the need to provide a new methodological approach to the
investigation of the film marketing field. By using a combination of policy analysis,
observation,.qualitative interviews and review of life writings, I have been able to
multi-angulate my findings and to look for alternative explanations for film
marketing practices. By combining these various methodological approaches,and
viewing them through a Bourdieuian researchlens, it has been possible to develop a
more holistic view of film marketing than those of existing studies. In addition, in
situating the subsequentanalysiswithin the context of generic marketing literature, it
is hoped that this thesis will promote greaterunderstandingof the marketing process
to those from disciplines such as economics,cultural studies and social psychology
in their researchinto the market for film.

This chapterallows the readerto progressto the following empirical chapterswith an
understandingof the researchmethodologiesthat have been used in order to produce
the empirical findings. The remaining section of the thesis consists of ChapterFive,
which analyses the policy environment, making empirical observations based on
documentation and primary data collection as well as relevant literature, some of
from
by
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Six, Sevenand Eight which discussthe three key themesemerging from this doctoral
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Finally,
film
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research:
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Chapter Nine draws these chapters together, relating them back to the earlier
literature and revisits the researchquestionsand aims of this research.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE ROLE OF POLICY IN
SUPPORTING THE FILM
INDUSTRY
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5.0 Introduction
While the importance of the external environment is acknowledged by marketing
academicsin their teaching,much researchinto marketing neglectsan analysisof the
role played by policy in influencing marketing practice (Kerrigan, 2004). As
outlined in Chapter Three of this thesis, the film marketing literature to date has
ignored the role of policy in influencing the filmmaking and marketing environment.
In keeping with the theoretical framework which informs this research,this chapter
addressesthis relationship betweenpolicy and practice in the film industry in order
to deepenmeso and micro levels of understanding. The early chaptershighlight the
problematic structure of the film industry in Europe and the resultant lack of
sustainablefilm production companiesin existencein Europe. The film industry has
been recognisedas a central element of the expressionof national identities within
Europeannation statesand as a result of this, has received public support in the form
of subsidies and policies intended to support and develop the production and
consumptionof national film within the EuropeanUnion. Film is viewed as both an
economic commodity and a cultural good (Moran, 1996:1) and for this reason,the
formation and operationalisationof public policy which supportsthe film industry is
problematic and under constantscrutiny.

During a speech made at the opening of the 2004 European Film Awards in
Barcelona, German film producer Wim Wenders referred to the European Film
Industry as a work in progress,likening it to the Gaudi designedSagradala Familia.
Since the early days of European cinema, this work has been aided by policy
interventions. This chapter examinesthe historical role played by policy, at national,
regional and supra national levels in creating the film industry which exists today. In
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addition, the role of public policy in supportingthe formation and developmentof an
industrial environment within which film marketing can have maximum positive
impact for Europeanfilms will be assessed.Finally, proposalswill be made in terms
of how public policy can be used to enhance the formation of such a positive
environment.

The initial focus of the chapterexaminesthe needto engagewith the film industry on
a policy level. This is followed by a discussionof the evolution of public policy in
the film industry and the impact which this has had upon the fon-nationof the film
industry in the present day. Following this is an analysis of the various policies
which impact on the British filmmaker: supranational, national and regional policies,
both those relating to film specifically, in addition to policies which impact on
filmmaking but have general industrial application, such as competition policy,
social policy and wider cultural policy. From this comes an examination of the
impact which these policies have had upon the structure of the film industry supply
chain and the nature of marketing in the film industry. An evaluation of current
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5.1 Is there a Need for Policy Intervention in the Film Industry?
In 1923 Will H. Hays, then head of the newly formed MPPDA, in a speech
concernedwith the aims of the US film industry delivered in London stated:"We are
in
(quoted
America
American
to
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world with
motion pictures"
going
Trumpbour, 2002:17). Since Hays made this declaration, we have seenthe success
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During the numerous crises that have occurred in the European or British film
industries,various solutions have beensuggested.Many attemptshave beenmadeat
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date, none have succeeded. In the UK, J. Arthur Rank proposed some solutions to
the stranglehold which Hollywood has over the British film industry.

These

suggestions,according to Mullally (1946), were basedupon the desire to mimic the
Hollywood approachby using American stars and directors, producing large budget
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For many small Europeanfilms, the US market is ignored in their projected earnings.
In 1926, J.D. Williams, then managing director of British National Pictures Ltd.,
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terms of quality and variety (quoted in Higson and Maltby, 1999).

In his
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communication, Williams stressedthat European films' competitive advantagewas
their quality over those produced in the US where quantity was resulting in their
domination of the market. This is often the argument posed in the current day;
Europeansmake artistic, quality films, while Hollywood makes bland, low quality
films. In reality, as discussedby Blair and Kerrigan (2002) and Biskind (1998), the
Hollywood studios respond to the cyclical nature of the market and have backeda
variety of film styles in responseto market demand.

It has become so difficult for European,particularly non-English languagefilms to
penetratethe US market that Europeanproducersare often turning to co-production
partnersin other Europeancountriesin order to accessfinance and tax breaksas well
as an additional market. Julie Baines, a successful British producer, has spoken
about how she looked for Europeanco-producersin order to accessadditional public
funding and tax breaks, as well as to secureadditional markets for the films that she
was making (Baines, 2004).

While it is undisputed that the Hollywood majors' control of the film industry is a
result of their size and power in the market, Mullally (1946) stressedthe problem
which ensues from full integration of the film industry supply chain. As the
exhibition sector, cinema is the most profitable element of the supply chain, if this
fully
is
integrated, this will reduce the desire of the exhibitors to take
supply chain
risks on challenging films due to a possible reduction in their profit. If it is accepted
that film is a cultural product and an important means through which diversity and
national identity is expressedand communicated,then the exhibition sectorshould be
encouraged towards supporting this diversity, rather than moving towards a
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monopolistic, market-driven approach. For this reason, there is a need for policy
intervention at the levels of distribution and exhibition as well as production, in order
to ensurethat the commercial drivers of exhibitors do not diminish the diversity of
the films which are available to cinemagoers. This problem of the commercial
considerationsof the cinema owners versus the need for access to diverse films
Ozbilgin
is
discussed
in
(2002 and
Kerrigan
which governmentsmust safeguard
and
2004).

5.2 Policy and the Development of the Film Industry
Accounts of the early developmentof the film industry as discussedin ChapterTwo
touchedon the role played by policy during that time. This section will discusssome
specific aspects of this in 'order to illustrate the important role which policy has
played in forming the Hollywood dominated global film industry which remains
today.

Maltby and Higson (1999), Trumpbour (2002) and Ulff-Moller (2001) have provided
extensive evidence of the US use of international diplomacy in securing their
dominant market position over Europe. Ulff-Moller (2001) also supports the view
that the US identified the commercial potential of film much earlier than the
Europeans. In Europe, there was greater fear of the possible negative impact which
film could have upon society and a number of legal restrictions were placed on film
exhibition in Europe prior to the 1960s. While the US was using its extensive
diplomatic network in order to support the expansion of US films during the 1920s
and 1930s, various European countries respondedby instituting various restrictive
measureson film imports. Appendix G lists a chronology of these measurestaken
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from Thompson (1985). It is obvious from the list provided by Thompson that the
domination of Europeanmarketsby the US was of concerneven at that early stagein
the developmentof the film industry.

5.2.1 Development of Film Policy in the UK
Film policy in the UK has beenmuch debatedand aroselargely in order to safeguard
the indigenous industry from the power of Hollywood. However, early attemptsat
doing so did not have the intendedresult. As documentedby Mullally (1946:10) and
Petrie (1991), the first CinematographFilms Act was adoptedin 1927, (for details of
this see Appendix G) reserved an annually increasing share of exhibition time for
British films and obliged renters of imported films to acquire a proportion of British
films, known as "the renter's quota". According to Mullally, this did result in an
increasein production of British films, but thesefilms were not of a high quality due
to the pressureapplied by the Americans to produce cheap films in order to fulfil
their quota obligations. This period of producing "quota quickies" remained from
1927 until 1933 when United Artists began to look for higher quality films which
they could import to the US in the face of market pressurefrom the MPAA.

Historically, accessto distribution has been one of the principle problems faced by
Europeanfilmmakers. There have been various attempts to overcomethis structural
impediment, some of which are documentedin the preceding sections. In the caseof
the British industry specifically, the need to improve access to film distribution
inspired the 1927 Film Act, as discussed in section 2.14 (Chapter Two).

This

resulted in the first of a number of attempts to create a vertically integrated film
consortium, where production would be financed through the profits ftom
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distribution.

This early attempt failed according to Petrie (1991) due to its

partnershipwith the US studios that safeguardedtheir interests at the expenseof the
British film industry.

This left the way open for J. Arthur Rank, head of the Rank Organisation, to
establish his vertically integrated film organisation during the 1930s and 1940s.
Rank's investment in the various filmmaking activities from production (including
studio facilities ownership) to distribution and exhibition are well documented
(Petrie, 1991; Mullally, 1946; MacNab, 1993). Mullally's depiction of Rank himself
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measure of harmonious sanity to the schizophrenic organism which the
British film industry has traditionally been(MacNab, 1993:x-xi).
Nevertheless, both positive and negative accounts of Rank highlight that while
Rank's stated purpose in forming his film empire was to regain market share for
British filmmakers in the American market, he had little actual successin doing so
(MacNab, 1993; Mullally, 1946). Britian's economy was weak in the aftermath of
World War II and the main focus of Attlee's post war Government was upon
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providing the basics, such as food and shelter, for the British people. In 1947 the
British government,in an attempt to vastly increaseexports and reduceimports, used
increasedimport taxes on American films as one of a number of such measures.
Hollywood respondedto this ad-valorem duty whereby 75% of an American film's
box office earnings would go to the British Exchequer, by claiming it was illegal
(MacNab, 1993:173). This action, known as the Dalton Duty (after then Chancellor
of the Exchequer,Hugh Dalton) is in keeping with what Ulff-Moller (2001) referred
to as the diplomatic wars, which existed between European and American
governmentsover the film industry.

The British rationale for imposing these measureswas so that they could afford to
keep purchasing goods from the US, but this tax was seenas contraveningthe spirit
6
British
Loan
Agreement and in breach of the British/ American reciprocal
of the
trade agreement. The Hollywood studios refusedto export any more films to Britain
until the tax was lifted. Rank played an important role in the ensuing negotiations
due to his professional relationship with the American majors. They neededaccess
to his exhibition circuits in the UK, while he neededtheir distribution networksin the
US.

While Hollywood films monopolised British screens,British films were seen

in the US as foreign films despite their shared language according to MacNab
(1993:178). This relegatedthem, irrespective of subject matter, to the art house or
specialist category, which did not hold much negotiation power on the distribution
circuits. Art house is a heavily debatedterm, but in general, it is applied to films
which are consideredartistic as opposedto purely commercial.

6 This was a programme of loans establishedto allow British companiesto borrow money from the
US in order to support the reconstructionof the post-war economy.
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The boom in film production which occurred in the mid 1930s was seen as the
beginning of Britain's road back to prominence in the global film market. At thattime there were three main groupings which controlled the structure of the British
film industry. One of these grouping was American controlled and consistedof the
companiesassociatedwith the MPAA. The next was the Anglo-American grouping,
United Artists, which had acquired a number of financial interests in British
companiesin order to secureaccessto films for their US market and was closely tied
to the British Ode.on group. And, finally, two independent film industry empires,
Associated British Pictures and Gaumont-British (Mullally,

1946:11) were in

existenceat that time.

By 1941, the Rank Organisationhad gained control of the UK film industry through
a series of expansion programmes. As a result of this, Rank now had controlling
interests in film studios, production companies, distribution companies and in
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intervention. Finally, the government responded with the establishment of the
National Film Finance Corporation (NFFC) in 1949 (Petrie, 1991:56). The NFFC
acted as a film financer, providing repayable loans which would partially finance
film production. It was established in order to compliment existing sources of
finance, rather than as a film production subsidy. Despite some successfulfilms,
such as The Third Man, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and Gregory's Girl,
benefiting from this source of finance, the fund lost a lot of money. Petrie (1991)
attributesthis to their provision of 'end money, which was used in order to finish off
a film, and was repaid once the earlier production finance had beenrecouped.

The second state intervention in the UK at that time was the Eady Levy. This
schemewas based on similar schemesin France and Italy where exhibitors paid a
proportion (levy) of each ticket price into a fund establishedfor the benefit of British
film producers. In return, entertainmentduty would be decreasedfor those agreeing
to pay this levy. In 1957, this was changedfrom a voluntary schemeto a statutory
arrangement. Petrie (1991) cites the liberal use of this production finance in
explaining why it was not as successfulas the similar French or Italian schemes.
Like many public policy initiatives which have been establishedacrossEurope since
then, it was used as a source of production finance by American companies who
establishedproduction interestsin the UK in order to accessthe fund.

As cinema audiencesdeclined in the UK with the rise in popularity of television,
there was a resultant rationalisation in cinema exhibition, with only those with
sufficient resourcessurviving. Many independent exhibitors went out of business
during this period, resulting in a consolidation of the American control of the British
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film industry. This was recognisedby Dickinson and Street (1985:238) when they
defined the film industry in the UK during the 1960s as "Anglo-Americarf' rather
than British. This resulted in the vulnerability of British filmmakers and, in the
1970s,when US audiencesbeganto embracethe New Hollywood films such as Easy
Rider and The Graduate (Biskind, 1998), the US majors withdrew from production
in the UK.

The British film industry was in crisis in the early 1970s, but the Conservative
Government respondedby reducing financial support for the film industry. When
the Labour Party regained power in 1974, despite commissioning the Terry
Committee to evaluate the film industry, they did not introduce any new support
systemsat this stage. Public policy in the UK film industry continued in this manner
until the Conservative Government introduced Capital Allowances in 1979, which
allowed film companies to treat films as plant and machinery for depreciation
purposes. This allowed film investors to write off their film investmentsin the first
year. This schemedevelopeduntil the Governmentdecisioff to phaseit out between
1984and 1986. A similar sale and leasebackschemehas since been reintroducedby
the Labour Government and has benefited film investors since the late 1990s. In
1985,the ConservativeGovernmentalso abolishedthe Eady Levy and the NFFC and
replacedthis with the British ScreenFinanceConsortium.

5.3 The Current Policy Environment
5.3.1 The Supranational Policy Environment
Chapter Two traced the development of the early film industry in the US and in
Europe. The role of industrial policy and state intervention are apparent. Despite
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Hollywood's reliance on early protectionism for its development,Hollywood, under
the auspicesof the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), is opposedto
forms of industrial protection and stateintervention in the global film industry.

The film industry has been governed by trade rules since the establishmentof the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1947. From its inception,
GATT acknowledged the special characteristicsof the industry and subsequently
awardedit special protective measuresin recognition of the difficulties faced by the
industry in the aftermath of WWII. During the Uruguay Round (1986-1994) of the
GATT negotiations, there was much controversy over whether or not the European
film industries should be forced to liberalise (Chantan, 1994, Clark, 1996).

Although on the surface the debatefocused on the media of film and television, the
outcome of these discussions had much deeper ramifications for a range of allied
industries. The debate arose out of the American desire to change the methods of
regulation relating to intellectual property, in order to safeguard the interests of
corporate bodies dealing with the information society as well as the entertainment
industry (Chantan, 1994). The importance of these negotiations was due to the
expansionof the audiovisual industriespredicted for the future.

Primarily due to the organisation of the French and the role played by David
Puttnam, a "cultural exception" was granted to European Community filmmakers.
The Marrakesh Final Act was signed in 1994and through signing this, the Europeans
legally committed to begin liberalising before the Millennium Round of the World

TradeOrganisation(WTO) (Miller, 1996). Talks on liberalisationwere dueto take
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place from the 31" January 2000.

However, due to disruptions during the

Millennium Round, there has been little advancementon this position since the end
of the Uruguay Round. In an interview conducted with a European Commission
official involved in the liberalisation talks, it was noted that, as the future natureof
the film industry would be determined by technological developments, it was
difficult to predict what the nature of thesedevelopmentswould be. This situation is
similar to the early years of the film industry as outlined in Chapter Two, when
industrial developmentswere technologically driven.

This benefit of hindsight has instilled a note of caution into the European
Commission negotiators when moving forward legislation on this matter. It is
interesting that the US has called for the audiovisual market to be liberalised and
subsidiesfor filmmaking curbed, when such protectionist measureswere responsible
for the growth and development of the modern Hollywood (Ulff-Moller, 2001).
Recently, the US has begun to apply pressureon the South Korean governmentto
reduce their national film quota from 40% to 20% in order for the US to increase
trade with South Korea. This is further proof that the US recognisesthe strengthand
importanceof the audiovisual industries both in industrial and cultural terms. Korea
is one of the few international territories where Hollywood cinema does not
dominatethe box office and which hasa thriving export market for its films.

Following on from the Marrakesh agreement,the WTO was establishedin 1995 in
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Harbord (2002) characterisesthis move as a triumph for Multi National Corporations
(MNCs), and overwhelmingly, for the US in terms of global trade.

5.3.2 Pan-European Policy
On a pan European level, there are two main bodies that produce and control
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following sections will trace the developmentof audiovisual policy in both of these
institutions and evaluatetheir current activities.

5.3.2.1 The European Commission

The European Commission has recognisedthe need to develop policy in support of
the film industry from both an industrial and a cultural perspective. The need to
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Union which came into force in 1993. This was followed by the establishmentof the
Mesures pour Encourager le Development de L'Industrie Audiovisuelle (MEDIA
Programme)in 1987. The first stageof the programme,MEDIA I ran a pilot scheme
from 1987 to 1990, and in 1990 becamea full Community programme. MEDIA, in
its first form, was heavily criticised for being too fragmented and having too low a
budget (Finney, 1996; Dale, 1997). This programme was replaced by MEDIA 11,
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which ran from 1995-2000. This programme moved away from financing many
diverse activities towards a concentration upon training, development and
distribution. While the majority of its budget was invested in distribution activities,
as lack of access to distribution was seen as the greatest obstacle for European
filmmakers, the need to provide development funding was also acknowledged,as
Europeanmember states' public support for film focused upon production. Finally,
MEDIA II investedin training initiatives acrossEurope aimed at all areasof the film
industry from scriptwriting, through initiatives like Moondance and Arista, to
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(2003) summarisedthe achievementsof MEDIA Il as increasingthe number of films
which travelled outside national bordersfrom 246 in 1996 to 456 in 1999;supporting
145 training initiatives which involved having partnerships with more than 400
institutions throughout the member states. Criticisms of the programmewere that it
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no
than individuals (Rickel, 2003); and that it was slow in responding to applications,
accordingto one of the programmeco-ordinators(interviewee).
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MEDIA Plus came into force in 2001 with an increasedbudget of E400m over five
years. MEDIA Plus moved from supporting the development of single projects to
supporting single projects in addition to assisting companieswith establishedtrack
recordsthat wanted to develop a slate of projects. In addition it continued to support
distribution and training activities, as well as promotion and the provision of funding
for "pilot projects", from the multimedia industries like prototypes for video games.
One of the problems in developing the MEDIA Programmewhich was encountered
while I worked there and echoed by the Commission official whom I interviewed
later, was the difficulty in predicting changesin technology and how such changes
will impact upon the natureof the film and other audiovisual industries.

In addition to the MEDIA Programme, which focuses entirely upon the film and
related audiovisual media, the EuropeanCommission has various other programmes
which provide financial and structural support for the film industry. Framework Five
and Six and the European Structural Fund, contribute more financially to the film
industry than MEDIA.

These programmes have wider aims and as they are not

directly concernedwith the developmentof policy which supportsthe film industry,
they will not be analysedin detail here. Suffice to say that eachof theseprogrammes
is charged with developing the member states in general through various
infrastructural measures,the effects of which are inevitably shared by those in the
audiovisual sector. Another area of public policy which impacts upon the film and
other audiovisual industries is the EuropeanCommission's Competition Directorate.
It is here that proposed mergers and acquisitions are considered and judgements
made regarding the impact they will have upon competition in the marketplace. A
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number of caseshave come before the Competition Directorate regarding companies
involved in the film industry.

As mentioned in Chapter Two, the European Commission examined the business
practicesof the Hollywood majors in Europe upon receiving complaints about anticompetitive practices in the distribution and exhibition sectors, but due to lack of
evidence, no charges were brought against the majors. Despite this, anecdotal
evidence such as that expressedby Eberts and Illott (1990), Kuhn (2003) and a
number of those interviewed for this research,supports the view that practicessuch
as block booking and negotiation over releasedatesare widespread. The activities of
the European Commission in developing policy which supports the Europeanfilm
industry are supplementedat a European level by the activities of the Council of
Europe through its prograrnme, Eurimages, which is discussed in section 5.3.2.2
below.

5.3.2.2 Eurimages

Eurimages, (http://www. coe.int/T/E/Cultural Co-operation/Eurimages a French
initiative, was establishedby the Council of Europe in 1988 (Rickel, 2003) with the
intention of consolidating public funding from the twelve founding membersin order
to develop co-production and distribution of films from these member states. There
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states in addition to various legacies and private sources of funding that the

7 Since I January 2005, EURIMAGES comprises 32 member States: Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia and Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,Switzerland,
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,Turkey
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programmehas received. Wayne (2002) assertsthat approximately fifty percentof
Eurimagesfunding comes from the private sector. Member statesshould contribute
an amount which is calculatedbasedon GDP and the population size (Wayne, 2002).
Eurimagesis administered from Strasbourg,where the Council of Europe is based.
Jackel (2003) assertsthat Eurimageshas a greater"cultural" remit than the European
Commission programmes, which have more commercially focused aims.

In

supporting this claim, Jackel (2003:76) draws upon the words of Eurimages
Executive Secretary,Ryclef Rienstra, in describing the main aim of the fund as "not
to get its money back but to support an activity which is both industrial and cultural,
and which assertsEurope's identity".

Unlike MEDIA Eurimages provides production finance, but like the MEDIA
Programme,it is criticised for providing contributions which are too low to make a
substantial difference to European producers (Jackel, 2003). As the programme's
intention is to develop a Europeanfilm industry, it aims at developing networký of
filmmakers from different member states(Wayne, 2002). Initially, productions were
required to have three partners for feature films and two partners for documentaries
in order to qualify for funding; and production companies from non-member states
were allowed to apply, but their contribution was restricted to 30% of the budget
(Jdckel, 2003). The support is provided in the forin of what Finney (1996) classified
as "soft loans".

These loans are repayable, but are interest free (hence the

classification as soft loans). The loans are repayable only after the film makes a
profit.
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The UK joined Eurimagesin 1993but left again in 1996. Both Wayne (2002) and
Jdckel (2003) stressthat the mood among producersin the UK at the time was in
favour of remaining as members. This illustrateshow the film industry operatesin a
wider political contextwhich needsto be recognised. The UK's decisionto leavethe
programmeseemsstrangewhen it is acknowledgedthat UK filmmakers increasingly
became involved in co-productions during their membership of Eurimages.
According to ScreenDigest (1995), co-productionswent from 8 in 1990 to 32 in
1994.34% of all films producedin the UK in 1995had securedsomefunding from
Eurimages(Wayne, 2002). Both Wayne (2002) and Jackel (2003) show how the
British film industry was a net beneficiaryof the schemeduring its short membership
and that the sudden decision to leave Eurimageswas poorly received by British
filmmakers.

5.4 National Policymaking and Practice in the UK Film Industry
A unifiedandstrategicapproachto policy makingin the UK film industryis a very
recentdevelopment.The British Film Council was establishedin November 1999in
order to developthe film industry and film culture in the UK. The formation of the
Film Council was the result of the amalgamationof all of the disparatefilm bodiesin
the UK into one strategic body. This developmentwas a welcome changeas the
previous structureof the UK policy making systemwas not capableof providing a
strong enoughresponseto competition from the US. The two objectivesof the Film
Council reflect the council's desire to unify the industry around long term and
pluralist objectives: "Developing a sustainableUK film industry" and "Developing
film culture in the UK by improving accessto, and education about, the moving
image" (Film Council, 2000).
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The Film Council promotes a desirablepolicy discourse,which uses key terms of
social responsibility such as 'sustainability' and 'widened access'. The Council
propagatessustainability for local producersthrough restructuring the industry and
offers support in the form of financial subsidiesbasedon thematic priorities. It also
promotes widened access to non-mainstream and national productions and a
commitment to increasingdiverse audienceparticipation in cinema going. It is too
early to appraisethe effectivenessof thesepolicies, bearing in mind that the period
from production to consumptionis on averagebetweentwo and eight yearsfor films.
Despite this, critics of public subsidy such as Walker (2001) unjustifiably attack
thesepolicy initiatives, claiming that they reinforce the production of inferior quality
films ratherthan supportthe developmentof a sustainableindigenousindustry.

The British Film Institute (BFI) has also been realigned to fit in with these new
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1960s British classics strands. The need to open up viewing possibilities to the
multiplex audiencehas been recognisedby UCI's senior vice-presidentfor Northern
Europe, Steve Knibbs, "We are constantly looking for new ways to bring a wider
choiceof films to our audience"(Forde,2001).

However, increasing access through multiplex cinemas is ethically dubious, as
multiplex cinemas are often located in densely populated cosmopolitan areasand
cater for only an elite segmentof the British public. Such social and geographical
focus inevitably limits the accessof groups that do not or cannot use multiplex
cinemas. In addition, despitethe growth in the multiplex sectorover the last fifteen
years, multiplex cinemas still only account for approximately half of the cinema
going population; 46% of cinema visits in 1999 were to multiplex cinemas,an
increaseof 3% on 1998(CAVIAR, 1999).

Oneof the aims of the Film Council (2000) is to;
improve accessto film culture and film heritage,servingthe
extend
and
...
diverse geographical needs of the UK's nations and regions, and
recognising the differing needs of rural, suburban and metropolitan
locations.
This is a welcome developmentfor an inclusive approachto film marketing. A
commitment to inclusion is also evident in the BFI's support for twenty regional
independentcinemasin order to widen accessto non-mainstreamfilm. However,
this is unlikely to make a real impact as it is consistentwith the strategiesemployed
by the major distributors who only target urban areas for the exhibition of
independent,art houseor foreign languagefilms. In this way, the industry is using
an obsoleteand risk-aversesegmentationmodel, targeting mainly a securesegment
of the national market,with the dual negativeresult of curtailing potential profit, and
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depriving non-urban populations of a diverse range of film.

The Film Council

through the auspices of the BFI is also using a rural/ urban segmentation model in its
support mechanisms, and in so doing is opening up access, while at the same time
denying accessto a substantial segment of the population.

In addition, the Film Council has committed itself to ensuring that British film
receives appropriate exposure. As a non-commercial body, the Film Council can
concentrate on widening

access to non-mainstream film,

unlike

commercial

organisations. In trying to achieve its aims, the Film Council recognises the need to
work with the private sector in order to encourage a change in terms of film
distribution and consumption provision within the UK.

One such initiative is their

commitment to providing support for digital exhibition throughout the UK.

This

programme is open to all exhibitors operating in the UK, irrespective of their
ownership. But, despite the highly polished discourse of its policy statements, the
stark reality seems to be that the United Kingdom Film Council (UKFC) lacks both
the will and the influence to affect real change in an industry which is driven by risk
averse and profit maximisation considerations.

This discrepancy between policy and practice resoundsin the theoretical debate
between proponents of shareholderand stakeholderapproaches.The shareholder
approach,famously propagatedby Milton Friedman, implies that a business'sole
responsibility is to make profits and that stakeholder or social responsibility
considerations should be integrated into business life through government
intervention (Friedman 1970). It was also claimed that businessmanagersare not
elective membersof the society and thereforethey should not interfere with social
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and political issues. Wealth creation,which was the central focus of the shareholder
approach,has long beenconsideredas the pillar of free market economies.

However, there is now a growing recognition that wealth creation alone does not
guaranteesustainabledevelopmentof economiesor markets. It has beenarguedthat
the sustainability of a business rests not only with its pursuit of financial
performance,but it is also shapedby its fit within its broaderenvironment. This new
approachwhich recognisesthe significanceof the social role and responsibilitiesof
businessis termed the stakeholderapproach. Wilson (1997: 50) explains that the
Royal Society of Art's report titled "Tomorrow's Company" also identifies an
'inclusive approach' to businessmanagementas a sourceof sustainablesuccessfor
business. An inclusive approachto businessmeansthat businessdecisionsare made
with attention to the diversity of viewpoints held by, and the needsof, groupsand
individuals who are affectedand who influencethe operationof business,namelythe
stakeholders.Application of this debateto the film industry highlights that support
for a more inclusive stakeholderapproachis growing in terms of public opinion and
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cinema managers,who are still holding onto more conventional,profit driven, and
risk-averseshareholderapproaches.

The Film Council recogniseda numberof weaknessesin the British film industry in
relation to the exhibition sector, both in terms of industry provision and audience
tastes. British films are not given priority by distributors but similarly; perhapsin
responseto this, demandfor and take up of Hollywood films is greaterthan for UK
films. They also identified the failure of the industry to reflect British society as a
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whole, both in social and cultural terms. In line with other Europeanfilm councils
(or equivalents)the Film Council is committedto increasingaudienceaccessto films
from other European countries in exchange for British films achieving greater
audienceexposureacrossEurope.In order to realisethis commitment,they will need
to seekways to make British film more appealingfor the Europeanaudience.

While the industrial policy promotesa discoursewhich values inclusion, diversity
and 'beauty of the small', marketing practices in the industry leave much to be
desired.Film is a popular cultural and leisurepursuit in the UK. The film industry is
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The most recent challengesto the status quo, where Hollywood products dominated
the market, has been the introduction of Bollywood films and most recently, the
commitment to introducing art house and foreign language films to the multiplex
audience. Initially Bollywood films were screened in areas with a high Asian
population and proved highly successful,although, the audiencefor these films was
generally restricted to the British Asian population. Recently some Bollywood films
have succeededin crossing over into a wider audience:

Still in the UK top fifteen after five weeks on release,Bollywood crossover
Lagaan passed the E500,000 mark at the box office over the weekend,
making it the sixth highest-grossing Bollywood production in the UK.
1998's Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, distributed by Yash Raj Films, remains the
best performing Bollywood film in the territory, with a total gross of
fl. 75m (Mitchell, 2001).
However, the successof the 'cinema from the margins' in comparisonto the reachof
the mainstream cinema can be overstated,when compared to the overall business
performanceof mainstreamcinema in the UK.

The European Union has implemented antitrust laws and a competition policy in
order to curb state intervention and to promote a 'free enterprise' system. The
practices of the 'major' distributors were investigated by the Mergers and
Monopolies Commission (MMC)

in 1998 and the European Commission's

Competition Directorate in 1999. However, it was found that the 'majors' were not
engaging in anti-competitive practices. Despite this, due to their size and strengthit
is extremely difficult for independent distributors to exist in a market which is
dominated by the majors. Nevertheless, PACT/MMC (1994) found that films
distributed by independentcompaniesrecoupeda greater percentageof their budget
than those distributed by the majors in the UK. The domination of the market by the
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gmajors'constitutesa grey areabetweenethical and legal legitimacy: Although legal
objections can be avoided in the presentclimate of deregulation,the ethical stanceof
the majors bodes ill in terms of widening accessand removing barriers to entry for
small independentcompanies.

The national policy moves towards a wider and more inclusive definition of the
stakeholder interest in the film industry. This is a significant departure from the
current policy of the major producerswho place 'profit' before 'people'. Admission
of this discrepancyleads us to think how national policy and industrial practice may
converge. Ethical theory provides two alternatives: the 'pull' of self-regulation and
cultural transformation of the industry, or the 'push' of increased regulation and
enforcementof controls over the industrial practice.

The national and institutional policies in the UK rely on self-regulation of the film
industry, rather than recourseto legislation. Stiles (1997: 47) explained the reasons
why self-regulation is seen as appropriate by the British government: First,
legislation, with its reactive stance,does not necessarilyguaranteebetter behaviour;
second, particularly in the creative industries, a legalistic approach may hinder
innovation and creativity; and lastly, change induced by self-regulation is more
effective and immediate than changeproposedby legislation. However, it should be
noted that self-regulation would be a sound alternative to legislation if the film
business were to observe these self-imposed controls.

Frequent breaches of

establishedcodes of conduct may ultimately require legislative controls. However,
as far as the film industry is concerned,self-regulation is currently promoted as a
viable method for promoting inclusive marketing practices.
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5.5 Summary
This chapter examined the policy environment in the film industry in Europe, while
drawing examples from the global film industry in order to illustrate certain key
points. This is in keeping with the need to examine the field within which film
marketing takes place necessitatedby adopting Bourdieu's theoretical approach,and,
in doing so, this chapterproblematisesthe discrepanciesbetweenpolicy and practice.
Therefore, this thesis makes a contribution to existing film marketing scholarshipby
illustrating that marketing activities take place within an industrial environment.
This undermines free market assumptionsmade by those who have researchedthe
film market from an economic perspective. In undertaking this policy analysis,the
realities faced by film marketers in Europe can be more fully explained and in this
way, a deeperlevel of analysis (in keeping with Bourdieu's approach)is attained.

It is noted that the global trends in the film industry are towards vertical integration
largely
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Chapter
Six.
this
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and strategic partnerships and
becausethe American film industry dominates the global market and presents'an
ideal model' for film industries which aspire to similar commercial successoutside
their home market. However, it is identified that the course of developmentfor the
Europeanfilm industry contravenedthe American model when it sought a strategyof
fragmentation, through a process of liberalisation and deregulation in the 1980s.
Twenty years of undergoing fragmentation and subsequent'make ups' and 'break
ups' between its many small sized firms has resulted in a lack of successfor the
Europeanindustry in challenging American global domination.
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The failure of the European film industry in reaching a wider global audiencedoes
not just rest with the fragmentednature of the industry, but with its failure on two
other accounts: First, the financial reporting in the industry operatesin such a way
that producers only receive profits after the exhibition of their films, once all the
other costs are deducted. Even when their films achieve box office success,this
approach exposes the independent British producers to greater business risk and
financial instability. Therefore the Film Policy Review Group's (FPRG) proposalsof
integrating activities in the film industry supply chain in order to minimise the risks
for independentproducers is promising. Secondly, the UK and the Europeanfilm
industries are characterisedby operational partnerships. However, evidence from
successfulcompanies suggestthat vertical integration and strategic partnershipsare
instrumental in providing accessto product and markets (Kerrigan 2001). This will
be developedin the following chapter.

It was argued in this chapter that there is a growing public and policy awareness
regarding the majors' domination of the British and European film markets.
Although the recent legal claims of unfair competition were not successful,legal and
policy controls may become more stringent following the spirit of popular
awareness. If there is a tightening of control over market domination by the majors,
with changes in international, US or European legislation on antitrust or fair
competition laws and policy, this may allow small producers fairer opportunities for
Ozbilgin,
(Kerrigan
2002).
competition
and

Similarly the growing body of policy suggestionsin the UK emanating from FPRG,
the BFI and UKFC urge the UK governmentto provide support to its independent
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producers. This would work to counteract the domination of the majors as the
independent producers will be able to provide a stream of small films, and the
commercial success of some of these films will help to absorb other box office
failures. Integration of the supply chain in this way could prove instrumental in
respondingto the challenge of the increasingly integrating global competition. Some
progresshas been made by the UKFC towards realising this scenariothrough their
new policy initiatives promoting support for independentproducers. This is also the
approachadoptedby the EuropeanCommission's MEDIA programme,which is now
in its third and enhancedphase.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE FILM INDUSTRY SUPPLY
CHAIN
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6.0

Introduction

"American cinema has a military-style presencein many countries aroundthe world.
It is money that manoeuvresthe taste of the public" (Abbas Kiarostarni, quoted in
Rodier, 2003:11).

The earlier chapters have shown how this "military-style

presence"developedand the difficulties that this presentsto filmmakers from smaller
film industries like those in Europe. The previous chapter discussedthe role played
by public policy in contributing to and defending against this domination. During
the process of policy analysis, it became evident that the disintegrated structure
common in the Europeanfilm industry has proven problematic and has also beenthe
focus of a number of national and Europeanlevel initiatives. Existing government
initiatives have not resulted in a substantial change to the position of domination
which the US enjoys and it would appear that a new approach to looking at this
problem is needed.

In examining the development of the film industry from an historical perspective
(Chapter Two) and conducting an in-depth policy analysis (Chapter Five), I have
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without consideringthe structural constraintswhich impinge on European(and other
non Hollywood) filmmakers and marketers.
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Having completed the macro level analysis, it is time to focus upon the meso level
activities which contribute to the film marketing process. The initial review of the
film industry literature, combined with the experiential knowledge gained while
working at the MEDIA programme, have demonstratedthat the nature of the film
industry supply chain is an important indicator with regardto why Europeanfilms do
not perform well in the market. As a consequence,the film industry supply chain
becamea focus of my early research,and this researchconfirmed that the supply
chain is a key explanatory factor in understandingthe domination of the global box
office by Hollywood films.

This thesis is concerned with looking at how supply chain structure impacts on the
marketing of a film and the role played by policy in structuring the industry. The
previous chapter looked at the developmentof film industry policy at a national and
in
in
level
initiatives
Europe.
Various
terms of what
examined
were
supra national
they set out to achieve in the film industry and conclusionswere drawn regardingthe
intentions of public policy makers in relation to the film industry. It was shown that,
latterly, increasedattention has beenpaid to the structure of the film industry supply
into
films
for
from
the
successful
need
chain and
reinvestment of revenue earned
developing additional films. This has resulted in various policy initiatives aimed at
facilitating the formation of integrated supply chains within the European film
industries. In order to examine this, a case study was undertaken examining the
impact of an integrated supply chain on the marketing of three films. The details of
this company are explained in Chapter One and Chapter Four of this thesis. This
chapter will present the literature relating to the supply chain. and supply chain
for
them
tools
the case study and contextual
managementand use
as
of analysis
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interviews undertaken. In doing so, Bourdieu's lens of habitus is usedin order to add
more depth to the discussionof the conceptsof supply chain managementand trust.

6.1

Defining the Supply Chain and Supply Chain Management

In order to discuss the concept of supply chain managementin relation to the film
industry, it is first necessaryto define theseterms. Mentzer et al. (2000a*-2)define a
supply chain as "a set of three or more companiesdirectly linked by one or more of
the upstream and downstream flow of products, services, finances, and information
from a source to 'a customer". The three main activities in the film industry are
production, distribution and exhibition. As shown in the preceding chapters,in the
Europeancontext independentcompaniesoperating in one of these areasgenerally
undertakethese activities. For a film to reach the marketplace it must passthrough
the handsof a production company, a distributor and an exhibitor. There may be one
involved
in a film production, there are generally a
companies
or more production
number of distributors involved (each with control of various distribution territories)
and an even larger number of exhibitors, whether they are individual cinemas or
large exhibition companies.

Upon the rise of the US majors as documentedin Chapter Two, the film industry
became
in
US
fully integrated, with a small number of companies
the
supply chain
gaining control of the production, distribution and exhibition of films. Following the
ParamountDecrees(as discussedin 2.15.4, Chapter Two), the majors were legally
obliged to divest themselvesof their exhibition interests and, in this way, the supply
chain becametechnically disintegrated. Nevertheless,although the majors no longer
owned exhibition chains due to their dominanceof the supply of films to the market,
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they could dictate more favourable terms from the exhibitors than their independent
competitors. It is within this context that film marketing in Europe takes place. As
existing studies of the film market have ignored the impact of this environment on
film marketing practices, this thesis advances the understanding of the film
for
by
its
Bourdieu
the
within
context
marketing process
of
environment as called
(1977; 1998). An understandingof the nature of the control and power that exists
is
important
in
the
contextualisingthe marketing process.
within
market

The term supply chain management (SCM) is frequently used but often not
sufficiently defined.

In acknowledging this confusion in relation to accepted

definitions of supply chain management,Mentzer et al. (2000a) attempt to synthesise
definition.
definitive
in
definitions
to
a
order
come
up
with
existing
various
Although this is a necessaryprocess,this will only prove profitable if thosewho have
been using the term accept their definition. Wisner and Tan (2000:1) declare that
SCM includes "all value adding activities from the extraction of raw material through
the transformation processesand delivery to the end user". This definition is wide
enoughto be applicable to most industries but, as a consequenceof this universality,
too general to be useful in the study of a particular relationship or circumstance.
Through the use of the term "raw materials" it is evident that Wisner and Tan see
SCM as a concern of the manufacturing industries. However, "raw materials" in the
information age can be extended to include forms of intellectual property and
thereforemore easily applied to the film industry and other creative industries.

The definition proposed by Mentzer et al. (2000a:2) defines supply chain
managementas;
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the systemic, strategic coordination of the traditional business functions
within a particular companyand acrossbusinesseswithin the supply chain,
for the purposesof improving the long term performanceof the individual
companiesand the supply chain as a whole.
This definition is more helpful in terms of the study of the film industry, as it
recognises the need to co-ordinate activities across functions as well as across
organisations. What is also welcome in this definition is the recognition for this
processof coordination to occur in order to ensuresustainability. In referring back to
the discussion of film industry policy developmentsover the past number of years,
this needfor sustainability has beenrecognisedby film policy makers at national and
supra-national level. Therefore, a discussion of the film industry supply chain, in
line with Mentzer et al.'s (2000a) definition is entirely appropriate.

Mentzer et al. (2000c) also stressthat the existenceof a supply chain does not infer
that supply chain managementis being undertaken. In fact, in the case of the film
industry, what is problematic is the absenceof such managementor a co-ordination
that will lead to long-term sustainability. In the case of the vertically integrated
Hollywood majors, it can be arguedthat such SCM does exist, and this explains why
they have dominated the film industry since their formation in the 1920s.

This chapter examinesthe systemic, strategic co-ordination of the businessfunctions
improve
film
industry
in
the
the
to
within
an attempt propose solutions which will
long term performance of the supply chain as a whole, and the individual companies
involved in filmmaking and marketing. In doing so, the existence of and need for
supply chain management in the film industry is recognised and proposals for
improving this process within the current structural constraints of the European
industry are suggested. This chapter investigates the transfer of creative vision
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through the supply chain and shows how value is added at each stage in the process
of film development,production and distribution. In order to do so, supply chain and
logistics literature are drawn upon in so far as it is relevant, but the limitations are
recognisedof using literature that is usually applied to the manufacturing industries
to what is, essentially,a creative process.

6.2

Marketing

and the supply chain

According to Min (2000:78-79), "the role of marketing through the marketing
concept, a market orientation, and relationship marketing is essentialfor the success
"
of supply chain management.

In Chapter Three, definitions of marketing and

marketing in the film industry were discussedand Gr6nroos' (1990) definition of
by
This
the
adopted
marketing was adopted.
approach
view of marketing explains
VertiCo. In VertiCo, each businessunit operatedin co-operation with the next and
information was passedup and down through the supply chain. The objectives of
eachproject were decided upon by using this exchangeof information and each unit
being aware of these objectives. Trust emerged as playing an integral role in
allowing this process to operate smoothly, as each unit possesseda high level of
belief in the abilities and professionalismof the other units, as is explored in depth in
Chapter Seven. This trust has been built up over a number of years and has shaped
the working environment in line with Mentzer et al. (2000c) in their espousalof the
need for relationship building to exist in order to optimise supply chain strategy. The
working environment in VertiCo (its habitus) enhancedrelationship building through
the existenceof sharedunspokenassumptionsabout the nature of their work (doxa)
and this was built up over time.

As discussed in Chapter Three, Min (2000)

proposed that the existence of market orientation within a firm was conducive to
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developing a relationship marketing approach and engaging in supply chain
management.This was indeed apparentin VertiCo as discussedlater in this chapter.

6.3

Integration/

Fragmentation -

Chapter Two traced the structural development of the film industry, with special
emphasis on the integrated Hollywood model. This integrated model is seen as
offering the greatestpossibility of successfor individual films due to the automatic
accesswhich filmmakers have to distribution and exhibition once they are aligned
with one of the major Hollywood film companies. The current trend in the global
entertainment industries is integration. In supply chain terms, the European film
industry consists of many operational partnershipsrather than strategic partnerships.
Mentzer et al. (2000c) recognise that operational partnerships are entered into in
order to fulfil the need for accessto product. This need exists in the audiovisual
industry at presentwith the advancesin distribution technology, which have resulted
in an increased demand for such product.

This is in opposition to strategic

partnershipswhere such relationships are entered into in order to develop long tenn
relationships.

As with previous waves, the presentphaseof merger and strategic alliance activity is
driven by accessto product and accessto markets for that product. Currently there is
evidence of increased levels of vertical integration among film companies in an
attempt to integrate the various stagesin the supply chain, the largest and most well
documentedcase being the Time Wamer/AOL merger, which took place in 2000
after much scrutiny by various national and supranational competition bodies.
Thompson (2003) describedthe AOL Time Warner merger as 'keiretsu', a Japanese
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term denoting a confederation of firms from different industries with interlocking
ownership and a shared strategic vision. The expansion in mergers and strategic
in
is
industries
is
the
that
this
time
alliances
media
occurring at
reminiscent of the
early days in the development of the film industry as described in Chapter Two of
this thesis. In recognition of the conceptsexpressedby Levitt (1960), presentday
media companiesare recognising and exploiting possible areasof businessthat can
be accessedby entering into strategic relationships. The problems in terms of
however,
following
faced
by
Warner
AOL/Time
their
should,
merger
overvaluation,
act as a warning to media companiesof the danger of overvaluing the results of such
a merger.

6.4

SCM in the FiIm Industry

The various stagesin the film industry supply chain, as well as the activities involved
in each of these stages,are illustrated in table 6.1. In this table, the processesare
in
linear,
in
fact,
common with the process of
although
much
presented as
film
depending
Phl),
the
the
these
on
nature of
some of
stagesoverlap
undertaking a
(if
finance
importantly,
the
the
type
any) of the supply chain
nature
of
and,
project,
management.
Development Preproduction

Rights
acquisition;
script
development;
financing

Financing;
greenlighting;
cast and crew
selection

Production

Post
Production

Distribution
&
Advertising

Exhibition

Above the
line; below
the line

Editing;
Soundtrack

Sales;
Distribution
; Trailers;
Publicity

Theatrical
(cinemas)
DVD/VCR
TV
Pay per
view
FreeTV

Table 6.1 The Film Industry Supply Chain (adaptedfrom Kerrigan, 2004)
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In order to understandthe impact of an integrated supply chain on the processof
marketing a film, it is important to develop ideas drawn from the supply chain
literature such as waste minimisation (in the case of the film industry, this waste is
creativity). Building on this, Mentzer et al. (2000b) identify the importance of
looking at supply chain relationships, both in the traditional manner of the
considerationof operational issuesin addition to considering relationship building as
an important function. Mentzer et al. (2000b) focusedupon retail supply chains,but
their thesis is equally applicable to the film industry. European film production and
distribution companiesin generalconform to the model of "partnering relationships"
where relationshipsare the result of extensiveoperational links developedover time.

In the European industry, the integrated structure enjoyed by VertiCo is not the
norm. MoTt companies are truly independent,usually establishedon a project-byfinancial
They
basis,
itself
little
has
the
are
value.
where
company
or no
project
dependenton outside, often piecemeal,financing deals for each project. In line with
the recent trend towards integration, a number of production companies now have
"first look" or housekeepingdeals with either successfuldistribution companiesor
broadcasters such as BBC or Channel 4.

First look deals allow independent

production companies to avail of development financing from the distributor on
i.
have
before
that
they
to
condition
access all projects
any other company, e. they
have the "first look". Such arrangementsare beneficial to both parties but carry an
inherent risk for both parties. If the distributor finances a film's distribution but does
not want to finance production in return for the rights to the film, they have "lost" the
development money. Conversely, if a production company has a first look deal,
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other distributors will be wary about distributing projects that have beenturned down
by the "first look" company.

In the caseof VertiCo, being part of a vertically integrated company has the benefit,
as expressedby VertiCo producers Bevan and Fellner, of having a parent company
which provides one hundred percent of the budget necessary to produce and
distribute a film, therefore allowing the producersto concentrateon fully developing
the project (Higgins, 2005).

The first stage of my field researchconfirmed my early assumptionsrelating to the
most advantageousmethod of developing the marketing campaign. This method
involves all relevant actors from the earliest possible stage in a film's development
and/ or production. Having attended the Strategics Film Marketing Workshop in
Luxembourg, I interviewed each of the participants and began by asking at what
stagethey believed they should becomeinvolved in the marketing decision making
processor negotiations. Having spokento those involved in producing the creative
materials (such as posters and trailers), for marketing campaignsdistributors, a sales
agent, a publicity executive, the head of an international film festival and a film
marketing consultant, they all confirmed that early involvement is essentialin order
to gain a full knowledge of the overall image and direction of the film.

Stephen,

from a creative agency, stated,"big companiesare such a machine that everything is
structured and not flexible". In speakingabout the autonomy of the design team, he
stressedthe need to follow clients' wishes, but that sometimesclients "lose sight of
the big picture". The big picture being the marketing campaign as a whole - who the
film is for and how the publicity materials can indicate that this film is for them. If
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the creative team is not privy to discussions as to the genre, target audienceand
in
breakdown
filmmakers
be
the
to
there
creative
a
mood which
want convey,
may
continuity at this stage.

The need for early involvement was also stressedby Denise from publicity. During
Denise's sessionon public relations, she stressedthe needto employ a dedicatedunit
publicist at an early stage in order to ensure a well-formulated publicity campaign.
The unit publicist is wholly responsiblefor all of the publicity for a particular film.
Denise also emphasisedthe need for a unit photographerto'be attachedto a film as
for
low
budget
films
Many
the
need this early expense,to
overlook
early as possible.
their detriment. If a unit photographer is attached when a film begins production,
they can take shots of the cast and crew at work and shoot scenesas they are being
filmed. This saveslater expenseif photographsneedto be taken after the completion
impossible,
if
be
has
be
filming;
to
the
costly,
not
very
cast
reassembledwhich can
of
due to other commitments,or castmembersunwillingness to participate.

Dirk, a distributor, stressed the need for distributors to be involved in decision
belief,
but
film
to
the
popular
contrary
stage,
at
making regarding a
earliest possible
Dirk stressedthat a distributor could not impose changesunlessthey had worldwide
rights to the film. In the caseof the majority of European films, this will not apply.
Different territories will buy the rights at various stages in a films development.
Initial rights are often sold in order to finance production. At this stage,distributors
in
involved
for
high
level
best
deals
the
the
of risk
can negotiate
and are rewarded
investing in a film prior to its being filmed. For an incisive discussionof the nature
for
Mot
(1990)
deal
in
film
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Eberts
the
more
and
and
of
see
making
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information on the nature of distribution agreementssee Cones (1997). Again, in
recognising the meso level activities such as the need to deal with different
companiesin order to gain accessto various worldwide markets,this thesis advances
current understandingof the film marketing process as expressedthrough existing
literature. Although studies such as those by Elberse (1999), Eliashberg and
Sawhney (1994), Litman (1983) and Neelameghamand Chintagunta (1999), show
correlations between various elementsof the film and box office performance,they
fail to recognise the nature of negotiations which take place in order for a film to
enter a particular national or regional market.

Bill, a salesagent, also emphasisedthe need for early involvement in a project. Bill
indicated that the main benefit to be gained was the fact that there is no fee payable
to salesagents"up front". Salesagentstake a percentagefrom any distribution deal
that is struck. For relatively inexperienced producers, using an established sales
agent allows them access to distributors using the reputation and previous
relationship which the sales agent has with the distributors. The earlier a deal is
agreed with a distributor, the less financial risk is involved for the production
company, so it is beneficial for producersto attach a sales agent to a project at the
earliest possible stage. Ron (VertiCo) also stressedthe professional value of the
salesagentby saying;
this is not a businesswhere we just chuck a few videos on a wheelbarrow
and go out there and say, get your films, fresh films, lovely films ...it's a
whole wealth of thought, strategy, planning that goes on before we even
senda script off to people.

The above sections emphasisethe need for close long term inter-firm relationships
and inter-firm co-operation. Theseare the two resultant componentsof supply chain
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managementaccording to Min (2000:93). As the film industry is characterisedas
high risk (Biskind, 1998; Eberts and Illott, 1990; Finney, 1998; Evans, 2003,
Phillips, 1991), such close inter-firm relationships and inter-firm cooperation can
provide a level of reduced risk.

Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995) illustrated how

perceived risk is linked to uncertainty. Such uncertainty of outcome is inherent in
the film industry and therefore it is natural to seek assurancethrough established
relationships. Such inter-firm relationships are the norm in the European film
industry and the nature of the relationshipswhich have formed out of this fragmented
structure are documented by Eberts and Illott (1990); Finney (1998) and Kuhn,
(2003). In these accounts,much emphasisis placed on risk and the need for close
relationships to form, where creative and financial risks could be taken due to the
high levels of trust in existencein the inter-firm or inter-personalrelationships.

6.4.1 Supply Chain Management in VertiCo
In VertiCo the partnering, referred to by Mentzer et al. (2000b) in section 6.4 above,
was formalised by the alliance of the production company, Working Title Films, and
the Distribution entity, Universal Pictures International. In addition to this, UPI had
a number of further small-scaleproduction companieswith whom it had comparable
arrangements. In the aftermath of being taken over by VivendilUniversal, these
terms and conditions were necessarilyrenegotiated.

The structure of VertiCo has proved an important factor in explaining its success,
both critically and commercially. This research shows how such an integrated
in
both
free
flow
information
the
the
through
structure allows
of
supply chain,
directions, enabling the creative processof filmmaking to be complementedwith an
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early awarenessof marketing issues. Figure 6.2 below shows the model of supply
chain flow as developed by Mentzer (2004). This model, has parallels with the
supply chain structure illustrated in table 6.1 of this chapter, with each of the stages
in the film industry supply chain, correspondingto those in Mentzer's model.

Product
Services
Information
Financial Resources
Demand
Forecasts

Figure 6.2

Supply chain flows (taken from Mentzer, 2004:116)

As documentedby Kuhn (2003), part of PolyGram's 8 approachto their involvement
in the music and film businesseswas to employ creative people and to let them get
on with what they were good at.

In addition to the flow of information, the

integrated structure of the company allowed for the comprehensive financing of
production, marketing and distribution within the company. Therefore, VertiCo
embodiedthe "total marketing concept", whereby marketing principles are consistent
throughout the company and "marketing" in the loose definition of the term, is not
restricted to the final marketing campaignbut is consideredfrom the outset. This is
in line with relationship marketing theorists such as Gurnmesson (1991,1994).

8 PolyGram was the fortner owner of VertiCo.
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Relationshipsin the film industry are complex, like in many industries. Those who
conceive the ideas for films are generally not directly involved with their ultimate
customers. For them, their relationship building must focus upon the next link in the
supply chain.

In saying this, the ultimate consumer, i. e. the cinemagoer, is the constant focus of
VertiCo employees. The needto match specific films to their target audienceand to
develop strategiesfor communicating effectively with that audienceconcernsthose
ýhis
in all functional areasof VertiCo.
approachmatchesWebster's (1992) assertion
that the central function of the marketing personnel to gain knowledge about the
consumerand to pass this knowledge on to the rest of the network involved in the
supply chain. The following section illustrates how VertiCo's integrated structure

facilitated this flow of information and how the flow of information was not
restricted to one direction, but moved forward and back through the supply chain
shown in table 6.1.

6.4.2 VertiCols Integrated Structure
Having acknowledged the need for some form of early involvement by the various
film professionalsin developing and greenlighting (the processof approving the film
to proceed into pre-production) the film, this can be illustrated more fully by
examining the structures and benefits of these structures in existence in VertiCo.
Although Kieran and Charlotte from the marketing departmentstressedthat they did
not get involved in making creative decisions, their early involvement in the film
included meeting with all other VertiCo departmentsat the earliest possible stagein
order to identify the genre of the film. In saying this, they did not advocatea rigid
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be
identification,
instead
"the
target
to
must
audience
approach
genre
saying
identified by script stage although this can evolve with the script".

Close

involvement in the developmentprocessmeansthat a certain level of monitoring of
this processis possible. The distribution division of VertiCo also got involved with
from
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that
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full
how
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three
territory
to
they
people
employed
each
see
much
will make".
time in order to collate tracking information on VertiCo films as well as other major
films distributed and this information was used in forecasting the probable
performanceof the film in various markets.

In addition to the involvement of the marketing and distribution teams at the
development stage, the sales people from VertiCo also monitor the script
developmentstage closely. Ron stressedthe importance of maintaining reputation,
therefore,only once a script has beengreenlit, would they start to bring the script to a
distributors
The
the
the
to
with whom they
main
sales agent sends
script
market.
have a relationship 4-5 weeks prior to the market and
for
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to
to
them
the
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go
and
start
really
get
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know,
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especially on a
to be sought by distributors in the market (Ron).
Ron's emphasison reputation, which was also stressedby Bill during the'Strategics
in
fits
Garver
(2000)
Min
their assertionthat the contemporary
workshop,
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and
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how
both
is
is
This
and
certainly
salesperson viewed as a relationship manager.
Bill viewed themselves, valuing the long term relationships they build up over
individual short-term transactions.
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The main strengthadvocatedby the participantsin terms of VertiCo's successwas its
treatment of the various territories in which VertiCo films were releasedas unique.
Each territory had what they termed an "op-co" or operating company. The original
it
for
the
company,
when
was Polygram Filmed Entertainment, had been to
vision
"... have their own distribution in the key territories and to give quite a lot of
autonomy to the local offices rather than have centralised distribution activities"
(Chloe). VertiCo moved their films through the supply chain using a combination of
supply chain structures. If an op-co did not exist in a particular territory, they sought
to sell the film on to a distributor in that territory. In this way, they tailored each
local campaign to the market in question, drawing on the expertise of the local
distributor or op-co. ChapterEight will examine the marketing tools used in eachof
the embeddedcase study films in the context of the integrated supply chain which
illustrate
importance
in
in
doing
VertiCo
the
of relationships and
so,
will
exists
and
trust in managingthe film marketing mix.

6.5
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The above section makes a case for early involvement in the marketing decision
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various essentialmembersof the supply chain, such as distributors. Finney (1998)
illustrates
how such strong relationships led to Palace Pictures' initial success
also
and how the breakdown of these relationships was the major contributor to its
eventual failure. The following section will draw on the literature regarding the
supply chain and theories of the firm, as well as an analysis of the case study
company and the imbedded case study films in order to support this theory, in an
attemptto suggestsolutions applicableto the fragmentedEuropeanfilm industries.

Drawing on the resourcebasedtheory of the firm (RBT), (Porter, 1985; Wernerfelt,
1984) and developments of this theory (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Olavarrieta,
1996) aspectsof the firm that are specific to it alone must be consideredalongside
the more obvious structural implications of the industry. Hansen and Wernerfelt
issues
in
In
factors
1989
firm
their
the
over
structural
study.
specific
elevated
VertiCo, structural issues and firm specific competencies have a dual role in
determining its success. By acknowledging both firm specific factors as well as
film
deepens
the
thesis
this
of
current understanding
structural considerations,
identified
have
Various
specific competencies and
writers
marketing process.
firm.
Amit
in
the
the
to
that
performance
of
optimise
resources
should exist order
firm
in
Schoemaker
(1993),
the
terms of either ownership
of
speak about assets
and
devices
in
for
firms
Capabilities
to utilise their
order
or control.
are seenas enabling
resources. These are generally abilities that are possessedby the firm as a collective
entity or by the individuals within the firm. Amit and Schoemaker(1993) refer to
thesecapabilities as bundlesof individual skills.
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In the case of VertiCo, the skills of soundjudgement and a shared creative vision
coupled with respect for the decisions and expertise of others emerged as a
competitive advantage for the firm.

According to Peteraf (1993) income can be

generatedthrough both economic and monopolic rents. Economic rents derive from
efficiency differences in resource use and monopolic, rents from intentionýl
interdependent
is
between
There
these two
of
output.
an
relationship
restriction
elements in VertiCo, as the successof the company in the film market allows its
employees the creative freedom to maximise their own resources (creativity,
judgement, experience) which, in turn, boosts the market power of VertiCo. This
resultant habitus derives from the historical interaction which VertiCo employees
have had with each other and the resultant doxa which exist, and are contextualised
industry
VertiCo
film
the
employees are aware of the
environment.
greater
within
film
European
the
the
they
context of
occupy within
privileged position which
industry.

This is in line with Winter's (1995) explanation that the possessionof more efficient
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case,it securedits position in the market, according to MacNab (1993) and Mullally
(1946), due to the creation of monopolistic rents, which led to a public investigation
of its control of the industry.

The next stage of this chapter will explore how the above issues impact on the
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through
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chain
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various stages
movement of
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development, through preproduction, production, post production, distribution and
exhibition. This processmirrors New Product Development (NPD) activities within
various industries and, therefore,this sectionwill be contextualisedby drawing upon
NPD literature.

6.6

New Product Development and the Creative Elements

In common with other industries, successful innovation and the creation of a
continuous stream of new products are essentialto the survival of companiesin the
film industry. Although in many industries,the term NPD is commonly used,this is
not the casein the film industry. Despite the lack of common terminology between
film and other industries, the processesinvolved in NPD are in existenceand these
processesare examinedin the following section.

6.6.1 NPD Derined
According to Zacharia (2000:134) new product development is defined as "the
processof conceiving and creating a new product and the outcomesof that process".
This is essentially what filmmaking is concerned with and film marketing has the
dual function of informing and being informed by this process.

Various

categorisationsof NPD have been produced by researcherssuch as Hall (1991) and
Meyers and Tucker (1989).

Nevertheless, while these categories have some

resonancefor the film industry NPD process,it is more useful to adapt thesein order
to provide functional categories for film.

Using Hall's (1991) framework, which

proposesfive categories,table 6.2 shows how this can be adaptedin order to apply to
the film industry.
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Hall's (1991) NPD categories
The break-throughproduct

NPD in film categories
Art house film which crosses over to
mainstream
Copycat films
"It's new for us" product
The new, improved, next generation An innovation on a tried and testedgenre
product
The line extensionproduct
Franchisefilm
The three Rs (repackaged,repositioned, Blockbuster
recycled)
Table 6.2 NPD categories in film based on Hall's (1991) categories

The ultimate aim for an independentfilm producer and therefore the concernof the
film marketer involved in such films is to find an art house film which will "cross
over" from its generally small, niche audience,to the mainstream. Recentexamples
of this type of NPD are the British film Billy Elliot, the French film Amelie and the
US film Sideways. All of these films were thought to have a small but appreciative,
audienceand initial marketing targeted this audience,yet the stories and quality of
thesefilms saw their appealbroadenout to mainstreamaudiences.

The secondNPD categorypresentedaboverelatesto films hoping to benefit from the
previous success of films of a similar kind.

These films generally have easily

identifiable genres;examplesinclude the number of British gangsterfilms releasedin
the years following the successof Lock Stock and Two Smoking Barrels. This is a
dangeroustactic since, as discussedin ChapterEight, tasteschangeand audiencecan
tire of the samegenreoffered to them repeatedly.

The third NPD category in table 6.2 is the franchise film. This is a film which, while
unique in its story, can be seenas one of a number of related films. One of the most
famous examples of this type of NPD is the Star Wars franchise which, like The
Lord of the Rings and Harry Potter franchisesis easily identifiable. While each film
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has a separatestory, there is continuity between them in terms of characters,genre
and often, the creative team. This type of film promises a certain level of financial
security as it has a definite and generallycaptive audience.

Finally, category five is the blockbuster. This is the most well known type of film,
routinely dominates the box office and is generally a variation on the action genre.
Due to the high budgets involved, this type of film is normally produced by the
American majors and seldom attemptedby independentcompaniessuch as those in
existencein Europe.

Each of thesetypes of film must be dealt with in a specific manner. The casestudy
for
films
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VertiCo.
thesis
three
this
examines
produced
and
marketed
undertaken
The casestudy films will be discussedin the following sectionsin terms of the value
in
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to
the
with the categoryunder which they come.
added
process,

The nature of the supply chain and supply chain management also dictates the
film
in
is
fragmented
NPD
Due
the
to
the
of
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manner which
undertaken.
industry in Europe, the NPD processundertakenis generally of a sequentialnatureas
describedby Zacharia (2000:137-8). In sequential product development (SPD) the
functional areasinvolved in the NPD processwork independentlyand in a prescribed
is
(1998),
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Schilling
Hill
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or
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place
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customerintelligence is consideredat that stage.
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In a vertically integrated company or where a functioning, integrated supply chain is
in existence,flexible NPD is possible. The benefit of flexible NPD, according to
Iansiti and MacCormack (1997) is that changescan be made to all NPD processesat
any stagein its development. The benefits of flexible NPD in the film industry can
be seen by my examination of NPD in VertiCo, as discussed in the following
sections.

6.6.2 Development - Project Based Versus the Slate Approach
The developmentstage is one of the most important and often, in Europe, neglected
fragmented
has
been
due
Historically,
this
to
the
the
of
process.
aspects
production
do
industry
(Kerrigan
Culkin,
1999).
As
the
the
not earn
of
and
producers
structure
any revenue during the development stage, the emphasis has been upon pushing
films through to production, rather than developing them fully or deciding that they
1996;
in
development
(Finney,
the
stage
abandoning
project
are not marketable and
Dale, 1995). Bevan and Fellner, the VertiCo Producers,have indicated that one of
the benefits of being part of an integrated supply chain is being able to commit
integrated
developing
fully
(Higgins,
2005).
Due
to
the
to
their
projects
resources
structureof VertiCo, finance is available for development:
Before Polygram started backing us, we were both independentproducers
to whom the end is getting a film financed, not made. So now, we spend
far more time on the content of a movie and as things have progressed
we've got a slate (Tim Bevan, Working Title).

The term "slate" of films, refers to a situation where one company has a number of
films in various stages of pre-production, production and post production
its
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to
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the
to
of
rights
allows
company retain
majority
simultaneously.
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films and therefore is conducive to a thorough developmentprocessmore in line with
the practice in the US. Under this system,each successfulfilm provides the finance
for the films to follow in the development process.

According to VertiCo

developmentexecutive, Debra, Working Title produces approximately one in every
five films that it develops. This is slightly less than the average for European
Commission funded projects under the MEDIA Programme,which saw under 17%
of the films they supported for developmentfunding going into production in 1998,
in comparison to just over 26% in 1996 (European Commission communication).
This trend is an encouraging one, as the emphasis on development is working in
eliminating films that are not commercially viable at script stage. Ron stressedthe
deals:
fully
develop
before
looking
fcir
distribution
"the project
to
projects
need
be
is
have
that
we
a reputation to maintain, so we
greenlit,
which.,
something
would
never float projects that aren't going to be made". Externally, Working Title are
known to spenda lot of time and energyin the developmentof projects.

The needto develop a slate of films rather thanjust one film at a time was rccognised
by the MEDIA Programme,who beganto finance companiesfor the developmentof
have
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individual
MEDIA
II
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Council also dedicatesfunds derived from the National Lottery for this purpose.

In addition to the time taken on developing projects, due to their long and successful

trackrecord,VertiCo work with experienced
andestablishedwritersand filmmakers
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the VertiCo marketing employeesfirst saw it, as the writer, Richard Curtis; "... was
writing for a long time before he was confident, you know, to pass it to Working
Title". This film was developedfrom an idea which Richard Curtis had.:
It was always his fantasy to, you know, what would happenif I turned up at
a party and I had either Madonnaor Julia Roberts with me, you know, what
reaction would my friends have?(Kieran).

Having worked with Richard Curtis previously on VertiCo's first very successful
film, Four Weddings and a Funeral, and having seen the script, VertiCo had no
doubts as to the potential successof this film, both commercially and critically. The
VertiCo team felt that the quality of the script and the creative team involved would
result in its approval by the critics. All of those interviewed at VertiCo confinned
the sensethey had that the film would inevitably be a success. As Notting Hill was
from the writer, producer and director of Four Weddingsand a Funeral, and had the
samemale lead and genre (romantic comedy), this film can been seenas a franchise
film for NPD purposes.

Such a positive developmentphasewas not in evidence with regard to Plunkett and
MacLeane, which was in development in Working Title for many years. VertiCo
had hoped that this film would be a successful cross-over film, therefore falling
under category one of the NPD in film categories. This script was developedby a
number of different writers and its direction and style changed accordingly. In
in
importantly,
this film changedproducer mid-way
addition, and many ways, more
through the development process and, in this way, creative continuity was not
preserved. This made it difficult to pitch accurately at the various stages of
movementthrough the supply chain.
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For the final film, Elizabeth, the developmentprocesswas again different. This film
conformed to an innovation on a tried and tested genre (category three). While for
Notting Hill the idea came from the writer; and for Plunkett it came from the
director; the idea for Elizabeth came from Working Title itself. During a regular
brainstorming session,Debra, from development,suggestedthey make a film about a
monarch and after a process of elimination, they decided on Elizabeth. They then
commissioneda script with the clear understandingthat they did not want to end up
with a stereotypical "frock flick". Costumedrama does not traditionally do well at
the box office and, according to VertiCo employees,is not a very popular genre, so
they neededto give the film an edge which would diminish its frock flick identity.
This will be developedfurther in ChapterEight.

VertiCo has adopted a portfolio of projects designedto support each other. Due to
its track record and the structure of the company, it is able to take risks on question
marks due to the presenceof "cash cows". Notting Hill was one such "cash cow":
I
with the presenceof a creative team with an excellent track record in this genre,the
highest grossing female star in the global film industry and a popular male lead actor,
this film was destined for success. Notting Hill followed in the footsteps of Four
Weddingsand a Funeral, which was a surprisehit for the company in its early years.
VertiCo's subsequentromantic comedieshave becomeknown as the Four Weddings
franchise, as the films in question have similar genres, A list stars and the same
creative teams. These franchise films include Bridget Jones's Diary and Love
Actually.
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Each of these films has been successfulat the box office, and combined with the
company's other successfulfilms, have allowed the company to invest in films such
as Elizabeth, which had an unusually high budget for a costume drama from a first
time director in the English language and a, at the time, largely unknown cast.
VertiCo also established a spin off company based in their London offices called
Working Title II specifically to develop smaller budget, more experimental films
than the parent company. In addition, they have also opened an Australian arm,
WTA (Working Title Australia) which produced the film Ned Kelly. The vertically
integrated structure that exists in the company allows for reinvestment in the
development of new films, without the pressureto go into production with all of
them.

6.6.3 Pre-production
The pre-production stage in filmMaking involves the activities needed in order to
move a film from script stage through to the actual shooting of the film, the
production.

This involves finalising production financing, casting and crew

decisions and the identification of suitable locations in which to shoot the film.
Securing the finance, the most appropriatecast and crew and so on can be the most
complex area of filmmaking. This is where an experienced producer is necessary.
As production finance was available for greenlit films through the various financing
structuresin place in VertiCo, its producershad much more autonomy than similar
"independent" Europeanproducers. The combination of a long and establishedtrack
record of successin making commercially risky films, the availability of sourcesof
finance from presales to op-co territories and to distributors in territories where
VertiCo did not have a presenceand an establishedrelationship with many of the top
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creative talent, cast and crew in the film industry gave VertiCo an advantageover
their competitors.

6.6.4 Greenlighting
As VertiCo had the benefit of an integrated structure with in-house project
development and distribution, there was a strict and tested method employed for
evaluating the potential marketability of a film. As part of the greenlighting process
(the industry term for approving a film's transition from development into preproduction) the various departmentscollaborated in order to identify the genre of a
film, the USP (unique selling proposition) and to try to predict the earning potential
of eachfilm basedon the performanceof similar types of films within the market.

6.6.5 Creative Continuity
In VertiCo creative decisionsare not madeby the marketing and salespersonnel,but
their experienceand knowledge is drawn upon in order to budget appropriately and
to understand casting implications. This flow of information is not only in one
direction. As mentioned above, such early meetings in the life of a project ensure
that all of the people involved will have a sharedvision of the creative identity of the
in
this way, the sales,marketing and distribution personnelwill be able to
and
project
plan and executetheir own campaignsin line with this creative vision. The emphasis
on the experienceof the people involved in both producing and marketing the films
in VertiCo was repeatedly expressedby interviewees, with intuition valued over
formal marketing qualifications; "marketing here is largely instinctive and that's
what they try and nurture, elsewhere you don't find it, they are much more
I
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specialised. So aptitude, interest, enthusiasm,I don't know, they are all valuable
really" (Charlotte, Marketing).

6.6.6 Film Financing
Financing film production in Europe is extremely complex. Usually films are
financed through a combination of salesof rights to distributors, sale and leaseback
deals with banks and insurance companies,tax breaks and public subsidy money.
This processis extremely complex and time consuming for the producers involved,
which is reflected in the increasednumbers of specialised film financing operations
have
been established over the past few years. As acknowledged by Tim
which
Bevan above, as VertiCo's costs are covered by the parent company, allowing the
producersto focus upon developing projects and making casting and other decisions,
from
finance
than
trying
to
these
rather
projects
various sources. The vertically
integrated structure also allows for all costs to be covered at the necessarystages,
allowing smooth transition betweenthe different stagesin the supply chain, unlike in
the independentsector where finance is piecemeal and rarely completely secured
when a project first entersinto production.

Eberts and Illott (1990) as well as Phillips (1991) provide detailed accountsof the
difficulties involved in securing finance independently. Julie Baines (Baines, 2004),
an independentproducer also spoke about the precarious nature of piecemeal film
financing and the subsequentneedto find co-production partners that are trusted and
with whom a filmmaker has experienceof working, in order to make the processas
trouble free as possible.
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The European film industry generally produces low budget films, which do not
necessarilyappealto the massmarket. The benefit of low budget film making is that
the pressureto target this massmarket is not there. There is constant assessmentof
the size of production budgets for Hollywood films in opposition to UK or other
Europeanfilms. The implication in someof theseassessmentsis that Europeanfilms
are not competing well with Hollywood films due to the much smaller size of their
budgets. Yet, as pointed out by Petrie (1991), smaller budget films are more likely to
recoup their budgetsand go on to make a profit than big budget films. The financial
is
risk
much less and many believe this assists in developing creativity in
filmmaking. As GarethJonesof HandmadeFilms said;
The bigger the budget is you've got to be able to say 'This has a mass
appeal'. Therefore you cannot be so idiosyncratic in your taste, you have
actually to get out there and say, 'will this appeal to the great unwashed
American public?' and by doing that you have to actually make
compromises"(quoted in Petrie, 1991: 107).
VertiCo, as shown from the case study films, has achieved a balance between
creative credibility and box office appeal. Elizabeth was critically acclaimed and
despite an historically high budget for a costume drama, did very well at the box
office.

6.6.7 Production
As my study is concerned with the "marketing" activities rather than the
manufacturingactivities, the production stagewill not be dealt with in detail. During
this stage,value is added in terms of the production values espousedby the creative
team. The director, director of photography (DoP) and the key creative membersof
the crew are responsiblefor adding value at this stage. In an action film, the second
is
primarily responsible for the special effect and stunt aspectsof the
unit, which
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film, is extremely important in adding value. In terms of my case study films, this
was relevant for Plunkett and MacLeane, as this film utilised elaborateand complex
lighting in order to merge the contemporarywith the historical.

Areas such as hair, costume and make-up also play a central role in adding value
during the production stage. Elizabeth relied heavily upon theseareasas all costume
dramasdo, with the high production values in theseand other areasbeing recognised
by the number of nominations and awards won in the area of production values (see
appendixD).

6.6.8 Early Publicity Activity
Stage one of my fieldwork showed that European independent producers often
overlook the importance of budgeting for a unit publicist or a stills photographer. In
this way they incur higher costs later on, as it is inevitably more costly to reassemble
the cast for a photo shoot after principal photography has been completed than if
for
Good
took
allow
early
place
on
set.
quality
and
a
unit
publicist
photography
stills
publicity activities to be organised,which will increasethe profile of the films being
produced,and in that way increaseits chancesof success.

The unit publicist is responsible for organising on set visits for the press in order to
createan early awarenessof the film in their minds and to generatemedia coverage.
In the case of Notting Hill, the film was eagerly anticipated so the role of the
publicist was to minimise publicity in order to prevent boredom. Pressvisits were
seen as particularly difficult on Plunkett and MacLeane, as the film was shot in
Praguein very difficult conditions due to the harsh winter climate. The co-operation
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of the cast is very important for on set visits.

On set visits were also seen as

important for Elizabeth, due to the beauty of the costumes and the set, and this
strategyworked in VertiCo's favour, as the press visits generatedmedia interest and
thus succeededin locating the film in the mind of the film going public.

In addition to press visits, VertiCo's salesagent expressedthe need to arrangeon set
visits or meetingswith the major starsfor principal investors. In the caseof VertiCo,
these investors were distributors from territories where VertiCo did not have a
presence:
Let's call it after sales service for want of a better word.... I mean if
somebody'sputting a multimillion-dollar investment, well technically you
should treat everybody the same. You know, I mean you've got to be
diplomatic and realise, you know, that they're the one that should get em
Tom Hanks to visit them in Japanand stuff like that as they are investing
huge amountsof money (Ron, Sales).

6.6.9 Post Production
Post production activities concern those activities that take place after the film is
shot. These include editing, finalising the soundtrackand special effects addedafter
the film is shot. Another important marketing consideration at this stage is the
audienceresearchprocess. All of the casestudy films were testedat least twice prior
to release. VertiCo normally use a particular RAS company in order to carry out this
testing and they follow a definitive brief

This process helped in identifying the

elementsof the films that appealedto the various target audiencesand the potential
market share of the films. For VertiCo RASs are not used primarily to make major
creative changesto a film, merely to fine-tune the marketing campaign. As statedby
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Charlotte, "if in doubt, test it".

For a detailed analysis of the RAS process, see

ChapterEight, and for an exampleof an RAS questionnaireseeappendixI.

6.6.10 Theatrical Marketing Campaign
Although the majority of revenueis not earnedat the box office, theatrical revenueis
seen as a key indicator of a film's overall potential earnings and also provides an
essentialmarketing vehicle for the film. A film breaking records at the box office or
receiving critical acclaim will benefit from the publicity that this generates. This
may result in someonerenting this film at a later date and has an influence over the
negotiations regarding terms for other distribution platforms such as video, DVD,
pay and free television.

As discussedin Chapter Three, much has been written about the releasestrategyand
how this impacts on the performanceof the film at the box office. However, while
pointing out the importance of a controlled and measuredreleasestrategy, such an
ideal'scenariois not possible in most cases. This is particularly true in the caseof the
mainly independentEuropean films produced each year. Independentdistributors,
such as Universal Pictures International, have to negotiate for datesin the cinemasof
various territories in the face of competition from the major distributors such as UIP,
Warner Brothers and so on. There is a logical power structure in place in these
illustrates
for
This
film marketing researchto set this research
the
negotiations.
need
in its wider context or field, in order to gain a more complete understandingof the
film marketing environment and the realities faced by European film marketing
professionals. The bigger the organisation, the more influence they have in the
negotiation process. This was confirmed by Chloe in UPI distribution.
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Traditionally, there were specific times of the year during which particular types of
films were released. According to Kieran;
art house films were released in spring, blockbusters in summertime.
Now, with so many blockbustersbeing released,they are coming out all
year round. Christmashas becomea popular time to releasemajor films.
In acknowledgementof the difficulty in finding spacein the ever full releasediary,
Zygi Kamassa,from Redbus Distributors, bemoanedthe lack of available screensin
the run up to Christmas in 2003 and 2004 for a film which his company backed. As
this film had a Christmas theme, this would have been the most appropriatetime for
release,but they could not wait until Christmas2005, so releasedthe film in Spring
2004.

Although there has been an expansionin cinema screenssince the mid 1980sdue to
the rise of the multi and niegaplex cinemas,this has not increasedthe openings for
greater numbers of films to be releasedyear round. This is why analysis of box
office figures and length of releaseof films is a limited method of understandingthe
dynamics of the film industry. Film distributors understandthat impact, i. e. opening
in
film
territories,
the
will
result
a
as widely as possible across
maximum number of
box office success. Through VertiCo's integrated structure and track record of
successfulfilms, combined with its role as gatekeeperto the Working Title romantic
comedy franchise films, VertiCo doeshave influence upon releasedatesfor its films.
The mechanicsof the releasestrategiesfor the case study films will be discussedin
ChapterEight.
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6.7

Summary

So far the thesis has traced the historical development of the film industry, and in
doing so, has shown the importance of company structure in facilitating the
marketing process. In the early chapters,the supply chain structure has emergedas
key in explaining the domination of the global film industry by the Hollywood
majors. This chapter has explored the film industry supply chain in more detail and
in doing so illustrated the advantagesof having such an integrated supply chain.

In order to analysethis, supply chain literature, which is primarily applied to physical
products, has been applied to the film industry. In doing so, an argument was
proposed regarding the use of a vertically integrated supply chain in minimising
creative waste and enhancing the existenceof trust in the subsequentrelationships.
One of the key strengths of VertiCo appears to lie in its vertically integrated
importantly,
benefits
The
Firstly,
this
structure.
of
structure were numerous.
and
such a structure resulted in VertiCo retaining profit derived from its commercially
successful films.

This profit could be reinvested into later projects, therefore

resulting in a sustainable film production and distribution organisation. As this
createda strong financial pool on which to draw, VertiCo staff were able to spend
more of their time on developing projects rather than raising finance. This resulted
in more fully developed projects than are possible for fully independentcompanies,
where each project is separatelyfinanced, which is the case for the vast majority of
Europeanproduction companies.

The additionalbenefitof the vertically integratedstructurein existencein VertiCois
the ability for relationships to develop within this structure, as people work together
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on a continuous basis and have a common interest in their work. Through early
involvement in decision making for the various operational units of VertiCo,
information can flow through the supply chain resulting in continuity of creative
vision.

Bourdieu (1977; 1998) advocatesan exploration of the field in social researchin
order to provide deeper explanationsof social phenomenawhich occur within this
field. By setting VertiCo in the context of its field, i. e. the wider film industry,
interesting observations can be made. As has been stated repeatedly through the
course of this thesis, VertiCo's vertically integrated structure is uncommon within
the Europeanfilm industry. Despitechangesin ownership, the nature of VertiCo has
remainedrelatively stable. According to Bourdieu, an organisationalhabitus is both
indeed
historical
development
development
this
this
a result of
and
and shapes
appearsto be the case for VertiCo. VertiCo stands apart from other Europeanfilm
companiesdue to its sustainedsuccesswithin a difficult market. It has a particular
approachto filmmaking and the resultant marketing of those films, which is heavily
reliant upon interpersonal trust and establishing and maintaining relationships. The
bundles of individual skills (Amit and Schoematker, 1993) which are apparent in
VertiCo, have contributed to the development of this trust, as well as being
developeddue to the habitus in existencein VertiCo. Many of VertiCo's employees
have spent the majority of their working lives with VertiCo and have a senseof pride
in being part of VertiCo. This senseof pride, which is similar to that observedby
Hackley (2000) in the advertising industry, helps to reinforce the VertiCo habitus.
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Despite the obvious advantageswhich a fully integrated supply chain offers in terms
of convenience for the companies in question, this chapter also highlighted the
negative results of such a structure. Looking back to the early years of the film
industry and the debate over the power of the Rank organisation of the British film
industry, Mullally (1946) warned that a fully integrated supply chain would, in all
probability, reduce creativity in the film industry, in line with the reduced
competition which would ensue. In addition, previous attempts to emulate the
Hollywood model in the UK have failed. Accounts of these attempts have provided
reasonsfor these failures. MacNab (1993) and Mullally (1946) discussthe failure of
the Rank organisation in succeedingin its aim, while Eberts and Illott (1990) provide
an account of Goldcrest. In both cases, heavy reliance upon the US as well as
breakdowns in relationships, were seen as deciding factors in the failure of these
projects.

Although the film industry does not use the languageof new product development,
NPD is evident. This chapter proposedfive categoriesof NPD in the film industry
based on Hall's (1991) classification. The differing intentions of filmmakers are
explored in each of these categoriesand the case study films were used in order to
unpick the implications of each of these types of NPD for filmmakers and more
specifically, film marketers. In order for successfulNPD to take place in the film
industry, the supply chain structure and managementmust be addressed. Effective
NPD relies upon the exchangeof information, and such exchange is possible when
the supply chain is integrated and when supply chain managementis undertaken.
This deepensthe argument in support of greater public policy to encouragethe
formation of working relationshipswithin the film industry.
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In summary, this chapter makes an argument in favour of the benefits of an
integratedsupply chain in allowing long term relationships to form, which results in
a common understanding and a reduction in creative waste. This structure also
allows film development, production and distribution to be adequatelyfinanced in
the long run, leading to a sustainable future for the company. However, fully
integratedsupply chains reduceindustry wide competition. It is within the context of
this recognition of the nature of the field of filmmaking that it is proposed that
integrated
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virtually
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place order encourage
field
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in
film
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integrated
European
In
the
chains
such a virtually
relationshipsbetween individuals and organisationsare developedwith a view to the
developmentof long term partnering.

Although VertiCo work with particular filmmakers on a regular basis, many of these
Curtis,
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those
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formalised. In addition, through interviews with industry experts as well as the
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MEDIA programme and other publicly funded bodies, film professionalscan begin
to work together in a supported environment and, in so doing, have a chance to
develop relationships with other film industry professionals with whom they can
continue to work.

The importance of habitus is recognised here, as these

professionalsmust sharecommon principles regardingthe filmmaking and marketing
process(doxa) in order to develop lasting working relationships.
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A review of the life writing sourcesundertaken for this thesis makes a distinction
betweenrelationships enteredinto out of need,and those motivated by willingness to
work with someone. Biskind (1998; 2003), Eberts and Illott (1990), Finney (1998)
and Phillips. (1991) all distinguish between working relationships and partnerships
basedon mutual respect, understandingand trust, and those basedon need. In the
casesof working relationships basedpurely on need (for accessto finance, product
or creative personnel)the filmmaking processwas made more difficult as the areaof
doxa, or sharedmeaning, was reducedand the realm of debatenecessarilyincreased.
Chapter Seven develops the discussion of the role of trust in film marketing. In
doing so the VertiCo habitus as well as those included in the life writings are
analysed,in order to draw conclusions with regard to the importance of trust, and
in
increasing
how
developed,
the
to
will
aid
regard
public
can
which
also with
policy
existenceof such trust in filmmaking and marketing habitus.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE ROLE OF TRUST IN
MARKETING

FILMS
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7.0

Introduction

Chapter Six examined the benefits of an integrated supply chain and supply chain
managementin moving a film through the filmmaking process and minimising
creative waste in doing so. The issueof trust and reputation came up repeatedlyand
this chapter explores these issues in more detail. The first section of this chapter
introduces trust as a concept, comparing definitions in order to propose a relevant
analytical framework. Then, starting with the first stage of my research,I illustrate
how trust is an industry wide consideration for independent filmmakers and those
involved in bringing a film to the market, I then proceedto look at the role played by
trust in the case study company, particularly in relation to the embeddedcase films
examined. The final section draws on the literature in order to develop the ideas of
internal and external trust in relation to my case study. Although, as stated in
Chapter Four, my findings are not generalisable,they seek to illustrate how the
existenceof a certain set of circumstances,involving a particular group of people
working in a particular time period has resulted in success. I will draw conclusions
on an industry wide level, as many of the issuesarising from this areaof my research
indicate good practice in the areaof marketing films.

As illustrated in Chapter Four, in designing my researchI came up with a number of
key themes which I wanted to investigate. In addition to this, themes emerged
during the researchprocess itself. One such theme was that of trust or reputation.
Each of my respondentsreferred to the importance of establishedrelationships,trust
and reputation repeatedlyduring the interview process. In addition, having analysed
the nature of relationships at work in the filmmaking process,it becameevident that
there were tightly bound communities of practice at work in the British film industry.
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These communities, rather than being based on formal workplaces, derived from
professionaland social networks, which were establishedand strengthenedthrough
working and collaborating with each other. The freelance nature of working in the
film industry has beenwell documented(Blair, Culkin and Randle, 2002; Blair, Grey
and Randle,2001; Christopherson and Storper, 1989; Culkin and Randle, 2001;
Jones, 1996) but the impact of this upon the marketing of films has not been
explicitly explored., As this thesis supportsthe view that early involvement and the
existence of trust built on previous experience has a positive impact on creative
decision making and continuity within the independent film sector, such tightly
formed informal networks are key to gaining an understandingof this. In order to
literature.
it
is
firstly
define
in
the
trust,
to
trust
the
speakabout
context of
necessary
Many studieshave looked at trust from various angles and thesewill be discussedin
order to identify an appropriateframework within which to place my work.

7.1

What is Trust?

Currall and Judge(1995) refer to trust in terms of willingness to dependon others in
in
Mayer,
Schoorman
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Davis
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terms of belief in the competencyor predictability of another in a given situation.
McKnight et al. (1998) trace this dichotomy of willingness and belief back to the
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trust contingent upon predictability or goodwill? The concept of trust that seems
particularly useful in relation to my study is that of Lewis and Weigert (1985) as they
incorporate confidence into the trust relationship. Predictability alone does not
but
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trust,
the abilities or judgement of co-decision makers
confidence
guarantee
does. This view of trust is more appropriateto the situations observedand related to
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me in my field research. The high levels of trust in existencewithin VertiCo were
basedon previous experienceof working within particular teamsor on the reputation
establishedby certain film industry professionalsamong their peers. This resultedin
a wide area of doxa, or shared belief, in line with Bourdieu's (1977) theory of
habitus.

In an embodiment of both concepts, willingness and confidence, Moorman et al.
(1993:82) defined trust as "... a willingness to rely on an exchangepartner in whom
one has confidence". They went on to qualify that this trust is a result of a
combination of expertise, reliability and intentionality. Gr6nroos (1997) developed
this view of trust as a simplified relationship between a Trustor and Trustee and
suggesteda scenario where individual actors adopt both roles. This is in line with
Sniezek and Van Swol (2001) who expand this concept to incorporate the role of
for
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between
"judge"
(who
the
consultition
retains ultimate responsibility
decisions.
"advisor"
(a
making
and
non-responsiblepersonwho offers advice) when

According to Gr6nroos' (1997) definition of relationship marketing as discussedin
Chapter Three, marketing is a process including several parties or actors, the
objectives of whom have to be met. A mutual exchangeand fulfilment of promises
is necessaryin order to meet these objectives, a fact that makes trust an important
aspectof marketing. Trust as a concepthas emergedin many areasof the marketing
literature from branding (Ambler, 1997; Lau and Lee, 2000), to relationship
marketing (Cowles, 1997; Garbarino and Johnson, 1999; Gr6nroos, 1995,1997).
The following section draws on the empirical data collected for this study in order to
unpick issuesof trust in relation to the independentfilmmaking sector.
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7.2

The role of Trust in the independent film sector

7.2.1 Trust in the MEDIA Programme
The EuropeanCommission's MEDIA Programme,as discussedin ChapterFive, was
establishedin order to provide support for the European independent film sector.
While working at the MEDIA Programme, I was involved in the decision making
process regarding which films were selected for development funding and which
were not. Various criteria were used in order to make suchjudgements. Professional
script readersread scripts and the market potential for the film and relevanceof the
in
Finally,
the
genre were evaluated.
production company was assessed terms of
their track record. This was where trust played a major role in the decision making.
Some companies or individual producers were known to those responsible for the
funded
before,
had
Programme
had
been
MEDIA
they
attended
selection process,as
training events, or they were known to the MEDIA Desk or Antennae in their
country or region.

In addition, an expert panel was used whose members were drawn from the film
industry across Europe. This panel was composed of different experts each time,
drawn from producers, sales agentsand other professionalswho could comment on
various aspectsof the projects under consideration. Theseexperts were also askedto
discloseany knowledge they had about the production company or producer in terms
of their track record and trustworthiness. In using public funds to support the film
industry, there was an obligation to use this money wisely. Although it was not
indeed,
film
into
that
as
expected
each
supportedwould necessarilygo
production,
shown in chapter six, this would be undesirable,it is important to know if producers
have a reputation of being erratic in their business dealings as this could have an
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impact on the project. Every effort was made to use the money wisely, supporting
films which would not necessarily attract commercial development funding, and
films which had enough potential in proceeding into production to warrant an
investmentat the developmentstage.

The existence of professional trust was based on a combination of previous track
record and reputation. This was characterisedby the judge/ advisor roles (Sniezek
and Van Swol, 2001) played by EuropeanCommission Functionaries (judge), who
retained ultimate responsibility for the budget, and the advisors. The advisors
consisted of those working for the Intennediary Organisation (then the European
Media Development Agency (EMDA)) and the panel of experts. During the
selection stage, this trust was reinforced with rigorous checking of facts. Each
application included details regarding the track record of the producersand this was
confirmed prior to funds being allocated to them. In addition, companiesreceiving
finance from the MEDIA Development Fund were required to pay this money back
(as it was a loan, rather than a subsidy) if and when they proceededinto principal
photography. The first repaymentwas due on the first day of principle photography.

7.2.2 Strategics
The issue of trust and relationships came up while carrying out the initial interviews
at the Strategics Film Marketing Workshop.

During my time there and the

subsequentRAS workshop in London, I began to realise the impact that MEDIA
Programme events such as this have upon the relationships in the European film
industry. Producersattending Strategicshad accessto some of the most talentedand
it
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European
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and
successful
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is difficult to securea short meeting with thesepeople, due to their hectic schedules
and constant requests for appointments. Participation in this workshop guaranteed
them one hour individually with each of the experts, in addition to the organised
group workshops and the social time during the course. The experts also gained
from this experienceas they got to meet new filmmakers and to assessthe nature of
their projects.

As relationships were formed during this workshop, these professional relationships
could develop after the workshop as people chose to work with each other. Some
participants had attended previous Strategics workshops or other MEDIA
Programmefunded training courses. They spokeof the networks they had developed
during this time. The workshop is a non-threateningenvironment in which to work
4

individual
film projects. Contrary to meetings at film festivals and meetings in
on
which producerp pitch their films to distributors, sales agents or financiers, it was
possible over the duration of the workshop to build a relationship with the experts
and other participants and to introduce them to the participants' projects.
Networking between participants was valuable in establishing support networks for
those in similar positions in terms of being independent producers in particular
European countries and struggling with the structural issues faced by the industry.
Also, it was possible during the workshop to make links with other participants
which might lead to future work. As the field in which they operateis characterised
as fragmented,the formation of such relationshipsare vital. Each project brings new
challenges regarding accessto finance, accessto talent and accessto distribution

channels,the existenceof Europeanwide networks of individuals meansthat
European filmmakers can have accessto wider levels of information as well as
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access to additional markets through these networks.

As Julie Baines (2004)

stressed,in the fragmented industry which exists today, it is important to build up
long term relationships basedon trust rather than need.

The Strategicsexperts acknowledgedthat they had worked with previous Strategics
participants after they had attended a workshop.

They confirmed that the

relationship fonned during the workshop had been pivotal in their subsequent
collaboration. During the interviews with the experts and other participants, as well
as during the social events, I was made aware of the importance of such networks,
the formation of trust and the developmentand protection of professional reputation.
Stephen, from the creative agency, mentioned one client with whom he liked to
work, stressing their clarity in formulating a consistent overall plan and selecting
"people they respect" to work with. This sentimentwas echoedby Denise. I shared
film
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the
the
working
about
some
people
my reservations
which
with
industry put upon the feeling of "cool", being "cool" themselves, making "cool"
films or giving things a "cool" look in terms of the materials associatedwith the film.
Denise acknowledged that this reverence of "cool" existed in certain individuals
within the film industry and that this made them unsuitable to work on particular
films, which were not deemed"cool". She emphasisedthe need to know the people
do
In
know
this
to
to
the
type
that
they
and
well.
of work
you are going work with
way, it is possible to chooseto work with those people whose professional approach
is suited to the nature of the film in question.

Darren also spoke about the need for directors to let trailer makers make the trailer,
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making that particular film, and thereforecan seethe USP or the attractivenessof the
film to a potential audience and frame this in the 90 secondsallowed. They are
experiencedin terms of what should and should not be included in the trailer. In
somecases,where there has been no previous relationship with the director and trust
has yet to be established,time has to be taken in demonstratingthe superior skills of
the trailer maker in making an appropriate trailer rather than the director. This
process has to be managed by the producer who acts as a "trusted" intermediary
betweenthe director and trailer maker. During the initial stagesof negotiation over
the structure and contents of the trailer, the process can be difficult, but Darren
acknowledgedthat once the director was satisfied that the trailer worked for the film,
the working relationship was simplified.

Bill stressedthe importance of trust and reputation in the role of the salesagent. An
establishedsales agent will have well developed relationships with distributors. In
line with the definitions of trust and the trust relationship defined above, this will
involve the exchange of expertise and be based on previous experiencesof each
other. Bill highlighted the need for the sales agent to identify the USP of the film
and to exploit this when establishing distribution deals. For example, if the cast,
director, director of photography or others involved in the film have a good track
record, particularly in a similar genre,this should be used in order to interestpossible
buyers. In this case,the reputation of the salesagent and the reputation of the main
cast and crew involved in making the film are combined in order to instil confidence
in distributors in committing money to an, often incomplete, film. For films which
are finished and entered into one of the various competitions associatedwith film
festivals such as the Cannes Film Festival or Sundance, Bill emphasised the
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importanceof building up hype aroundthe film at the festival so that distributors feel
they will miss out on the next big hit by not bidding for rights. As salesagentsrely
on their reputation in order to do business,it is not enoughjust to createhype around
every film; the sales agent must tailor the publicity to suit the film and the likely
buyers. Trust is established over a period of time and after having had positive
experiencesin previous transactions. This is similar to the final publicity used to
communicateto the public; if the image of the film presentedto the consumersets
expectationswhich are not met by the film, this will impact negatively on the box
office and critical successof the film. This point is developed further in Chapter
Eight.

Although the importance of trust in terms of cementing relationships and allowing
risks to be taken was acknowledged, the limitations of this trust, in resulting in
positive outcomeswas also noted. Dirk, a distributor, stressedthat it was important
to try to ensurethat cast membersand the director travel more to promote their films.
Dirk suggestedthat public subsidiesshould be made available for activities such as
these as the costs involved in bringing cast to film festivals and undertaking other
publicity at this stage is the responsibility of the distributor.

In this respect,

independentor smaller distributors are at a disadvantageto the majors who have
greater budgets for these activities. The majors have both a greater bargaining
position and greater financial resourcesin terms of persuading stars to commit to
publicity activities. Having been introduced to the notion of trust as discussedin the
general marketing literature and having applied this to the independentfilm sector
above,the following section examinesthe role of trust as displayed in the casestudy
company,VertiCo.
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7.2.3 Case Study Films
The case study films have been introduced and the logic underlying their choice
presentedin the precedingchapters. The first film chosenwas Notting Hill as it was,
at the time, Working Title's most commercially successfulfilm. The secondof the
case study films chosen was Elizabeth, an internally developed Working Title
production, which was a critical and commercial success. The final film chosenwas
Plunkett and MacLeane, a teen focusedcostumedrama which was given a dark edge
and contemporary feel but not seen as a success,either critically or commercially.
The choice of these films allowed me to investigate the role played by trust in
retaining creative vision and in successfully marketing a range of films both
internally (to the different business units within the company) and externally.(to
externaldistributors, exhibitors and the public).

7.2.3.1 Internal Trust
My interview data revealed that the VertiCo producers were permitted to take risks in
their approach to filmmaking

due to their track record.

In this way, the internal

marketing which took place within VertiCo was dependent to a large degree on the
existence of trust between business units in VertiCo, this will be explored in the
following sections. At times during the interview process, I felt that my respondents
were providing me with an unrealistic account of their working environment. Each

respondentwas very positive about the company itself and their fellow employees.
In constantly stressing the high levels of competence which their fellow VertiCo
employeeshad in carrying out their roles, I becamesuspiciousthat they were putting
on their "public face" rather than being honest about the workings of the company.
However, in analysing this further, it seemedto fit with Bourdieu's notion of habitus
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as outlined in section 3.5 (Chapter Three). Due to an apparently high level of
agreementin the approach to filmmaking and marketing which existed in VertiCo,
(and which seemed largely due to the existence of mutual respect for fellow
employees which was apparent within VertiCo), Bourdieu's (1977) "universe of
discourse"was minimised.

As my fieldwork progressedand I spoketo more people, both within and externalto
VertiCo, I beganto accept this picture of VertiCo. Having spent many hours sitting
in the reception areasof the company waiting to interview people, I was aware of a
very positive working environment in the organisation. This was despitethe fact that
many of those working there were being made redundantor would possibly be made
redundant in the near future. VertiCo are acknowledged as the industry leadersin
terms of film production' in the UK and possibly in Europe. From their humble
origins, they have created an integrated, fully financed production and distribution
company which makes European or US/European co-productions, many of which
have been commercially and critically successful. Similar levels of pride in the
company have been identified in the advertising industry, where Hackley (2000)
found that the employees in the advertising agency that he studied emerged as
66 advertising enthusiastsworking at the top of an elite industry. Their regard for
...
the privileged status of their agency in the industry was clear" (Hackley, 2000:240).
Hackley's experiencesof researchingan advertising agency mirror my own while
studying VertiCo.

Bourdieu (1977) believed that individuals are drawn to the working environmentdue
to their sympathy with the habitus and this sympathy results in a reinforcement of
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this habitus.

Tbrough the collective and individual actions of the VertiCo

employees,their habitus was reinforced. VertiCo employeespossesseda cohesive
approach to their roles, and contributed to the reinforcement of the language and
methods of working already in existence in the organisation. Many of those
interviewed had started their careersin the company and therefore had been shaped
by the VertiCo culture as well as inevitably contributing to it.

Each of my

participants was questioned in relation to how they joined the company and what
they brought with them in terms of skills or aptitude.

VertiCo employees stressed the positive benefits of "industry experience" over
formal qualifications. Chloe felt that working in production had provided her with
invaluable experienceof the workings of this process,which she could draw on in
her role within the distribution division of the company. She also dismissedthose
who maintained the databasesof box office performance as not really having much
to do with film. I got the impressionthat the further removed from the creative side
of the filmmaking process, the less valued individuals were in terms of their
contribution to the successof the film or the company as a whole. Technical skills,
in the business sense, were valued less than creative skills.

This elevation of

creativity over standardbusinessskills was contrary to that found by Hackley (2000)
in his study of a top advertising agency. This is perhapsindicative of the difference
in motivation behind the functions of advertising and filmmaking. While advertising
is a creative form, it is a creative form which aims at producing finite commercial or
social goals. In communicating a message,advertising should result in increased
sales, improved public image, or a change in behaviour. Hesmondhalgh(2002:12)
reinforces this view that advertising has a more functional base than other creative
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industries. While, as mentioned earlier in this thesis, there is a debate about the
commercial versus creative motivations of filmmakers, in a company such as
VertiCo (where doxa includes an expressedbelief in artistic credibility) the elevation
of the creative personnel over those fulfilling

the less creative functions is

understandable.

The marketing team downgradedtheir "learned skills", i. e. those derived from formal
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This reverential feeling for VertiCo also seemed to be part of the doxa of the
is
industry
longevity
In
where
rarely achieved and the majority of
an
organisation.
Europeancompaniesare unable to sustain long term success,VertiCo's position as
the market leader in the UK and more widely in the film industry is unquestionedby
its employees. The business model employed where safe franchise films help to
finance riskier films is unquestionedin the organisation,and is a key element of the
VertiCo habitus.
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Experience in working in the film industry and an interest in film from a consumer
perspective emerged as the key identifier of potential to perform well in VertiCo.

There was almost a pride in not having formal businessqualifications, stressingthe
importanceof this interest in film over and abovesuch qualifications:
I think in the film business,marketing is much more interesting, you have
to have an interest in the product to really-makea successof it. And people
like David Livingstone who is our boss, president of marketing, his only
qualification is like a catering one and most, a lot of people in marketing
start you know, relatively low and work their way up in the film businessas
opposedto in other branchesof industry, where for marketing you now get
your professional qualifications... its much less so in the film industry
(Kieran).
This elevation of experience over qualifications adheres to Bourdieu's (1977)
developmentof ideas around the formation of individual working practices when he
speaksabout how our modus operandi are formed through imitating the actions of
others, rather than through learning them through a formal educational practice.
Bourdieu's (1977) doxic ýpproachacceptsthe natural world order as an unquestioned
objective truth, which is reproducedand legitimised. Such actions and behaviours
are not debated,but accepted,as they are not in the conscious realm of thought of
those operating in the habitus. Trust in the professionalismof individuals was a key
part of the VertiCo doxa. This was coupled with the belief that VertiCo employees
were working for one of the most successfulEuropeanfilm companiesin the history
of Europeanfilmmaking. The importance of trust in working relationships was also
highlighted in Finney's (1998) account of Palace Pictures and Eberts and Illott's
(1990) Goldcrest memoir. In thesecases,breakdown in trust resulted in a breakdown
of the companiesin question.
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7.2.3.2 Institutional and Knowledge Based Trust

In order to develop this idea further, it is necessaryto examine the many studies
which have looked at the existence of trUst within organisations. McKnight et al.
(1998) divide trust into five conceptualareas(see table 7.1 below). For the purpose
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As discussedin the previous chapter,Gr6nroos (1989) refers to the exchangeprocess
involved in marketing, highlighting the role of promise fulfilment. This trust has
been built up over a number of years and is in line with the above theory of
knowledge-basedtrust. In addition, there was a great feeling of "trust" and "respect"
betweenthe various teams and departmentsof VertiCo which informed the way in
which they worked; an acceptance of specialisation and professional nature of
workers in the industry.

7.3

The Historical Existence of Trust in the Film Industry

The importanceof trust and intuition in the film industry is not a recentphenomenon;
the original "movie moguls" rated intuition highly when explaining their success
(Kerrigan, 2000). VertiCo's employees have inherited this legacy of trust. As
highlighted above,my interviews have shown that "intuition" is highly valued by the
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environment in which ideas are freely exchangedat each stage of the filmmaking
process. This is part of a coherentand predeterminedstrategy, rather than the more
typically depicted modus operandi of the independentproducer who must work with
individuals
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the
at
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process
Kerrigan and Culkin, 1999; Phillips, 1991). As many of these actors, such as the
distributors and their marketing personnel,may not have had any involvement in the
project at an early or mid stage in the process,this could result in a lack of shared
creativevision for the film. VertiCo seesthis sharedvision as essential.
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However, as already mentioned, in VertiCo creativity was elevated above more
traditional business practices, and VertiCo employees were keen to stress their
different roles in such early negotiations. The adaptation of the roles of judge and
advisor varied in accordancewith the situation and the stage in the development,
production or preproduction phaseof the film making processat which advice was
sought. Charlotte and Kieran stressedfrom the outset that they did not get involved
with "creative decisions", meaning they did not make demands on producers,
directors or writers to changecertain creative elementsof a film, rather they advised
on the potential audience and appropriate method of communicating with this
audience. In this way, "creativity" in relation to the filmmaking process was
acknowledged, while "creativity" which informed other business practices was
underplayed.

It has been acknowledgedthat many Europeanwriters and directors do not have an
informed idea of audience tastes (Finney, 1996; Kerrigan, 2000). Experienced
producersrecognisethe need to identify the potential audiencefor a film at an early
stage,in this way marketing, salesand distribution personnelcan becomeinvolved in
the early planning stageswhich is instrumental in aiding the successof the film. In
VertiCo, creative decisions are not made by the marketing and sales personnel,but
their experienceand knowledge is drawn upon in order to budget appropriately and
to understand casting implications. This flow of information is not only in one
direction. Such early meetings in the life of the project ensurethat all of the people
involved will have a sharedvision of the creative identity of the project and in this
way, the sales,marketing and distribution personnelwill be able to plan and execute
their own campaignsin line with this creative vision.
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7.4

External Trust

There are two elementsto considerin looking at external trust in relation to VertiCo the relationship between the salesteam and external distributors and the trust which
the consumershad in VertiCo's films. The following sections will explore these
relationships.

7.4.1 Trust and the SalesTeam
Crosby et al. (1990) studied trust in relation to salespeople. Apart from the needfor
the customer to trust the individual sales person, the sales team in VertiCo
emphasisedthe trust that VertiCo's customershad in the company itself and the need
to retain this trust. "You can't be ridiculous; you can't say everyone'sa winner. You
have to have a very human connection with your buyer, they have to trust you... "
(Ron, Sales).

During Strategics,Bill, who continually emphasisedthat "all a salesagenthas is their
reputation", echoed Ron's assertion that trust had to be present in the sales
it
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important than special treatment or social benefits in consumer relationships with
service firms. In the case of VertiCo, both these elements are mentioned. The
emphasisof the trust is threefold: the track record of the sales agent involved; the
track record of the company who have consistently provided successfulfilms to their
"

customers; and finally, VertiCo's track record in adding value, as introduced in
Chapter Six and developed in Chapter Eight. As VertiCo's customersare also their
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financiers in many respects,they are rewardednot just with successfulfilms but also
with additional extras such as on set visits and publicity trips by cast membersto
their territories.

7.4.2 Trust and the Customer
The final areaof trust to be explored is the trust which the consumerhas for the films
in question. This is an areathat is more complex and less easily attributed to a single
factor. In the service sector, the consumption of the service comes with an inherent
risk factor. Once a cinema ticket is purchasedor a videotape or DVD rented,refunds
are not available due to lack of enjoyment. Many people have had the experienceof
sitting through films which they did not enjoy or which they left half way through.
This element of risk can drive people to make decisions based on previous
experiencewhen choosing to see a film.

Some filmgoers evaluate the film more

strongly in terms of the creative talent, the actors, writer or director. Terms such as
"the new Spielberg film" are evidenceof this trust in a brand that has been basedon
the track record of the director. There are some filmgoers who even use the
distributor as an indication of the type of film, "Miramax", "Walt Disney" etc. They
conjure up certain expectations of the film.

In addition, the role of critics in

determining the successof a film has been explored in the marketing literature as
discussed in Chapter Three.

VertiCo acknowledge the power of the critics,

especiallyin relation to "edgy British films" (Charlotte).

Such trust between the customer and the company relies on the developmentof the
film marketing tools as discussedin the following chapter. The consistencyof the
marketing campaign and consumer communications are essential in providing the
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customerwith the information required in order for them to make a judgement as to
the suitability of the film for the purposethey require.

7.5

Summary

Although trust as a concept is discussed in great detail in marketing as well as
general management literature, the importance of trust in marketing films is an
unexplored area. However, in an industry which recognisescreativejudgement over
formal businesstraining, the role of trust cannot be underestimated. Trust emerged
as a key concept in explaining successful relationships within the film industry.
Drawing on Bourdieu's (1977) theory of habitus, this chapter has shown how trust
in
key
doxic
was a
element VertiCo's habitus. The sharedbelief amongstVertiCo's
employeeswas as a result of their history of interactions with their fellow employees
as well as their interactions with the industry at large. Locating themselveswithin
the field of the wider film industry, it was possible for VertiCo employees to
appreciatethat their modus operandi, their approach to filmmaking and subsequent
marketing, had resulted in the longevity that VertiCo has enjoyed.

The results of this trust were threefold; firstly, the VertiCo producers could make
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record
creative
would
inherent
in
lesser
There
their
trust
and
success.
producers of
experience
was an
judgement that overrode decisionsbasedmerely on commercial considerations. The
is
indicative is in the relationship that exists betweenthe
trust
this
secondareawhere
salesteam at VertiCo and their clients. The salesteam stressedthe importanceof the
role of trust in this relationship. They practice relationship marketing where long
term loyalty is favoured over short-term gain. Finally, I examined the trust which the
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consumerhas for the films in questionand found that cinemagoersseekto reducethe
factor
in
film
based
choosing
a
on previous experience. VertiCo uses this
risk
knowledge in their publicity and marketing campaigns in order to reassurethe
customerand therefore, increasebox office revenue.

The central importance of trust in facilitafing the marketing activities within VertiCo
has been shown to be critical in explaining their modus operandi and also their high
levels of success. This trust is based upon confidence in the ability of fellow
in
line
them,
with
employees as a result of previous experience of working with
Lewis and Weigert's (1985) definition of trust. As illustrated above, VertiCo's
had
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in
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that
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record of successand
terms of internally developed projects, as well as films from external production
sourcesbacked (distributed) by VertiCo. This successstrengthenedthe trust that
factors
important
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the
contributory
and externally and one of
existed
towards VertiCo's critical and commercial success.This has resulted in both shaping
and reinforcing the habitus which exists in VertiCo and which explains much of their
success.

The life writings reviewed for this thesis also emphasisethe value of trust in terms of
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betweenrelationships basedupon need and those basedon trust and mutual respect.
In doing so, a strong argumentin favour of fostering relationships basedon such trust
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doxa in the habitus which is created. In so doing, there is less room for discord as
levels of understandingare increasedthrough sharedhistory and experience.

Through participant observation in Strategics, as well as experiential knowledge
gained from working at the MEDIA programme, the role of public policy in
developing relationships was evident. Publicly funded workshops and programmes,
such as Strategics, can create an environment within which relationships can be
established. Having already had some knowledge of working together, albeit in the
manufactured environment of such courses, it is possible for participants to gain
experience of each other's working style.

The challenge in developing such

relationships comes in moving from a state of what Sniezek and Van Swol (2001)
characteriseas professionaltrust, to Moorman et al.'s (1993) view of trust as existing
due to the combination of expertise,reliability and intentionality.

This chapter argues, that trust is highly valued throughout the independent film
industry, where many business relationships do not take place within the formal
structures of a business organisation. Secondly, publicly funded or supp6rted
industry events, such as the training activities supportedby the MEDIA Programme,
contribute to developing trust basedon knowledge and previous experience. And,
finally, that the decentralised structure of VertiCo coupled with the embedded
facilitation of trust within the organisation can provide a successful model for
Europeanproducersand marketersin the film industry.

Having established(in ChapterSix) that VertiCo's company structure is an ideal type
in terms of facilitation the free movementof creative vision and information through
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the supply chain, and in this chapter, highlighting the role played by trust in the
various relationships at play in the independentfilm industry, the following chapter
will examine the use of various marketing tools used by VertiCo in marketing the
case study films mentioned above. In doing so, the roles played by the vertically
integrated supply chain of VertiCo and the presenceof high levels of trust will be
discussedin terms of their relevanceto the use of thesemarketing tools.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE FILM MARKETING

MIX
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8.0

Introduction

Chapter Six has shown the role played by an integrated supply chain and supply
chain management in facilitating marketing decision making and Chapter Seven
highlighted the importance of the existence of trust between the various actors
involved in this process. I have illustrated how the existenceof high levels of trust
basedon previous experienceare as a result of the habitus which exists and shapethe
formation and development of this habitus. In the case of VertiCo, this resultedin
the creation of a working environment conducive to the free flow of ideas and a
safeguarding of creative continuity. Chapter Five showed the role which can be
played by public policy in shaping the ideal structure which is most conducive to
increasingthe flow of creativity through the filmmaking and marketing process. The
following chapter explores the film marketing mix, drawing on the embeddedcase
studies as well as additional relevant evidence and in doing so questionsthe impact
of supply chain structure and the resultanttrust on the film marketing mix. While the
previous chapter examined internal trust, this chapter is concerned with external

trust.

As shown in Chapter Three, existing studies which have sought to examine box
office successstartedby examining the nature of the offering of each film in terms of
thesemarketing mix elements. The key elementsunder examination have been the
cast, genre, budget, distribution schedule,releasestrategy and critical reviews. This
has been the starting point for these studies, but in this thesis, these issuescan only

be discussedin the context of the wider field of the film industry. While these
variables are the public face of a film, and the focus of the marketing
communications process, they are affected by the structure of the film industry
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supply chain through which they have moved. In addition, the levels of trust which
exist in the supply chain are developedthrough this processas well as being shaped
by the policy environment in which they are conceived, developed and produced.
Therefore, the following discussion of these marketing elementsis positioned at the
end of this thesis, once the external environment has been discussed,analysedand
evaluated. In this. way, this chapter furthers the contribution made to the film
marketing literature by going beyond merely analysing these elementsas if they are
independentof other environmental factors, and in doing so, is in keeping with the
theoretical framework.

The mix marketing paradigm has faced much criticism (Gummesson, 1994; Kent,
1986; O'Malley and Patterson, 1998), largely based on marketing writing which
focuses upon the concept of the marketing mix as lacking the context of the
marketing environment. Additionally, Gr6nroos (1994) points out the shortcomings
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8.1

Establishing External Trust

The long term successor failure of a film is dependentupon how well this film lives
up to the expectationsof the audiencein terms of providing the ingredientsnormally
is
When
trust
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met,
with
genre.
consistently
associated
expectationsare
films,
Life
This
for
VertiCo's
trust
aspect of
established.
proved a problem
one of
Less Ordinary, the third film from the well-known, writer, director and producer
team which createdthe successfulcrossover films Shallow Grave and Trainspotting.
The first two films had a similar dark feel and were very successful,both in terms of
box office receipts and in critical acclaim. Such successoffered the filmmaking
team the opportunity to make a bigger budget American film and the project which
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The main reason that the marketing team felt their campaign failed was that the
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in genre, this was detrimental to the successof Life Less Ordinary. In speaking
about this film, Kieran noted that "the public did not look closely at publicity and
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to a very differentaudienceto the first and secondfilms. The USPof this film was
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the creative team and the reputation they had for being involved with type one films
as identified in table 6.2 (Chapter Six) art house films which cross over to
mainstream. Indeed, due to the successof Trainspotting and Shallow Grave, both
involving the same creative team and starring Ewan McGregor, there was a
possibility that audiencesbegan to view these films as a Danny Boyle (the director)
franchise. In fact, audiences were presented with a type three film, namely an
innovation on a tried and testedgenre,romantic comedy/ drama. The creative team's
brand was too strong and overcamethe overall film marketing mix.

8.2

Identification of Marketing Tools

As my study is concernedwith identifying and evaluating the tools used in marketing
European films, it is necessaryto identify the factors that have been shown to
influence people's choiceswhen it comesto choosingto watch a particular film. It is
assumedthat theseaspectswould be usedto beneficial effect when marketing a film.
As discussedin Chapter Three of this thesis, a number of quantitative studies have
been concerned with trying to identify the most influential factors in this choice.
Although this type of researchis valuable in showing the ideal situation in tenns of
planning and executing a releasestrategy,my study is concernedwith looking at how
such strategies have emerged and been refined for various genres of film, while
acknowledging the wider film marketing field.

In carrying out in-depth semi-

structured interviews with the personnel involved in developing, producing,
I
marketing, distributing and selling films for VertiCo, I was afforded the opportunity
of identifying and evaluating the marketing tools and strategies employed in
marketing three different types of films, a romantic comedy (Notting Hilo, a costume
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drama (Elizabeth) and a youth orientated, modem version of a costume drama
(Plunkett and MacLeane), as discussedin the previous chapters.

As mentioned in section 3.4.1, Jacobs(1968) divided the factors which influence a
film's box office performanceinto five loosely defined areas:star quality, production
defined
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Litman
the elements
story
values, creative sphere,
and ratings.
influencing successas constituting three categories:creative, scheduling and release,
and marketing. These two frameworks provide the outline for the film marketing
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8.3

The Creative Sphere

Drawing on Litman's (1983) definition given in section 3.4.2, the creative sphereis
in
discussed
Chapter
Three,
broadly.
definition,
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createssome
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for
innovation.
But,
the purposeof
exhibition elementsall encompasscreativity and
establishing a workable framework for the film marketing mix, the creative sphere
here will be used as Litman (1983) intended, to provide a collective name for the
developmentand production phasesof filmmaking from an applied perspective.
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8.3.1 Star Quality
It is fitting to begin with star quality. As discussedin section 2.7 (Chapter Two), the
rise of the film star was one of the earliest methods of product differentiation in the
film industry. Indeed, since Zukor recognisedthe importance of the star quality of
actressessuch as Gloria Swanson,film stars have retained their importance to the
film industry and their ability to draw in an audiencebasedon this star appeal(Balio,
1976; Litman, 1998). The principal stars were seen as the most important factor in
attracting an audience. Today, the importance of a star's earning capacity is
by
discussed
Hollywood
Reporter
"Star
Power"
the
their
as
recognised
with
service,
in section 2.7 (Chapter Two). Companiessuch as VertiCo retain databaseswhich
track the box office earnings of actors in relation to the genre of film in which they
appearand use such figures in planning the production budget basedon the projected
eamingsof the film.

Many stars have strong brand associations. Such brand associations must be
considered by producers and directors in making casting decisions, as a clash of
brands may occur if the star's brand does not match that of the film. Not all actors
in
for
films
deemed
the
star
may,
stars,as
are consideredstars and not all
are
suitable
fact, overpower the film. The power of the star to attract an audiencewas recognised
by VertiCo in marketing Notting Hill. The writer of the film, Richard Curtis, always
wanted to make a film about bringing the most famous woman in the world to a

friend's housefor dinner. In his mind he thoughtof the actressJulia Robertsor the
singer Madonna. When he wrote the screenplay,his first choice to star in the role
was Julia Roberts. Julia Roberts has a strong brand as a film star and is associated
in
in
lead
fact,
comedies;
roles
romantic
she recently played a characterwho
with
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had to pretend to be Julia Roberts in the film Oceans 12. This Julia Robertsbrand
hasbeenestablishedby her playing a numberof such roles throughout her career,the
most famous of which was the role of a prostitute in the film Pretty Woman.

In her role in Notting Hill, where she played one of the most famous and beautiful
actressesin Hollywood, Julia Robertswas both strengtheningher brand as a film star
and providing a precise fit with the aspirationsof the film. The marketing team at
VertiCo acknowledgedthat it was "clearly a star driven romantic comedy with, 'you
know, the emphasison Julia Roberts" (Kieran, Marketing).

Although the star quality was very important for this film, the marketing team also
recognisedthat a high profile star is not always enough. In the caseof Plunkett and
MacLeane, the stars were thought to be enough to guarantee an enthusiastic
audience,however retrospectively, in the face of negative reviews from the critics,
the two main stars, Johnny Lee Miller and Robert Carlisle "were thought to have
some appealbut it was not enough" (Chloe, Distribution). Thesetwo young British
actorshad recently achievedinternational recognition for their roles in Trainspotting,
an independentScottish film which receivedboth critical and financial success.As a
result of this film, and other gritty British dramas,these actors were associatedwith
quality, edginessand youth marketing appeal. In addition, the producers cast Liv
Tyler, a young American actress,whose brand was influenced by her associations
with the world of American rock music, through her father, Steve Tyler, lead singer
band
her
Stealing
in
films
Aerosmith,
and
as
with
success critically acclaimed
such
Beauty and Inventing the, 4bbotts. Tyler was also seenas a great beauty who would
appeal to the predominantly male target audience. The combination of the edgy
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British brand of Lee Miller and Carlisle and the edgy beauty of Tyler was a good fit
with the brand ambitions which the producershad for the film. Nevertheless,a good
and appropriatecast could not savethis film from poor reviews and poor box office
earnings.

In the caseof Elizabeth, the marketing teambelieved that the quality of the script and
production values were good enoughto support a largely unknown cast and director.
In saying this, it must be noted that although the actors cast in this film were, at that
time, not recognisablestars, the producersdid cast some experiencedBritish actors
and a well known footballer in this film.

In using the then Manchester United

footballer Eric Cantona in the role of Monsieur de Foix, the producerswere accused
of stunt casting. The producerdeniedthis was the caseby saying;
This is not stunt casting. It is going back to our original concept of not
flicks.
frock
in
had
been
to
wanting see actors popping up who
seen other
It was a deliberatestrategyand one that helps give the film its freshness.

The case of Elizabeth contrasted with that of both Notting Hill and Plunkett and
MacLeane, as in the latter films the producerswanted a match between the brand of
the actors in the leading roles and that of the film, in Elizabeth they deliberately
in
drama,
film
Although
type
to
the
the
casting.
genre of
was costume
wanted avoid
casting actors generally associatedwith this genre the producers felt that they would
undermine their strategy of portraying this film as a political thriller, rather than a
traditional "frock flick". As in the caseof Notting Hill, this strategy seemedto work

and both Geoffrey Rush and Cate Blanchettwho starredin Elizabethwent on to
become stars after this film was produced. The producers concentratedon casting
solid, mainly character actors and some relatively unknown actors in order to give
centrestageto the script and cinematographyand in this casethey were successful.
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Their casting strategy for Elizabeth was very different to that employed by the
producersof another successfulBritish costume drama, Gosford Park In Gosford
Park, the unique selling proposition was its cast - the producers opting for what is
known as an ensemble cast, comprised of some of the most well known actors in
Britain, particularly those associatedclosely with roles in other costume dramas.
This is the more conventional approachto casting for costume dramas and works
when there is a strong fit betweenthe brand associationsof the actors and the genre
of the film. As Elizabeth was not seenas a traditional costumedrama, castingactors
whose personal brands were heavily associatedwith this genre would have sent out
the wrong messageto cinema goers.

The marketing team did stress that VertiCo's producers' track record (having
produced some of the most successful independent British films to date) allowed
them the freedom to cast as they wished. Having a non-British director in chargeof
a very British subject was a deliberate decision by the producers to bring "a
completely different sensibility to the movie... it is a fresh approach which an
audiencewill immediately react to" (Duncan, Producer).

Another considerationregarding the cast is the relationship which exists betweenthe
production company and the stars' agent. Denise discussed this relationship and
stressedthe need to develop good relationshipswith the agents. She spokeabout the
convenienceof having the sameagentrepresentinga number of key cast memberson
Plunkett and MacLeane.

The power of agents was also mentioned by other

interviewees. The role played by agents in the US was spoken about during a
London Film Festival 2004 panel discussion where producers and directors
-
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these agents was also discussed in Phillips (1991). The view expressedby my
intervieweeswas that a good relationshipwith the agentsof key actorswas necessary
in order to ensure that casting options are available. Existing film marketing
literature which focusesupon predicting earningsin relation to the cast, among other
variables,neglectsthe examinationof the relationshipswhich control accessto these
stars. Therefore, both in terms of casting and in managing actors once they have
committed to a film, the importance of maintaining a good relationship with agents
be
cannot overestimated.
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membersto remain on set despite the very difficult physical conditions which they
had to endureas a result of the weatherin the CzechRepublic.

8.3.2 The Story
The discussion of the cast in section 8.3.1, demonstratesthe need for a good fit
betweenthe cast and the type of film, while the experienceof VertiCo in marketing
Plunkett and MacLeane shows how a fit between the intended genre and the actors
alone does not guarantee success. In Litman's (1983) discussion of the film
marketing tools, he stressedthe importance of the story. The story is told through a
script and the scarcity of good scriptwriters in Europe is constantly cited as a reason
why European films do not travel as well as those from Hollywood. This is not a
recent complaint in the British film industry; in the post-war years Mullally
(1946:18) observed that "there is a dearth of writers capable of conceiving, and
Organisation,
for
Rank
The
treatment".
a
good
strong
story
constructing,
cinematic
in recognition of the difficulty in finding and developing good screenwriters,
developedthe ScenarioInstitute in London (MacNab, 1993:84-5). As a result, Rank
in
heavily
for
high
trying
to
to
criticised
was
control access
quality screenplaysand
doing so, contributing to the anti-competitive environment which existed in the UK
film industry at that time. The quality of Europeanscreenwriting came up repeatedly
during my period of observation on the Strategics Film Marketing Workshop, my
interviews with industry experts and those from the MEDIA programme, as well as
during my casestudy interviews.

One explanation of why this is the case may be clarified by revising the structural
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as
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problems
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Chapter Two. As the developmentprocess is often undertaken without funding,
screenwriting for film is financially unrewarding.

Even in the US, where

developmentfunding is more forthcoming through the studios, the role of the writer
is often seen as undervalued in comparison to that of the director.

This was

characterisedby screenwriter Charlie Kaufman in his film 4daptation, where he
played himself as a screenwriter. It is encouraging,as discussedin ChapterFive, that
public policy is starting to recognisethe role of the screenwriter and the need to
support the development process financially, and perhaps this will result in an
improvement of the quality of screenwritersworking in Europe. European level
writers programmes,such as Arista and Moondance,fulfil the dual role of providing
tutoring for aspiring screenwritersas well as providing networking opportunities as
discussedin ChapterSix.

8.3.2.1 VertiCo and the story

The story, and by association,the script, is seenas an essentialelement for VertiCo
films.

As soon as a script is developed, the marketing, sales and distribution

personnelsee it and give early impressionsof how it will perform. VertiCo, provides
development funding to writers as well as financing scripts which are already
developed. They have two methodsof script development:either agreeingto finance
the development of a project pitched to them by a writer/ producer with a view to
producing the film, or generating ideas in-house and commissioning a writer or
writers to develop a script for this project. Structurally, VertiCo has two separate
companiescontrolling this process,Working Title, where the focus is on the larger
budget, more commercially focusedprojects, and Working Title II, which focuseson
smaller budget, more experimentalfilms.
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The script was key to the successof Notting Hill. Speaking about early marketing
activities Kieran, one of the marketingteam said:
Well as soon as the script arrived... I mean we all saw it and obviously the
sales guys read it to do the numbers for the, you know, for the sales
activities and you know the film was taken to the first market.
When asked what the strong points were in terms of marketing Notting Hill, the
I
marketing personnel constantly stressedthe quality of the script. "It was just a
superbly written script and certainly one of the best scripts of the year, no doubt
about it" (Charlotte, Marketing). Richard Curtis first came to prominence while
writing for the Blackadder series on television and is now one of the most sought
after screenwritersin the UK film industry.

The quality of the script was also an important indicator of successfor Plunkett and
MacLeane. The marketing team stressedthe tension between the script and the
intendedfeel of the film:
We were obviously wanting it to go a bit more mainstream,but the director
had a lot of input, especially for a first time director. Urn, he was veering
us very much towards the more, um, well the arty, maybe a bit grittier,
edgier feel to it. So we were sitting between two stools for a long time
(Kieran, Marketing).
The director of Plunkett and MacLeane was Jake Scott, son of acclaimed filmmaker
Sir Tony Scott, producer of Spy Game,Enemyof the State and True Romanceamong
is
Down,
Jake
Scott
Hawk
Ridley
Black
Scott
the
nephew
others.
of
who produced
Hannibal, The Browning Version,Bladerunner and Thelmaand Louise.

While this was his first film, his filmmaking heritage and having a background in
advertising (like many of the successful British filmmakers of the 1980s such as
David Puttnam and Alan Parker) Scott was able to wield more power over the
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The script for Plunkett and MacLeane passedthrough many hands before it was
deemedready for production, with writers being sacked,new ones brought on board
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Selwyn Roberts, who was replaced by Robert Wade and Neal Purvis who were
known for their work on the JamesBond film, The World is Not Enough. Finally
Charles McKeown was brought in for a re-write. Despite the change in personnel,
the relationship with these individuals was maintained, with Selwyn Roberts getting
VertiCo
Wade
Purvis
again on
with
credit
and
working
and
an executive producing
the script for Johnny English.

The script was also seenas one of the main strengthsof Elizabeth. The idea for this
film was conceived by Debra, one of the developmentexecutives at VertiCo. They
film
did
but,
film
this
to
want
not
about a monarch,
as noted earlier,
wanted make a
to be a traditional costume drama. With this in mind they commissionedthe script
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and when they were happy with this, they passedit along to the marketing team at
VertiCo. From reading the script alone, the marketing team knew that they had a
very strong and unique story and beganto formulate their campaignimmediately. "It
it
into
Ivory
Merchant
that
territory,
t
was
was very obvious
we weren! going
sort of
coming up with something a lot grittier, a lot harder...and had a more,contemporary
feel" (Charlotte, Marketing). This script was written by Michael Hirst, who was not
well known in the UK at that time, although he did have had a good track recording
having worked with Istvdn Szab6 on Meeting Venus as well as the psychological
thriller, Uncovered

8.3.3 Production Values
Section 3.4.7 discussedthe nature of production values as they have developedover
time. Production values in Europe are often viewed as lower than those in the US
and with the development of digital distribution that is occurring, the emphasison
for
filmmaking
digital
is
increase.
Film
to
production values set
purists criticise
lower quality picture than celluloid. Small, edgy films such as the Scandinavian
Dogma films such as Festen and The Idiots have benefited from the clear artistic fit
between the effect of digital film and the underground style of such films.

In
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In the main, production values, in film

marketing mix terms, relate to

film.
This
in
a
cinematographyand any graphics or special effects which are used
was believed to be one of the key qualities in Elizabeth and was seenas overriding
the need for a well-known cast. The cinematographerwas Remi Adefarasin, who
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had worked extensively on film and television, and has since worked on other
VertiCo productions such asAbout a Boy andJohnny English as well as on a number
of productionswith acclaimedBritish director Mike Leigh.

While for many films, the genre, the actors or the director may act as.the unique
selling proposition, for some films the cinematography can fulfil that role. When
talking about creativity in filmmaking, Petrie (1991) refers to the ability of the
cinematography to go beyond the simple reproduction of images onto film.

He

points out the ability of the cinematographer to draw out particular emotional
responsesor thought processesthrough their positioning and use of colour, types of
film stock, filters and lenses in order to "convey certain information and guide an
audience's response" (Petrie, 1991:26). It was its cinematography that provided
VertiCo with their USP in the caseof Elizabeth. In order for the chilling nature of
the story to be communicated,the cinematographyresulted in a dark and sinister film
which, combined with the script, reinforced its genre as thriller, rather than "frock
flick".

In the caseof Plunkett and MacLeane,the music video roots of its director may have
explained its cinematographic style.

The film switched from more darkly lit,

highwayman tale to the sharply lit, technicolour of a modem music video. This was
complementedby a soundtrack which relied upon 1990s style dance tunes. While
the remit of Plunkett and MacLeane was to give a traditional highwayman tale a
modem twist, this mixing of cinematographicstyles and music from different periods
seemedto result in a confusing film, neither firmly set in a particular time period, nor
fully

embracing the post modem film's

ability to transcend time.

The
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cinematographerfor Plunkett and MacLeane, was John Mathieson, who previously
film;
Welsh
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film
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the
a
worked on
about artist
as well as
Twin Town.

For Notting Hill, cinematography was not seen as a unique selling proposition.
While production values were high, in keeping with the expectations of the target
audiencefor a big budget romantic comedy starring Julia Roberts, the emphasiswas
founds
film
in
it
here
that
the
the
the
telling
the
was
script
stars
and
upon
and
story,
its unique selling proposition.

8.4

Scheduling and Release Patterns

In a study by Elberse(1999) it was shownthat schedulingand releasepatternsdo
havea direct impact on the box office performanceof a film. Although limited in
I
for
issues
important
does
the marketing
that
these
this
study
show
are
scope,
departmentto deal with. In my study,theseissueswill be put in contextand such
issuesasthe impactof the releasedatesof otherfilms, prints andadvertisingbudget,
be
considered.
will
with
exhibitors
and
other
restrictions
relationships

In planning a film's releasestrategy, VertiCo's marketing and distribution personnel
hao to investigate the most advantageousdates for their films to be released. Chloe
from distribution highlighted the status quo when it came to securing releasedates
dates".
is
(release)
bigger
it
"the
to
the
get
you get,
easier
with exhibitors saying,
The power of the majors in securing release dates was discussed in section 3.4.9
(ChapterThree). Kuhn (2003) outlined the releasestrategy for Four Weddingsand a
Funeral in the United States. Having undertaken audience research,VertiCo were
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conservativelyoptimistic that they would achieve a level of box office successwith
Four Weddingsand a Funeral. But, having a limited P&A budget, they decidedto
releaseinitially in New York and Los Angeles and to spend heavily on localised
advertisingin those cities. Hoping that the film would be a success,they plannedon
using the box office revenue from these cities to finance the gradual roll out of the
film acrossthe US. Their strategy of what is called a platform release,worked as
planned. Kuhn admitted his naivety regarding the power of the major distributors.
When he spoke to Linda Ditrinco, who was the New York representativefor the
distributor, Gramercy, she had to explain why they had only shown it on a small
screenin a multiplex cinema, despite it being sold out. Ditrinco explained that the
cinemashave agreements regarding the screenswhere the major's films are shown.
In this instance,as the demand for'Four Weddingsand a Funeral exceededthat for
the other films, the cinema programmer swapped screens,but did not inform the
majors of what they had done.

As a result of the successof Four Weddingsand a Funeral and subsequentVertiCo
films, things have changedwith regard to the level of influence a VertiCo film can
exert within the market. Contrary to the situation for the earlier romantic comedy, in
the caseof Notting Hill, levels of interest were so high that other distributors began
to avoid its intended releasedate. This allowed VertiCo to choosethe ideal date to
releaseon and they decided to releasein May in both the US and the UK as "May
was this great date for romantic comedies" (Kieran, Marketing). As the RAS for this
film had shown that it was going to be a big hit, it was decided to give it a wide
release. "It's the widest releasethat we've ever had in the UK. It was like 450 prints
I think, and it was the biggest P&A that we ever had in the UK7 (Kieran, Marketing).
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VertiCo had, by this stage, gained confidence in the romantic comedy genre from
their experiencewith Four Weddingsand a FuneraL They understoodthe level of
audience hype that existed for Notting Hill and so decided on this wide release
strategy. Denise noted that as there was so much hype around regarding the film,
there was a danger of people becoming bored before seeing the film, this is another
reasonwhy a wide releasewas the best strategy.

For Elizabeth, it was decided to use a platform releasestrategy, whereby, the film is
openedin a few cinemas initially and then opened more widely over the following
weeks. This helps to minimise the initial P&A budget until the performanceof the
film is evaluated, as was the case for Four Weddingsand a Funeral as discussed
above:
The spend on the campaign was not agreedup front. It was platformed in
the UK, the first few weeks it openedin London, then GreaterLondon, the
South East and then went on a wider release. The campaign grew with the
film's success(Chloe, Distribution).

VertiCo plan their release campaigns in terms of the anticipated performance of a
film derived from initial projections basedon the script and creative talents, as well
as the results of RAS and the performance of comparable films.

The level of

uncertainty that VertiCo believe exists in terms of a film's actual box office
performance necessitatesthe preparation of an alternative release strategy: "In
releasinga film, there is always a plan A and a plan B. Plan B provides that if by the
second week admissions are dropping off you pull the film out" (Chloe,
Distribution).
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Although box office projections for Plunkett and MacLeane in the UK were very
positive, the critics did not support the film. As VertiCo was relying on the UK
performance for the film to boost its appeal in the other territories, this was very
disappointing. It was necessaryto evaluate whether it would be advantageousto
increasethe P&A expenditureor to minimise losses:
The decision was whether to spendor to admit defeat. In most territories
there was a very small releaseor it went straight to video. The US release
was minimal and it came a long time after the UK release (Chloe,
Distribution).

8.5

Ratings9

The importance of ratings is discussedin section 3.4.10 (Chapter Three). VertiCo's
marketing personnel recognisedthe need to adapt languageand hurnour in order to
IIII

fit into the ratings category necessaryto attract the target audience. The marketing
team highlighted the cultural nuancesthat exist in what is acceptable in terms of
language,nudity and humour. For Notting Hill, they neededto changea few words
that would necessitatea higher rating, particularly in the US:
Some of the languageis considereda bit more vulgar in the US they had
...
It's not
to, they revoiced some of those lines in the Statesand in the UK
....
so bad in other territories actually, well it depends. I mean, in like, you can
be a bit more vulgar or uncouth perhapsin some Europeanterritories, more
so than in other territories like Japan, you can't do anything, you can't
show anyone, you know, unless they're, you know, fully clothed and you
know its just, you've got be sensitive to certain territories needs" (Kieran,
Marketing).
,
It is very important to attract a rating which will fit with the target audience.

9A rating refers to the age classification awardeda film by the national censors.
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8.6

Target Audience

Two additional factors identified by Jacobs(1968) which are important in ensuring
box office returns, are the accurate identification of the target audience and the
impact of "word of mouth", reviews and awardson a film's box office success.Durie
et al. (2000) stressedthe need to identify the target audienceas the essentialstep in
devising the overall campaign. The ratings of a film can obviously help or hinder in
gaining accessto this audience.

When the marketing personnel from VertiCo were asked how they identified the
target audiencefor the case study films, they cited instinct as one of the main tools
used. In identifying the target audiencefor Notting Hill;
Well, common sensewas the process. I mean it's a romantic comedy and
know,
from,
broad
broad
You
know,
you
with very, very
appeal.
appeal
15-50, you know, skewing female naturally. But very broad appeal,
does
know
level
You
that
talent
appeal across the
certainly ...
of
really
board (Kieran, Marketing).

According to Chloe from distribution "the target audience (for Plunkett and
MacLeane) were males of 15 to 20 and in order to try to attract them they added a
for
identified
The
target
audience
very aggressive contemporary soundtrack".
Elizabeth included the typical audiencefor this genre:
in terms of your typical target audience,we're looking at the slightly older,
female biased audience,which, you know, you would associatewith your
averageperiod frock flick. We had to try and reach both, sort of a younger
audience, broaden it out, but also do something that would appeal to our
core (Charlotte, Marketing).
It was interesting to note that while anxious to avoid being classified as a "frock
flick", the marketing team did not want to alienate the natural audiencefor this type
dealing
in
important
drama
is
It
the
their
thriller
when
pursuit of
of period
audience.
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with the crossovercategory, to ensurethat this balanceis struck so that the film truly
crossesover, i. e., having succeededin appealing to its core audience,the additional
audiencewere also attractedto the film due to its edgy thriller qualities.

The processfor identifying the target audienceinvolved the producers as well as the
distribution
marketing,
and sales personnel. This collective approach is one of the
benefits of VertiCo's integrated structure over the fragmented decision making
approachnecessitatedby independentfilm companiesas discussedin ChaptersSix
and Seven.

8.7

Genre

One identifying factor when lookingat target audienceis the genre of the film. The
identification of genre is heavily reliant upon intuition and the VertiCo interviewees
acknowledged this.

Once the genre is clear, the target audience can be easily

identified and this is done collectively by the producers and marketing personnel.
Where the genre is not clearly defined or changes in genre occur during the
developmentor production stage,the target audiencemust be redefined. This makes
it essentialthat marketing are informed of any changeslikely to impact on the target
film,
in
life
As
take
the
a
a
of
audience.
publicity activities can
place very early
The
in
activities.
change genre can necessitatea complete overhaul of publicity
in
the
genre
was
main
problem
changing
marketing Plunkett and MacLeane.

Identifying the target audience for specific films is viewed as a somewhat exact
sciencethat is acceptedthroughout the film industry. The sophisticatedmarketing
in
film
industry
information
the
planning marketing
uses such
machine of
widely
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activities. Certain films may be positioned such that they appeal to a particular
audience grouping. This can be in terms of age, sex, gender or indeed cultural
background. For example, according to Ron, the Japanesemarket is wary of the tag
"comedy" unless it is a specific style of comedy, but they do welcome drama,
particularly historical drama. Figure 8.1 shows the box office performance for
Elizabeth and Notting Hill in Japan and illustrates how popular historical dramas
such as Elizabeth can be in Japan. This was the only market in which Elizabeth
outperformedNotting Hill. Despite the market knowledge which VertiCo had about
the Japanesemarket, they were still surprisedat this result.

I
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Figure 8.1 Box office comparison of Notting Hill and Elizabeth.

(Source:

Showbizdata)

In most other territories the word drama is to be avoided at all costs as this has
negative connotations. This means that some imaginative marketing must be
employed in order to find the appropriate label for a particular film. Again, trust,
instinct and professional experience were cited as the most important factors in
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identifying the target audience. Here, the role of judge, as describedby Sniezekand
Van Swol (2001) was adoptedby the marketing, salesand distribution teams.

From an external perspective, the identification of genre will

dictate the

communicationswith the target audience,who, basedon the factors identified above,
will use previous experiencein order to select films which appear to be targetedat
them. The most prevalent cinemagoersare 18-25 year old males and the most
popular genre for this age group is the action adventure. This type of film is
sometimesreferred to as a formula film. The audience for such films has certain
expectations of the type of film that will be presented to them. The long term
a
failure
films
is
dependent
success or
of these
upon how well the film lives up to the

expectations of the audience in terms of providing the ingredients normally
associatedwith this genre, well known actors, lots of action scenes,simple storyline
is
in
blockbuster,
fits
the
and usually much use of special effects, which
with
which
type five from table 6.2 (Chapter Six). The audience displays a senseof trust in
paying their admission to such a film as they have expectations to be met. When
theseexpectationsare met consistently,hencetrust is established.

Buscombe (1977:34) has spoken about the ability of a genre to provide rules and

frameworkswithin which a filmmakercanwork, "a formal patternwhich directsand
disciplines his work".

He also warns of the danger of moving too far from the

conventionsof the genre as "constant exposureto a previous successionof films has
led the audienceto recognisecertain formal elementsas chargedwith an accretionof
meaning" (Buscombe, 1977:34). This supportsthe view expressedin this thesisthat
there needsto be a high level of trust in the relationship between the filmmaker and
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marketers and the audience. If the film which is offered to the audience varies
greatly from their expectations,this trust will be undermined. Again these films are
brandedon one level, as action adventurefilms, on another,more developedlevel, as
does
Chan
John
Woo,
Jackie
Quentin
Tarantino
film.
This
a
or
not necessarilymean
that the audience for these films is capable of identifying the role played by John
Woo, Jackie Chan or Quentin Tarantino, but rather that their names conjure up
certain imagesand expectationsin the mind of the consumer.

The problem of overkill was one that faced Notting Hill as Julia Roberts, the main
female star's next project, RunawayBride, was also a romantic comedy and was due
for releaseat the sametime. Another factor, which could have lead to overkill, was
the anticipation that existed among the press and general public for the film. The
high profile of this film due to the excellent track record of the writer/director and
cast members ensured a high level of interest in the film:

"The main weaknesses

were there was a risk of overexposureor overkill" (Kieran, Marketing). Denise
is
little
in
is
that can
that
there
situations where word of mouth very strong,
stressed
be done by the company involved to reducethis.

In terms of Plunkett and MacLeane one of the main problems was in identifying the
genreof the film. Therefore this film suffered from its audiencenot knowing what to
expect from the film once they had decided to see it. Elizabeth, neededto illustrate
in the publicity that it was a costume drama, in order not to isolate the audiencefor
such films, as well as showing that it was more thanjust a costumedrama and that it
had wider appealin line with type three NPD as shown in table 6.2:
If you've got something which is set, you know, previous to the date today,
then you really don't want it to be classedas a costume drama, unless it
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really, really is something like that. If you can, make it look like an
epic... Epic is good, drama is a bad word (Ron, Sales).

8.8

Word of Mouth

Durie et al. (2000) stressedthe need to differentiate between "want-to-see" and
audienceenj oyment. Film marketerscan create"want-to-see" through the marketing
campaign. However, the ultimate aim is to achieve audience enjoyment and
therefore "good word of mouth" in order to sustainthe film in the market. Accurate
targeting of the film can assist in positive word of mouth. This is where extensive
audience research prior to release is valuable. NRG (National Research Group)
conductsthe vast majority of RAS in the film industry. It has been criticised in the
for
fixing
allegedly
press
results, allegations which they have denied. In addition,
the RAS researcherthat I interviewed expressedthe belief that NRG had a formulaic
approachto the RAS and therefore were not very effective for off-beat and/or nonfilms.
Having observed three RASs, one conduced by NRG and two
mainstream
undertaken by other organisations, there is a high degree in variance. While all
in
film
NRG
the
types
tested
a
same
of
asked
general questions,
a non-mainstream
in
films
house
the
two
tested
testing
art
multiplex cinema, while
other
organisations
in
level
house
from
Apart
the
the
there
of
cinemas.
art
venue,
was also variability
professionalism involved in selecting the target audience for the group. While the
NRG testing did recruit the appropriateage group for the test film which they were
testing, by attracting the multiplex audiencethey perhapsmissed out on intelligence
from the more natural audiencefor this film, the art houseaudience.
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In the caseof the Strategicstesting, the target audiencefor the film being testedwas
deemedto be mainly women in their 30s. The audiencerecruited for the screening
were largely within this agerange,but during the analysis of the result of this testing,
it was establishedthat the film held great appealfor male art houseaudiencesas well
and as a result of this, the marketing campaignwas altered in order to appealto this
group. The final testing was much different. This took place in an off beat London
cinema which is known for its eclectic programming as well as low ticket prices.
Unlike the other RASs, where individuals were approachedby market researchers
who askedthem a range of screeningquestionsto ascertainif they would fit into the
intendedtarget audience,the cinema used its mailing list in order to invite people to
come along and get a free cinema ticket for this new British film. The audiencethat
turned up consisted of people of all ages. After the film, when people were
completing their RAS questionnaires,the organisersasked for volunteers to remain
behind for a focus group. This proved problematic as many people wished to stay to
give the producers the benefit of their extensive wisdom. The subsequentfocus
group was practically useless,as rather than discussing their reactions to the film,
various membersof the focus group talked about unrelated matters or focused upon
exhibiting their extensive knowledge of the film industry so that the producersof the
film could learn from them. In the casesof the other RASs attended,the researchers
chose a cross section of the audience and invited them to stay behind for the
discussion. In this way, they could ensurethat the composition of the focus group
was in keeping with their intended sampling method. This shows the needto match
the RAS companyto the needsof the particular film.
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Cinemagoersare influenced by critics and by avids, the industry term for those
frequent cinemagoersthat influence others in their choice of films. Austin (1981b)
concluded that the influence of critics and reviewers only impacted on the more
"esoteric films" and therefore did not heavily impact on box office receipts.
According to Chloe from distribution, Plunkett and MacLeane "got appalling
reviews". It did not go to festivals as the marketing, distribution and salesteamsfelt
that it would not be well received. The film died despite the general market appeal
of its cast for the targeting audience.

Notting Hill and Elizabeth receivedvery favourable reviews and benefited from these
in building up "want-to-see" and positive word of mouth. Notting Hill also did not
go to festivals, as it was not seenas a festival film where as Elizabeth was shown at
Venice, where it won an award. The impact of reviews and awards on Elizabeth's
box office performance may support the view expressed by Austin above. "It
(Elizabeth) got fantastic reviews and nominations for awards added to its box office

success.The final box office wasapproximately$8 million" (Chloe,Distribution).

8.9

Summary

This chapter has proposed a film marketing mix which can be adapted to films
dependingon the specific qualities of that film. This proposal is in keeping with the
spirit of Borden's (1964) article which proposed a long list of elements that
depending on the circumstancesinvolved, could be combined in order to create an
appropriatemarketing strategy.
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In proposing this flexible film marketing mix, this thesis contributes to the
developmentof both the film marketing literature as well as the general marketing
literature. Although the value of existing studies which have evaluated the box
office potential of various films in terms of the perceivedvalue of the stars,directors,
releasestrategy and so on, is recognised,the need to contextualisetheseelementsis
arguedfor in this thesis. It is not enoughto look at such factors in a vacuum,rather it
is necessaryto consider the field in which they exist. In recognising the nature of
this field, in line with Bourdieu (1977; 1998), this thesis proposesthe creation of a
bespokefilm marketing mix dependenton the wider macro factors in place. Issues
such as the power relationships between the various members of the supply chain
will dictate how the specific film marketing mix can be formulated and managed. In
addition, depending on the genre of the film and the resultant target audience,mix
elementssuch as-casting,creativepersonneland so on will needto be decided.

A number of elements are important in planning and executing the marketing
campaignfor a film. While star quality and the creative elementsare instrumentalto
a film's box office performance, other factors are also important. My researchhas
shown that certain marketing tools can be used effectively to enhancethe box office
performance of particular types of films. VertiCo has a long and successfultrack
record in marketing European independent films and sees its main strength as
"instinct". Although there is no recognition of conventional marketing tactics being
used, the heavy reliance upon research and projections are evidence that instinct

has
been
alone not
responsiblefor the successof VertiCoto date.
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I have shown how different strategiesare employed in relation to different types of
films. Larger, star driven films allow marketersmore control over releasedatesand
from
desired
less
impact
film
the
to
the
screens show
securing
upon, as well as
reviews, while for smaller films, it is necessary to start slowly and build the
campaignup gradually. Plunkett and MacLeane highlighted the need for marketers
to plan for failure as well as successand to ensure that if a film does not perform
well in the marketplace, they must minimise expenditure and employ a damage
limitation strategy. As Plunkett and MacLeane and Elizabeth were innovative films,
falling into categories one and three respectively from table 6.2, these films were
more reliant on good reviews than Notting Hill.

Finally, this chapter has further developedthe argument for public policy initiatives
film
further
integration
between
the
aimed at providing
vertical
various elementsof
making and marketing processand in developing relationships between the various
actors within the film industry supply chain in order to increase levels of trust.
VertiCo's habitus, which emphasisesthe existence of trust, allows for the free
in
information
between
the
the
order to
supply
chain
exchange of
members of
formulate an appropriate film marketing mix.

The chapter shows that despite

matching some elements of the film marketing mix such as actors and target
audiencein the caseof Plunkett and MacLeane, the final marketing campaigncannot
is
in
its
film
film marketing mix. However, the vertically
a
which
not
consistent
save
integrated supply chain in existence in VertiCo means that finance, as well as
information, flows through the supply chain. VertiCo can sustain some commercial
failures, such as Plunkett and MacLeane, as they are financed out of the overall
derived
from
films
Notting
Hill.
those
such
as
such
as
companyprofits
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In conclusion, an appropriate film marketing mix needsto be formulated on a project
by project basis. Although intelligence can be gained from examining previous
films, it is necessaryto treat each film individually, in accordancewith the existing
macro environment. In order to maximise the results achieved from the film
is
there
marketing mix,
a need for consistency between the various elements
proposedin this chapter and this is best achievedas a result of early involvement by
all functional units within the film industry supply chain.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSIONS,
CONTRIBUTIONS

AND FUTURE

RESEARCH
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9.0

Introduction

This chapter provides a summary of the main findings of my researchin order to
bring the thesis to a close. The chapter examineswhether and how the aims and
objectives of the thesis have been met through the researchprocess,and in doing so,
illustrates the contribution which this thesis has made to film marketing scholarship.
In doing so, the limitations of this study are highlighted and contextualisedand a
programme of future research emanating from this thesis is outlined. This is in
recognition that a doctoral thesis is not an end in itself, but is part of an ongoing
processof enquiry. In providing a summary and conclusions to this research,the
natureof the researchmust be considered. This thesis provided an in depth analysis
of the feature film marketing processwithin an integratedsupply chain. The findings
are context specific and seek to provide an understanding of the impact of a
particular supply chain structureon this marketing processin order to inform policy.

9.1

Revisiting the Aims and Objectives of the Research

While initial aims and objectives for this thesis were establishedat the beginning of
the research process, the nature of such a research process necessitated
revisiting and refining theseaims and objectives once in the field. The focus
has always been on understandingthe specific issues faced by feature film
marketers in the European independent film sector, but as the research
process proceeded, the overall research aims were (1) to investigate the
environment in which feature film marketing takes place in Europe with
specific referenceto the UK; (2)

to examine the impact of supply chain

structure on the marketing campaign for feature films and (3) to evaluatethe
impact which public policy has upon the film marketing process.
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9.1.1 Investigation of the Environment in which Film Marketing Takes Place
in Europe, with Specific Reference to the UK.
The filmmaking and marketing environment in the UK has been classified as
fragmentedin this thesis. The majority of films produced are small in scaleand are
by
independent
for
distribution
is
If
these
production
secured
undertaken
companies.
films, the distributor is often one of the major American distributors and they control
the marketing function., As indicated in the thesis, the US majors favour globally
standardisedmarketing campaignsfor their films and aim at a massmarket. As the
film marketing mix presented and discussed in this thesis necessitatesan early
examination of marketing considerationsduring the film marketing processand the
blending of the marketing mix, the structure in the UK does not support this
approach.

Chapters Five, Six and Seven discussed previous attempts to create a vertically
integratedcompany in the UK/ Europe, such as Rank, Goldcrest or Polygram Filmed
Entertainment, and showed how all previous attempts have failed. In the case of
Rank, some of this failure was attributable to a changein public policy and a desire
to openup the film market in the interest of increasingdiversity. In Goldcrest's case
there were instancesof lack of trust which erodedthe organisationalstructureand led
to eventualbreakdown. And, for Polygram, the drearnswhich they held for creating
and sustaininga vertically integrated"European studio" were dashedby the strategic
decision of their parent company, Philips, to withdraw from the entertainment
industries. In all three cases, strong relationships between the British] European
companiesand the American film industry were apparent. In the memoirs of Kuhn
(2003), Eberts and Illott (1990) and MacNab (1993), and Mullally's (1946) accounts
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that Europeanfilmmakers needto work with their structural environment in order to
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filmmaking
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of
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as recognising the global nature of filmmaking. Rather than trying to mimic the
Hollywood studio system, the Europeans should work on creating a virtually
integratedsupply chain rather than a vertically integratedone.

Such a virtually integrated supply chain should build upon current public policy
initiatives, which support the developmentof strategic partnershipsand the creation
focus
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to
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retention of rights
so
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films remain in the European film industry and can be reinvested. This could be
developedthrough further programmesaimed at supporting Europeandistributors in
distributing European films, as well as the creation of a programme which supports
the development of film libraries for networks of European producers and
distributors. By retaining the rights to their films, these networks will possessthe
focused
long
for
the
term,
and sustainable
a
assets
necessary
creation
of
valuable
European film industry. By placing this research in the context of the historical
development of the film industry and recognising the structural constraints within
UK,
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this
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specific
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industry are the subject of well developedtheories. These findings resonatewith
theoriesbasedon the Structure,Conduct and Performancemodel initially introduced
by Scherer(1970,1980) and developedby Schererand Ross (1990), which has been
popularisedby Porter (1979,1980,1985). This model highlights the role of industry
structure upon the performance of individual firms operating within that structure
while recognising that this structure and businessbehaviour were the products of
forces.
economic

Further researchshould draw on theories of Vertical Marketing Systems(VMS) in
film
industry
impact
in
identify
the
to
the
of the
studying
order
presence and
different forms of VMS present; corporate, contractual or administered. The
Hollywood majors are examplesof corporateVMS, where single ownership over all
of the stagesof production and distribution is held by one organisation. The type of
illustrated
in
VMS
indicate
high
level
this
thesis
of
administerýd
relationships
a
between the Hollywood major distributors and European independent film
due
industrial
to
the
the
companies
production
power of
power of the majors.
Etgar's (1976) study showed that administered VMS can result in improved
by
impact
The
development
VMS
the
was
noted
efficiencies.
of
of administered
Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995b).

The thesis suggests greater development of

is
VMS
for
for
filmmakers.
This
European
the
contractual
as
model
greatersuccess
in opposition to previously proposed solutions which are more in line with
developing organisations which mimic the corporate VMS evident in the majors.
Future research,as outlined below, should study examplesof such contractualVMS
which do exists in the European film industries. In doing so, particular attention
should be paid to the conditions necessaryfor such contractual VMS to be adopted
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in
facilitating
the formation of such relationships.
to
the
policy
role
of
public
and
Within the film industry, the dominanceof the industry by the majors through both
corporateand administeredVMS has left little room for the Europeanindependents.
In addition, the current industry structure in which distribution is controlled by the
US majors meansthat contractual VMS with partnersfrom outside of the Hollywood
is
system rare.

Discussionsof vertical marketing systemsshould incorporate the notion of channel
in
in
Issues
touched
this
marketing
which
was
upon
of
power
power
research.
relationshipshave beendiscussedby Alderson (1958), Brown et al. (1983) and Gaski
(1986) and these issuesare still current. Chapter one qaced the developmentof the
industry and in so doing, highlighted the role of power in creating the industrial
has
has
VertiCo
Furthermore,
today.
that
the
shown
exists
structurewhich
research
been able to use its power within the supply chain to negotiatefavourable conditions
in
distributors.
impact
The
and
other
power
a wider rangeof
with exhibitors
of such
companiesshould be investigatedfurther.

9.1.2 An Examination of the Impact of Supply Chain Structure on the
Marketing Campaign
This thesis has proposeda film marketing mix around which the marketing campaign
benefits
data
focus.
Through
the
the
the
of a
use
of
presented,
should
primary
vertically integrated supply chain are illustrated. As the approachto film marketing
proposed in the thesis is an holistic one, the vertically integrated supply chain
information
facilitates
through
this
and creative vision
approach,
allowing
structure
to flow forward and backward through the supply chain. In this way, if all functional
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is
housed
this
one
company,
greatly supported.
within
communication
areas are
Drawing on Bourdieu's theory of habitus, sharedmeanings will be presentbetween
the various members of the supply chain, if the supply chain is well managedand
derived from choice rather than necessity. As the organisational culture is both
shapedby and shapesthose working within it, the doxa, or assumptionswhich are
acceptedwithout question, increasecohesion in terms of working practices and the
inherent
Having
to
this
the
creative
vision
work.
a sharedunderstandingof
approach
in a project and confidence in the abilities of co-workers, basedon their track record
is
beneficial
in
creating a coherent marketing
working
relationships,
and previous
campaign.

As the previous attempts to create a vertically integrated studio in Europe have
failed, this thesis proposesthat it is time to move towards another solution. This
live
is
in
in
keeping
the
and with the
which
we
society
solution more
with
network
European approach to filmmaking.

The supply chain need not be vertically

integrated in the same manner as in the Hollywood studios in order to promote
shared creative vision and minimisation of waste. What are important are the
formation of long term strategic partnershipsbetween producersand distributors and
the use of supply chain managementin organising thesenetworks. Public policy can
have a positive impact in creating opportunities for trust to be establishedbetween
level
further
development
European
through
and national
of
production partners
programmesdesignedto allow film professionalsto network constructively.

This thesis has illustrated the importance of maintaining and sustaining long term
in
increase
levels
in
to
trust
the
existencewithin the
of
working relationships order
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film industry supply chain. This increasein trust is both as a result of the integrated
nature of the supply chain and aids the integration of this supply chain and
subsequentminimisation of creative waste. Through the empirical case study and
participant observation undertakenfor this thesis, the role of relationships in creating
be
formulated
film
within
which
an
appropriate
can
an environment
marketing mix
and operationalisedis highlighted.

The proposal of a film marketing mix in chaptereight is in line with Borden's (1964)
I
12 factor conceptualisationof the marketing mix in that it incorporatesa great level
of flexibility in terms of the elementswhich may be drawn upon according to need
be
for
(1964)
Borden
to
added
appropriateness.
elements
and
also allows
additional
to the mix as required. In terms of new product developmenttheory, the new product
development practices outlined in this thesis illustrates that NPD processesin the
film industry are similar to those in other industrial sectors. Drawing on Cooper's
(1998) Stage-Gate Process model of NPD, further research can incorporate the
Stage-Gateapproachto NPD in examining the nature of NPD in the film industry.

The relevance and application of the above theories should be developed through
hypothesesor working propositions to be followed up in future researchdesignedto
test the validity of the preliminary findings as outlined in section 9.4 below.

9.1.3 Evaluation of the Impact which Public Policy has upon the Film
Marketing Process
To date, public policy initiatives have had a huge impact on the formation and
structureof the film industry. As shown in ChaptersTwo and Five of this thesis,the
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US was assistedin their increaseddomination of the global film industry by intensive
diplomatic activity. From that point onwards,trade in film was used as a bargaining
tool in the larger international trade discussions. While, at the international level,
public policy has impactedupon the movementof films around the world (or not), at
a national level, such policy was also concernedwith the control, in the early yearsof
the film industry, and latterly the developmentof the national film industry in the
UK.

The policies of various national governmentshave resulted in the developmentor the
recessionof the film industry, as measureswere instigated and then removed which
supportedfilm production. While, for the majority of the history of film in the UK,
distribution and exhibition of film were not supported, with financial assistance
being channelledinto production, there has finally been recognition of the bottleneck
has created in the industry. While numbers of films made are high, the
which,
-this
numbersexhibited and particularly, the numbersmaking a profit at the box office are
extremely low.

Public policy has assistedEuropeanproducersin promoting and selling their films at
international film markets. Policy developments have also oýliged exhibitors to
recognise the need to programme a more diverse range of films than previously,
which opens up the market.

As shown through the analysis of the Rank

Organisation's involvement in the industry as well as recent investigations by the
competition authorities, public intervention can prevent market control resting with a
small number of organisationswhich would in turn decreasethe diversity of products
offered in the film marketing environment.
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This thesis has proposed that the developmentof long term strategic partnerships,
which are basedupon mutual trust and serveto develop such trust, can provide a way
forward for the UK and other Europeanfilm industries. Public policy that supports
the development of a filmmaking and marketing environment within which such
networks are fostered, is vital for the creation of a sustainable film industry in
Europe. Initiatives such as those supported by the MEDIA Programme, which
encourageEuropean film professionals to work together and, in doing so, build
relationships have been shown as effective in developing working partnerships.
Programmes of this type should attract continued financial support from the
European Union member states as well as national governments. In a field as
fragmented as the European film industry, creating strong networks within which
relationships can be further developed seems a sensible middle ground between
mimicking the Hollywood studio structureand admitting defeat.

9.2

Contribution to Knowledge

This is the part of the thesis which can causethe doctoral student most anxiety. The
researchhas been undertaken, data analysis has taken place and this has been set
within the context of the existing literature. Then comes the question, so what? So
has
doctoral
this
thesis contributed to the knowledge of the issues studied?
what
While constantly reassuredat doctoral symposia that Newton's doctoral thesis was
pedestrianand that new discoveriesare rarely found in doctoral theses,after all those
investigation,
of
years
what exactly have I contributed to knowledge in the area of
film marketing? What I have not done is come up with a sure fire way for films to
succeedat the box office. My contribution is to the understandingofthe processof
film marketing and the importance of the film marketing environment in facilitating
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this process. Existing studieshave ignored the need to examine this environment in
order to understandthe impact that working relationships have upon formulating the
film marketing strategy. I have shown how the early stagesof a film's development,
and communication betweenthe actorsat various levels of the film marketing supply
chain play an enormousrole in maintaining the creative continuity necessaryin order
to accurately communicate with the filmgoers. I have interpreted existing public
policy which seeksto support a sustainablefilm industry in light of this, and made
suggestionsas to how such an environmentcan be facilitated.

9.2.1 Contribution to Film Marketing Scholarship
This is where this thesis makesthe most substantialcontribution. Researchersfrom
ddte
background
literature
have
dominated
film
to
and as
an economic
marketing
such, this researchis open to the criticisms which have been levelled at scientific
approachesto marketing in general. Gr6nroos (1994) criticised the marketing mix
This
is
the
the
relationship.
approachas clinical, where
consumer a passive part of
in
Three
is
for
discussed
Chapter
film
literature
the
and
criticism
apt
marketing
throughout the thesis. By conducting large scale studies into the successfactors of a
variety of films, and using the results to predict future successbasedon such criteria,
these film marketing scholarsare failing to recognisethat film making is "alchemy"
look
by
from
Natasha
VertiCo.
Most
the
at the
studies
which
as stressed
of
existing
films,
have
of
neglected the wider macroeconomic reality within which
marketing
film marketing activities take place. This thesis identifies the importance of these
issues in understandingthe complexities involved in marketing films, as well as in
suggestingways forward for independentEuropeanfilm companies.
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Although film historians and film studies academicsrecognise the need to examine
the structural problems inherent in the film industry, to date these have not been
given central importance by film marketing scholars, or those examining the
film
films
Hence,
to
the
the
within
my
contribution
market.
performance of
film
is
holistic
literature
to
to
approach
provide and encourage an
marketing
be
flexible
film
to
marketing mix, which should
marketing scholarshipand proposea
for
formula
films
individual
basis.
is
There
to
successfully
on an
no magic
applied
in
but
be
films,
taken
there
order to offer the
are
some
steps
which
can
marketing
greatest chance for a successful campaign. In doing so, this thesis suggeststhe
development of a marketing mix specific to the film industry which draws upon
Borden's (1964) original conceptof the marketing mix as discussedabove.

Supply chain managementis essential in the film industry, information should be
Supply
in
to
the
supply chain order preserve creative vision.
sharedat all stagesof
involvement
for
the
the
of relevant
early
need
chain managementand recognition of
development
in
decision
the
of
the
supports
making process
marketing
personnel
both internal and external trust. Through examining the film life writings, and
it
became
during
data
this
thesis,
the
apparentthat the
primary
collection
undertaking
impacts
decision
taken
upon the
are
which
marketing
environment within
have
film
Previous
the
not applied supply
studies
of
marketing
mix.
consistency
in
doing
but
film
this
literature
to
the
so,
study
of
marketing,
management
chain
film
to
has
knowledge
the
and
process
marketing
of
expandedupon existing
study
the understandingof how this environmentcan be developed in order to facilitate the
marketing process.
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In examining thd policy developmentswhich have occurred,this thesishas illustrated
the importance of public policy in facilitating the developmentof the film marketing
environment. - There is a need for a strong European film lobby in order to defend
and develop public policy which supportsthe film industry in making and marketing
films-and in developing effective and diverseopportunities for exhibition.

The practical implications of these findings are relevant for film marketers. As this
thesis has shown, consistency in terms of the 'film marketing mix' elements
identified in the thesis is important in offering a film to the market. The elements
identified can be used as a checklist for filmmakers and film marketers in deciding
on how to develop and position the film in the market.

9.2.2 Contribution to the Development of Marketing Scholarship
While a range of marketing theories are discussedand used in the thesis, in general
this is undertakenwith the aim of progressingfilm marketing scholarship. However,
I hope that through this research,I have contributed in some way to the progression
of marketing theory. In proposing the combination of a tailored marketing mix
approachwith an acknowledgementof the impact of policy and structural issuesin
shaping relationships, my contribution continues in the spirit of Baker's assertion
quoted above that "no single solution exists and multiple explanations are to be
encouraged"(Baker, 2002a:146).

In addition, in revisiting Borden's (1964) seminal article on the marketing mix, I
have attempted to reclaim Borden's original idea. Critics of the marketing mix
approach rarely revisit this article and this failure to do so often results in a
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fits
idea.
Borden's
Rather
than
all
misrepresentation of
proposing a one size
approachto marketing, Borden supportedthe idea of looking at a number of key
formulating
an appropriatemarketing mix basedon thesekey elements.
elementsand
Furthermore,in drawing on relationship marketing literature and recognisingthe role
further
in
film
have
I
the
to
a
of relationships
marketing process,
contributed
developmentof the relational approachto marketing by examining the impact which
suchrelationships can have upon the operationalisationof the film marketing mix.

Finally, by examining the realm of film marketing from a marketing perspective,I
have contributed to the reclamation of marketing questions for marketing scholars.
While, as illustrated in this thesis; economists,cultural theorists, psychologistsand
sociologists have all investigated the area of film marketing, they have done so
without drawing upon marketing scholarship.

The practical implications of the thesis' contribution to marketing scholarship are
important in introducing film professionals to marketing concepts which are
grounded in the evolution of marketing theory. Much of the existing writing on
limited
in
in
film
industry
fails
literature,
incorporate
the
to
this
a
resulting
marketing
films.
in
field
involved
by
the
those
marketing
understandingof
of marketing

9.2.3 Contribution to Film Policy Literature
Finally, this thesis contributesto film policy literature. Existing film policy literature
in
isolation from the commercial considerationsof the
somewhat
examines policy
industry. Policy makers have sometimes been slow to react to changes in the
filmmaking environment and conservativein their approach to advancing the cause
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filmmakers.
build
This
has
European
that
on
research
of
proposed
policy makers
their existing programmes to create a European solution to a European problem
rather than trying to apply the Hollywood model. Through encouraging greateruse
and formulation of networks within the European industry, greater power may be
achieved.

It is difficult to manufacture such networks, so opportunities for

networking with others from the industry should be increased.

As Bourdieu.(1977) believed, and as was shown through my examination of VertiCo,
individuals are attracted to working with others when there is a high level of shared,
subconscious meaning (doxa).

Through intensive use of networking and

programmes put in place in order to regulate these networks through the use of
supply chain management,such networks should form organically. As the failures of
the Rank organisation and Goldcrest can be attributable to breakdowns in trust and
lack of common understanding,it can be seen that the filmmaking and marketing
habitus is very important. If the decision of whether to form strategic alliances is
basedon prior knowledge and a certain level of trust, there is a greater chanceof the
loss,
habitus
being
the creation of
to
the
creative
conducive
of
resultant
minimisation
structures supportive of information exchange and common understanding. The
emphasismust be on voluntary alliances rather than those basedpurely on the need

to accessresources.

The practical implications of thesefindings are relevant for policy makers within the
film industry. By identifying the needto develop advancednetworking opportunities
for filmmakers and marketers, this researchcan contribute to the development of
facilitate
is
important
base
developments
It
to
this.
to
on empirical
policies
policy
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data. This researchboth illustrates the need for policy which develops relationships
that can result in the creation of virtually integrated supply chains, in addition to
identifying some areas for further research,as outlined in section 9.4, regarding the
policy environment and its impact upon the film making and marketing environment.

9.3 Limitations of the Research
The first limitation is that due to the narrow focus of this research, the findings
cannot be drawn upon to make generalisationsabout the impact which company
structure will have upon film marketing in all instances. However, the findings of
this researchpromote the view that such "one size fits all" marketing strategiesdo
not exist. In proposing classifications of new product development and a general
film marketing mix, this researchhas provided broad parameterswithin which film
marketing strategies can be formulated. Qualitative researchof this kind allows a
contextual analysis of the environment within which film marketing decisions are
taken. As one of the aims of the researchwas to inform future policy, this thesis can
do so by illustrating a casewhere a successfulenvirorunent existed, which was both
based upon and encouragedthe existenceof high levels of trust. The importance
placed on personalrelationshipsand individual reputation indicates a needto createa
policy environment which encouragescollaboration and, therefore the voluntary
formation of strong working groups who, 'over time begin to work together in a
cohesiveway.

A further limitation of the study is the lack of a comparatorcase. The initial research
plan was to undertake an additional study in a small, non vertically integrated
production company in order for comparison to take place. Researchaccesswas
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Chapter Four, it was not possible to pursue this angle. It would be interesting to
into
how
levels
further
formed
research
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relationships
are
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other
conduct
supply chain in truly

independent companies, in order to achieve further

understandingof the role played and the formation of trust in such a competitive
limitation,
Despite
this
the fact that the case study company chosen
environment.
had establishedrelationships with smaller, fully independentcompaniesprovided an
insight into these types of organisations. In addition, through reviewing severallife
integrated
for
further
insights
into
this
thesis,
the
of
non
vertically
writings
world
companies was gained.

In this way, the unique opportunities for building
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VertiCo
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in
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were
afforded
supply
chain
existence
relationships
fully
understood.
more

9.4 Areas for Further Research
This researchprocess opened many doors and judgement was applied in deciding
defined
had
doors
be
This
thesis
these
to
needed
which of
enteredand which not.
boundaries,mainly those defined by resourcessuch as time and funding, but also due
to the necessaryfocus of researchupon particular elementsto be investigated. Along
the way I became interested in the ethical implications of the current structurally
has
in
industry
Five.
Initial
Chapter
this
touched
research
and
was
upon
constrained
been undertaken by Kerrigan and Ozbilgin (2002,2003,2004)

and Schaefer and

Kerrigan (2004,2005) into various ethical aspectsof film marketing and corporate
in
be
developed
in
film
industry.
This
the
order
social responsibility
researchshould
to provide further insights into policy which will support the developmentof the film
industry. This attention to the ethics of film marketing has also developed my
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interest in the social marketing role of film.

With the rise in popularity and box

office successof documentariessuch as Buena Vista Social Club, Farenheit 911 and
Supersize Me, over recent years, research should be undertaken into the impact
which such documentariesand other films with strong social motivations have upon
behaviour. Social marketing scholarshipto date has beendominatedby researchinto
the role of marketing in health promotion; the academic community has not yet
investigatedthe social role of arts marketing.

As shown in this thesis, the US exerts power over the global film industry. While
Europe is committed to further liberalisation of its film and related audiovisual
industries, countries such as South Korea are now facing this pressure to liberalise.
A further investigation into the nature of public support for film in South Korea and
the impact that this has had to date will yield some interesting insights into the nature
of public policy for film. As policy at supranational, international and national levels
is constantly evolving, future research should be undertaken at regular intervals in

film
in
impact
have
light
to
these
the
they
the
order monitor
changes
will
upon
of
marketing environment.

As this thesis has proposeda film marketing mix, the next step would be to apply this
mix across a range of films while retaining the holistic framework proposed here.
The research design should incorporate Borden's (1964) and McCarthy's (1960)
concepts of the marketing mix in formulating researchpropositions. In addition,
established NPD theories such as Cooper's (1988) Stage-GateModel should be
drawn upon in constructing the theoretical framework for this study. This thesis
suggeststhat NPD processesin the film industry are similar to those in the industrial
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environments such as those studied by Cooper. This study should consider the
habitus in which this film marketing mix is managed, in order to understand if
Bourdieu's theory holds true for a variety of creative companies. In doing so, the
approach to filmmaking and fostering creativity in a range of film production
companies should be undertaken. Through the process of this research, contacts
within the film industry have been established. These contacts will allow further
accessto film production and distribution companiesin order to carry out this future
research.

The focus of this thesis has' been upon the film marketing environment and the
operationalisation of film marketing strategy within this environment. This has
developedfilm marketing scholarshipby bringing the environment into the analytical
processand recognising the range of forces which impact upon the film marketing
choices made. Another natural development from this researchis to examine the
consumer responseto the film marketing mix as proposed in this thesis. Existing
studies which have looked at consumer choice have been narrow in focus,
concentratingupon large samplesand narrow researchparameters,such as the role of
the critic or the releasestrategy,in order to achievegeneralisability.

In keeping with the researchapproachproposedby this thesis, future researchshould
be undertaken which uses participant observation to understand consumers' film
choices. All too often, researchassumesthat individuals are rational and that choices
are made as a result of a clear decision making process. This researchshould track a
number of individuals, with different levels of frequency in cinema attendance,and
identify the range of influences impacting upon their film choice in specific
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This
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study
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choices
situations.
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film,
in
the decision making process; as well as the
else
of
who
genre
rangeof choices available to the consumerat that time. In undertaking such a study,
a deeper understanding of the range of influences which exist in relation to film
film
be
in
formulating
film
the
choice will
gained, which can aid
marketers
marketing mix for particular types of films.

During the process of this researchthe idea of the film as a brand also arose. The
need for brand consistency and a reflection of this consistency in the marketing
communicationsmix is necessaryin order to satisfy consumerexpectations. Further
researchinto branding within the film industry should be undertaken,using the NPD
frameworks proposed in Chapter Six in combination with the film marketing mix
from ChapterEight are combined in order to investigatethe nature of branding in the
film industry.

Finally, this research made me aware of the importance of networks in the film
industry. While much existing network researchis of a quantitative nature, it would
be interesting to examine the nature of relationships in these networks from a more
holistic perspective.In doing so, it is important to researchthe role of institutions in
facilitating such networks.

How do film schools or training establishments

do
institutions
formation
What
to
the
sorts
of
contribute
of such networks?
other
filmmakers use in order to develop networks? What role does public policy play in
developing an environment within which such networks can fruitfully develop and
how can this role be enhanced? This researchcan also be extendedto look at others
at work in the creative industries.
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9.5 Summary
This chapter has tied together the various strands of this researchand presentedthe
general conclusions of this thesis in accordancewith the three researchquestions
posed. This researchwas undertakenas a result of my long term interest in the film
industry and how films find their markets. Although the processof completing this
thesis was filled with difficulty and challenges, my interest in researching this
fascinating area has grown over the course of my study. Having illustrated the
contribution that this thesis has made to film marketing scholarship, film policy
analysis and marketing literature, the need to continue researchin the area of film
marketing and the role of networks in the creative industries has been established.
My survival of this processhas provided me with the encouragementto progressthis
research,to open these doors and hopefully to continue to contribute to marketing
scholarshipin general and film marketing scholarship in particular over the coming
years.
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Appendix A: List of Interviews Conducted

This appendixlists the interviews undertakenfor this thesis. Where namesare given,
they are the actual namesof the interviewees,and permission was given to use their
interviewees
Where
the
are
given,
names
not
requestedanonymity.
real names.

Film Industrv Experts interviewed at Strateaics Film Marketina Workshop
Name

Expertise

Taped/ Notes Taken

Bill Stephens

SalesAgent

notes taken

Darren Cavanagh

Trailer Maker

notes taken

JohnDurie

Film Marketer

notes taken

DeniseBassett

Publicity

notes taken

Mdlanie Friesen

Creative elementsand

notes taken

pitching
StephenBurdge

Creativedesign

notes taken

Dirk De Lille

Distribution

notes taken

Fridbert Palsson

Distribution and

notes taken

Exhibition

Additibnal backp-round interviews

Expertise

Taped/ notes taken

Audience ResearchSpecialist

Telephoneinterview, notestaken

Headof Marketing Departmentof a

Notes taken

film
body
ftmding
publicly
Film Producer,Former Journalist

Taped,notestaken

Casestudv interviews
Interviewee(s)

Department

Taped/ Notes Taken

CharlotteSaint and Kieran Breen

Marketing

taped,notestaken

DeniseBassett

Publicity

taped, notestaken

Chloe Sizer

Distribution

taped, notestaken,
continued by
telephone,notestaken

DeborahBalderstone

Distribution

taped, notestaken

CharlotteSaint

Marketing

taped, notestaken

Kieran Breen

Marketing

taped, notestaken

Ron Fogelmann

Sales

taped, notestaken

Debra Hayword

Producer/

taped, notestaken

Development
NataschaWharton

Producer/

taped,notestaken

Development
Producer

DuncanKenworthy

taped, notestaken

Policv Interviews, European Commission

Name

Role

Taped/ Notes Taken

JeanJeannaux

MEDIA Development

Taped and notestaken

HughesBecquart

MEDIA Distribution

Taped and notestaken

Nils Koch

MEDIA Promotion

Taped and notestaken

Commissionofficial

International Relations

Notes taken

John Dick

MEDIA Programme

Taped, notes taken

Consultant

Appendix B: Criteria for qualifying as a British Film and
benefits of qualifying as a British Film
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GUIDANCE NOTES ON THE EC CERTIFICATE OF NATIONALITY

BACKGROUND

Thesecertificatesare issuedunder a provisionof the 1963 ECFirst Films
Directive(63/607/EEC),which laid down uniform criteria for the recognition
of the nationality of films from ECmemberStates.
SomeECcountries,for exampleItaly and Spain,may havequotason the numberof non-ECfilms
exhibitedin their countries.Thereforeexportersand importersof British films may askfor a
Certificateof Nationality to evidencethat the film is indeeda British film (rather than, say,an
Americanfilm) in order to qualify for the benefit of any screenquota in such countries.
The ECcertificate of nationality is of no usefor purposesof UKtax reliefs for film.
CRITERIA
Applications may be made by nationals and companies of EU member States. Criteria for eligible
films were laid down by the EC and are based on the following:

1) who makesthe film: the personsor companyproducingthe film must be a national or companyof
an EUmemberState.
2) where the filming is done:any or all of the outdoor scenesmay be filmed anywherein the
filming
Normally
all
studio
must take placein studiossituated in ECterritory; howeverin the
world.
event that any outdoor scenesare filmed in a third country (non-ECterritory), up to 30% of all the
studio scenescan also be shot in that country and at least 70% of all the studio scenesmust be shot
in ECterritory.
Forthe part of the form marked"studios",the most helpful approachis for an applicantto state
both the countriesin which location work was done,marked"location", and the country in which
studio work was done,marked"studio". If there was no studio filming, you shouldadd "no studio
filming" or "shot entirety on location": this addsclarity when we assessthe application.Nothing else
is neededfor this category.there is, for example,no needto enter details of the location of any postproductionfacilities unlessthey are undertakingwork which might be consideredasshooting.
3)

languagein which the film is made:one of the UK'sindigenouslanguages.

personnel: Here are the a,Iternative formulas according to the various nationals employed in
specific categories on the film-

4)

where the director is a British or ECnational* and all personsin categories1 and 2
(writers and composers)are British or ECnationals:a simple majority of persons
(below)
3-9
in
categories
must also be British or ECnationals;
employed
director
is
British
but
EC
the
where
a
or
national
not all personsin categories1 and 2
(writers and composers)are British or ECnationals:third country nationalsmust not
comprisemore than two-fifths (40%) of personsemployedin all the categories1-9;
where the director is a non-Britishand non-ECnational: all personsin categories1 and 2
(writers and composers)must be British or ECnationals;and non-Britishand non-EC
nationalsmust not comprisemore than one-fifth (20%) of personsemployedin
categories3-9.
(Britishincludesnationalsfrom countriesconsideredto be within the cultural domain of the United
Kingdomfor purposesof the ECcertificate of nationality.)
* Nationalsfrom three of the countrieswhich are party to the EuropeanFreeTradeAgreement
(EFTA),i.e. from Iceland,Norway and Liechtenstein,must be granted equivalentstatus as nationals
from ECmemberStateswith regardto the provisionsof the Directive.This relatesto the fact that
there is provisionfor non-discriminationon the groundsof nationality under the European
EconomicAgreementwhich came into force in the UK on 1 January1994 and extendedthe provision
five
EC's
EFTAstates.Switzerlandalso hasa non-discrimination treaty
to
the
the
market
single
of
with the EU.
follows:
9
the
categories
are
as
(1) writers of the scenario,adaptionand dialogue.
(2) composersof music specialtywritten for the film
(3) principalcast
(4) executiveproducer(or productionmanager)
(5) director of photography
(6) soundengineer
(7) editor
(8) art director
(9) chief of wardrobe
AND ANIMATIONFILMS
TELEVISION
PROGRAMMES
In the caseof television programmesand animationfilms, to satisfy that the criteria havebeenmet,
we will still requirethe fullest possibledetailsto be enteredon the TechnicalDetailspageof the

form.
documentaries
For
instance
in
the
case
of
application
or animation,for "Actors", a narrator or
voice-overartists may be entered,or, for Director of Photographyyou may put someonewho
filming
the
or the taking of the photographsor similar role.
supervised
Generallywhere possible,somethingshouldbe put on the form. If one personperformedmore than
one of the roles listed on the form, the samenamemay be enteredon eachoccasion. If no-onefulfilled certain roles,for example,say,"Chief of Wardrobe",pleasewrite "no personnelfor
this category"in the appropriatebox.This may avoidquestionsbeing raisedin the countriesto
which your technical detailswill be sent,and shouldspeedup the processof exporting the film.
CO-PRODUCTION FILMSAND THE 1963 EC DIRECTIVE

UKproducersinvolved in international co-productionfilms may wish to note the following. Filmscoby
international
the
terms
of
reciprocal
and
made
under
co-production
agreements
produced
by
from
from
States,
in
States
or
made
co-operationwith
member
producers
member
producers
fulfilling
for
from
EC
third
all of
without
countries,
are
eligible
an
certificate
nationality
of
producers
the criteria set out above,on condition that the artistic and technicalcontribution of the member
Stateor Statesin questionwas not lessthan 30%. Suchcertificatesmay be issuedby DCMSon
film
has
final
from
In
DCMS.
that event
the
time
after
received
co-production
status
any
request
there is no needto completethe usualtwo-pagecertificate of nationality applicationform, and a
for
a certificate of nationality for the official co-productionwould suffice.
written
request
simple
Alternatively,an applicationfor a certificate of nationality for a co-productionfilm may be madeon
the usualtwo-page form any time after the film is finished.
STATUTORYDECLARATION
The Statutory Declaration ("the oath"), on the first page of the form, is required to verify the details
by
law
be
before
The
to administer an oath:
the
must
made
a
person
authorised
oath
application.
of
for example a justice of the Peace,notary public, or Commissioner for Oaths.

Cl

The personadministeringthe oath must be independentof the production.
Undersection 5 of the PerjuryAct 1911and section 2 of the FalseOaths (Scotland)Act
1933,a personmakinga false statutory declarationis liable on conviction to imprisonment
for any term not exceedingtwo years,or a fine or both.

0

Where any additional sheet(s)is/are submitted as an addendumto the application:
(i) mention of the addendumshouldbe madein the appropriateplaceon the application
form;
by
be
the samepersonmakingthe application,
addendum
should
signed
of
any
page
each
(eg
by
the
person solicitor) administeringthe oath to show that
and signedand stamped
the addendumformed part of the applicationwhen the statutory declarationwas made.

Applicationsmust be submitted with the originalstatutory declaration(copiesare not accepted).
WHAT IF WE NEED MORE THAN ONE CERTIFICATE?

Youonly needto complete one applicationform. Sayon a coveringletter how many original
further
DCMS
to
produce
may also,on receipt of a written request,
certificatesyou needus supply.
"original" certificatesof nationality in the future for the samefilm without any needto completethe
applicationform again.
CAN WE APPLYFOR A "CERTIFICATEOF ORIGIN"?

A "certificate of origin" is not issuedby DCMSbut may be issuedby the Chambersof Commerce.
Creative Industries Division (Films)

1.

QUALIFYINGBRITISHFILMS

SYNOPSIS
OF ELIGIBILITY
CRITERIA
underSchedule1 of the FilmsAct 1985
Fora film to be certified as a British film by the Secretaryof Statefor Culture, Mediaand Sport,it must fulfil
either the conditionsset out under Schedule1 to the FilmsAct 1985 or the terms of an international coproductionagreementto which the UK is party. (Information on co-productionagreementsis separately
availablefrom DCMS).
TheSchedule1 criteria are summarisedbelow:
I)
THEMAKERTEST
a film must be made by a companythat is registeredand centrally managedand controlled in the
UK,In anotherstate of the EuropeanUnion/EuropeanEconomicArea or in a country with which the
EuropeanCommunity hassignedan AssociationAgreernent*.The "maker" meansthe person(or
company)undertakingthe arrangementsfor makingthe film;
ii)
COSTSTEST
THEPRODUCTION
70% of the productioncost of the film must be spenton film makingactivity in the UK (If the costs
of one or two peopleare deductedfrom the total tabourcosts-as describedat iii) below- then the
samecostsmust be deductedfrom the total productioncost before the 70% test is applied);
iii)
THE LABOURCOSTSTEST
(a) 70% of the totat tabour cost (minus - if desired - the cost of one person whose nationatity must
be non-Commonweatth/EU/EEA/Association Agreement country) must have been paid to citizens or
ordinary residents of the Commonweatth, EU/EEAor a country with which the European Community
has signed an Association Agreernent*; or

(b) 75% of the total tabourcost - after deductingthe cost of two personswhosenationality must be
Agreementcountry,and one of whom must be an actor
non-Commonwealth/EU/EEA/Association
(andengagedin making the film in no other capacity)- must havebeenpaid to citizensor ordinary
residentsof the Commonwealth,EU/EEAor a country with which the EuropeanCommunityhas
signedan AssociationAgreement*:
deemed
for
tabour
tabour
film
Note on Living Expenses:
test,
the
to
the
are
costs
costs
of
a
excludesuchliving expensesas a personincursbecauseit is not reasonablypracticablefor
him to resideat his usualplaceof residencewhite directly engagedin the makingof the film,
and which are reasonablein the opinion of the Secretaryof State.
PREVIOUSLYFILMEDMATERIAL
iv)
from
images
film
10%
time
the
the
than
visual
should
comprise
a
sequence
of
of
playing
of
no more
different
documentary
films
film
by
In
from
film
this
the
maker.
case
of
a
a
or
a previously certified
limit may be extended if an acceptable case is made to the Secretary of State.

NOTES
1. Filmscannot be certified beforethey are completed.
2. Seriesmay compriseup to 26 parts and 26 hours.
3. *Iceland,Liechtenstein,Norway belongto the EEA(EuropeanEconomicArea) in addition to the
countriesof the EU.The EChasAssociationAgreementswith Bulgaria,CzechRepublic,Estonia,Hungary,
Latvia,Lithuania,Poland,Romaniaand Slovakia
4. The Isleof Man and the ChannelIslandsare not part of the UK or part of the EUIEEAfor the purposesof
Schedule1.They are part of the Commonwealth.Their citizensare British nationals;personsordinarily
residentthere are ordinarily residentin the Commonwealth.
S.Thefull GuidanceNotes are availableon requestfrom DCMS,and on-line at: www.culture.pov.uk

Departmentfor Cutture,Mediaand Sport
creativeindustriesdivision

2-4 CockspurStreet
LondonSWlY SDH
www.cutture.gov.uk

Fax 020 72116417

THE BENEFITSOF QUALIFYING AS A BRITISHFILM UNDER THE FILMSACT 1985

DCMScan certify films as British films where they meet the qualifying criteria.
Applicationsfor certification as a British film can be madeby either the makeror
acquirerof the negative,tape or disc.Filmsmay qualify for certification either
a) by satisfyingthe specificprovisionsof Schedule1 underthe 1999
amendedcriteria; or

""Uk'*'
"id'"o"
--l'
b)ýbVs*aiiý'sfýin'g'-thi'teýr'm's"ýýoýf'o-n"i'of
t'he
sc -pro uctioRtmaties.
Texts Thetext of Schedule1 to the FilmsAct 1985,with a summaryand guidance,
may be accessedat:
htm
www.cutture.gov.uk/creative-industries/fitm/CriteriaforBritishfitms.
Thetexts of the UK'sco-productiontreaties,with separateguidelines,may also be
accessedat the sameweb-tocation.All these documentsare also availablefrom the
Departmentfor Culture, Mediaand Sport.The following are DCMS'sfilm
certification contact points:
gsi.gov.uk
e-mait:fitmcertification@culture.
tel:- 020 72116435 or 6436 or 6476; fax: 020 72116417;
or write to: Film certification officer, CreativeIndustriesDivision,
Departmentfor Culture, Mediaand Sport,
4th Floor,2-4 CockspurStreet, London,SW1YSDH.
Tax BenefitsHavinga film certified as a British Film is necessaryfor accessto the
tax benefitsparticularto film. Theserelate to Sections40A to 43 of the Finance
(No.2) Act 1992 and Section48 of the Finance(No.2) Act 1997.The latter
introduced100%tax relief for production and acquisitionexpenditurefor British
films
less.
how
f1
has
5m
The
Revenue
costing
guidance
or
on
published
qualifying
they presentlytreat tax relief for film, includings48 tax relief. This is at:
htm
gov.uk/manuals/bimmanuaUBIM5000O.
www.intandrevenue.
Queriesabout this should be directedto the InlandRevenue.An InlandRevenue
documententitled "Avoidanceusingexits from businesses
that haveaccessedfilm
tax reliefs" is availableon their web-site, usingtheir searchfacility, and you may
wish to note it includesrelevant Inland Revenuecontact details.Another Inland
Revenuedocumentcalled "tax avoidanceusingfilm and partnershipreliefs" can be
found at the samelink: www.intandrevenue.
gov.uk
Saleand LeasebackAccessto film tax benefits is often via a sateand teaseback
dealwherebya film makersellsthe negativeto an acquirer,eg a bank,who then
leasesit backagainto the makerfor exploitation purposes.The acquirersets off its
expenditureagainstits own tax liabilities usingthe advantageoustax provisionsfor
film set out above.It is able to passon some of the benefitsit gainsin terms of
favourable
film-maker
through
to
the
terms in the lease.The benefit to
cashflow
the film-maker is generallyaround 10% of the productioncost.The mechanismis
usedfor both larger budget films and packagesof smatterbudgetfilms. DCMSdoes
not providea list of those firms who arrangesateand leasebackproducts.

Departmentfor Culture,Mediaand Sport

PRODUCTION
FUNDING There is no automatic support for film in the UK.
However,havinga film certified by DCMSas a British film may be important for
the electivesupport availablefrom these bodies:
I) The UK Film Council,10 Little PortlandStreet,London,W1N 5DF. Tel:
020 78617861/ Fax:020 78617866 www.filmcouncil.org.u
ii) Lottery Unit, The Arts Councilof Northern Ireland:Tel 028 9038 5200/
Fax028 9066 1715 www.artscouncit-.
ni.org
iii) Lottery Unit, The Arts Councilof Wales: Tel 029 2038 8288/ Fax029
2039 5284 www.ccc-acw.org.u
iv) Lottery Department,ScottishScreen:Tel 0141302 1700/ Fax0141302
1711 www.scottishscreen.
com
In the caseof suchfunding, producersshouldbe awarethat these bodieshave
other considerationsto take into accountwhen makingfunding decisions.
ECCertificates of Nationatit
British film certification under the FilmsAct 1985 by DCMSis not directly related
to the issuingof ECcertificates of nationality.
To facilitate distribution of films in and by the EuropeanCommunity, an EC
Directivewas issuedin 1963 (63/607/EEC)providingfor freedom to distribute and
directive
films.
That
is no longer in force. However, many European
exploit
films originate in the
countries continue to seek evidencethat English-tanguage
EuropeanCommunity. Therefore, EC certificates of nationality continue to be
issuedin the UK by DCMS.
Detailsof the rulesand application procedureare set out on the DCMSwebsite.
FILM CLASSIFICATION

Britishfilm certification is not directly relatedto "film classification".Film
classificationby the BBFCis for censorshippurposes,whereasBritish film
certification underthe FilmsAct 1985 by DCM5is a gatewayto film tax reliefs.
CINEMASACT 1985

Britishfilm certification under the FilmsAct 1985 by DCMSis not directly related
to the licensing(and exemption) of premisesfor showingfilms underthe Cinemas
Act 1985.

Appendix C: Example of interview schedule

Prompt
How did you get into the film
Was it always an
industry?
ambition?
What experiencedid you bring to
What skills could you
transfer to this role?
your currentjob?
What benefits did your
previous experience
I
I provide you with?
Who hasthe responsibility for the Marketing/ Distribution?
P&A budg t?
Who ultimately authorises
Marketing/ Distribution?
for P&A?
Can you give me an outline of the Who reports to whom?
decision making chain in relation
Is there a strict chain of
to publicity and marketing
commandor are ideas
ec sions?
generatedcollectively?
What impact does/will the
internet have upon distribution?

Question

I
2

3
4
5

6

7

Plunkett and MacLeane

7a

How was the idea for this project
arrived at?
At what stagedid you get
involved in this project?

7b

I
7c

7d
7e

7f

7g
7h
71
7j
7k

Can you explain a bit about the
early distribution activities that
took place during this campaign?
What were the main strengthsof
this proje t in terms of marketing?
What were the main weaknesses
of this project in terms of
marketing?
Can you explain the processused
to identify the target audiencefor
this film?
Who was involved in this
process?
Did you use Recruited Audience
Screenin s to test this film?
What results did theseproduce?
What releasestrategywas chosen
and why?
Was this film successful? On
what terms is this success/failure
measured?

Who drove it?
How much input did you
have?
How much time was
availableto plan the
campaign?
Publicity events?
Level of awarenesscreated
in the media?

Was it to your
expectation?
Did this strategychange
for any reason?
Was the successbox
office?
What about critical
acclaim?
How doescritical acclaim
translateinto receipts?
Implications for video,

Reason
Find out level of education,
qualifications, motivations
Evaluatethe different
elementswhich constitute
the approach

Who hasultimate
authority?

Where are ideasgenerated?

8

Notting Hill

8a

How was the idea for this project
arrived at?
At what stagedid you get
involved in this project?

8b

8c

8d
8e

8f

8g
8h
81
Sj
8k

Can you explain a bit about the
early distribution activities that
took place uring this campaign?
What were the main strengthsof
this project in terms of marketing?
What were the main weaknesses
of this project in terms of
marketing?
Can you explain the processused
to identify the target audiencefor
this film?
Who was involved in this
process?
Did you use RecruitedAudience
Screeningsto test this film?
What results did theseproduce?
What releasestrategywas chosen
and why?
Wasthis film successful? On
what terms is this success/failure
measured?

Who drove it?
How much input did you
have?
How much time was
availableto plan the
campaign?
Publicity events?
Level of awarenesscreated
in the media?

Did this strategychange
for any reas n?
Was the successbox
office?
What about critical
acclaim?
How doescritical acclaim
translateinto receipts?
Implications for video,
TV?

9

Elizabeth

9a

How was the idea for this project
arrived at?
At what stagedid you get
involved in this project?

9b

9c

9d
9e

9f

9g
9h
91
qj
9k

Can you explain a bit about the
early distribution activities that
took place uring this campaign?
What were the main strengthsof
this project in terms of marketing?
What were the main weaknesses
of this project in terms of
marketing?
Can you explain the processused
to identify the target audiencefor
this film?
Who was involved in this
process?
Did you use Recruited Audience
Screeningsto test this film?
What resultsdid theseproduce?
What releasestrategywas chosen
and why?
Was this film successful? On
what terms is this success/failure
measured?

Who drove it?
How much input did you
have?
How much time was
availableto plan the
campaign?
Publicity events?
Level of awarenesscreated
in the media?

Did this strategychange
for any reason?
Was the successbox
office?
What about critical
acclaim?
How doescritical acclaim
translateinto receipts?
Implications for video,
TV?

Appendix D: Awards for Elizabeth

Awards for Elizabeth (1998)

Academy Awards, USA, 1999
Won
OscarBest Makeup - Jenny Shircore
Nominated
OscarBest Actress in a Leading Role - Cate Blanchett
Best Art Direction -Set Decoration - PeterHowitt, John Myhre
Best Cinematography- Remi Adefarasin
Best CostumeDesign - Alexandra Byme
Best Music, Original Dramatic Score- David Hirschfelder
Best Picture- Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Alison Owen

American Society of Cinematographers, USA, 1999
Nominated:
ASC Award OutstandingAchievement in Cinematographyin Theatrical ReleasesRemi Adefarasin

Australasian Performing Rights Association, 1999
Won:
APRA Music Award Best Film Score- David Hirschfelder

Australian Film Institute, 1999
Nominated Best Foreign Film Award - Tim Bevan (producer), Eric Fellner (producer),
ShekharKapur (director), Alison Owen (producer)

Bodil Awards 2000
Nominated
Bodil Best Non-American Film (Bedste ikke amerikanskefilm) - ShekharKapur (director)

British Academy Awards, 1999
Won
Alexander Korda Award for Best British Film - Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Alison Owen
BAFTA Film Award Anthony Asquith Award for Film Music - David Hirschfelder
Best Cinematography- Remi Adefarasin
Best Make-Up/Hair - Jenny Shircore
Best Performanceby an Actor in a SupportingRole - Geoffrey Rush
Best Perfonnanceby an Actress in a Leading Role - Cate Blanchett
Nominated BAFTA Film Award Best CostumeDesign - Alexandra Byrne
Best Editing - Jill Bilcock
Best Film - Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Alison Owen
Best ProductionDesign - John Myhre
Best Screenplay- Original - Michael Hirst
David Lean Award for Direction - ShekharKapur

Broadcast Film Critics Association Awards 1999
Won
BFCA Award Best Actress -.Cate Blanchett
BreakthroughArtist - JosephFiennes,Also for Shakespearein Love (1998).

Nominated
BFCA Award Best Picture

Camerimage, 1999
Won
Golden Frog - Remi Adefarasin
Chicago Film Critics Association Awards, 1999
Won
CFCA Award Best Actress - Cate Blanchett
Nominated
Best Cinematography- Rerni Adefarasin

.

Best Original Score- David Hirschfelder

Golden Globes, USA, 1999
Won
Best Performanceby an Actress in a Motion Picture - Drama - Cate Blanchett
Nominated
Best Director - Motion Picture - ShekharKapur
Best Motion Picture - Drama

Golden Satellite Awards, 1999

Won
BestMotion PictureCostumeDesign- AlexandraByme
Best Performanceby an Actress in a Motion Picture - Drama - Cate Blanchett
Nominated
Best Director of a Motion Picture - ShekharKapur

Best Motion Picture - Drama - Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Alison Owen
Best Motion Picture Art Direction - John Myhre

London Film Critics Circle Awards, 1999
Won
ALFS Award Actress of the Year - Cate Blanchett
British Producerof the Year - Tim Bevan,, Eric Fellner, Alison Owen

MTV Movie Awards, 1999
Nominated
Best BreakthroughFemalePerformance- Cate Blanchett

Motion Picture Sound Editors, USA, 1999
Nominated
Golden Reel Award Best Sound Editing - Foreign Featureunknown

National Board of Review, USA, 1998
Won
NBR AWard Best Director - ShekharKapur

Online Film Critics Society Awards, 1999
Won
OFCS Award Best Actress- Cate Blanchett

Screen Actors Guild Awards, 1999
Nominated

by a FemaleActor in a LeadingRole- CateBlanchett
Actor OutstandingPerformance

Society of Motion Picture and Television Art Directors, USA, 1999
Nominated
Award for Excellence in Production Design FeatureFilm - John Myhre

Southeastern Film Critics Association Awards, 1999,
Won
SEFCA Award Best Actress- Cate Blanchett
Toronto Film Critics Association Awards, 1998,
Won
TFCA Award Best FemalePerformance- Cate Blanchett

Venice Film Festival, 1998
Won
Max Factor Award - Jenny Shircore

Appendix E: Example of analysis

gýnerate,put the two together and then you know. What we do is at
the very early stages,you know, when,the scripts put forward. without
even necessarilycast, to evaluatethe commercial value we think the
ausewe're expected
to get those numbersin.
What sort of things do you look for in greenlighting?
Cast,. r,ast is very important.
Ný)

E

ou know, its market m-alueof tho

ge)
tizad-talentý--qgnEq,
Ze.
-nre,liýed ector., elementsof the script itself,

2-

i.e., is it basedon an international best seller, like Captain Corelli's
Mandolin or is it an original screenplay.
Em, ah, you know, and again, you're looking at every level and using
_yO
you've learnedabout those specific marketsthemselves.

t

Would you rate certain of those aspects above others?
D
f4b

I don't think you could come up with a eometrical formula that does
L-ý
-Lt, you know, we are, one of the most interesting aspect of the business
is that we are, sitting On a tightrope between creativity and conunerce.
Urn, and you know, I think you'll fail in this business if you try to be

too psychic on the conunercial side, but equally you'll fail in this
businessif you're too creativeand don't think about the businessside
is a knack in
to balancethe two in the decision makin
itself. Urn, and that's somethingthat I think we've beendoing.
Somehowwe've managedto get the two sidesworking very closely
together,which is really not easy.
(:0)
Um, but um, yes, at the green lighting stagewe'll look at the numbers,
we'll do the arket research;we'll look at other films that we consider
to be comparativeto the project in hand. We'll look at the talent to see
how successfulits been. You do get oddities, you do get urn, for

/
(ýq V,.

On
13
importantly, is it somethingthat is right for their market? Is it
I
.
somethingthat they can, vo
reason,gn to their sudiencr,
VIS

and say, will you watch this film? Can they go to their exhibitors, like
the cinemas,and get the films into those cinemas? Urn, which is

_

anothqrareaof the businessthat is not always easy. I mean,you know,
,
theresno;point releasinga, a film
2n.-wmescreen,býcauseeven before anyonegoo lo-it. yo&never gonnamake
y2ur money back. So ypu needto have a film that's going to be easyto

/,
(S)"Y-)-

thg ý*JiMaLsAhemselyo.,.on
position, or relatively easyto position fcoTr
a wide enough level to make it a real businessproposition.
When you go to a pitch, have you got a
036

Absolutely. You build.welý researchas such is that its partly. partly
u P-etto leam

is. I

ýc other fonn of researchas well is just looking at the box
office number. We have a, em, box office database,which is crammed
with not just the numherjfmmjauLWms but also from all our
co -.tition and you know, and local films as we_.go.ing back to, you
.
know, the early 90s. And this is somethingyou really needto be aware
of, becaus eresno point aoina and saying, hey I've got a fantastic
baseballmovie em called for the Love ofthe Game,with Kevin

-Costner
and find out that every Kevin Costnerfilm for the last 3 yearshas
bombedat the box office, and not only that, but everybodyhates
baseballmovies, because,you're
the buyers.

going to look stupid in the eyesof
-just

Ený you know, one thing we do is we aJsQset the pricing. Em, ah, we
have global investing in the project, um, we Ah,do the greenlightingof
&
the script.
Basically, we don't iust invest in movies on a whim,
ým every project that'§,pgLfbrward,,e enj*Lksm1fV ckntlyJant; Lstic,
_yi:_
rk out what

M/

I-I

Amay-ýýý
to reach one of those three rnarkeýý),,e don't
r
we'd much r

the others.
travelling to the marketsspecifically

for market researchand to build up relationshipswith the distributors.
Urn, so there are 3 datesthat we have in the diary and as I said, there
are three opportunities to seHthe film.
Uni, conunonly the approachthat we woulA f-V-

t, uni,

t
somethingthat we have a reputation to maintain so we never float

-en

for
7e
be
to
that
a
script,
wWch_(: yq)
would get
projects
aredt going
made-'

itsj2i!
have
budget
know
the
the
would
cast
and
j ýtqo
we
got
and
into production and yLem
issue
for
five
distributors
before,
the
to
script
or
weeks
um,
our main
them to just get familiar wjIh-tbe4mU-cct. Um leading up to the time
where we get em the market itself and start to really go, go for a pitch.
And so, what we do in co=a5l say with the TV business.is we are
ially on
a hot project, ern somet
sought by distributors in the market. Em, we do handlethe start and
production process.
Every buyer from around the world is there, em they're all there to buy.
They have usually budgetsfor the market, and they you know, there is
usually only a handful of good films to buy, you know films that are
evidently worthwhile going to such a high level and nobody wants to
miss out. Em, ancrso,they'll come, and you'll have an initial meeting
where you pitch the project. And pitching is, of coursemarketing,and
theresno set, defined aspectof what that is. Urn, I meaninvaria
what you're really trying to

.-.

.cture of how the distributor,

- -who are usually lazy people, in that they don't want to take risks, you
know,

al. What

they want to see Irom you, is that the film
make is going to live up to your own expectations,i.e. you know, youýe,
saying why you investedin the film, is it going to five up to that. More

Al

independent
distributors, that it can work with us
working with
successfullyand help widen its production slate in a carefully
orchestratedwa . Um you know, help them to diminish their risk in
certain are,as, to make the most of the money they have to invest in all
projects.
Okay, occasionally they won't have the world and all media rights but
nevertheless,you know, if it helps get product madeif it meansthat
they can get a project that they would like to invest in but only for
-America or on a certain value internationally, they can do that, or, you
know, you know, and films that are, apart from that they could be easy
to work with. It could be very useful to them. So in the last few weeks
we've been looking at all sorts of projects, not just from the usual
channelof production that we've been working with,

-which-wnuLd_be
m the main core

Universal pr)duct-as well to seeif its worthwhile thern, ah, exploiting
our operation,the benefits of our operation, em like

mavbe--Il;

inff f%fr

Japanon a few projects and so that way, creating a degreeon a huge
chunk of the proj t.

tAyx

Em, so that's a brief %ý1!
now in terms of marketing the films,
erview,
I
what do we do? We , think we sell the sizzle and we also seUI think
M;
O
1;:
futures in film. BecauseinvariabIWgtg-= "sta es,.there
Leare
marketsa year, three stagesof marketswhere we would sell. Urn, the
three rnarketswould be the American Film Market in Los Angeles in
February,the CannesFilm Festival which is a combined festival and an
actual market as well, which is two weeks long. And then A also
there'sthe London screeningsfor MIFED, which is kind of a
schizophrenicmarket, the first part of it in London and then it shifts to
Milan. And those are the three main dates in the diary, uFthere are
nt, some people like
to go to Toronto, and you know, if you've got the film that's psitioned
in the festival and theresenoughbuyers there to take advantageof,
maybeyou can get deals if you want. But, for us, its certainly critical

does
help.
it's
know,
I
that
them,
two
mean,
only Bond
you
of
get one or
Or
know,
haye-like--&-yeral.
Park
Jurassic
that
animated
pictures,
you
or
they can obviously tie-in to all the fast food chains andtoy storesas well

is
big
deal.
for
But
this
the
comedies,
asmuch
romantic
a
which'is
historically
Julia
for
comedy
and
romantic
promotionasyouwill see any
Robertshasn'tapprovedanypromotionsbefore. Soto getherto okay
Max FactorandHaagenWas was,you know,a big step.

And the placement of Captain Corelli's Mandolin in the last scene,
initiative?
director's
the
that
was

Yes, it was just a, it wasjust a, I think it was just, it wasn't a placement,
it was just a gag,just a joke.

Yes it was his next..

It was a joke, an insidersjoke becausehe knew and it would probably be
his next, or he suspectedand yes Working Title knew it was the next
it
it
it
just
So
books.
that,
was a
a
placement
their
wasn't
was
project on
joke more than anything.

Ok. Can you think of anything else?

Ilere probably is, but nothmg that I can think of off the top of my head.
But I meanI think that is the bulk of it.

Okay

I

few other brandsbut we weren't able to sort anything out with them.
And eventually it camedown to two really, HaagenWas who had a
4placementand they paid a fee for a placementbut it was a fee against a

Q
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guaranteedsupport further down the line. They had a, you know, a great
scenewhereby Hugh and Julia were eating ice cream,you know, a really
romantic sceneand shewas holding the carton of HaagenWas which
was clearly visible. And, I don't know, I think we a nice little
promotional deal with them, it could have beenbigger. It could have
beenbigger, I don't know quite what they were expecting,they had like

Dt
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it was comparedto a placementin most movies,they had a very big
placementin a very effective scene,perfect for their product. I thought
they were going to do more, but they didn't. But the biggestone was
Max Factor vvhich,it's not placedas such in the film, but to deal with
?????in a similar way and Julia Robertsokayed it cos she supportedthe
conceptsof !ýe ma
with the nuke up artist. So sheokayedthe useof the poster in those ads.
And the whole idea was that when we startedwas there was going to be a
TV campaignas well, but in the early part of the year, Max Factor signed
a deal with Madonnaand they shifted their 'V budgetinto the Madonna
promotion, which was disappointingbut I meanif you saw any of the
''

Madonnaads,shecompletelyjnýýýIuct

where as,you know,

Julia Robertsand Hugh Grant were not endorsingthis product, it wasjust
the tie-in. So thosewere the two main ones. There was also a promotion
of Coca Cola but it never really took off in the UK. I think they did
somework in the US with it. And the problem is that there is such huge
leadtimes
with most of theseproductsthat it's difficult to, you know, it's
so diff icult to setthem up, And also there are contractualproblemswith
talent not wanti

ý to be associatedwith certain products. But if you can

OýOtt

poster. We usedthosethem in some,print ads as well which helps, and
just gives the peoplethe feeling that this was somethingthat could
revisit, or if they missedit, it was somethingthey should want to see.
But yes, it's important to kind of eek out the extra dollar on films like
that. The longer you can keýýpitzoinghe

ij

better it is. And if you

Full
film
Monty,
that
and
played throughout that summerof
emember,
r
whatever, 97, or whateverit was, and cos they threw loadsof money at
it. They spentan absolutefortune in sul2portingit. We didn't go quite to

G)AvT

that extreme,but we certainly spentvery, very competitively compared
to any of the other studios.

And, can you tell me a bit more about promotional partners and
product placement and things and how those deals come together
just in general?

VOLUý
?"A'a

Yes, we had, well we brought a companyon board called IEM to help us
with product placementandpromotions and there were quite a number of
companiesplaced. Or we, we approacheda lot of companiesbut in the
end we, maybehalf of those were placed in the film in various functions.
The whole motivation was to secure,ratherthan to securea fee for
placements,to securepromotional supportduring the releaseof the film.

a

ý
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And obviously some,a lot of thoseplacementsweren't really in position
to support it, you know and somewere. But and somewere. We had
one with Heinekenwhich was going to be really quite interesting.
eroaA,

Tbere's a buge scenein the film
but
it
into
Heineken
it,
written
with
Inever madeit to the finished film. That would havebeena great tie-in,
but it was on the

cutting floor so we weren't able to carry forward with

that one. And there
was, there was Peugeotwe were talking to, and a

t
X,

P"R^ý

ei-lýýj

know, our competitorsnormally would see,so for exampleour rentalson'
Notting Hill were probably betterthan UIP's were, definitely better than
UIP's rentals on the Mummy, now UIP obviously would, you would
think would have a lot more leveragewith that kind of level of product
than we did, but the film was so strong,that that benefitedus hugely.
Yes, I think that was really the strategywide. The samein the US it
it
like
big
2600
P&A, probably about
was
screens,
again
a
wide,
went

0

famc. s4mtý

.
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$20million. You know, big releasefilms, you know, spendthat sort of
money in the States. And again, very, výegTV driven. IntheUKwe
also did a lot of outdoor advertis*

96 sheetbillboards in all the major

@X4

cities, plus on British Rail we
British Rail, and postering, generalpostering bus sheltersand so forth.
And then there was also support from, somesupportfrom the
promotional partnersthat we brought in. We had a dealwith Haagen

YfVdutM/
/14711

Daaswhich is relatively small, but you know, it helps. And then as the
film had beenopen 2 weeksor something,or 3 weeksandthen our deal
jyýtthMax Factor kicked in. And they had a deal wherebythey could use
the posterartwork and thýýýýý

down
and
up
ering
I

the UK and in other territories as well, which really helpedI think carry,
you iow, supportedthe campaignand I meanthat was, oncethat
openedwell, it was a questionof supportingthe campaignand we did, I
meanwe did another seriesof postersthat we usedin London and some
other cities. But we introduced S2ike into the campaignto refresh it, so
for example,where you had, there were 2 posters,therewas Hugh, the
original poster was Hugh walking by a billboard of Anna Scott and we
had two versions,
one where Spike was walking behindhim, wearing
only his underpants,giving the thumbs up and a secondimage where
Spikewas

up a ladder spray painting his name on the wall besidethe

ýaýCý.
,*x

of like a Premiereor somethinglike that and shewas looking all
incredibly glamorousand he was slightly nervouswhich we thought
encapsulatedthe concept. But they didn't like it for various reasons,so
board
it
back,
back
but
I
drawing
there,
to
the
went
we
went
mean
we
was, you know, we still had time at that point, it wasn't like we were
really up closeto it. Hugh was involved in it as well, you know. He
takes an interest,you know, as a producerand writer himself, he was
very interested. So no, there wasn't really any contractualthing. I think

g

actually, that con
artwork, althoughthe poster imagehas obviously Julia's face a lot bigger
than Hugh Grant althoughproportionatelythere is as much of her as
there is of him loosely, but they appreciatethe fact that it is a concept
that works and they liked it, you know, even though Hugh's was slightly
he
it
bigger
but
him
though
smaller,
even
was
and
smaller,
we made
didn't have a problem with it becauseit tells the story of the film really
well.

Could we just go back on the releasestrategy. You opened it wide
didn't you?

Yes, it openedwide, it's the widest releasethat we've ever had in the
UK. It was like japri ýnts I think, and it was thebiggest P&A that we
ever had in the UK. And it's a similar

v acrosLEumpe. Very

driven, lots of the budgetwas spenton TV adswhich you needto do to
get that, an audiencethat big, that broad. And on the great thing is,
certainly in our territories, somethingthat really helpedus, is that we
were ableto negatiatevery favourablerentals on this film, especially in
the UK, cos it's UK rentalswere significantly higher than other, you

D6
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RWat release strategy was chosen and why?

Well, it was chosento releaseas closeas possiblethe US and UK partly

50A

becauseJulia Robertswas shootingin anotherfilm and sheneededto do
the, you know. the Premierepublicity all at one go. The 6ther thing that
affected the date was that shehad wrappedRunawayBride which was
also anotherearly sununerrelease. We werejust trying to make sure that
the two films did.!12Lcl

g la&Ae
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any-way- So that was one factor that
011

dictated the date. The third factor that dictatedthe datewas Star Wars.
You know, we wantedto make surethat we got it out in the US and the
UK, you know, well aheadof that film. Although interestinglythe film,
Notting Hill played alongsideStar Wars very effectively throughout the
sununerand in a way complementedtheiraudience. And what else?
The other thing was that May was this great date for romanticcomedies.
You know, just before you'go into the summerand in a datethat affected

om'-,-eseýý

the Europeanand UK dateswas the football this sununer. We just
movedto one side of the footy.

Werethere any contractual restrictions that impededthe marketing
process in relation to thisfilm?

No, not really. Although, Julia Robertshad approvalover the marketing
materials,so we had to show her everything we were doing, but that's
not unusual. We did come up with one idea for a posterthat everyone
really liked and that shekilled, that Julia and her agentkilled, which was,
it was basicallythat

a cleft-"F4* of the two of them togethercoming out
C-(OýA4,6

Satz

was excellent and I think the second,it was probably maybethe second
test they got the highest_ýýýýýýýý

C313)

highest ever test scorerecordedin the UK, I think it was I point aheadI
think, of Full Monty. But I meanwe kept testing it becauseit was clear
that there was mor6to be had out of it because,vou know, just sitti g
with an audienceand hearinEthem react, you know, you can iust see
where the picture was editedwrong like, I don't know, where for
example little things that, you know, if there are two jokes too close
together, you know, peoplewill be still laughing at one andthey won't
looked
You
know,
that
at and also the pjijU
so
was
gettliesecond.

of

the film was looked at and then as I said,there was so much material in
the film that they had to decide which sectionsworked the best, because
they wanted to endup with a film that was no longer than two hours
really, but they had so much good stuff, it was a questionof testing
which group of scenesand gags worked besttogether. So that's why
there was so many test screenings. Of course,the test fi ires app-cami-in the pressvery shortly afterwards people when ynn hnvf-thnt -,nrt nf

h494

test where everyonewas talking about it, so they knew there was
it
harm
What
did
in
the
at
all.
meant
somethingspecial
air which
us no
was that everyoneelse in the ind

- about it and were moving

away from the datethat we had stakedout for Notting Hill. I meanthe
dates,you know, we stakedout that May date very early, everyoneknew
that we were going to take that date,it was closeto the Four Weddings
date in the UK and the US had a datethat was you know was aroundthe
same,I think, I think it was actually the samedaW.so other productions
effectively moved away when they heardthe rumble of Notting Hill in
the distance. Yes, so they produced,they producedfantastic results.

bzz3ýy
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know, 15-50,you know, skewing female, naturally. But very broad
appeal,certainly more broad than say for exampleMicky Blue Eyes.
You know, that level of talent really doesappealacrossthe board.

no

was involved in this process?

Well, it was something,it was a commondecision, You know, everyone
understoodthe audiencewe were going for. We wantedthis to be at
least as successfulas Four Weddings &a Funeral, so it was going to be
at least,to appealto at leastas broad an audience. And indeedthis film
did

roader,certainly in the US. I mean,Four Weddings &a

Funeral did 55 million in the US, bringing American starsto the table,
you bought, you bought a guarantee

esgzQjjýýýýd

to an evenwider audienceand that was reflectedaroundthe world.

Do you use recruited audience survq, audiencescreening to test this

film?
Yes, there were loads of them, well about sevenof them I would Ey.
Five I think in the UK, and two in the States,or maybethree in the
States. And the first oneswere in the UK, the first one was in
Wimbledon Odeon,testedquite a lengthy cut of the film and eventhen it
testedthrough the roof.

Yes

It was, it was like two
lots of scenesthat

and a half hours the first cut, easily. And it had

never madethe finished film, but the audiencereaction

5»
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meanit had been,it was a phenomenonand, you know, a hugely loved
film, so that was good. Hugh Grant was a plus although less of a plus

Aw

than we would, slightly lessof a plus than, he wasn't as hot as he was
immediately after FgUr_)YOdingsand he's obviously taken sometime
off, but obviously, you know, he was key to that role, the role was

I1

written for him and no-onecould have done it as good as Hugh Grant
it
had
have
And
done
that
also
a strong supporting casts. I
would
role.
meanthey cast somefantasticactors in the supporting roles and the other
key thing about it was that it was just a superblywritten scri t and
certainly one of the bestscripts of the year, no doubt about it.

R%atare the main weaknesses?

I don't know. The main weaknesseswere there was a risk of over
know,
hailed,
I
the
all
press,
you
exposureor overkill, mean,obviously
during
had
the
the
the
tabloids
cast
on
set
production and
of
picturesof
there was a lot of talk about, you know, it could have, if we'd started
it
but
I
know,
have
been
that
mean
overkill,
a risk, you
earlier,
would
wasn't really, I meanI can't think of a of weaknessas such on this
know,
it
bigger
but
I
budget
then
you
the
wasn't,
even
project. mean
was
suchas high as that it was inherently risky.

Right

Theprocess used to identify the target audience?

Well, common sense
was the process. I meanit's a romantic comedy
and with very, very broadappeal. You know, broad appealfrom, you

f,zý
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film,
The
in
this
other early marketing
very collaborativeprocess
lot
few
there
there
a
a
of
press
on,
were
quite
were
activities was, well,
presson set and which was obviously, they visited set and they did some

Ahý
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interviews and there was a whole of buzz at the time about the fact that
the production was filming in London in Notting Hill. Julia Roberts
walking up and down Portobello Road, obviously, excited a lot of
people. So everyoneknew it was on and the presswere all excited abo

/
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the fact that this was the, they were calling it the sequelto 4 Weddings &
A Funeral eventhough it wasn't. So right from the word go there was a
buzz, there was a buzz there.

R%at are the main strengths ofthis project in terms of marketing?
.

Well, the main strengthis Julia Roberts,who is clearly the most bankable
I
in
in,
female
in
the
mean,
th
now.
world
star
star
- world, mqybe
star
Stepmom,
Bride,
ffill,
Runaway
Notting
films
her
last,
know,
she's,
you
My Best Friend's Wedding, I mean, it's even Stepmomwhich was a
bleak drama,was grossed$90 million in the US. So she's on a roll now
it
So
do
seems.
shewas, when she signed on,
whereby shecan no wrong
that was fantasticand the role was pretty much written for her, Richard
kind of knew who he wanted, it was always his fantasyto, you know,
Madonna
had
I
if
I
happen
or
turned
either
and
at
a
party
what would
up
Julia Robertswith me, you know what reaction would my friends have,
that was what propelled, you know, him to write this. So that was great,
andthe other big plus was thatýwas the pedigreefrom, you know, from
the creatorsof Four Weddings &a FuneraL_F=r Weddings was already
the highest grossing,the highest grossingBritish film, or secondhighest?
I think, well dependingon your definition of a British movie, it was, I
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really know eachother, which was the only problem with that shoot.
You know, for a romantic comedy you want a little rapport but they
actually turned it on remarkably well, so that was a very good start. And
probably the next thing that happenedwas that, well as soon as the
photographywas available we actwally startedworking on poster
campaigns. This has beenthe longest, biggest campaignwe've ever,
we've ever done in terms of effort and resources. I meana ]at went into
this film very early, right up to the release.

Where you afraid of overkill?

No, it wasn't really a caseof overkill, it was a caseof, you know, we
wantedto make surewe W the besttrailer and the best poster and so
e

and Duncan and Richard and Eric are very,
you know, they want,

we pursuedmany more avenues,many more routes,we tried so many
concepts,you know, we pretty much knew what we had was right
becausewe tried everything else. Often on films you don't have the time

A4ý

ut this was
important enoughto rea

The only thing I would say is that

I wish we could have got a different, it didn't affect the film at all, but
it's nice to get materialsout earlier than we did. Although the trailer was
playing here in, the film openedin May, so the trailer's probably playing
in March in that the original plan was to have the trailer playing for the
Christmasbefore, a teasertrailer, but we could never, we never had
anything that we could agreeon. And the sameidea for a teaserposter,
I
but we couldn't come up with the concepteveryonewas happy with, so
we waited until we had somethingthat everyonewants. Itwasvery, a

zr

goer,.qýý,

G
Hugh Grant was confinned and Julia Robertswas,

you know, at that stage,you know, still vaDLinterLested.

But very early, I meaniIE2112Lýn,

we met with Richard Curtis and

Duncan Kenworthy, the producer and Efic Felner from Working Title
and we talked about how, you know, how he wanted, you know, to work
on the project and sort of the early questionswere how, you know, about,
the early questionswere the title of the film, I mean it was called the
Notting Hill project but we went, I meanthrough the period of months
from pre-productionthrough until well after the film finished, we were
still discussingthat one. You know, the pros and cons of various
different titles came up but eventually Notting Hill was settledon. And
discussedhow we would2osiLU
we aLsIo

it
clearly
was

was a star driven romantic comedy with, you know, the emphasison

;ýý
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Julia Robertsand with the emphasisprobably a bit more, a bit on comedy
as well, especially in the UK. We drew up a number of teasertrailer
scripts as well, we thought it would be nice to do somethingthat really
for,
know,
directly
but
teaser
trailers,
you
shot
perhaps
were
very early,
loads
Although
teaser
of them,
trailers.
with
came
up
specially as
we
some of them were really fitnny and really good, we could never really
didn't
So
forward
that
them.
any
of
get a consensuson going
with
hauen.

OK
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We alsotalk.p,

with thetalent,whichwas

difficult given the schedule,so we did set one up on like the first day, die
day beforethey startedshootingwith Julia and Hugh, so they didn't

Interview with Kieran Breen

It's busy all of a suddenwhich I didn't expect.

Yes, if you've got your litde questionnairething, I'll give it a bit of a
start. Tell me

How was the ideafor this project arrived at?

It was an ideaRichard Curtis had a number of years ago, I think he even
had this idea in his headwhen he was making 4 Weddings &A Funeral
and I think very shortly after that he startedwork on it and it was a
project that, you know, he was writing for a long time before he was
it
And
it
know,
Working
Title.
to
to
course
was
of
pass
confident, you
fantastic.

At what stagedid the marketing department get involved?

Well as soonasthe script arrived at Working Title, I meanwe all saw it
Alp

and obviously the salesguys read it to do the numbersfor the, you know,
for the salesactivities and you know the film was taken to the first
marketwhich was, I don't know, about 2 years ago now I suppose. We
didn't actually createany material, salesmaterials for this film becauseit
was sucha

ng

to Convinceany one of it's, you know, viabifity. It was an immediate
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Appendix G: Chronology of European Quota
Regulations, 1921-1934

Taken from Thompson (1985) Sourcesquoted: Trade Information Bulletin series,
Film Daily Year Book CommerceReports,Jahrbuch der Filmindustrie, Moving
Picture World)

1921: 1 Jan.-Germany institutes quota: 15% of negative footageproduced in
Germany in 1919allowed in, 1921-4.

1925: 1 Jan.-Germany switches to 1:1 quota for featuresimported.
Italy-exhibition quota: one week in every two months, theatresmust show an
all-Italian programme.
Hungary-every film exchangehandling twenty or more films per year must
produce one Hungarian film.

1926: Hungary-importers must sponsorone Hungarian film for every thirty
imported.
Sept.-Austria institutes a two-year quota of 20: 1. Twenty import licences
granteda producer for every domesticfilm made(licences can be sold).

1927: 1 Jan:-Austria lowers 20-1 quota to 10-1.
1 Apr. -Britain's Quota Act: rentersmust handle 7.5% British films, graduating
to 20% by 1935-6 season. (Begins at 5% for exhibitors).
6 May-Portugal: Each programmemust include at least one 300-metre(one
reel) film made domestically.
I Oct.-Italy: Exhibition quota decrees10% of screentime must be Italian
films. (Not enforced due to lack of domesticfilms).

Oct.-Austrian quota adjustedto 18-1, retroactive to I Jan.
Nov.-New German Kontingent systemfor I Apr. 1928 to 30 June 1929
specifiesnumber of imports basedon estimatedneedsof market; of 260
features,ninety held in reserveand 170 given to Germancompanieson basis
of 1926and 1927 distribution. (Approximately a 1:2 system).

1928: 1 Jan. -Austrian quota put back to 20-1.
I Jan. - Hungary gives option: either one Hungarian film must be producedfor
every twenty imported or a heavy surchargemust be paid on imports.
12 Mar.-France institutes 7: 1 quota with licences grantedonly on basis of
French film exports. (Negotiations with American industry result).
II

May-French export rule abolished,replacewith straight 7: 1 quota.
24 Aug-Italy agreesto classas Italian films those of foreign countries which
import Italian films.
5 Dec.-Austrian quota becomes23: 1, retroactive to I Jan.
13 Dec.-German quota allotment for I July 1929to 30 June 1930 set up:210
import licencesto be issued.

1929: 1 Jan.-Austrian quota returns to 20; 1.
I Feb.-German Kontingent systemextendedtill June 1931. Of 210 import
licences, 160 German films they handledin 1928-9;other 50 to companies
exporting German films. (Works out to a 1:2.5 quota).
I Apr. to 24 Sept.-American offices in Franceclose in responseto proposed
3: 1 quota.

27 May-no agreementis reached;the French quota of 7: 1 extendedto 30 Sept/
1931.
July-Germanquota reservestwo-thirds of permits for silent films (90 sound
issued).
129
actually
silent
permits,
I Oct.-Hungarian 20: 1 quota dropped,substitutesunlimited import licencesat
fixed fees.

1931: 1 July-Franceabolishesquota for countrieswith no restrictions on French
imports for one-yearperiod. Negotiations begin with Germany,only country
with a quota affecting France.
July-Austria lowers number of import certificates neededper film from three
to one and a half, fixes price of certificates.
I July-Germanquota renewedon samebasis for a year. For 1931-2season,
105 sound, 70 silent licences. (Basedon number of German films distributed
in previous,eighteenmonths.)

1932: 23 Apr. -Czechoslovakiainstitutes quota of 240 featuresper year (later reduced
in
finally
Certificates
120).
steadily
to
are required, which rise
repeatedly,
boycott.
films
American
respondwith
price.
in
done
be
dubbing
imports
50%
dubbed
July-Germany
to
I
must
and
restricts
Germany.
29 July-Francedubbed films can be releasedin Francein the year ending 30
June 1934; dubbing must still be done in France.Theatre restrictions continue.

1934: 26 June-94dubbedfilms allowed into Francefor upcoming six months.
Theatrerestrictions continue.

Appendix H: Examples of relevant publications
Kerrigan, F. (2004), Marketing in the Film Industry in Kerrigan, F, Fraser,P. and
Ozbilgin, M. F. (eds.) Arts Marketing, Oxford:Elsevier.
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Chapter3

Marketing
in the
film industry
FinolaKerrigan

Introduction
It is only possible to engagewith marketing issuesby understanding the
wider environmental context in which marketing takesplace. Ibis chapter
aims at setting film marketing within the wider context of the film industry.
Although the importancethat marketing plays in ensuringa film's box office
successis recognised,understandingof the processis not and very little academic attention has been given to studying the marketing of films. Most
films
for
has
focused
accordattention
predicting
success
recentacademic
on
ing to various characteristicsthey possess.Other researchhas focusedupon
the role of critics in developing positive or negativeword of mouth for a film.
Another focushasbeenupon the industrial structureand its role in film marketing.The marketing of film differs from the marketing of the majority of art
forms included in this book in that the majority of film doesnot receivepublic funding. Like rock music,thosein the film ,industry canonly afford to nurture new talent and take risks by achieving a level of commercial success
with others.In saying this, there are somepublic funds available to support
film making and distribution of films both at national and Europeanlevels.
The chapter starts by discussing the difference between the artistic and
commercial views of the film industry. It examines the source of the
Americandomination of the global film industry. The chapterthen proceeds
to discussthe nature of marketing within the film industry and the development of marketing research.Finally, the marketing tools used in the marketing of films are identified and unpacked.
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Theusualstartingpoint for academicsdiscussingany areaof arts marketing
is the debateregardingthe commercialversusthe artistic natureof the arts,in
this case,film. Is the commercialonly achievableby the sacrificeof the artistic?One of the foremostdebatesthat prevail in the study of the film industry
is concernedwith whether it canin factbe viewed asan industry at all. There
is a separationof the notions of industry and art form in a simplistic manner,
differentiatingbetween'thefilm industry'and'cinema'. The former,by virtue
of its phrasing,implies that the film industry canbe seenin purely industrial
termswhile the latter intimatesthat film is, in essence,an art form and therefore the rules of industry cannotbe strictly applied to it. Common historical
discourseon the matter divides film-makersinto two camps.Americans,that
is Hollywood, are seenas approachingfilm making from an industrial angle
while Europeansbelievedfilm to be the preserveof artists where industrial
modelscould not be applied without sacrificing the necessaryartistic values
of true film making. Puttnarn (1997:114)sums up this difference using the
words of a cinemacritic in 1926,'Filtn is not merchandise... Indeed,precisely
becausefilm is not merchandisewe can competewith America In the cin...
ema,Geist(spirit)canbalancethe monetarysupremacyof the competition.'
Such a separationbetween art and industry is neither accuratenor productive in relation to film asboth elementsare evident, to greaterand lesser
degreesin each and every film that is produced. In order for a film to be
realised,it is necessaryto securea budget, irrespectiveof size. This debases
the proclamations of those who support the theory that film making is
merely an art form, as commercedoes enter the equation to some extent
despite the regard or lack of regard which the film-maker attributes to it.
The reverseis also true. In following the proceduresnecessitatedby film
production - creationof a storyline and script, shooting the scenes,the verbal and visual processesinherent in a films' genesis- there is an intrinsic
artistic quality in all film making.
The failure to recognisethis duality has resulted in the concentration of
studies upon the artistic aspectsof film to the detriment of an examination
of the underlying industrial mechanisms,which produce such art.
Thesetwo - generally diametrically opposed- elementswhich constitute
the film industry, culture and economicsmust be awarded equal importancein the drive to sustainthe film industry into the future. The fact that the
Europeanfilm industry is not as commercially successfulas its American
counterpart is not surprising if one examines the structures which are in
place in America in terms of production and distribution and the historical
contextin which this is founded. This is reinforced by an examination of the
forfilm
Europe.
The
behind
in
America
to
as
making
opposed
motivation
latter
has
film
industry,
industry
just
trathe
that,
the
an
while
mer views
as
ditionally placedcultural considerationover commercialgain. This spirit of
cultural protection is evidencedby the words of jean-Luc Godard: 'Films are
made for one or maybe two people' (Puttnam, 1997:291).
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American box office domination
Despite sporadic successof Europeanfilms both within their home countries as well as overseas,the US still dominates the European box office.
According to the EuropeanAudiovisual Observatory(EAO),cinemaattendanceremained stagnantin Europe while in America it continued to grow,
surpassing all attendancefigures since 1957(EAO, 2003:5). In addition,
'... a number of Europeanmarketsclearly lacked successfullocal films. The
Europeanmarket was, however, above all lacking in European films that
were successfulcontinent-wide'(EAO, 2003:5). Although the averagenumber of films produced in Europeexceedsthat produced annually in the US,
American films continue to have substantially higher average production
budgets and also still dominate in terms of box office revenueearned.
The top 20 films in terms of box office revenuewere all US productions or
co-productions between the US and one other country (New Zealand,
Australia and the UK). It is indicative of the poor performance of nonEnglish languagefilms that the co-productionswhich achievedtop 20 status
were all with English speaking countries (EAO, 2003:9). European filmmakers are still producing more films than their American counterparts,
with 625films produced acrossthe EuropeanUnion in 2002and 628in 2001,
while in the US,449films were produced in 2002with 462produced in 2001
(EAO, 2003:11-20).
These figures show the prevailing dominanceof American films in the
Europeanmarket as well as the failure of Europeanfilms to travel beyond
their own market. Despitethe number of films produced annually in Europe
and the popularity (althoughstagnant)of going to the cinema,Europeanfilms
arenot gaining the samesuccessasAmericanfilms outside their nationalborders.In order to understandthe currentsituation,it is necessaryto look at the
structureof the Europeanfilm industry and to explorethe power relationships
that exist betweenthe different stagesin the product life cycle of a film and
betweenthe various actorsoperatingat eachof thesestages.
Why does America dominate?
The reasonsbehind the Hollywood domination of the global box office have
long been a sourceof investigation and many explanationshave been proposed.This is the samefor other film making regions.Although recentyears
have seensuccessfor South American and Indian films outside their own
territories, such successis still not comparableto the financial successand
notoriety achievedby Hollywood films. The problem faced by many fihn
industries is a combinationof a lack of businessacumen,reluctanceof many
to watch non-Hollywood, non-national films and structural shortcomings
(Kerrigan and Ozbilgin, 2003).
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Structural problems
Thebasicstructuresin placein the Europeanindustry aredisjointedand fail to
provide the level of support offered by the much more cohesiveAmerican
structures.It is interestingto note that the verticalintegration,which is now an
integralpart of theAmericanfilm industry,was a Europeaninvention.Charles
Pathdsawthe immensepotentialof theAmericanmarket and soughtto exploit
it. His visionary tacticsform the basisof the film industry in America today
Path6introduced vertical integration seeingthat the real money to be made
emanatedfrom the distribution of films ratherthan from their manufacture.
It may be disputed whether film production was ever viewed asan industry in Europe.In the US the Movie Businesswas always viewed asjust that,
a business that had to make a profit in order to survive. After Edison's
developmentof the Kinetoscope,thosewho took advantageof his advancements were able to conduct thriving businesses,initially in the 'nickelodeons'and subsequentlyin the movie theatres.In fact, Edison'sinfluence
in creating the structured industry that exists today cannot be underestimated. The early years of the film industry in the US were dominated by
law suits between Edison and his fellow Trust members (an industry formation of the early innovators in the film industry) and those film entrepreneurs who were not Trust members(Balio, 1976).However, while Edison
dominated the market for equipment and films in the US, his lack of international foresight resulted in his inventions being used in England and
Francefree from the threat of litigation (Huettig, 1944).
Oneof themain aimsof the Trustwas to harmonisethe activitieswithin the
industry.They wished to gain exclusivecontrolover production and distribution channelsto the industry. They did so by renting prints to the exchanges
for a fixed fee each week and had taken control of the vast majority of
exchangesby this time, forbidding themfrom sourcingproduct from the independents.The exchangesin turn rentedtheseprints out to the nickelodeons.
Suchlevelsof standardisationwere not adoptedby the last link in the distribution channel,with the exchangeschargingthe nickelodeonsvaried feesin
accordancewith the quality of, or demandfor the prints being hired.
This grouping can be identified as the first monopoly to exist in the film
industry. During that period, such co-operationto protect patent rights and
in effect, the creation of a monopoly was commonplacein all of the main
utilities and in manufacturing. In parallel with many fledgling industries,
therewas a developedspy systemin placeby this stage(Dyer McCann,1987).
Robinson (1996)highlights the aggressivenature of the Trust members in
enforcing its provisos and the penalisingmeasuresof licensecancellationas
a responseto non-compliancewith the dictatesof the Trust.
The prohibition on new membersled to the opposition forming a coalition
of its own (Robinson,1996).Dyer McCann (1987)credits John J. Murdock
with the creation and strengthening of the independent sector during the
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Trust. He saw the opportunity of sourcing films in Europe and exploited
this.Whenit wasobviousthat theseEuropeanfilms werenot enoughto satisfy
the American audienceshe encouragedAmericansto commencethe manufacture of films under his protection. The independent sector soon became
organisedand market leadersemerged.The General Film Company (GFC)
was formed as an independentgrouping to the Motion Picture Association
of America (MPAA) but was restrictedto MPAA membersand proceededto
take over all of the licensed film exchangeswith the exception of Fox's
GreaterNew York Film Company.Fox had refused to agreewith the GFC
over pricing details, so the GFC retaliated by cancelling his license and
refusing to deliver on contractedshipments. William Fox issued a lawsuit
againstthis action, which was instrumental in the demiseof the Trust.
In opposition to the Trust, the independentsestablished the sales company,which centralisedcontrol over the independentfilm exchanges.When
they were investigatedfor violation of the ShermanAntitrust Act, this caused
internal difficulties, which resultedin the division of the membersinto three
distinct groups. These groups released their films through Universal,
Mutual and other disparatecompanies.

The developmentof the featurefilm
In recognisingthat the public wanted more sophisticatedfilms than previously on offer, the independentscreatedfeaturesof higher quality than had
previously been in existence(Balio, 1976).Adolph Zukor (1954)was one of
the first to believe in the American audiences'capacity for longer features.
Zukor bought the distribution rights for the French production Elizabeth,
but felt that in order to achievesuccesswith features,it was necessaryto
produce them in the US. In order to do so he neededthe permission of the
Trust. He approachedJeremiahJ. Kennedy,the head of the Trust, who dismissedhis idea of featureproduction saying:'Me time is not ripe for feature
pictures, if it ever will be' (quoted in Zukor, 1954:49).
In January of 1916,the Motion Picture PatentsCompany was prohibited
from retaining their presentorganisationby decree.Their subsequentappeal
was disn-dssedin 1918and this ended the matter.Nevertheless,as Robinson
(1996)points out, this lawsuit was not the single influencing factor in the
fate of the Trust. Robinsoncites five factorsthat contributed to the den-dseof
the Trust, the strengthof the independents'in their organisedopposition; the
financialdrain ensuedby constantlitigation; the failure of the Trust to look to
Wall Streetfor finance;the inflexiblenatureof the organisationand finally, the
lossof the Europeanmarketswhich resultedfrom WWI. Despitethe relatively
be
long
it
Trust
US
industry,
in
impact
the
the
the
can
run,
of
on
short-term
arguedthat theywereinstrumentalin the creationof a cohesive,structuredand
competitiveinternationalindustry which remainstoday (Anderson,quoted in
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Robinson,1996:110).This is in part due to their successin implementing
Hamiltonian strategiescoupledwith the creationof a united opposition who
would go on to form the studio system,which dominatesthe worldwide film
industry today.The abovesectionshave shown how the Hollywood studio
systembeganand the reasonsfor thesubsequentdomination of the globalfilm
industry by the majors.The following sectionwill examinethe current situationswith regard to marketing practicein the film industry and outline the
key marketing tools that areusedin the marketingof film.

Marketing of films

trailers?
you
mean
posters
and
...

Many, even thosewithin the film industry, understand marketing activities
asthe creationof postersand trailers, advertising and promotional activities
in advance of a film's release.This chapter will show how marketing is
much more than this, and must be consideredright from the point of conception of a film, in other words the beginning of the product development
stage.The main stagesof activity in the film industry are development,production, postproduction, distribution and exhibition and there is a need to
focuson marketing in all of thesestages.
Many film industry professionalsdo not regardwhat they do asmarketing,
although on a daily basisthey are packagingeachfilm and marketing it to a
numberof peoplefrom technicalcrewto financiersto thecast.Only oncethese
stageshave beencompleteddoesattention turn to marketing the film to the
generalpublic. Although the marketing stagesinvolved in bringing a film
from conceptionto the market can be laid out in a linear fashion, many of
thesestagesoccur simultaneously.Durie et al. (2000:5) define film marketing
as'... any activity that assistsa film in reachingits targetaudienceat any time
throughoutits life'. This is developedto identify the goalof marketingas'... to
maximise a film's audienceand, by extension,its earning potential' (Durie
000:4).This view of the role of marketingin the film industry is shared
et al. 21
by Weise(1989:13).The identificationof the targetaudienceis key to the successof the film, accordingto Lukk (1997:xxi), 'most marketing executiveswill
concedethat the most that they can accomplishis to get moviegoersto taste
the movie in the first weekof its release.After that, word of mouth takesover.'
This is becausemarketing- as definedby Durie et al. (2000)above- doesnot
takeplacein the marketingdepartmentalone.Weise(1989)urgesfilm-makers
to think about what they are trying to achieveand what their capabilitiesare
in meetingthe needsof a projectright from the developmentstage.

Earlymarket research
Although marketing in the film industry is now presentedas a finely honed
activity,with the major Hollywood companiesinvestingheavily in marketing

+
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intelligence and advancedmarket researchtechniques,this view is overly
simplistic and was certainly not always the case.It is important to examine
the development of the use of market researchwithin the film industry as
this identified many of the key marketing characteristicsof the industry from
quite early on. Although the methods used were crude, they did aid early
film-makers in gaining a fuller understandingof their audience.
Certain European film-makers are scathing of the practice of audience
researchas carried out by the majors in the US, but lack of direction or
knowledge of the appealof a projectfrom the early stagesis likely to restrict
the effectivenessof the marketing campaign.All too often, such researchis
left until the latter stagesof production when it is ineffectual. Puttnam
articulates the European situation by stating that: 'Many film-makers in
Europestill regard researchwith distaste' (Puttnam,in Ilott, 1996).
An essential aspect of Kotler's (2002) Marketing Concept is market
research.While market researchis widely used in the US film industry, its
introduction into the European industries has met with some resistance,
particularly on the Continent. Recruited Audience Screenings(RAS) are
eventswhere a fihn is shown to an audienceconsistingof members of the
targetaudiencewith the purposeof testing various aspectsof the film to see
if it doesin fact appealto the target audience.The Danish Film Institute has
introduced a systemof RASto the industry but is hamperedby the fact that
there are no specialistfilm. researchcompaniesin the country. The situation
is different in the UK, where a number of companiesspecialise in RAS.
Unsurprisingly, with US films accountingfor 86 per cent of box office revenue in the UK (EAO, 1999),their client lists are mainly composed of US
companiesoperating within the UK.

The origins of market research in the film industry
Initial audience researchwas socially motivated with psychologists and
sociologistsrecognisingthat film could be usedas an effectiveresearchtool.
The films themselveswere not being investigated;they were merely used to
draw in membersof the public in order to collectdata.Early forms of market
researchwere evident in the American film industry by the 1920swhen
Albert Sindlingerbeganto plant ushersin the cinematoiletswhere they would
discussa film with audiencememberswho had just exited a performance
(Jowett, 1985).Attempts to ascertainconsumer demand only really came
about with the recognition that using film as an efficient method of social
researchnecessitatedthe identification of the interestsand preferencesof
the audience.Small-scalestudiesof audiencepreferencesbeganwith simple
observationsof content in the early cinema forms. This proved sufficiently
popular to support the foundation of the industry that flourishes today
(Jowett,1985).
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In the 1930s,industry professionalsbeganto be more scientific in the collection and analysis of the customer base. This was in response to the
depressioncombinedwith the restrictionsof the self-censorship,known as
'the Code' instigated by the industry in the faceof criticism on the grounds
of the negative moral impact of films on the population. Immediately after
World War II, Chambers(1947)identified the need for Hollywood to introduce sustainedresearchinto film production and audiencecomposition in
order to retain its lead in the world markets.He stressedthe adoption of a
global strategy to establisha sufficient understandingof the overseasmarkets in order to competesuccessfully(Chambers,1947).
The 1930salso heralded the introduction of the 'sneak preview' as a
meansof determining successand failure factorsof a newly produced film.
Theseearly RAS did not have the advantageof todays more sophisticated
testing systems.Their biggest impediment to accuracywas the lack of discrimination employed in audienceselection.Thoserunning RAS'sare careful to attract clearly defined audience segmentsin order to determine
accuratelythe film's potential impact on the target group. They also endeavour to ensurethat eachparticipant returns a fully completedquestionnaire;
therewas a tendencytowards self-selectionin the early years,whereby only
thosewho enjoyed the film completedthe questionnaire.

Frameworks to identify the marketing tools
involved in the film industry
Litman (1983)identifies three decision-makingareas that he believes are
important in ensuring a film is successfulin the marketplace;the creative
sphere,schedulingand releasepattern and finally the marketing endeavour.
The problem with such a framework, is the separation of 'the marketing
endeavour' as a final and separateconsideration.This chapter proposesa
more holistic approach to marketing activities. As marketing is concerned
with developing,packagingand communicating,marketing activities range
from the very early developmentprocessesthrough the budgeting processes
to the exhibition and distribution strategy.

The role of the star - actor, director, producer
To date there has been a lot of attention paid to the role played by the lead
below
does
discussed
films.
literature
(stars)
in
The
not provide a
cast
actors
definite answeras to the marketability of films in relation to 'the star, but it
is recognisedthat the star can often be a point of referencein consumers
choosingparticular films. In addition to this, many of the other creativeroles
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decision
to selectparticular films from the available offerings;
a
can prompt
this will be discussedlater in this section.Jacobs(1968)divided the factors
influencing film choice into five loosely defined areas,with the principle
starsseenasthe most important factor in attractingan audience.The importanceof a star's earning capacity is recognisedby the Hollywood Reporter
with their 'Star Power' service. It has a databaseof over 500 actors and
actressesaround the world, with an indication of their box office potential.
The importanceof genre,script development,target audienceand budget
will be discussedbelow, but thesefactors must be consideredin choosing
appropriate creativepersonnel.The impact that theseindividuals may have
on the ability of the film to crossoverfrom one audiencesegmentto a wider
audience should be evaluated. The aim of the marketing campaign for
many small films is to precipitate a film in crossingover from a niche market to a mainstreamaudience.
The appeal of 'star quality' has not diminished. On occasion,this appeal
is over estimated,assomefilms do not support big names.This canbe problematic for film-makers when trying to secureproduction finance from the
majors.Certain starshave beenassociatedwith playing particular character
types and appearing in certain types of film. If such stars switch genre,
this can be confusing for the potential audience. Latterly, research has
shown conflicting results regarding the role of the star in the ultimate
successof individual films. De Silva (1998),Sochay(1994),Neelamegham
and Chintagunta (1999) and Sawhney and Eliashberg (1996) found that
star involvement in a film had a positive result on the box office performance.Ravid (1999),Austin (1989),and Litman and Ahn (1998)concludedthat
the inclusion of a well-known star in the castof a film played no significant
role in increasingearnings. Litman and Kohl (1989)identified that the star
had a small role in increasingrevenuebut was not the most significant factor.
De Vanyand Walls(1999)found that thosefilms that featureda starwere more
likely to have a longer run on more screensthan thosewithout. However, as
they point out, this may be linked to the fact that such films are likely to
have a greaterbudget than films without stars,which may accountfor this.
Evaluating the impact of starson the box officeperformanceof films is problematic as often it is dependenton the star in question, the image that this
star has and how they are receivedby the intended audiencefor the film.
The star is not always the main attraction. For many cinemagoers,the
director or cinematographerof the film may be a major draw. For example,
the films of Quentin Tarrantino have a certain style and following. This is
true for many directors,PedroAlmodovar, StephenSpielberg,Gus VanSant,
Lars VonTriersand so on. In eachcase,the attachmentof sucha director indicatesa certainstyle, genreor quality which appealsto the intended audience.
A problem ariseswhen this style is deviated from, as the previous audience
can be alienatedwithout the new audiencefully acceptingthe work of such
a director. For example, A Life LessOrdinary, starring Ewan McGregor
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and Cameron Diaz was not as commercially successful as anticipated.
Many believe this was due to the mixed messagescommunicateddue to the
distinctive track record of the film-makers in previous partnerships with
Ewan McGregor.This was the third film written by JohnHodge and directed
by Danny Boyle. The earlier films, ShallowGraveand Trainspottinghad
achievedcult successand this, their third collaboration,again starring Ewan
McGregor, was eagerly anticipated by their fans. Despite the attempts of
the marketing team from their distribution company, Universal Pictures
International, to communicatethat this was a very different film stylistically
to the earlier films, there were still expectationsthat the film would be
anothercult classic.Boyleand Hodge'searliersuccesshad awarded them the
opportunity to work on a bigger budget, more mainstream film, but this
early successalsodoggedthem with a 'cult' label.

The creative sphere
As the end product of the fihn industry is in itself a creativeproduct, within
this it is difficult to distinguish the 'creative sphere' from that which is not
creative,but this thesisis not concernedwith debatingand defining the role
of creativity in organisations.Litman (1983:159)defines the creativesphere
as'the total creativeeffort expendedin making the film', and within this he
stressesthe importance of the story.This elevation of the story is echoedby
experiencedfilm-makers suchasNeil Jordan(1997)who stressedrepeatedly
that the quality of the story was one of the most difficult, yet important,
tasksto achieve.Jacobsalso includes the story as a key feature in his (1968)
framework. Linked to the appealof the story is the genre.It is impossibleto
consider the role of the story without discussingthe genreof the film.

Genre
The identification of a film's genre is essentialas the tastesof cinemaaudiences move with fashion, with one hit in a particular genre inspiring a
revival, as was the casewith Les Craven's Screamfilms, which heralded a
revival of the teenagehorror film. Thereis an elementof chanceinvolved in
identifying what will attract audienceswhen the film is completed. Ellis
(1995:102)and Bowser (1990)examinedthe trademark genresthat existed
in American Film in the 1920sand remain today. The Western typified
America and the American film of the time.The Comedybecamevery popular in the 1920swhen the first comedy featureswere made.This was the era
of Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, Harry Langdon,BusterKeatonand the infamous
duo of Laurel and Hardy. 'Though the introduction of sound required
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extrememodifications of style and introduced a new group of comics,the
comedy,along with the western,the gangsterfilm, and the musical,remains
among the most distinctive, indigenous,and important American contributions to film forms' (Ellis, 1995:104-5).
Another popular genre of the time was the love story. Thesewere originally referred to as 'women's pictures'. Although the love story had been
around sincethe beginning of the film industry, it reachedits popular plinth
in the 1920sas by this time, women constituted the largest cinema going
socialgroup. This is in contrastwith the situation today where the main target audiencefor films are young males as they are now the most frequent
cinemagoers.This type of light entertainmentappealedto the populaceas it
enabled them to escape from the humdrum of everyday life. This has
remainedpart of the quintessentialappealof the Hollywood blockbusterto
date.Genrecontinuesto be a key determinantfor financial success(DeSilva,
1998;Litman, 1983;Litman and Kohl, 1989).However, it can be difficult to
predict the genreswhich will appeal at the time of a film's release,as the
lead-timebetween developmentand theatricalreleaseis nearly 2 years,the
result can be producing in a genre that has run its courseor suffered from
overkill (Litman, 1983:160).
Ellis (1995)highlights the popularity of adaptationsof successfulnovels
and plays of the time. This enthusiasmfor adaptationshas not faded, the
recent successof films such as BridgetJonesDiary, CharlotteGray, High
Fidelityand TheEndof theAffair are testamentthat the trend towards popular adaptationshas not ceased.However, the successof the original novel
alonedoesnot ensuresuccessaswas seenby the relative commercialfailure
of CaptainCorelli'sMandolin.
Target audience
Durie et al. (2000)stressthe needto identify the targetaudiencefor a particular film in order to focus the marketing campaign.The target audienceand
any potential crossoveraudiencemay be determinedby studying thesuccess
or failure of similar films at the box office. This can highlight the successful
and unsuccessfulstrategiesemployed in the production and marketing of
such films in order to determine potential audiencesize.
Durie et al. (2000),sharethe belief held by Tim Bevanfrom Working Title
Films that it is essentialto know a films' target audiencefrom an early stage
in its development.Bevanadmits that it hastaken him a long time to recognise this necessitybut urges the writers whom he produces to imagine the
trailers and the target audiencebeforewriting at all. The identification of the
target audienceis closely related to the genreof a film as discussedabove.
The necessityfor film-makers to identify potential audiencesfor their chosen
genreswas recognisedby the EuropeanCommissionwho commissioneda
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study on the successrates of particular film genresin an attempt to focus
Europeanfilm-makers (Routh, 1996:8-11).
Word of mouth

Many commentatorsbelievethat it is impossibleto control'word of mouth'.
However, identifying the most likely audience for a film and focusing
on bringing it to their attention can go some way to ensuring that word
of mouth is positive. Durie et al. (2000)also look at the impact of 'word of
mouth' and reviews on a film's successor failure. He differentiatesbetween
'want-to-see'andaudienceenjoyment.Film marketerscancreate'want-to-see'
through the marketing campaign. However, the ultimate aim is to achieve
audienceenjoymentand therefore'good word of mouth' in order to sustain
the film in the market. Accurate targeting of the film can assist in positive
word of mouth.
The experience of Neil Jordan in relation to his film The Companyof
Wolves,provides an example of where a film was failed by its marketing
campaign due to incorrect targeting (Jordan,1997).This adult allegorical
fairy tale was distributed in the US by Miramax, who marketed the film as a
horror movie and targetedthis audience.Audienceexpectationsof a horror
movie were unfulfilled resulting in the film being slated by audiences,
which ultimately creatednegative word of mouth and commercial failure;
the film was failed by its marketing campaign. Negative word of mouth
can undermine the most sophisticated marketing campaign (Katz and
Lazarsfeld,1955).

Critics and avids
An essentialrole in creating and sustaining good 'want-to-see'and word of
mouth is played by the critics and what the film industry calls 'avids'- the
mavensor opinion leadersfrom among the consumers.Much researchhas
been carried out regarding the role of critics and awards in predicting box
office success(Austin, 1983,1989;Cameron, 1995;D'Astous and Colbert,
2002;DAstous and Touil, 1999;Eliashbergand Shugart,1997,Holbrook,
1999).Findings here are inconclusivebut therewould seemto be an overall
acknowledgementthat good critical reviews can help a film to achievebox
office success.The question of the role of awards ceremoniesseemsmore
complicated,films with Oscar (AcademyAward) nominations, more likely
of achievingbox office successthan nomineesand winners of festival prizes
suchasCannes,Veniceand Sundance.Therehasbeenevidencefrom Austin
(1981)to show how the influence of critics and reviewersonly impacted on
the more 'esotericfilms' and thereforedid not heavily impact on box office
receiptsin the main.
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Production values
In the early film industry, production values, such as impressive sets and
crowd scenesinvolving large numbers of extras were identified by Jacobs
(1968)as influencing the level of audience appeal. In today's terms, this
would translate into the appeal of elaboratespecial effects and the use of
digital mastering in order to impress the audience.However, De Vany and
Walls (1999:308)stressthat, heavy spending on specialeffectsor "production value" is the most risky strategy for making a movie a hit'.

Development
The above factors are all important considerationswhen packaging a film,
but often considerationspertaining to the marketing of a film occur too late.
In the development stageof a films life cycle,it is important to identify the
genre,target audienceand so on in order to selectthe correctcreative talent
and to make appropriate budgeting decisions.The approachto film making
in the US is still basedon the principle of market success,despite the rise of
the independent production sector.In Hollywood, films which are not easily classifiedby target audienceand genre,have little chanceof surviving
the development process.In Europe, the percentageof projectsproceeding
from development into production is extremely high in comparison to
the US. 'Hollywood spendsaround 7 per cent of eachfilm's overall budget
on development compared to Europe's more characteristic1-2,' (Finney,
1996:17).
This disparity is mainly attributed to the pay structuresexisting in Europe
with production companies reluctant to invest money in projects that
need further development.In a panel discussionas part of the 1998London
Film Festival, Andrea Calderwood, Head of Production at Path6 Entertainment, confirmed that production companiesare unwilling to become
involved in the script developmentstagepreferring to wait and seethe fully
developed project before committing to it. Therefore, the scriptwriter is
likely to hurry along the processof developmentof a script due to financial
necessity.Due to the budgetary constraintswhich this imposes,independent film-makers in Europe rarely carry out cohesiveaudience researchat
this stage.This failure in the Europeanfilm industry has been recognised
and programmes like the EuropeanCommission's MEDIA Programmeas
well as national level programmes have been establishedto address this
problem.
Distribution - scheduling and release
A wealth of debate surrounds the issue of whether the majors or the independents can secure the most successful distribution deal. While it cannot
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be denied that the majors are ideally suited to distributing big budget, high
profile films, independentsand specialistdistributors are often more suited
to the distribution of smaller films. As they invariably have lower prints and
advertising (P&A) budgets, they are required to executea more exact and
focuseddistribution campaign than the majors and this is often more successfulfor thesefilms. Goldberg (1991)summed this questionup aswhether
to aim with a rifle or a shotgun.PACT(1994:55)found that, in relation to UK
productions, those which were independently distributed, recoupeda significantly higher proportion of their budgets than those distributed by the
majors. The average proportion of budgets recouped, from all media, by
independent distributors in the UK and US were 17.75and 35 per cent,
respectively.In contrast, the figures for studio-distributed British films in
the UK and US were 6.75and 20.6per cent, respectively.
In fact,August 1989heralded a new era in film marketing in the US when
Miramax releasedsex, lies and videotape. According to Perren (2001:30),
'sex, lies and videotape helped to set the standard for low-budget, nichebaseddistribution in the 1990sand to lay the groundwork for a bifurcation
within the entertainmentindustry'. This led to eachof the major Hollywood
studios purchasinga specialistdistribution companyto handle quirky small
films.
The power of the majors to securepreferred playdates,length of run and
maximum levels of prints emergedin the PACT submissionto the Mergers
and MonopoliesCommissionin 1994.This was especiallytrue for films that
were distributed by the majors in the US, a phenomenon can easily be
explained.The majors control the distribution of the overwhelming majority of films in the international market and for this reasonit is imperative
that the exhibition sectorco-operateswith them in order to securea constant
flow of product.
Latterly academicattention has shifted to look at the releasestrategy as
well as the characteristicsof the film itself. Jonesand Ritz (1991),De Vany
and Walls (1996,1997,1999), Neelamegharn and Chintagunta (1999),
Zufryden (1996),Jedidi, Krider and Weinberg(1998),and Litman and Ahn
(1998)all look at the impact which the number of screenson which a film
opens,runs and closeshas upon success.In general,the greaterthe number
of screensa film is releasedon, the more likely the film is to achievefinancial
success.But, this explanationis overly simplistic. The number of screensthat
length
fihn
the
of the run which films achieveis dependent
on
as
well
a
opens
on the budget which the distributors have for P&A. The cost of eachprint is
in excessof MOOO
and one print is neededfor eachscreenshowing the film,
in this way, smaller films with lower P&A budgetswill be restrictedin terms
film
be
the
the
can
of
screens
shown on at any one time. In addinumber
of
tion the major film studios, due to the integrated supply chain at their disposal, can negotiate longer guaranteedruns in cinemasthan independent
distributors.
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Ratings
Litman also emphasisedthe impact that a film's rating can have upon the
successof a film. Austin (1981), in agreeing with Litman draws upon
Brehm's concept of psychological reactance'which focuseson the specific
motivational and behavioural responseof individuals for whom a given
freedomhasbeenthreatenedor eliminated' (Austin, 1981:384).When a film
is rated R or X in the US (18 or X in Europe) the film has the aura of something forbidden. The publicity gained by suchfilms as TheLastTemptation
of
Christ, Crashand Natural Born Killers, when the censorswanted to outlaw
them,was invaluable.This controversycreated'mustsee'- the feelingthat one
is missing out on an important cultural referenceby not seeinga particular
film - which is what every film marketer strives for.
Brehm's(1966:9) theory predicts that the individual 'will be motivated to
attempt to regain the lost or threatenedfreedomsby whatever methodsare
available and appropriate', the more a freedom is threatened,the more it is
sought. Therefore,when applied to the ratings systemsof films, the more
forbidden it is to seea film, the greater'want-to-see'- the industry term for
very strong word of mouth, which createsgreat anticipation for a particular
fihn - is created. To support this belief empirically, Austin draws upon
Herman and Leyens (1977)work (Austin, 1981).In a study of films transmitted by Belgian-basedFrenchlanguageTV station, RTB,they concluded
that, 'qualifications make the movies more desirablefor the television viewers ... movies with advisories are watched more than the movies without
them' (quoted in Austin, 1981:390).
It is undisputed that the Americanindustry hasmore star appealwith more
internationally recognisablestars.In addition, asoutlined above,they control
the major worldwide distribution networks and have a major foothold in the
exhibition sector.In this way, they dominatetheworldwide film industry.The
distribution sectoris undoubtedly the most instnunental element in a film
reachingits audience.Irrespectiveof the talent of the writer, director, technical staff and starsinvolved, if a film fails to securea distribution deal with
one of the majorsor a respectedindependentdistributor, it will not be widely
exhibited and will certainly not recoup its production budget. A good marketing campaign,which is coherentlyplannedwith the production teamand
distributor from the earliestpossiblestage,is essentialin order to securegood
box office receipts.Durie et al. (1993:13)stress,'the goal of film marketing is
to maximisethe audiencefor a film and, by extension,its earningpotential!
European film-makers are at last acknowledging that they must make
money to survive in all sectorsand that while there is a placefor artistic and
sensitivefilms which do not achievemajor box office success,thesemust be
subsidisedby blockbusters.The recentsuccessof non-Hollywood films like
Billy Elliot, MonsoonWedding,and City of Godaround the world is testament
to the fact that a film-maker can retain his/her creative integrity while
achieving commercialsuccess,one, therefore,doesnot exclude the other.
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Yetagain,we arewitnessto the fact of the major playersfrom theAmerican
film world dominating - and in so doing, restricting entry by independents
largely European,into the market. Although investigations by the MMC in
the UK, the Antitrust authorities in the US and the EuropeanCommission's
Directorate General for Competition (DG IV), to date there has been no
proof that this domination is taking place unfairly It will be interesting to
note how this develops with the continued growth of the multiplex sector
and their specificarrangementswith their parent companies.It is, however,
unlikely that we will again enter into a situation resembling that which
existedduring the reign of the Motion Picture PatentsCompany It is difficult to know how Europeshould tackle the historical domination which the
US has over its markets,but progresscannot be made until Europeanfilmmakers acknowledge that, in film, there is no natural separation between
commerceand art.

Conclusion
This chapterhas sought to examinethe major drivers behind the dominant
position the American Fihn Industry holds over global box office.
Historically, the structural problems which are seen to dog the European
industry emanatefrom the organisationof the industry itself combinedwith
a reluctanceon the part of the Europeansto adopt industrial and marketing
tacticsreadily embracedby Hollywood. While acceptablegrowth could be
achievedin its domesticmarket, the US majors felt little need to dilute their
effort and develop a foothold in Europe. However, as the home market
becamesaturated and demand for its product in Europe rose, the majors
found it relatively easyto mobilise its marketing machineand take a significant shareof the Europeandistribution and exhibition market.
Europe'spolicy makersarebelatedlyemployingsomeof thesetechniquesin
order to develop the Europeanindustry. The American major's domination
of the distribution sector continues to causeproblems for the Europeanand indeedAmerican- independents.Theadditional problems,which Europe
has in relation to languageand culture, are merely asidesto the question of
industrial organisationand market awareness.It is upon theseareasthat the
national policy makers are concentrating their effort to increasethe commercial successof the global film industry and loosen the stronghold that
America currently has over this market.
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measures

courage
in

the

in

place

m

order

to

en-

Integration
of all of the activitic-N
filin
industry
(-,cc
supply
chain

audictices

as neces,, ary ill
with

a consis-

tent
supply
of' commercially
succe%sful
British
movics"
as in this way, revenue
from each project
in the
caii be itivested
next
more
and losses call be absorbed

profits
revert,vItll any remaining
only after all
ing back to the producer
costs are absorbed. ' 'This nicalls Lhat. indcpendent

was viewed

more
than

dates

of' the changes ill
dUring the 1980s,
the him ill
to deregulatc
sought
like
by icnioving
IIIAlly
odlels,
mec-liatilsins

leaves
of'

provides
port

industry

the aftcrinath
industrial
policy

competitive
2() yeans oil,

ternis

ofthe

the

removal
.
industry,
appealing
Wilile

its

order to make it
in a 't'rec iii. irket'. More
ill

current state of the
to be desired
much
ill
tile

ýs and
compctitivene,
little,
to supit' any. cvi(. icncc
that deregulation
asser(ion
and
liberatcd
the
Of state IýLlpporu;
global

or made it more
to itivc%t(. )r.,,.
the

UK

industry
in

the

CUri-cm trend
industrics
tainment

6011.111 SLIpply chain
filin industry
consists

competitive

or

is fragmented,

the

enterglobal
intcgrais towards
terms, the European
of' many

Operational

p. irtT)Cr%I1lp% rather than ý;tratcgic
that
ships. Mentzer
recognised

pm-tner-

partners-hip,, were entered into ill order to
fultil tile need tor access to products. " Thii
at
llCCd C\i%[S ill tile 3LldiOVh11; d industry
present

with

the

aclvance, ý In distribution

have resulted it) all
technology, wlilch
increased demand for iroducts. It call be
.
demand
is
that
this
reasonably cxpected
set to increase further when services like
(VOD) are introduced
video-on-duniand
oil a Nvide scale.

NATIONAL POLICY MAKING AND
PRACTICE IN THE UK FILM
INDUSTRY

A unitiecland strategik approach to policy
making in the UK film indiistry isa \!cry
recent development. The British Film
MliCS have often been conMarketing
Council -was established in Novcynbcr
Based oil tile saille
1999 in order to develop the filin industry
oxymoron.
sidereki -in
marketing'
tire notion
of 'filin
prenike.
and filin culture in the UK. The
face
formation of the Film Comicil was the
mo-c
merciless
scepcvcn
could
fidin marketing,
because
as inticism.
result of the ainalgaination of' all the
ftinctioned
dustrial pracuce, originally
disparate filin bodies in the LJK into otw
a% a
'
State
in
Unitcd
too]
the
s. and
propaganda
strategic body. This development was a
tocused
on satisfaction
of
sclon became
w0come change as tile previous structure
C-1.1-tOnICTneeds in pursuit of profitability.
of the UK policy- in aki ng system was not
All of these are highl)
contentious
issues
capable of providing a strong enough
bu,; ines-; ethicist,
for in), discerning
parresponse to competition from the USA.
film
in the
tile
The t-\,vo objectives of the Film Council
ticularly
perception
of
as
States and Europe was polansed
United
as
rcflect the council's desire to unify the
form
industry around long-term and plurAist
all
or
as
art
enterprise
a commercial
dichotomy
between
Vic
the
respectively.
objectives: 'Developing a %tistainable UK
became
States and Europe
United
film iticlustry', and 'Developing
more
him
through
tile
Arid probL-niatic
pronounced
culture in the UK by improving access
of
proccss of increased conitnercialisation
to, and education about, the moving
in Europe
fflni
image'. ` The Film Council proinotes a
and
practice
marketing
internationally.
desirable policy discourse. which uses key
foL-11%
'File
profe-sslons
marketing
tenns of social responsibility sukh as
and competitive
sale% 'sustainability' and 'widened access'. Thc
on profitability
deiiounced
later
Council propagates sustainability I'Or local
as a 'sales
ttategjes_\va,;
,;
Despite these criticisms,
the
produccr-, through rcstructuring the inConcept'.
filin
in
is
dustry and offering support in the forin of'
the
prevalent
itill
sales concept
is, however.
financial subsidies based on thematic
industry. There
also at)
of ethical issues as
priorities. They also promote widened
emergent recognition
for
business
pracintegral considerations
access to non-mainstream and nariOrIal
tice: a report by the Institute of BLIsiness
productions and for a diverse audience
Ethics in 1999 slio\vcd that 54 per cent ofparticipation in citienia-going. It 1Nearly
have
UK
in
500
first
tile
the
a
to appraise the effectiveries-, of thc%e
conipanici
'
which is A significant
code of conduct,
policies, bearing In nund that the I-wriod
t1rom production to consumption is on
change from only 18 per cent in 1987.
Similarly' '1111111-les
ethics' is increasingly
average bet-wecii two and eight ycm-s I-or
for
fiýlins. I)espite this critics (if public subsidy,
sub.
)ect
important
recognised as an
bu%iiics-; %chools." Marketing
"
Walker.
academics
such as
tin.justif-Mbly attack
now acknowledge that ethical marketing
these Policy initiatives, claiming that
torill
this
marketing
thcy reinforce the production of' interior
call
of
exist;
eniplia, sises the positivc result that societal
quality filins. rather than support the
development of- sustainable indigeliolis
marketing ýictivitics cmi have upon thc
.1
CollillitillItN. .111dHIC busitics% itself.
lndtlstrý.

The British Film Institute (13H) has also
been realigned to fit in with these view
obJectives of the British Filin COUTICil,
The
BFI
it', pa I-CIIt organisation.
I,.,
fo
r mciea%mg public
responsible
now
of' tilln,
which
catv be
appreciation
achieved through improving public access
to cinema, film heritage and educational
provision. In line with this the BF1 has
launched ;in initiative through multiplex
cincinas in the UK whereby they provide
inceiitiveý to multiplex cinemas in order
for them
to reserve sonie of their
indescreening capacity for low-budget
pendent filim, rather than the blockbuster
filnis that they nornially screen. Tike-up
for this scheme has been quite promising.
To date. both the British cineina chain
Odeon and UCI (aJoint venture between
have agreed to
Universal and PRI"311101.111t)
to include
open tip their programmes
classic films, world cineina and previews
of new Films. Odeon has introduced this
scheme in eight towns in the UK and
UCI's 'BFI(i; ýUCV ,vill see 35 of their UK
becoming
Further
involved.
multiplexes
seasons it-(- Set L(.) include Film Noir and
1900s British classics strands. The need to
to the
possibilities
open tip viewing
been
has
rccogni%ed
audience
multiplex
by UCI's senior vice-president for North'We are
Steve Knibbs,
ern Europe,
for
looking
new ways to
constantly
bring a wider choice of' filnIN to OUT
"
Increasing
access through
atidience'.
however.
dubious,
is
I-,
cinemas
multiplex
they are often located in densely populated cosmopolitan areas and cater only for
an 61ite segment of the British public.
Such social and geographical SegInCritafiOn
inevitably hinits the access of grOUPS that
do not or cannot use multiplex CHICTIlas.
C)ne of the aim% of the Film Council is
to
'extend
culture

film
improve
to
access
and
and filin heritage, serving the

al

11CCkil,

Ol

LIIC

t )k'ý

regions, antl recognising
neects of rural, subtirbaii
"'
locations,
and metropolitan

liatiOlis and
the ditlering

t'or in
is a wclcon-ic development
A
filin
to
marketing.
inclusive approach
to inclusion is also evident in
commitment
the BFI*,, support for 20 regional independent cinemas in order to widen access
This IS Unlikely
to 11011-MaIIISO-Canif-11111.
to make a real impact, however, as it is
consistent with Elie strategies employed by
the major distributors, which only target
of indeurban areas for the exhibition
Litiguage
house
foreign
or
pendent, art
films. In this way, the Industry Is using
an obsolete and nsk-avene segiiientition
targeting a secure %egniodel, mainly
nient of the national market, with the
dual negative result of curtailing potential
non-urban populaprofit and depnvmg
tions of' a diverse range of filin. The Film
Council through the auspices of- the BFI
is also using a rural/urban
segmentation
model in its support niechanisins, and In
doing
is opening Lip ac( ess while at the
so
denying
time
access to a substantial
saine
the population.
of
seg-i
giient
In addition, the Film Council has cornfilin
British
that
to
mitted itself
ensumig
As
a nonexposure.
receives appropriate
Council
Film
body,
can
the
commercial
concentrate on widening access to nonmainstream tilm, unlike commercial or6-anisations. In trying to achieve its Amis.
the Film Council
recognises the need
to work with the linvate sector in otder to encourage a change in tenw, of
film distribution
and consumption provihighly
Despite
UK.
the
sion within Elie
polished disL ourNe (.)I' its policy statements
both
lacks
BW
is
the
thAt
the stark reality
will and the influence to aflect real change
in an industry which P, driven by riskavene and profit maximisation consideratiorm

This

This discrepancy between policy and
debate
the
theoretical
practice reinforces
between proponents of shareholder arid
stakeholder approaclie,. The shareholder
by
Milton
taniously
propagated
appro:ach,
Friedman, implies that the sole responsibility of a business is to make profits
and that stakeholder or social responsibility considerations Should be illLegrated
into business life th-ough government
intervention. " There is now a growing recognition, however, that wealth
does
alone
riot guarantee suscreation
tainable development of economies or
markets. It w.as argued that sustainability
of a business rests not only with its
but
is
financial
performance.
pUrSU1t of
broader
fii:
by
into
the
its
also shaped
environment. This ne%vapproach, which
recognises the significance of the social
business,
is
of
responsibilities
role and
Wilson
'the
approach'.
stakeholder
teriiied
explains that the Royal Society of Art's
report entitled 'Tomorrow's Company'
'inclusive
approach' to
an
also identifies
business management as a source of' sus."
for
business.
An intainable success
business
to
means that
approach
clusive
business decisions are made with attention
by,
held
diversity
arid
of viewpoints
to the
needs of, groups and individuals who are
influence
the operation
who
arid
affected
Apbusiness,
the
stakeholder%.
namely
of
filrn
debate
industry
to
the
this
plication of
highlights the fact that support for a niore
inclusive
ipproacli
is
k7owing
;
stakeholder
in ternis of public opinion and at the
policy level. It is hard to claim, however,
that this approach is adopted by cineiria
holding
on to
who
are
still
managers,
more conventional, pr-,)fit-driven and riskaverse shareholder approaches.
The Film Council rý-cognised a number
of weaknesses in the British filin industry in relation to the exhibition sector; both in terins of' industry provision
ind audience taste,,, there are weaknesses.

British tilm., arc not givell pilortly
1)ý,
distributors; demand f'()r and take-tip ol
films is greater than for UK
Hollywood
filins. They also identified the f-311ure oC
the industry to reflect British society as a
whole, both in social and cultural terms.
In line with
European
filin
other
councils (or equivalents) the Film Council
is committed to increasing audience access
to film from other European countries in
for
British
filins
exchange
achieving
greater audience exposure across Europe.
In order to realise this commitment.
the
Council will need to seek ways to make
filill
British
to the
more
appealing
European audience.
While industrial policy promotes ,,I disCourse that values inclusion, diversity and
'beauty of the small', marketing
practices in the industry 1eaVC IIII)LI) to I_W
desired. Filin is a popular cultural and
leisure pur%uit in the UK where the
film industry is a growth industry. The
total combined
value of the UK box
office and video sales and rental in 1999
amounted to /_I. 42bn. ` With the rise of
the multiplex
cinemas ;is prcdominam
providers of filin for entertainment
since
the finst multiplex
was built in Milton
Keynes in 1986, the market reach of' thiý
industry gained new momentum.
Yet
the increase it) (lie number of- screen-%
has not resulted in greater access to I
vanM
of filnis and, therefore. has not
challenged the domination of mainstream
Hollywood
lusLoncinema. Moreover,
cally, cinetria going was viewed as an
for the masses. The adentertainment
technology, howvent of communication
ever, and the emergence of ethimally atid
diverse coý;mopoluan
politically
regiom
meant that the film market \,,v.i% polarisud
between inain%tremn filim and 'arthouse*
filins, the latter enjoying limited reach.
The most recent Challenge to tile
Hollywood
quo,
where
producv,
statu%
dominitcd
the market, was the introduc

LIOII

0I'

11011ý"A'00(i

fiIIIIS

illiti,

tilo,., t

rcCCMIý', the ('011111litIllellt to illLroducing
art house and foreign languatge flillis to tile
Bollywood
111111tipICXAldiCIICC. Initially
filills, %,,,
cre screened in areas with a high
Asian population
highly
aud proved
successful, although tile audience for these
films was generally restricted to the British
Asian popuLition.
Recently
some Bollywood filmN have succeeded in crossing
over into a wider audience:

'Still In the UK top Fifteen after five
weeks on release, Bolly\\, o(-)d crossover
Ls,,
Vaii passed the 4ý500,000 mark at
the box OfIR-C ovcr the weeken(l,
making it tile sixth highest-grossing
Bollywood production in the UK.
1998's Kitt-is Ktich Hota Hai, distributed
by Yash Raj Films, remains the
best pert.orming Bollywood Fdm in
tile territory. with a total gross of
/-. 1.75ni."'
ftom the
success of the 'ciricnia
inargins', however, in comparison to the
cincrim can be
reach of the numstreim
overstated, when compared to the overof mainstream
all busines,, periurinaricc
cinema in the UK.

The

Ethical issues
be
can
inade between the
approaches of the filin producers

A distinction

ethical
and those cincina managers who make
decisions in cxhibition
film-prograniming
venues. This papcr is moitly concerned
I.
t'llcing
the
the
ittcr
with
ethical lssuc,ý
of the
group. Based oil all examination
segmentation of' filills
practice of 111,11-ket
in the UK, it was problematised
th. 1t
cinciiia
managers only pay lip service
to stakeholder participation
or customer
sccking an aggregare
ol-sinion, bcyond
of the national market.
mider-standing
This approach lunder., the choice and
divelse communities
tile
III
of*
ICCC%S
.

UK

to tilms
mainstream Illms. Tile use ot'geographic
and demographic
segmentation
of' the
market also creaws clostim, and ethical
concerns. In addition, tile Po"ver of- tile
. majors' has restilted in independent distribtitoi-% tieing squee7.ecl out ofmainsti-cam
Because tile 'majom' generally
exhibition,
distribute blockbListcr%, vvhich are eagerly
anticipated, they call negotiatc better deals
with exhibitors. It is common practice, lor
these deals tile
example, that through
exhibitor% are obliged to take ;I number (it'
other less popular Films from the distributor
in order to secure the right to exhibit
blockbusters such as Star Wfir.s.
The European Union implemented anti
trust laws and I competition policy in order
to curb state intel-Ventioll :111dto promote
"'
'fi-ec
i-,
a
entcl-pi c' system. The praCLICCSOf
" dIStI-ihLI(OI-Swere Investigated
tile '1110JO!
by the Mergers and Monopolies Coninik(MMC)
European
in
1998
tile
on
si
and
,
Coninikuon's
Competition
Directorate in
1999. It was found, however, that the
. niaýjon' were not engaging in anti-com
pCtItIvC practices. DC,;p1tC this, (ill(. to
their size and strength it I% extrenielý
distributors
diflicult
f'or independent
to
exist in ,I market that I,, dominated by
PACT I-Ound that
tile niaýjors. However,
filins distributed
by Independent
k-ornpanies recouped I greater percentage of
their budget than those distributed by the
ma.lor% in the LJK. The domination of the
markCI. by the 'ma jovs' constitULCS J grey
*
area between ethical and legal legitimacy;
althOM111legal OhJC(tiOll, Can be avoided in
the present climate of deregulation, their
ethical stancc bodes III in terms of-widviiing
access and removing barners to entry i'm
iniall independent Companies.
It I-, possible to deduce two ethical
considerations b.ascd on the above OLI(litic of' thr ctirrvia policy and practice of
the British filin Industry. National policy
moves to-,vards I wider and more inclusive

interest
in
the
of
stakeholder
industry. This, is a significant
departure from the current policy of the
hct'orc
'profit'
jor
place
-,
vho
pToduccrs
nia,
Admission of this discrepancy
'people'.
leads to thought about how the national
policy and industrial practice may (-oil-AterEthical
two
theory
provides
verge.
and
natives: the 'pull' of' self-regulation
industry
the
transforniatior,
of
or
cultural
and
the 'pu%h' of increa!, ed regulation

definition
the film

of' controls over industrial
enforcement
practice.
National and institutional
policy in the
UK relies oil -Clf--TCg1l1.1(l01l01' the filill
industry. rather than recourse to legislation.
A central question for auditing ethics in
filin inatketing would be v,,hether selfbe
legislation
used to
should
or
regulation
The
response of
practict-s.
sustaill ethical
to this,
the current British Government
ethical (ILICStioll is iii support of selfregulation. Stiles explains the reasoiisý`
first, legislation with its reactive stance
better
does not necessarily guarallWe
ill the
behaviour, %ccondly, particularly
legalistic
approach
a
industrics,
creative

fl trt: 11d"it)
1-1
1-ýl
( (I IC %-,
(-tIkc. II is II owd t 11.1
glob,
tile film Indimi-v are toward, ý vertical integration and strategic partnerships. This is
largely because tile Anierican filin iii-so
,
dustry dominate-, the global market and
presents 'an ideal model' for film induitries that aspire to similar commercial
howsuccess elsewhere. It is identified,
ever, that the course of development I-or
the British filin in(lustry contravencd the
American model, when it SOLIghta stl-AtCi,
ýy
of fragmientation.
through a process of'
liberalisaLion and deregulation in the 1080s.
At-ter 20 years ofmidergoing
fragmentation
and subseciLIC11t'TiiakC-L1p%'and 'break-ups'
aniong its many small sized firms, the
success of the British industry in cliallenging the American domination
was only
partial.
of the British film industry
in reaching
does
a \,,,ider global audience
not only
the fi-aginctited
rest with
nabut m-ith its failure
turc of' the industry,
t\,. ro other
on
in the industry
that
other

immediate
than change
and
effective
more
be
legislation.
It
by
noted,
should
proposed
however, that self-regulation would be i
legislation
it'
the
to
sound alternative
businesswere to obser\ e these self-imposed
breaches
Frequent
of established
control,;.
codes of conduct inay ultimately require
filin
As
tar
leg,
the
as
controls.
"slativc

this
British

selfindustry
i% concermci,
regulation is Currently nromoted x; a viable
method for promoting inclusive marketing
practices.

DISCUSSION
1111% papeT

ex. 1111mcd

tile

ellmal

III

film 111317keting
in the UK, problematising
the discrepancies bet-ween its policy and

producers

exhibition

nily hinder innovation and creativity; and
i
lastly, ch inge induced by %elf-regulati ion is

however,

failure

The

their

of

First,

accounts.
operates

in

costing

stich

receive
profits
film-,
their
once

a -,vay
after the
all

the

Even
costs are deducted.
when
filins
box
achieve
off-ice success,
approach
the independent
exposes

to greater businc,. s risk
producers
instability
Therefore,
tile
and financial
F131W's
for integiatCUrrent
proposals
ing

in
activities
in order
chain

the
to

film

industry
the

mininuse

for

tile independent
producers
Secondly,
the UK
ing.
and
fillin industries
are charactcrised
tional

partnerships.

ccsslill

Companies,

Evidence
however,

%upply
n'sks

is pronmEuropean
by operafrom
mic

suggest% th. 11

vertical

integration
and strategit
partnerships are instrurnenul
in providing
acces%
"
As there are
to products
arid inarkets.
traii,..,advocated
alternative% for structimil
tormation
of the British t-diii indu%try, the
authors decided to evaluate two futuristic
sceiiii-ios,

based on CUITC11t global

trends.

Scenario A

adjustille'llt",
As explamed III dw Littel
It %%asarg tied in dic 133per that. Lhere is,
scenario, could prove more usettil.
,,
At the national policy level tile BF1
a gro,, ving ptiblic arid policy awareness
BFC
regarding domination of the majors In the
and tile
ob,jectives
are setting
British and European filin markets. Althat promote ethical discoursc% of 'su, though the recent legal claims Of 1.1111air tainability'
arid 'improved
access', which
were not successful, legal
are key themes of socially responsible
compention
marketing. They go oil to promote this
arid policy controls may become more
tile spirit of popular
through
cilivillas
III
policy
multiplex
stringent following
Britain. Their approach poses an ethical
ot
awareness. It' there i-, a tigghtening
domination
by
however:
the
targeting
multiplex
concern.
market
control over
US
cinemas f-()r widening access may indeed
majors, with changes in international,
limit
definitions
legislation
European
the
of access and incluoil
antitrust
or
or
laws arid policy and the
fair competition
%)oil. Multiplex cinemas are often based in
level of integratiOll, this may allow sinall
cosmopolitan
areas of densely populated
fairer
for
towns in the UK, therefore the reach they
opportunities
comproducers
limited
hunian
is
to
this
provide
and social
petition.
geography. So, how realistic is the claim
Scenario B
that IIILII[ip]CX cinemas will contribute to
their
widening
access when,
indeed,
Similarly, the growing body of' policy
limited?
from
FPIW,
BF1
market
reach
is
suggestionsemanating
discourses, a-, reflected
The
UK
Government
nationid
BFC.
urges the
and
in
its
independent
national policy and public opinion,
to provide support to
hyped
provide
set
of
polished
and
]-his
a
would work to counteract
producer%.
il)CILI%iOll,
ACCCSSand
sentiments
about
domination
the
of- the majors, as the
thirip
that
would
be
the
all
-to
sustainability
will
able
producers
independent
British
industry
film
tile
sofilins,
more
make
the
small
and
of
provide a stream
cially responsible. This paper has, howbusinesssuccessof sonic of them will help
identified
where
box-office
areas
of
a
number
ever,
the
others'
to absorb sonic of
discourse
between
discrepancy
i%
there
a
failures. Integration of the supply chain in
Britain.
film
marketing
III
of
311(1realities
this way could prove instrumental in
Although the discourse or rhetoric offilin
in-

responding to the challenge of the
creasingly integrating global competition.
Sonic progresshasbeen madeby the BFC
towards reallsing this scenariothrough its
new policy initiatives promoting support
for independentproducer-,.This is alsothe
by
European
Conithe
approachadopted
mission's MEDIA programme. which is
now in its third and enhancedphase.
It should be noted that Scenano A is
legil
that
and policy
in
o,.,crly optimistic
change is a slow and reactionary process
and that Scenario B involves a more
proartive strategy on the p.irt of' the
British film industry. Rather than waiting
f,,-,r legal or policy changes, structural

marketing policy propagates a stakeholder
approach, tile industrial practice and particularly the attitudes of tile nlanager% of
by
driven
financial
are
exhibition
venues
considerations.
This may Indicate at first sight that filin
do
not
ethic%
practice and
marketing
constitute
in easy ensemble. 'File most
recent success of filin fi-oill tile marg-ins,
however,
the Bollywood
in particular
cinenia, in reaching wider national and
the
challenges
audiences
International
that it is difficult
wisdom
common
to reconcile
with
social responsibility
busitim
sense. The authors cmicludc

that although a Jew examples exist to
demonstrate that independent
producers
inay achieve business success against all
odds, structural retOnit towards strategic
for
policy
support
incleand
integation
a real
pendent producers may provide
'Or caistainability and widening
pariacea 1.
access in this' NCCtor.
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Appendix 1: Example of RAS questionnaire

ýfirslmoviqs)

DE-13RANDEDEmmPLE OF

Ij

RECRUITED AUDIENCE

SCREENING

QUESTIONNAIRE

[NAME OF FILM]
th, f,I[!

Pleasespenda few rnoment%

Q1

I

How would you rate [NAMEOFFILM]?
UCK OW BOX OHL Y

Excellent
.... .
QZ

R,

Very Good

Good
...........

......

El 1

Fair

El -

............

Poor

..............

Would you recommend (NAMEOFFILM] to your friends?
TICK ONE BOX ON L Y

Q3

Probably Not..

Probabty
.....

Definitely
......
If you would 'definitely'

Definitely

E: ]

Not

4

or 'probably' recommend the film, where and when would you recommend it be seen?

I ICK ONE BOX ONLY

At the cinema
as soonas it
opens.......
Q4

Wait and rent
it on.video or
DVD
............

At the,cmerna.
somet me....

Wait and see it on
E]
cable or satellite ...
4

Wait and see it
on BBC,1TV.......
CM or Ch5

In general, what did you like best about the film?
DESCRIBIE IN I HE BOX FILL OW

Q5

Which single moment or scene did you like best?
DESCRIBI IN TM

Q6

Bf LOW

What, If anything, didn't you like about the film?
D[SCRIBF

Q7

80ý

IN THE BOX BELOW

Which of the following words and phrases, If any, would you use to describe [NAmEOFFILM]?
IKK

AS MA NY BOXIS

AS Yt)U WiSh

Inspirational....

Ell

Predictable
.....

[: ]

4

Romantic
.......

Ell,

Boring
...........

El

1.

Absorbing..... ..
Charming

..... ..

Amusing....... ..
Patronising

02

Disappointing
..

E)

Ell

Exciting

[]

E1,2

Original.,

017
... ..

.........
.......

a

Ell,

O's
Entertaining
... .

Dramatic

...... ..
Delightful
..... ..
Classy
.......... ..
Uplifting

....... ..

El.

Intelligent

0,

Warming
.... ..
Hilarious

.. ..

El,

.... ..

Corny
........ ..

El.

